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Abstract
Previous experimental research on young children's drawing has shown that children
are highly sensitive to local context, be this task instructions, type of object to be
drawn, the defined purpose of the drawing, and contrasts between drawings (i.e.
Barrett, & Bridson, 1983; Bremner & Moore, 1984; Davis, 1983; Sitton & Light,
1992). This thesis extends work (Burkitt & Barnett, 2006; Burkitt, Barrett, Davis,
2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2005; Thomas, Chaigne & Fox, 1989) that has shown that
children's drawings are influenced by the affective characterizations attributed by the
experimenter in copying and free drawing of human figures. Inparticular, it has been
established that children reliably increase the height of a drawing of a positively
characterized figure (nice, happy) relative to a baseline non-characterized figure
(Burkitt et al., 2003a, 2004, 2005). The work reported here was designed to
investigate whether this result is due to children wanting to depict positive items as
being larger or as a consequence of production factors or whether it represents a
general sensitivity to contrast. A series of five experiments involving children
between 4 and 11 years of age was carried out. Experiments 1-3 explored children's
drawings of a human figure characterized as 'feeling well' or 'not feeling well'. The
results showed that on the basis of the height there were no practice effects - when
children were asked to draw two or three figures sequentially where each was either
characterized as 'feeling well' or 'not feeling well' each drawing was strikingly
similar in height to the others. However, this was not the case when the drawings
were given different characterizations. Here, there were significant differences in the
height of their figures but only when the second drawing produced was that of a 'not
feeling well' figure. In this case, the positively characterized figure was drawn
significantly taller than the negatively characterized figure. The feature analysis
revealed that, overall, the amount of detail children depicted was not related to affect.
Instead, children reliably used mouth expression - either a smile or a frown to
differentiate between 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well', regardless of order of
presentation. Experiments 4 and 5 investigated the interaction between graphic skill
and graphic intention by using non-drawing tasks. Children were asked, either to
judge their preferences for complete pre-drawn human faces varying in graphic
complexity or asked to construct pre-drawn facial features (also of varying
complexity) to produce complete faces. The results showed that irrespective of
affective characterization young children both prefer and construct more complicated
faces and features than they themselves can draw. However, this result again proved
to be sensitive to order. The complexity preference only emerged when a 'not feeling
well' figure was presented after the 'feeling well' figure. Taken together these results
suggest that children are highly systematic and context sensitive in the way that they
indicate contrasts between differentially presented topics. Furthermore, this holds
even where young children are limited in their graphic skill.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1Aim of studying children's drawings
Drawing is popular among children. Children are fascinated by drawings, and feel
comfortable with them because of the immediate availability of pencils and papers which
surround their environment.
'Children draw for fun. For them, drawing is just like other games, and is
interspersed among them. As has been observed for many different
children, periods of graphic activity may be separated by intervals of
several weeks or even months without any drawing ... Nevertheless, one
can say that it is a peaceful game, it does not require a partner, and it can
be engaged in as easily indoors as outside. Thus, other things being equal,
it will be those children with relative calm temperaments who will prefer
drawing, but all children will do so when they are alone, when they cannot
play outside games or have become tired by them, or when they simply
wish to engage in something new. In addition, like any other game, can
take on a kind of obsessive quality, and be pursued for long periods at a
time.' (Luquet, 1927/2001, p. 3).
In late 19th century and early 20th century modem artists, such as Wassily Kandinsky,
Paul Klee, Henri Matisse, Joan Mir6, and Paolo Picasso were inspired by the playfulness
of children's drawings. They shifted their attention to children's drawings and their
original language of simple forms and appreciated the pattern of deviating from realistic
representation (Golomb, 2002).
Additionally, the traditional schools of psychology focused on children's drawings to
understand their emotional (i.e., Jungian approach) and cognitive development (i.e.,
Piagetian approach). However, due to unsystematic assessment of drawings, the original
attempts to unfold the messages of the end products have led to misjudgments (Thomas
& Silk, 1990). Therefore, a subsequent strand of research perceived drawing as a process
and studied the production and organization problems that children face during this
procedure (Bassett, 1977; Freeman, 1980; Goodnow, 1977, 1978). Since late 1970s, a lot
of systematic experimentation has been conducted on children's drawings. Research has
shown that children may produce advanced drawings and adopt graphic strategies to
follow the instructions when the task demand is controlled (i.e., Barrett & Bridson, 1983;
Bremner & Andreasen, 1997; Davis, 1983, 1984; Karmiloff-Smith, 1990; Teske, Waltz &
Shenk, 1992).
The attention of researchers in children's drawings is energized by the frequent use of
drawings by educators, clinicians, and therapists. In education the development of
graphic skill may provide information about the progress of other cognitive-
developmental phenomena (Morra, 2005). In the clinical context, children's drawings
continue to be used as a part of the assessment or as diagnostic instruments. In therapy,
children's drawings initially are utilized to facilitate rapport between the child and the
therapist and then are used as point of reference for the child's emotional state.
Aim of studying children's graphic strategies as a contrast
between wellbeing and illness
Early investigations on young children's drawings assumed that children in drawing tend
to express their feelings (Alschuler & Hattwick, 1943; Hammer, 1958). Since then, and
despite criticism towards the reliability and validity of the tool (i.e., Thomas & Jolley,
1998), children's drawings have been used as sources of information in several domains,
such as the psychotherapeutic (i.e., Burgess & Hartman, 1993; Benveniste, 2005;
Malchiodi, 1998; Rotter, Horak, & Heidt, 1999), the clinical (i.e., Matto & Naglieri,
2005; Veltman & Browne, 2000), and the educational contexts. Children's drawings have
been also used in the context of medical treatment, such as for assessing the level of
anxiety of ill children (Puura et al., 2005; Stefanatou, 1996), for evaluating the intensity
and unpleasantness of post-operative pain (perrot, Goodenough & Champion, 2004) and
for estimating the degree of needle pain during blood sampling through faces pain scale
and facial affective scale (Goodenough et al., 1999). Moreover, children's drawings have
been used as a diagnostic aid (i.e., Di Leo, 1973; Harris, 1963).
On the one hand, taking into consideration the high frequency of using drawings in the
psychological evaluation of children, and on the other hand, knowing that the majority of
supporting evidence for emotionally affected drawings was mainly based on
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practitioners' observation, led to the emergence of a strand of research providing
empirical basis for the appropriateness of the drawing tool (i.e., Burkitt, Barrett & Davis,
2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2005; Jolley, Fenn & Jones, 2004; Picard, Brechet & Baldy, 2007;
Thomas, Chaigne & Fox, 1989). Thomas & Jolley (1998), examining the empirical and
conceptual strength of the tool, suggested that though drawings may be weak and
inconsistent as personality assessments, they can be influenced by children's emotional
attitude towards the topic depicted. As a result, an emotion-related process could modify
the execution of a drawing (Freeman, 1980).
Burkitt et al. (2003a, 2003b) found that children, by the age of four, could use size and
colour to distinguish differentially characterized topics. Concerning size, it was indicated
that the size of nice figures was increased in relation to that of the baseline drawings
whereas the size of nasty figures was decreased in comparison to the baseline drawings
(Burkitt et al., 2003a). Regarding colour, it emerged that children used their more
preferred colours for the nice figures, their least preferred colours for the nasty figures,
and colours rated intermediately for the baseline figures (Burkitt et al., 2003b).
Subsequent studies, generally, confirmed the colour patterns (Burkitt et al., 2004, 2005),
whereas the pattern of the increase in size in the positively presented topic in relation to
the baseline topic was only replicated (Burkitt et al., 2004, 2005; Burkitt & Barnett,
2006).
Considering this variability of size findings in relation to previous contradictory results
on size (i.e., Joiner, Schmidt, & Barnett, 1996; Jolley & Vulic-Prtoric, 2001; Thomas et
al., 1989; Thomas & Jolley, 1998), it may be suggested that size is a sensitive formal
property of drawing. The task demands (Barrett, Beaumont & Jennett, 1985), the
instructions (Barrett & Bridson, 1983), and the nature of the differential characterizations
between the two objects may be crucial factors to determine the manner in which children
depict contrast (Davis, 1983, 1984).
Therefore, the necessity to study children's use of size change in depicting a contrast
between wellbeing and illness is particularly pronounced. Research in the context of
differentiating an ill from a healthy human figure (Eleftheriou, 2009; Healey, 1994)
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showed that the frequency of adopting this formal property of drawing increased with
age. This result may suggest that children may treat differently the contrast between nice
and nasty, and happy and sad as opposed to a contrast between health and illness.
However, apart from size, other signs, such as colour and the amount and type offeatures
included in the human figure (the content) are important to be addressed. Moreover, the
mouth expression will be studied across the human figure drawings for gaining
information about the emotional connotation of illness in relation to health.
The rationale for the thesis is to investigate how children between 4 and 11 years of age
treat graphically the contrast between a 'feeling well' human figure and a 'not feeling
well' human figure. More importantly, the current thesis aims to study whether children's
graphic strategies - height, features, and colour - in human figure drawing are context
specific and consequently the order of the differentially characterized human figurers'
presentation will influence their drawings. Additionally, the interaction between graphic
skill and graphic intention will be investigated by using non drawing tasks. Again, the
strategy of features' complexity preference in pre-drawn tasks will be studied in relation
to context.
The overall aim of studying the graphic strategies of contrast between wellbeing and
illness is to further elucidate the area of research studying the emotional-expressive
aspects of children's drawings which in its turn serves as a source of knowledge for
educational, clinical, and medical practice.
i.r Thesis overview
Chapter 2 starts by describing an outline of Luquet's stage-like theory on children's
drawing development and children's tendency in drawing canonical representations.
Then, alternative experimental methodologies are presented indicating children's ability
to deviate from canonicality. An emphasis is given to children's indication of contrast in
drawing pairs of objects and particularly pairs of human figures. Further, research on
children's strategies for depicting affective aspects in drawings is presented. Empirical
evidence is provided suggesting that children primarily use literal expressive strategies
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and secondarily content and abstract strategies in drawing positively and negatively
characterized topics.
Chapter 3 presents experiment 1, which partially replicated Healey's (1994) study and
aimed to study children's use of height for contrasting a baseline, a 'feeling well' and
'not feeling well' human figure. The general aim was to study whether children, aged
between 4 and 11 years, would decrease the height of the 'not feeling well' human
drawing in relation to its original baseline state and would increase the height of the
'feeling well' human figure in comparison to that of the 'not feeling well' one. The
results showed that the 7- and IO-year-olds tended to decrease the height of the 'not
feeling well' figure in relation to its original state that of a baseline. This trend was also
observed for the 5-year-olds, not significantly though. Also, the instructions for the first
human figures had an effect on the height of the drawings. The 'not feeling well' figure
was shorter than the baseline figure across age and gender. Overall, irrespective of the
tasks' characterization, developmental and gender differences were identified. With age
the height of the drawings increased and girls produced taller figures than the boys.
Experiment 2 is described in chapter 4. This study aimed to expand on the results of
study I by adding more conditions for studying any practice and/or order effect.
However, this was done not only for controlling any methodological weaknesses of the
within-subject design. Research has shown that the context which is formed by the order
and the content of the differentially presented tasks tend to influence children's drawings
(i.e. Barrett, & Bridson, 1983; Bremner & Moore, 1984; Davis, 1983; Sitton & Light,
1992). In other words, what children draw first may interfere with what they draw
second. Contrary to experiment 1, in this experiment each child produced two drawings.
The results indicated no practice effect. Children in either producing neutrally, negatively
or positively characterized topics twice did not change the height of the human figure.
Conversely, in terms of asking the children to produce two drawings following different
characterizations, it was shown that the order of the administration of the differentially
presented human figure drawings affected the way that children used height. Specifically,
the systematic use of height for differentiating two human figure drawings was observed
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only when the characterization for the second drawing had a negative connotation. Thus,
the change of height across the two human figure drawings was affected by the order and
the content of the characterizations.
Chapter 5 reports the analysis of features included in the human figure produced in
experiment 2. The aim of this analysis was to study whether children would modify the
amount of detail as a response to the change in height in drawing. Additionally, it
examined whether children would use any specific feature for showing a contrast
between two opposite drawings. The findings indicated that children did not alter the
quantity of features when produced a human figure twice. Furthermore, in contrast to the
decrease in height in drawings when children produced first a 'feeling well' figure and
then a 'not feeling well' figure, children did not alter the quantity of features for showing
a contrast between the two human figures. However, when children first drew a baseline
figure and then a 'not feeling well' figure it was found that the 5- and 7-year-olds
decreased the number of features included in the negatively presented figure. Overall,
with age the human figure drawings became more detailed. Additionally, in line with
height analysis girls drew more detailed human figures than those of the boys.
Focusing on the mouth expression, neither practice nor order effects were obtained.
Children producing neutrally, negatively or positively characterized human figures twice
did not change the mouth expression of the human figure. In contrast, when children were
asked to draw a 'not feeling well' human figure in relation to either a baseline or a
'feeling well' figure, they tended to change the mouth expression accordingly. This result
was more evident for the 7- and the lO-year-olds across culture.
Chapter 6 presents the analysis on the children's causation of the 'not feeling well' state
of experiment 2. Although the human figure was not directly presented as ill, it was
presented as not feeling well, a characterization which is mainly used for illness for both
the Greek and the British cultures. The results indicated cultural and age differences. On
the one hand, the findings showed that British children, regardless of age, preferred the
physical illness explanation for the 'not feeling well' state. On the other hand, Greek
children's explanation ofpbysical illness followed a linear decrease with age. Looking at
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the psychosocial reasoning, for the British children it remained a minority response,
whereas for the Greek children it increased with age. The results demonstrated that the
physical illness explanation was used by the 5-year-olds, a finding which is in contrast to
Carey's (1985) theory claiming that children up to the age of 10 have no biological facts
for structuring a naive theory of biology and, consequently, look for non biological
explanations. Cultural differences were mainly obtained from the responses of the 7- and
10-year-olds. Nevertheless, neither cultural nor developmental differences in relation to
reasoning were graphically portrayed.
Experiment 3, which partially followed the study of Burkitt et al. (2003b), is presented in
chapter 7. It aimed to study how children use not only colour but also facial features and
quantity of detail in pre-drawn human figures for distinguishing a 'feeling well' figure
from a 'not feeling well' figure. The rationale of this experimental design was to
investigate whether children, aged between 4 and 12 years, perceive the 'feeling well'
and 'not feeling well' states in a similar way as the respective conditions of either nice
and nasty or happy and sad.
Overall, the findings showed that the colours which were used for the 'feeling weir and
the 'not feeling well' tasks were emotionally rated more positively and less positively
respectively. Nevertheless, when the characterization for the last drawing displayed a
negative connotation, regardless of colour priming, children used the most preferred
colours for the 'feeling well' task and the intermediate colours for the 'not feeling well'
task. In contrast, colour priming affected choices of children when the second human
figure had a positive connotation. In terms of content analysis, it emerged that children
also used the strategy of mouth expression and modified the mouth according to the
instructions. Furthermore, the 'feeling well' face was more detailed by half a feature than
the 'not feeling well' face. The underlying affect of the pre-drawn figures was confirmed
by the children's affect ratings towards the completed figures. The 'feeling well' figure
was perceived more positively than the 'not feeling well' figure.
Chapter 8 chronicles experiment 4. In this experiment children, aged between 4 to 8
years, were asked first to sort out pre-drawn faces, depicting either a 'feeling well' smiley
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face or a 'not feeling well' frowned face of different levels of complexity, and then to
draw their own faces in pre-drawn outlines of a face. The rationale for using a non
drawing task was to study whether children, free of production and organization
difficulties, would prefer the most detailed faces for either of the states. Moreover, it
aimed to investigate whether the level of complexity would be used as a strategy of
contrast between the opposite tasks. The findings of the selection task showed that the
order of the tasks' presentation influenced children's responses. Thus, children preferred
the most complicated faces but this was order specific. The level of complexity was not
used as a strategy of contrast between the 'feeling well' and the 'not feeling well' faces.
Studying the drawing performance in relation to the selection performance it emerged
that the face selections of the 5-year-olds were in advance of their drawings. In contrast,
the face selections of the 6- and 8-year-olds proved comparable to their drawings.
Experiment 5 is described in chapter 9. Four- to 8-year-olds were asked first to assemble
facial features, differing in complexity, in pre-drawn outlines of 'feeling well' and 'not
feeling well' faces and then to draw their own face in a pre-drawn outline of face. The
findings of the assemblage task indicated that the order of the presentation of the tasks
interfered with the children's responses. Children chose more detailed features (eyes,
nose, and mouth) for the 'feeling well' face than they did for the 'not feeling well' face.
The 'feeling well' face, regardless of the order of the presentation of the tasks, was the
most complicated face. In contrast, the level of complexity of the 'not feeling well' face
varied in response to its order of presentation. Additionally, the completion task
facilitated children to use the level of complexity as a strategy for displaying a contrast
between the two faces. However, this strategy was utilized only when the second face had
a negative connotation. Looking at the construction performance in relation to the
drawing performance, it was indicated that the 5-year-olds performed better in the former
task than they did in the latter one. Conversely, the performance of 6- and 8-year-olds in
the assembly of faces was comparable to their drawing productions.
A general discussion is presented in chapter 10. The purpose of this final chapter is to
summarize the results obtained in the series of experiments reported and to reflect on how
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these findings are related to key issues presented throughout the thesis. This chapter will
consider how the findings from each chapter contribute to our understanding of children's
use of graphic strategies in depicting a contrast between differentially characterized
topics. In particular, the factors that facilitate or hinder the graphic representation of
contrast in human figure drawings depicting wellbeing and illness will be discussed.
Additionally, the experimental considerations and suggestions for further research will be
presented. In conclusion, this chapter will outline some of the implications of the present
results to the clinical context.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Overview
The aim of the present chapter is to review the literature which is pertinent to the
research conducted. The first section will present Luquet's (1927/2001) traditional
approach to children's drawings, his emphasis on intellectual and visual realism, and a
subsequent shift towards experimental approaches studying the development of
children's drawings. Then, a description will be given of Karmiloff-Smith's (1990,
1992) representational redescription (RR) model and the context will be set for the
presentation of research studying how children show contrast in human figure
drawings.
The second section, will briefly report Parsons' (1987) theory of aesthetic
development and its influence on how expressive strategies in children's drawing can
be studied. Evidence will be provided arguing that the literal expressive strategy
precedes those strategies founded on content and on the formal properties of drawing.
Then, fmdings will be presented regarding the study of the formal properties of size
and colour as potential indicators of contrast between differentially characterized
human figure drawings. Briefly, traditional research looking at children's ability to
recognize emotional information in facial expressions will be reported. Evidence from
children's graphic depiction of emotion in facial expression supports the argument
that children focus on the face for either evaluating or portraying emotion.
The literature review will lead to a statement about the aims of the present research,
which was designed to study the experimental conditions under which children adopt
specific drawing strategies to depict 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' human
figures.
2.2 Children's drawings
Developmental theories (i.e., notably by Piaget and Carey) have focused on children's
responses with a view to further knowledge about cognitive development. However,
taking into account that the use of interviews as a research tool has a number of
limitations such as the effect of social desirability, and moreover, that children are
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considered to be 'difficult' interviewees (Breakwell, 1995; Moston, 1987), findings
need to be interpreted with caution. As a response to these limitations, a number of
clinicians and researchers have shifted their attention to children's drawings as an
alternative means for studying cognitive development (i.e., Golomb, 1973; Karmiloff-
Smith, 1990).
It is assumed generally that drawings can attract children's attention, help them feel
comfortable, and facilitate behaviours of interest to take place. The rationale for using
drawings as a clinical or research tool includes its popularity among children, the
immediate availability of pencils and papers, and the assumptions that drawings can
reveal concealed information (Thomas & Jolley, 1998). For example, Goodnow
(1977) claimed that children's drawings can provide information about what lies
beneath the surface - about the development of thought and problem-solving
techniques. Furthermore, Piaget regarded drawing as a form of a semiotic function in
between symbolic play and mental image (piaget & Inhelder, 1969) that provides not
only pleasure but also a means to imitate reality.
Luquet's developmental exposition of drawing
Luquet (1927/2001) was interested in studying the change of phases which children's
drawing go through from 2 to 9 years of age. Originally, with his first book 'Les
Dessins d'un Enfant', which presented his own daughter's drawings, and then with his
following work, 'Le Dessin Enjantin', Luquet (1927/2001) introduced a variety of
important concepts which have exerted considerable influence on subsequent research
not only about children's drawings (i.e., Cox, 1992, 1993; Freeman, 1980) but also
about children's cognitive development (Piaget & Inhelder, 1969).
First, Luquet believed that children treat drawing like any other game. Moreover, he
claimed that children are not interested in drawing as a means of serving a purpose.
Rather, children are committed to the action of drawing and very carefully produce it.
Second, Luquet claimed that children's explanation of mistakes either appeal to some
accidental factors (i.e., lack of space on the paper) or lead to sophisticated excuses
(i.e., an armless figure will be fmally presented as having lost them). Nevertheless,
Luquet observed that children's dissatisfaction of their drawings may be manifested
by either declaring the drawing or by retaining the unsuccessful part and simply
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producing the correct version beside it. Finally, Luquet observed that children
sometimes tend to draw in general or they experience periods of devoting themselves
to draw a specific object, a case which is more frequent during the earliest drawings.
Luquet explained that
the intention to draw a certain object is the extension and manifestation
of the child's mental representation: the object depicted is that which,
in the mind of the artist, has momentarily come to take an exclusive or
preponderant position (Luquet, 1927/2001, p. 9).
Luquet emphasized the importance of the factors that influence the young drawer to
produce the particular object. Initially, he referred to the external circumstances, by
which he meant the suggestions or the instructions of other people, the perception, or
the memory of the actual object or even the previous drawings of the specific object
which exert an influence on the child's intention. Furthermore, the association of
ideas that may arise throughout the production of the picture eventually may change
the preconceived plan. Also, Luquet described the factor of 'graphic automatism' for
those cases in which one drawing follows the other and the outcome results in
drawing repetitions of the same representation.
During the production of the drawing or once this is fmished, Luquet claimed that the
child offers an interpretation which is appreciated in relation to the original intention.
A positive comparison would entail a resemblance between the drawing and the
designated object. In contrast, a negative comparison would involve a lack of
coincidence between intention and interpretation due to immaturity in drawing. The
outcome of the conflict between intention and interpretation, Luquet argued, varies
depending on which part of the process is stronger.
Additionally, in order to study the gradual maturity of drawing, Luquet focused on the
'type', referring to the way in which children produce the same object or motif over a
sequence of drawings. In the beginning of this process, children experience a phase of
conserving the type which later on will be challenged by a tendency to modify it.
Luquet claimed that the type corresponds to a psychological entity within the child's
mind called 'internal model'. He postulated that the internal model differs from the
actual object and thus the resulting drawing is not a mere copy of it. The justification
for this claim, Luquet proposed, is that the common characteristic among drawings
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from observing a real object, copies from other drawings, and drawings from memory
is that they portray the most representative parts of the designated object.
According to Luquet's theory, children's development of drawing undergoes a shift
from intellectual realism towards visual realism. In the former phase children tend to
draw what they conceptualize as important features of the object. Conversely, in the
latter phase children tend to draw what is visible from their view-point. The change of
drawing in relation to realism unfolds in four stages of development. Luquet set the
prerequisite conditions that each stage emerges out of the preceding one and that the
initial stages remain for a long time into the following ones and gradually weaken.
In the first stage, of fortuitous realism, children at the age of two or two and half
engage in a scribbling activity. Children originally are fascinated by making marks on
the paper and familiarize themselves with the behaviour of leaving behind visible
traces. Gradually, children will adopt the intention to produce these marks again Very
soon, the child starts to recognize figures in his or her pointless scribbles and tries to
draw them again in subsequent drawings. As soon as this intention occurs, drawing
becomes imitation and image (piaget & Inhelder, 1969).
At around 3-4 years of age, children reach the second stage of 'failed realism' or
synthetic incapacity. In this phase children know which objects or events they want to
draw but they encounter a variety of problems leading to disproportionate drawings.
Luquet claimed that these disproportions result as an outcome of several reasons
including, lack of graphic skill leading to the inability to stop the trace at the desired
spot and lack of organization skills resulting in either plenty or limiting space left on
the paper. Thus, the child experiences a synthetic incapacity during which he or she
tends to juxtapose the elements of the model without drawing them into a coordinated
whole. For example, the human figure is depicted as a tadpole figure with a huge head
and threadlike limbs.
At the third stage, of 'intellectual realism' (5-8 years old), the child is preoccupied
with drawing what he or she knows about the conceptual attributes of the model but
shows no concern for visual reality. For Luquet:
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Intellectual realism can go so far as to depict in a drawing, not just
actual details which are not visible, but even abstract elements which
exist only in the mind of the artist (Luquet, 1927/2001, p. 102).
Thus, children guided by their internal model, adopt a number of techniques (i.e.,
separation of details and transparency) for showing maximally what they know about
the designated object. For instance, in the case of human figures children tend to
emphasize the existence of features, such as cheeks or tummy, by drawing them with
a contour even when in the case of a real human being they are not easily
distinguished from the rest of the figure or may be even obscured by other features.
This tendency for clarity, Luquet assumes, is driven by the artist's realist intention to
provide the most faithful and holistic representation of the object. Put differently,
understanding children's laws of drawing during intellectual realism facilitates
appreciating their synthetic attitude to include in a single drawing the elements which
can be seen by acquiring more than one perspective.
By contrast, in the last stage of 'visual realism' (around 9 years onward) the child
seems to show a concern for drawing what is visible from one particular perspective.
As a result, the objects in the drawing are organized in an elliptical plan according to
their geometrical proportions. For instance, a human figure drawn in profile contains
all the visible features.
Luquet' stage-like theory of drawing development is considered to be the precursor of
Piagetian theory. Piaget & Inhelder (1969) agreed with Luquet's view that drawing
behaviour is the manifestation of the mental image, which appears to follow the laws
of cognitive development instead of those of perception Luquet (192712001).
However, Piaget & Inhelder (1969) proposed an earlier shift from intellectual realism
to visual realism, taking place approximately at 7 or 8 years of age.
Evidently, significant amount of research was conducted on children's drawings not
only for testing various factors influencing the shift from intellectual realism to visual
realism but also for validating Luquet's stage-like theory.
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The message of a drawing
Cognitive and psychotherapeutical theories, such as the Piagetian and Freudian
schools, grounded their postulations on inferences deduced from the completed
drawings and therefore underestimated the process of the actual task. To rectify this
omission, Freeman (1980) focused on the drawing process and argued that the nature
of the task demands and the manner in which the child responds to those demands,
influences the process and the actual outcome of the drawing.
Freeman (1980) introduced the cue-dependency model of drawing by investigating
the types of production issues that children encounter when beginning a drawing.
According to this model, during the production of a drawing a child is prompted by a
set of cues in the drawing situation. When a child is given a blank piece of paper, he
or she has an enormous amount of freedom which is gradually reduced by the marks
that are put down on paper. Put differently, the task demands undergo continuous
change due to the child's productions. Some of the cues, that a child confronts, entail
the orientation of the page in relation to the drawer, the orientation of an already
existing stimulus on the page, and the internal size proportions of the already existing
stimulus. The way the child responds to these cues determines the outcome of the
drawing.
Apart from the task demand, production, and organization problems (Barrett, 1983;
Freeman, 1980), Barrett & Bridson (1983) focused on the nature of the verbal
instructions which may be presented to the children by an adult experimenter. Results
indicated that the format of the instructions functioned as an important cue that
systematically affected children's house drawings. Although Golomb (1973) also
studied the impact of verbal instructions on children's productions of human figure
drawings, there were many other variables which were not kept constant and
consequently, defmite conclusions cannot be drawn.
Similarly, Light & McEwen (1987) manipulated the variable of instructions for
investigating the influence on children's drawings. Half of the children were simply
asked to draw a set of bricks exactly as they saw them. The rest of the children were
asked to draw the set of bricks so that the drawing to be given to their game partners
in order for them to reconstruct the set of bricks. Results showed that the drawings of
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the communication game condition were more accurate than those of the control
condition. Thus, the potential purpose of a drawing to communicate a message may
facilitate accurate depictions.
Generally, drawings may provide information about the structure and appearance of
the object or scene depicted. On the one hand, drawings which present structural
information can be further divided into those that provide information about the
structure of the object - object-centered drawings - and those that give details about
the spatial relations of the drawn objects - array-centered drawings. On the other
hand, those drawings offering information about the way an object or scene is
depicted from a specific point of view may be referred to as viewer-centered drawings
(Thomas & Silk, 1990). In the viewer-centered-drawings, due to adopting a specific
perspective, structural information may be neglected.
However, Luquet (192712001) argued that children in their original trials to depict a
designated object, produce canonical representations. It is later on that children may
be concerned to provide additional information about the structure or the appearance
of the object to be drawn.
Canonical representation
Luquet (1927/2001) argued that the early drawings of intellectual realism constitute
symbolic drawings which are the products of preoperational children's (2- to 6- or 7-
years-old) symbolic thinking (Piaget & Inhelder, 1969). The function of these
drawings is to denote, rather than to convey information about the constituents or the
manifestation of the designated object. Young children tend to depict the permanent
rather than the mobile features of an object by producing a canonical representation of
a designated object (Freeman, 1980).
The persistence of canonicality in drawing has been studied through manipulation of
various factors such as drawing an object in a specific array (Freeman & Janikoun,
1972; Sitton & Light, 1992), conveying information about the drawer's position in
relation to the object (Cox, 1985; Davis, 1983), following instructions to focus on
specific parts of the scene (Barrett & Light, 1976; Bremner & Moore, 1984), recalling
it and recognizing it, making transformations out of imagination (Karmiloff-Smith,
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1992) and out of the verbal instructions given to the children (Barrett & Bridson,
1983; Golomb, 1973).
For example, Barrett & Light (1976) challenged the notion of intellectual realism by
studying whether a drawing derives from what the artist knows about the genus to
which the object is a member, or from what the artist knows about the specific object.
Children were asked to draw a house with certain properties such as, having no door,
upper windows having curtains and being larger than the lower. Many of the 5-year-
olds did not follow researchers' instructions and drew symmetrically a symbolic
house in a front view displaying a door and two windows. Consequently, it was
argued that children engage in 'symbolic realism' through their 'generic drawings' by
depicting some of the representative features of the group of objects to which the
drawing topic belongs. The authors introduced the idea that symbolism may be seen
as a preliminary stage of development followed by intellectual realism which acts as a
bridge between symbolism and visual realism. Barrett & Light (1976), thus,
confronted the general assumption that younger children focus on the designated
object and produce a canonical drawing of the specific object (Luquet, 192712001).
Children's preference for canonical representations of single objects - either of the
specific object or of the class of things to which the object belongs - has been
confirmed across various topics (Allik & Laak, 1985; Barrett & Light, 1976; Bremner
& Moore, 1984; Freeman & Janikoun, 1972; Thomas & Tsalimi, 1988). However, the
probability of departing from canonical representations increases even in symbolic
drawers when children are asked to produce either array-specific drawings or view-
specific drawings.
On the one hand, studying array-specific drawings, Light & Humphreys (1981), for
example, asked 5- to 8-year-olds to draw two model pigs, differing in colour, in a
specific array. Five- and 6-year-olds were able to provide infonnation about the array
but not their specific angle. In contrast, older children were more successful in
indicating their point of view. Teske et al. (1992) partially replicating the above study,
found that younger children's tendency for occlusion was reinforced in cases where
the view provided by objects arranged in depth, included canonical representations.
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On the other hand, focusing on children's ability to provide information in drawing
about their position in relation to the model to be drawn, Freeman & Janikoun (1972)
asked children aged between 5 to 9 years to draw a familiar object (a cup) with its
defining feature (a handle) to be hidden and a nondefining feature (a painted flower)
to be visible. Findings showed that, with age, the painted flower was more frequently
added in drawings whereas the depiction of the handle was decreased with age. In
terms of the handle, contrary to the 8-year-olds, children up to the age of seven drew
the handle despite the fact that they could not see it from their angle.
Similarly, Davis (1983) studying the canonical representation's immunity in 4- to 7-
year-olds found that children could not resist drawing the hidden handle. However,
when she restructured the drawing task to make viewpoint more evident, children did
not obey invariably to the canonical representation. Namely, when participants were
asked to draw a paired cup situation, in which one cup was presented in its canonical
orientation whereas the other one was not, children drew successfully the visual
contrast by being both array-specific and view-specific. Also, the two-cup array had a
strong carry-over effect on the single cup's drawing by preventing children from
drawing the hidden handle in the latter task.
Further, Davis (1983) tested children's contextual sensitivity by displaying to them a
handless cup next to a sugar bowl and a handless cup next to spotted sugar bowl.
Results showed that, overall, children were concerned to denote the contrast between
the two objects. The type of difference between the two objects determined children's
depiction of contrast. No carry-over effects were obtained.
To sum up, children's ability to produce array or view specific representations
depends on whether or not the within array context is important. Contrary to Luquet
(192712001) and Piaget & Inhelder (1969), Davis (1983) and Teske et al. (1992)
adopted alternative methodologies which facilitated non-canonical representations at
an earlier age of seven years. Consequently, evidence has been provided that children
are concerned to communicate to the viewer that they are aware of the contrast
between two designated objects.
Research (i,e., Karmiloff-Smith, 1990) has studied the impact of differential
instructions not only on the final product of drawing but also on the process of
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drawing. Within this empirical context, the process and the fmal products of drawings
have been used for elucidating children's cognitive development.
Representational-Redescription (RR) model and change
Children's drawings are usually produced as a response to the drawer's desire to draw
the people and the things belonging to his or her surrounding. The products of
drawings have been used as sources of information for studying internal
representations (i.e., Piaget & Inhelder, 1969). However, subsequent research has
demonstrated that drawings can be used to some extent to reveal internal
representations but certainly not in a simple and direct way (i.e., Golomb, 1973;
Jolley, Knox & Foster, 2000). Karmiloff-Smith (1990) studied children's types of
modifications in drawing in order to gather information about drawing development.
Karmiloff-Smith (1990, 1992) constructed the Representational Redescription (RR)
model, which she conceptualized as a mediation between Piaget's constructionist
theory and Fodor's nativist theory. Karmiloff-Smith was interested in these theories
because although they studied the constraint and flexibility in the child's cognitive
system, their underlying implications differed. On the one hand, Piaget (Piaget &
Inhelder, 1969) argued that children's cognitive development occurs more or less
simultaneously across domains through determined domain-general mechanisms. On
the other hand, Fodor assumed that children's learning develops in a domain-specific
manner. Fodor (1985, as cited in Karmiloff-Smith, 1992) in particular, argued that
special purpose 'modules' are innately specified and qualify as genetically
preprogrammed 'input systems' for processing different types of information.
Karmiloff-Smith (1992) accepted Fodor's idea of the brain's modularity.
Nevertheless, she claimed that the infants have only a limited number of domain-
specific predispositions which can be enriched through a process of modularization.
Within this process more specific brain circuits will be formed for dealing with
specific environmental inputs. Kanniloff-Smith also introduced an innate general
mechanism, called representational redescription (RR) which, contrary to Piaget's
domain-general mechanisms, influences recurrently at different times each micro-
domains. Consequently, the process of RR is the same within each domain.
Furthermore, she stressed that
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the representational redescription is a process by which implicit
information in the mind subsequently becomes explicit knowledge to
the mind, first within a domain and then sometimes across domains
Karmiloff-Smith (p. 18, 1992) .
Karmiloff-Smith postulated that development involves three recurrent phases. During
phase 1, the child focuses mainly on information from the external environment.
Gradually, the child performs better until 'behavioral mastery' is accomplished. In
phase 2, the child shifts his or her attention to the impact of the system-internal
dynamics on the internal representations. Disregard for information from the external
environment during this phase may lead to new errors. Ultimately, during phase 3 a
balance is achieved between internal representations and external data.
Further, Karmiloff-Smith introduced the four levels of representational redescription
which sustain these recurrent phases; namely, one implicit level (I) and three explicit
levels (El, E2, and E3). At level I, information is encoded in procedural form and is
sequentially specified. Also, new representations are independently stored but no
intra-domain (within domain) or inter-domain (across domains) representational links
can be formed. The child has access to the procedure as a whole, but not to the
components parts. For example, in the case ofa child's implicit internal representation
of a human figure, she or he can inflexibly produce a sequential procedure of the
figure's parts, rather than change the order of drawing, manipulate the parts of the
figure, and add components of other implicitly stored representations (Jolley, 2009).
Knowledge becomes progressively more explicit through an endogenous process
driven by the RR mechanism via the three levels within the explicit phase. The first
level of redescription (El) causes the representation's components to be open to
potential intra-domain and inter-domain representational links. Karmiloff-Smith
(1992) hypothesized that with further redescriptions the representations become
consciously accessible to the child (E2) and finally open to verbal report (E3).
Karmiloff-Smith (1990i studied representational redescription in children's
drawings. Four- to ll-year-olds were asked first to draw familiar topics and then to
draw the same topics that do not exist. On the one hand, with the first set of drawings,
1 For a detailed description of the study see the introductory section of chapter 3.
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she aimed to activate the children's representational schemata of these topics. On the
other hand, she thought that children would operate on the representations of the
topics and, consequently, it would be possible to examine the degree of constrain or
flexibility these internal representations had. Karmiloff-Smith (1990), therefore,
argued that the findings confirmed the existence of the RR mechanism and showed a
transition from an implicit to and explicit level of knowledge.
Karmiloff-Smith's (1990) work generated a number of studies (i.e., Barlow, Jolley,
White & Galbraith, 2003; Berti & Freeman, 1997; Hollis & Low, 2005; Picard &
Vinter, 1999; Pine & Messer, 1999; Spensley & Taylor, 1999; Zhi, Thomas &
Robinson, 1997) on assessment and implementation of the RR model.
Berti & Freeman (1997), for example, conducted five experiments in which 5- and 9-
year-olds received open-ended instructions (draw 'a man who doesn't exist' 'a man
with something missing) to modify their drawing routines; and precise tasks with
explicit instructions (draw a two-head man, a headless man, a man without a trunk, a
man who is both an animal and a man, a man who is a house and a man). The
rationale here was to provide evidence that children, apart from exogenous
(environment) and endogenous (rework on already stored information) sources of
representational change, acquire general ideas, which constitute their conceptual
framework for innovations in their representations.
The findings of the experiment with the open-ended instructions showed that, in line
with Karmiloff-Smith (1990), the older children performed better than the younger
children. First, 9-year-olds proved more able to spontaneously make cross-category
drawings than the 5-year-olds. Also, the more developed the internal representations
were the greater the probability was for the changes to be verbally report. The 9-year-
olds relied more on their internal sources for the non-existed man rather than resorting
to an external model (i.e., mermaid), whereas 5-year-olds showed the opposite.
However, the other experiments showed that, in contrast to RR model which
underestimates the younger children's performance, the 5-year-olds were not typically
rigid on procedure (Berti & Freeman, 1997).
Picard & Vinter (1999) examined whether the innovations that can be introduced both
in the internal graphic image (representational flexibility) and in the executive aspects
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of drawing (syntactical flexibility) are age related or can be induced by contextual
manipulations. A deletion task was used for investigating the types rather than the
quantity of deletions introduced in children's drawings. Five-, 7-, and 9-year-olds
participated in two experiments. In experiment 1, children were asked to draw two
objects, one commonly drawn and one non-commonly drawn, which had been
partially rendered invisible due to magical transformations. Two different verbal
instructions were used about what was to remain visible in the drawings.
The results revealed a sequential development in flexibility at a representational level.
The 5-year-olds tended to mainly produce 'element-based' deletions whereas the 9-
year-olds made 'part-whole-based' deletions. The performance of the 7-year-olds
indicated a transitional phase in which the 'element-based' deletions were reduced
and the 'part-whole-based' deletions gradually emerged. In terms of contextual
sensitivity, where instructions stressed 'element-based' or 'part-whole-based'
deletions, in contrast to 5-, and 9-year-olds, the 7-year-olds took into account the
different instructions displaying more flexible behaviour. Procedural flexibility was
discerned in the activity of the 5-year-olds. Children interrupted the order of drawing
in the middle of the production, with this tendency increasing with age. Inexperiment
2, children were asked to delete parts of pre-drawn line drawings with an eraser. It
emerged then that the sequential development observed in study 1 was partially
replicated. The expression of representational flexibility across age was not
considerably modified as a response to the load imposed by the procedural
constraints.
Picard & Vinter (1999) agreed with the claim by Berti & Freeman (1997) that the
inflexibility in the younger children's drawings can be attributed to several sources of
constraints. Namely, the younger children's poor performance in open-ended tasks
can be explained by their misinterpretation of the task (Zhi et al., 1997), their poor
imagination (Barlow et al., 2003; Spensley & Taylor, 1999), or even their resistance
to produce impossible drawings that eschew and violate reality (Jolley, 2009) ..
Zhi et al. (1997) believed that the younger children can deviate from their particular
order of producing a human figure when the task requirements are made clear. As a
result, they provided an illustration of a woman with two heads before asking 3- to 9-
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year-olds to draw a two-headed figure. The results revealed that, although a
substantial number of young children showed a degree of inflexibility, some 3- to 4-
year-olds managed to draw a two-headed figure. Similarly, Spensley & Taylor (1999),
in an attempt to diminish the factor of misunderstanding the task instructions,
explicitly asked 5-year-olds to carry out all the types of modifications introduced by
Karmiloff-Smith (1990i. The results revealed then that children were able to make all
the types of modifications.
Rather than focusing on whether Karmiloff-Smith has underestimated young
children's conceptual and procedural flexibility, Hollis & Low (2005) examined the
effect of external input in eliciting representational change over time. Six- to 9-year-
olds participated in a 5-month longitudinal study. Children were presented with
various examples of pretend people, which were produced in relation to the types of
change found in Karmiloff-Smith's (1990) seminal study. The fmdings confirmed that
information introduced exogenously was beneficial only after the intervention. The
younger children returned thus to their internal representations that were defined as
sequentially fixed lists.
Although Karmiloff-Smith (1990) found that 4- to 6-year-olds are inflexible in
deviating from a sequentially fixed order of producing a drawing and adopt certain
strategies for showing a contrast between a 'normal topic' and a 'non-existed topic, a
subsequent strand of research challenged these findings. If the instructions and the
materials clearly communicate to the participants what type of manipulation is
required, young children can produce then flexible representations (Berti & Freeman,
1997; Picard & Vinter, 1999; Spensley & Taylor, 1999; Zhi et at, 1997). Karmiloff-
Smith (1999) repositioned her argument by clarifying that the sequential constraint
may be indeed a weaker factor, especially in drawing, than she had originally
perceived. Additionally, instead of studying whether there is a man-drawing
procedure she questioned whether there are subroutines of drawing the head, the
body, and the limbs.
2 Kanniloff-Smith (1990) observed seven types of change; namely, 'shape and size of elements
changed', 'shape of whole changed', 'deletion of elements', 'insertion of new elements',
'position/orientation changed', 'insertion of elements from other conceptual categories', and 'other'
(i.e., dinosaur, mermaid),
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Apart from the contradictory findings, a common result in the aforementioned
literature is that with age children utilize a greater variety of strategies in order to
render a contrast between two opposite representations of a topic. For the purpose of
the current research the focus will be on the empirical work dealing with human
figure drawings. Before embarking on reviewing the literature on children's strategies
for showing a contrast between two opposite human figures, an outline of the
developmental hallmarks of the human figure drawing will be presented.
Development of the human figure drawing
Three- to 6-year-olds tend to use the same combination of shapes and lines to depict
different themes of drawings (Arnheim, 1969; Freeman, 1980; Kellogg, 1970), such
as a man and a dog (Silk &Thomas, 1988; Whitebread & Leeder, 2003). This
chronological interval of development, described as 'schematic', reinforces the
existence of symbolic drawing (Freeman, 1980; Luquet, 192712001; Piaget &
Inhelder, 1969). Arnheim (1969), however, believed that children gradually
differentiate shapes in both perception and drawing.
Thus, in the case of human figure drawings, children, with age, depart from a
canonical representation and shift towards a visually realistic representation. There
are two main schemata here: the 'tadpole schema', 'the conventional schema' and the
'transitional' schema which is considered to stand in between them (Cox, 1992,
1993).
A tadpole figure appears around the age of 3 years and is judged as odd from an
adult's point of view (Cox & Parkin, 1986).
Usually there is a single line enclosing a roughly circular area which
may contain facial features. This shape is set upon what appear to be
two legs. Arms mayor may not be present If they are, they are often
attached to what appears to be the head. The figures are most of the
time very simple, but occasionally hair and other features may be
added (Cox, 1993, p. 31).
Although there is evidence suggesting that the majority of children go through the
tadpole phase (i.e., Bassett, 1977; Freeman, 1980), Cox & Parkin (1986) found that
the amount of time spent in this phase varies across children (Cox, 1992).
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Additionally, research on the types of features included in the tadpole figure has
shown a disagreement on whether or not a trunk is included in the tadpole figure.
While some have detected a head but not a trunk (Gibson, 1969; Freeman, 1980),
others have argued that in the round contour both the head and the trunk are included
(Cox, 1992; 1993).
This controversy, in line with the argument that a drawing is very demanding task for
young artists (Freeman, 1980), yielded a body of research studying children's
performance on human figure drawings through non drawing tasks. The point here is
that, although tadpole drawers cannot produce certain features, they can name or spot
body parts on themselves and on ready-made drawings, as well as can construct and
select more advanced figures compared to their tadpole figures (Bassett, 1977;
Golomb, 1973; Jolley et al., 2000; Wallach & Bordeaux, 1976). However, counter
research has shown that young children resist abandoning their style of drawing
(Britain & Chien, 1983; Cox & Hodsoll, 2000; Cox & Parkin, 1986; Moore, 1986;
Sayil, 2001; Taguchi & Hirai, 2003; Taylor & Bacharach, 1981i.
Aside from any differences that may be observed across children's drawings, there
may be fluctuations with a child's performances. On this front Cox (1993) claimed
that children's tadpole drawings do not remain stable over time and the body parts
included vary across situations. Thus, a doubt regarding the existence of the internal
model is raised. On the one hand, an explanation might be that due to memory
limitations or reduced attention the child cannot access his or her complete internal
model (Freeman, 1980). On the other hand, another explanation may be sought at
suggestions that, although children may have a complete knowledge of the human
figure, they eventually produce imperfect figures due to the task demands (Freeman,
1980; Golomb, 1973).
Luquet (192712001) observed that in children's drawing development each stage
emerges into view from the preceding one and that the initial stage remains into the
following one for a long time and then gradually weakens. Likewise, Cox (1993)
assumed that the children's tadpole figures, before turned into conventional human
figures, undergo a transitional phase. Luquet (192712001) noticed that children tend to
3 For a detailed description of studies see the introductory sections in chapters 8 and 9.
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produce two types of transitional human figures. In the one type, the figure is
presented with an elongated head and the conventional body parts attached to the
torso are now attached to the head. In the other type, the human figure is depicted
with a head, elongated legs, the torso depicted within them, and with the arms
attached to them. Cox & Parkin (1986) found evidence for the second type of
transitional phase. Although there is no specific age range for this phase across
studies, it has been found that children consistently experience this transition (Cox,
1993).
With age-growth, children add more body parts to the human figure and around the
age of six years they produce a conventional figure consisting of a distinct body
contour (Cox & Parkin, 1986). Although for some children human figure
development seem to go across distinct stages, for other children there is some
overlap between tadpoles, transitional figures and conventional figures before the
latter figure is established (Cox, 1993). The underlying assumption for this shift may
be that children become gradually concerned for intellectual realism (Luquet,
192712001).
However, irrespective of the stage of human figure's development, children tend to
produce the human figure in a canonical orientation, in which the figure faces the
viewer with legs apart and arms away from the torso (Freeman, 1980). The most
important and defming features are depicted and usually occupy their own space
(Goodnow, 1977).
Contrast in human figure drawings
The graphic indication of contrast in human figure drawings has been studied in
various contexts. Initially, Goodnow (1978) conducted a study introducing a line of
research on children's ability to modify their drawings. She investigated the body
parts of the human figure that children tend to alter in order to represent action in
relation to age. Four- to 10-year-olds were asked to draw a person picking up a ball
from the floor, and 5- to 10-year-olds were inquired to draw two persons, one walking
slowly and the other running fast. Overall, the results indicated that the younger
children showed the least adaptation skills. The data from the person picking up the
ball indicated that with age the number of changed parts in figure increased. The
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contrast between the figure walking slowly and the figure running fast was
predominantly depicted by the legs (i.e., simple increase in the distance between the
two legs, change in the angles of the legs and feet) across age. Changes to the axis of
the body appeared rarely and only among the older children.
Subsequently, Smith (1993) challenged these results by suggesting that the younger
children's ability to depict movement might have been underestimated. The reason
offered includes that children were asked to depict difference between two kinds of
actions rather between movement and its absence. As a result, Smith (1993) asked 4-
to 10-year-olds to draw a person standing still and a person walking very fast, in a
counterbalanced order, so that a person absent during the drawing task would infer
what had been depicted. The aim of the study relied on Light's (1985) assumption that
children consciously desire to convey a message in their drawings. The results,
confirming the fmdings of Goodnow (1978), indicated that even the 4-year-olds were
able to communicate the difference to a viewer by modifying the angle of or the
degree of spreading of the legs. The ability to convey the contrast between the
standing and walking person increased with age.
In line with the aforementioned studies, Cox & Ralph (1996) asked 5-, 7-, and 9-year-
olds to draw three figures, either from imagination or from model. The requested
figures comprised one standing still and facing them, one standing still in profile, and
one running in profile. Cox & Ralph (1996) predicted that providing specific
information about the orientation of the figures would facilitate children to make
adaptations (the orientation of the face and the feet, the bend in the arms and the legs,
and the spread in the legs) at an earlier age that had been previously revealed
(Goodnow, 1978; Smith, 1993).
The fmdings indicated that, despite the explicitness of the instructions and the
presentation of the models, the 5-year-olds made the fewest graphic distinctions in the
way they drew the figures. Again, among the younger participants, the most
prominent indication of contrast was the spread of the legs. Furthermore, in agreement
with the results of Goodnow (1978) and Smith (1993), the younger children did not
just duplicate a prototype. In the case of the older children, the presence of a model
facilitated the 7-year-olds and, to a greater extend, the 9-year-olds to draw the running
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figure with bending arms and legs and with more transparencies and partial
occlusions.
The series of drawing tasks used in Goodnow (1978) were also reconsidered by Morra
(2005) in the perspective of a neo-Piagetian model of drawing development (Morra,
1995, as cited in Morra, 2oo5). This model suggests that three factors underlie
children's ability to flexibly change their drawings: a) the amount of endogenous
attentional resources (M capacity) that a child can utilize to activate task-relevant
figurative (representations of objects and concepts) and operative (representations of
actions, transformations, and mental operations) schemes; b} the automatic activation
of relevant figurative schemes which may be driven by the presentation of a model;
and c} the activation of executive schemes that set appropriate goals and monitor
performance which may be triggered by manipulating contextual variables, such as
the order of the tasks.
Morra (2005) conducted three experiments by partially following the methodology of
Goodnow (1978). In the two studies, 5- to 9-year-olds produced drawings of a person
picking up a ball, a person in movement and a person standing still in a
counterbalanced order. Half of the participants drew from memory and half had
available models in the form of photos. Following the drawing tasks the participants
received working memory tests with the aim of studying the effect of limited
processing capacity on the ability to alter a drawing stereotype. In the third
experiment, Morra (2005) explored the role of attentional resources in creating a
novel scheme (a kangaroo) by differentiating it from a familiar scheme (a person).
First, consistently with previous studies (i.e., Cox & Ralph, 1996; Goodnow, 1978;
Smith, 1993), the results indicated that with age children's ability to modify their
graphic stereotypes increased. Second, in all studies the difference between age
groups in drawing scores was reduced when M capacity was entered as covariate,
suggesting therefore that the factor of the endogenous attentional resources influences
the ability to modify the human figure scheme. Third, the presentation of a model
facilitated children's drawings in the first two experiments. Last, task order affected
the drawings of person picking up a ball and a walking person, but not that of a
running person. Overall, the findings of Morra (2005) reinforced the argument of
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which accounts for a shift from studying drawing processes in themselves towards
studying them in relation to other cognitive-developmental phenomena.
Thus, Goodnow (1978) conducted a seminal study which inspired a strand of research
studying the graphic strategies of contrast and their underlying mechanisms between
differentially presented human figures. One of the crucial modifications adopted by
the subsequent studies was that the human figures in action were studied in relation to
a standing still human figure (Cox & Ralph, 1996; Morra, 2005; Smith, 1993). This
methodological alteration facilitated even the younger children to distinguish a
'running' or 'picking up a ball' human figure from its baseline state (canonical
representation), a behaviour which, however, increased with age.
Children's flexibility in human figure drawing has been also studied in other contexts.
The graphic indicators of contrast have been studied between female and male human
figures (Sitton & Light, 1992), between human figures of different ethnicities (Jolley
& Vulic-Prtoric, 2001; Teichman, 2001), between healthy and ill human figures
(Eleftheriou, 2009; Healey, 1994), and between positively and negatively presented
human figures (i.e., Burkitt et al., 2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2005; Craddick, 1961, 1963;
Thomas, Chaigne, & Fox, 1989). Taking into account that the mutually exclusive
human figures are underlined by various moods, feelings or ideas, the following
section will be devoted to children's representation of affect in drawing.
2.3 Affect in children's drawing
Parsons' theory of aesthetic development
A major point of reference among the empirical work studying the depiction of affect
in children's drawings is Parsons' (1987) conceptualization of art appreciation.
Parsons (1987) offered a stage theory of aesthetic development in which a stage is
described as a structure of a group of ideas which are underlined by a dominant
insight about art. This central insight is new for each stage and stamps it with its
characteristic form. Each stage differs from the previous one because it provides a
more adequate understanding of the painting and this understanding is shaped by the
viewer's ability to take into account the perspective of others.
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In stage one (favouritism), the primary characteristics are limited to an intuitive
delight in most paintings and a strong attraction to colour. Preschool children rarely
find fault with paintings and tend to ignore its subject matter and style. In stage two
(beauty and realism), the predominant characteristic is the subject matter. A primary
school child, according to Parsons (1987), judges a painting as good 'if the subject is
attractive and if the representation is realistic' (p. 22). An abstract idea, like emotion
is represented with a smile or a gesture. In stage three (expressiveness), the primary
insight is expressiveness. The intensity and quality of the experience a painting can
elicit, the better the painting is. In stage four (style andform), attention is given to the
medium, form, and style of the painting. In the last stage (autonomy), the central
insight is that the viewer takes into account the concepts and values with which the
tradition creates the meanings of works of art.
Children's expressive strategies
Research on children's expressive drawing (i.e., Carothers & Gardner, 1979; Ives,
1984; Jolley, Zhi & Thomas, 1998) has revealed that there are three prominent
categories of expressive techniques; namely, literal, content, and abstract. With the
literal expression, the mood or the emotion is represented through the facial
expression on the human figure or through personification of animals, other living
beings or inanimate objects. With the content expression, the drawer chooses a subject
matter from life to convey the appropriate mood. For example, a painting portraying a
summer's day in the countryside could convey a mood of happiness and peacefulness
whereas, a painting depicting a cloudy and rainy day in winter with a thunder striking
a tree could convey sadness and ager. With the abstract expression (like abstract art) a
picture depicting upwardly curving lines with bright colours could convey a positive
emotion.
However, in order that the potential meaning of a picture (either realistic or abstract
picture) be retained, the appropriate use of the formal properties of the picture
becomes necessary. The formal properties of the picture include characteristics, such
as line (i.e., its thickness, texture, and the shading of the depicted items), colour, and
composition (the spatial array of the items on the page). Both the content and the
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abstract expressions are perceived as either examples of metaphorical expression or as
merely expressions of the literal technique (Jolley, 2009).
An entire research strand (i.e., Carothers & Gardner, 1979; Ives, 1984; Jolley et al.,
2004; Jolley & Thomas, 1995; Picard et al., 2007; Winston, Kenyon, Stewardson &
Lepine, 1995) has focused on children's ability to adopt any of the aforementioned
expressive strategies for depicting affect in drawing.
Originally, Carothers & Gardner (1979) studied the ability of 7-, 10-, and 12-year-
olds to distinguish line drawings on the basis of the subject matter (content
expression) that they conveyed. Children were presented with an unfmished drawing,
conveying a happy mood (a boy passing by a open shop with sales on a sunny day)
and a sad mood (a boy passing by a closed shop on a cloudy day). The instructions
required them to draw a tree and a flower so that each drawing appeared as if only one
person had produced it. What emerged was that, in contrast to the 7-year-olds, the 10-
and 12-year-olds appreciated content expression and consequently, were capable of
matching the line drawings conveying the same mood. Jolley & Thomas (1995)
modified the procedure and administered it to 4- to ll-year-olds and adults. The
findings revealed that although the happy scene was correctly completed at an early
age, the sad scene was appropriately completed after the age of 11. Jolley & Thomas
(1995) interpreted these results under Parsons' (1987) claim that children tend to
detect more positive than negative feelings in viewing a picture.
Ives (1984), apart from content expression, investigated the existence of literal and
abstract expression in the expressive drawings (happy, sad, angry, quiet, loud, and
hard) of trees produced by 4- to 20-year-olds. It was reported that with age the
percentage of children adopting at least one of the three expressive techniques
increased. The literal expression was predominantly utilized by the 5-year-olds,
whereas the abstract and content expressions were increased with age.
Jolley et al. (2004) conducted two experiments investigating expressive happy and sad
drawings produced by 4- to 12-year-olds. In the first study children were asked to
produce four drawings depicting a tree and a house conveying happiness and sadness
in a counterbalanced order. In the second study children were asked to draw a happy
and a sad free topic. Drawings were assessed by measuring the quantity (content
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expression and formal properties of size, line, and colour) and the quality (Likert scale
rating to the extent to which the drawing expressed the intended mood) of the
expressed moods. In line with Carothers & Gardner (1979) and Ives (1984), Jolley et
al. (2004) corroborated, overall, age-related increases. Both experiments indicated
that the quantity and quality of the moods expressed, increased with age across stimuli
and moods. However, a slow period of development was observed between the 6- and
9-year-olds.
Recently, Picard et al. (2007) studied how children and adults selectively use literal
(i.e., mouth expression) and non-literal expressive (the content was denoted by
weather, objects, body position, and state of object while the formal properties
included size, colour, and line) strategies in drawing a house and a human figure.
Initially, participants were called to make a baseline drawing and then a happy and
sad version of it, in a counterbalanced order. The fmdings showed that in line with
Ives (1984) and Jolley et a1. (2004), the ability to draw expressively developed with
age. Evidence was also provided regarding the influence of the topic on the drawers'
choice of the expressive strategy to be used. The participants tended to use literal
expressive strategies for the human figure and non-literal strategies for the house.
Additionally, a positive correlation obtained between the representational and
expressive drawing ability led Picard et al. (2007) to suggest that a child with
enriched graphic repertoire could potentially draw expressively.
Summarizing the findings of the literature on children's expressive drawings, the
following claims can be made: First, the use of expressive strategies increased with
age (Carothers & Gardner, 1979; Ives, 1984; Jolley & Thomas, 1995; Jolley et al.,
2004; Picard et al., 2007; Winston et al., 1995). Second, the expressive strategies were
found to be age and topic specific. The literal expression was predominantly utilized
by the younger children, whereas the frequency of the abstract and content
expressions increased with age. This differentiation of expressive strategies across age
generally, follows Parsons' (1987) stage theory which claims that children focus
initially on the subject matter, and only later consider closely the formal properties of
the picture. Also, the literal expressive strategy was mainly used for the animate
entities and the non-literal strategies were used for the inanimate objects (Picard et al.,
2007). Third, in a completion task, a negatively laden scene was appropriately
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completed after the age of 11 (Jolley & Thomas, 1995). Again, according to Parsons
(1987) in the beginning children experience a period of favouritism in which they
tend to detect more positive than negative feelings in viewing a painting. Last, an
advanced performance in expressive drawing was correlated with an enriched graphic
repertoire (Picard et al., 2007).
Now within the context of the current research an outline will be presented of those
studies, which investigated the formal properties of size and colour as potential
indicators of contrast between differentially characterized topics.
Empirical experimentation on the signs of contrast: Size and colour
The possible clinical and educational applications of drawing as a tool for either
prevention and treatment or for teaching purposes has led a strand of research to study
issues of content in children's drawings. Can content be reliably used as a source of
reference for children's affect towards the objects depicted (i.e., Brechet et al., 2007;
Brechet, Picard & Baldy, 2007; Burkitt & Barnett, 2006; Burkitt et al., 2003a, 2003b,
2004,2005; Fox & Thomas, 1990; Joiner, Schmidt, & 1996; Picard et al., 2007)1
The most frequent indicators that have been studied refer to inclusion or omission of
features that appear in children's drawings (Healey, 1994), change of size (Burkitt, et
al., 2003a, 2004, 2005; Craddick, 1961, 1963; Fox & Thomas, 1990; Thomas,
Chaigne & Fox, 1989), heaviness of line (Joiner, Schmidt & Barnett, 1996), spatial
disposition (Bombi & Pinto, 1994; Thomas & Gray, 1992) and use of colour
(Boyatzis & Varghese, 1994; Burkitt, et al., 2003b, 2004; Zentner, 2001). However,
due to the fact that an outcome of a drawing may be underlined by a wide range of
interrelated factors, and in order to infer that these indicators constitute the only
available signs of the effect of emotionally characterized topics, other explanations
need to be controlled (Thomas & Jolley, 1998). For example, the omission or
inclusion of features may result due to an error in the planning process of the drawing
(Freeman, 1980).
The graphic strategy of size
One of the most frequent indicators of change that has been studied is size (i.e.,
Burkitt et al., 2003a 2004, 2005; Fox & Thomas, 1990; Thomas et al., 1989). For
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example, experimentation on children's representation of depth relationship has
revealed that children may adopt the height strategy under specific conditions.
Bremner (1985) examined height-in-picture as an indication of portrayal of depth
relationships. Findings revealed that although the 4-year-olds were inclined to draw
the two-item array horizontally, there was an increased tendency for the 5- and 6-
year-olds to use vertical portrayal for the three-item array. However, Bremner &
Andreasen (1997) facilitated 5- and 6-year-olds to use vertical portrayal for the two-
item array by moving them to a new standpoint.
Also, empirical work on human figure drawing has shown that children tend to use
height to denote age differences. For instance, Sitton & Light (1992) examining the
ability of 4- to 6-year-olds to differentiate between men, women, boys, and girls in the
perspective of a communicative game, found that height was one of the strategies to
differentiate children from adults. Similarly, Cox & Hodsoll (2003) investigating
children's understanding of changes which develop over time discovered that 5-year-
olds adopted the increase of height in human figure drawings for showing the
drawers' increase of age.
However, empirical work on children's drawing has produced conflicting fmdings
regarding whether or not the size of the depicted objects can be used as a reliable
index of children's feelings towards the depicted objects (i.e., Joiner, Schmidt, &
Barnett, 1996; Jolley & Vulic-Prtoric, 2001; Thomas et al., 1989; Thomas & Jolley,
1998).
Additional research on drawing has suggested that children display a tendency to
increase the size of positively labeled topics (i,e., Aronsson, & Andersson, 1996;
Cleeve & Bradbury, 1992; Craddick, 1961; Di Leo, 1973) and decrease it for the
negatively identified ones (i.e., Craddick, 1963; Koppitz, 1968, 1969). Nevertheless,
there has been criticism on the part of experimental psychologists (Burkitt et al.,
2003a; Freeman, 1976, 1980; Cox, 1992; Thomas & Jolley, 1998) concerning the
validity of these findings. They argue that, the cognitive and perceptual-motor
difficulties which children may encounter in planning and producing have been
underestimated. Another limitation, they suggest, stems from an over reliance upon
the use of ad hoc selections of drawings as evidence of size change. Other objections
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include weak experimental designs with inadequate controls utilized to test the effect
of affective characterizations upon the size of objects in children's drawings. The fact
also that there were no independent validations or measures of the children's affect
towards the topic depicted and the increase of objects' size has been suggested to be
the outcome of increased detail addition, complete the list of criticisms.
Thomas et al. (1989)\ in order to avoid planning and production problems and
potential change in size due to modification in the amount of features, developed a
tighter experimental design. Children were asked to copy a shaded outline model of a
human figure following different characterizations (neutral, nice, and nasty). The
results showed that children although decreased the size of the nasty figures did not
consistently increase the size of the nice figures. In contrast, when Thomas et al.
(1989) asked children to draw an apple depicting it as nice or nasty for evaluating the
generalizability of these fmdings, they found that the nice apples were consistently
larger than the control group, and the nasty apples were non-reliably smaller than the
control group. An appetitive-defensive theory was offered as an explanation of the
mechanisms underlying the behaviour of drawing. It was asserted that, children may
accomplish psychological alliance with and separation from the topic by increasing
the size of pleasant figures and decreasing the size of unpleasant figures respectively.
Thomas et al. (1989), however, claimed that this phenomenon is not content free.
A group of researchers (Burkitt et al., 2003a, 2004, 2005; Burkitt & Barnett, 2006i
was inspired by the seminal experiment of Thomas et al. (1989) and developed more
sensitive experimental designs in order to demonstrate that size may be a sign for
distinguishing objects which have differential emotional salience. Specifically, the
change in drawing has been examined by either copying pre-drawn outlines of models
(Burkitt et al., 2003a) or producing freehand drawings of models (Burkitt et al., 2004).
Also, the impact of brief and elaborated instructions (Burkitt & Barnett, 2006) and the
influence of children's experience in drawing by attending educational contexts
differing in the level of focus in art instruction (Burkitt et al., 2005) were studied for
potentially changing the size of differentially characterized topics.
<4 For a detailed description of the study see the introduction of chapter 4.
5 For a detailed description of the studies see the introduction of chapter 4.
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Burkitt et al. (2003a) found that children were systematic in both increasing and
decreasing the size of positively and negatively characterized topics respectively, in
relation to their baseline controls. Conversely, Burkitt & Barnett (2006) and Burkitt et
al. (2004, 2005) found that, overall, children systematically increased the size of
positively characterized topics (either nice or happy) in relation to their baseline state,
whereas they did not consistently decrease the size of negatively characterized topics
(either nasty or sad) in relation to their baseline controls.
Size has been also used as an index of differentiation between healthy and ill human
figure drawings. Healey (1994)6 studied the change in height in drawings of 4- to 8-
year-olds. She found that the height of the 'feeling better' human figure did not differ
from the baseline figure, whereas the height of the ill figure differed from that of the
baseline figure. However, only the older 7- and 8-year-olds were likely to decrease
the height of the 'not feeling very well Pat' in relation to that of its original state.
Similarly, Eleftheriou (2009), studying the change of height between a 'feeling well'
and a 'not feeling well' human figure, concluded that the preschool children did not
use height as an index of contrast between the two opposite figures. Instead, children
used the mouth strategy to distinguish the figures.
The graphic strategy of colour
A conceptual prerequisite of appreciating more abstract relationships, such as relating
brightness to happiness, has been the focus of interest in research studying metaphor
comprehension in young children (i.e., Vosniadou, 1987). Analogy, such as 'sadness
is like blue' could be considered as a metaphor since it corresponds to the defining
feature of a metaphor, as a resemblance between objects and events that challenge
children's already established categories. Put differently, sadness and blue belong to
different domains. Research has shown that even preschool children may be able to
comprehend metaphors (Vosniadou, 1987) and to combine emotion with inanimate
stimuli, like, for example, music (Zentner, 1999).
Research on emotional associations with colours has indicated that apart from the
basic purpose of human colour vision in discriminating objects, this sensory capacity
6 For a detailed description of Healey's (1994) study see the introduction in chapter 4.
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is used, at a broader level, to attach meaning and significance to chromatic stimuli. An
example here is that individuals not only show specific colour preferences, but also
attribute emotional characteristics to colours in consistent fashion from school age on
(Whitfield & Wiltshire, 1990; Boyatzis & Varghese, 1994; Meerum Terwogt &
Hoeksma, 1995). However, an important question to be addressed is whether young
children can detect a relationship between a colour and emotional expression, two
phenomena that share no physical characteristics, eschew conventional categories,
and have no clear environmental contiguity (Zentner, 2001). Different schools of
thought in cognitive development have documented that the prerequisites for the
construction of these relationships may already exist at an early age (Markman, 1989;
Goswami, 1992).
Meerum Terwogt & Hoeksma (1995) investigated the development of mapping of
emotions onto colours, in relation to children's colour and emotion preferences. The
findings indicated that regardless of age, there was a consistent tendency of relating
colours with emotions, with the specific preferences of colour and emotion to vary
with age. Extending research on this issue, Zentner (2001) examined preschoolers'
mapping of emotion (depicted in faces portraying happiness, sadness, and anger) onto
colours in relation to colour preferences. The fmdings demonstrated that even the 3-
year-olds were able to detect the relationships between the perceptually non-related
phenomena of colours and the facial expressions of emotions.
Burkitt et al. (2003b), in line with Meerum Terwogt & Hoeksma (1995) and Zentner
(2001)7, investigated colour preference as a potential factor for elucidating the
relationship between colour and emotion. In particular, the focus was on whether
children would use more preferred colours for the positively characterized topics,
least preferred colours for the negatively characterized topics, and colours receiving
intermediate ratings for the neutrally characterized topics. The findings indicated that
even the 4-year-olds were able to use colours symbolically. Children proved capable
of altering systematically their use of colour during picture completion tasks in
response to differential affective characterizations. Regardless of age and topic,
children employed their more preferred colours for the nice figures, their least
7 The studies of Burkitt et al. (2003b), Meerum Terwogt & Hoeksma (1995), and Zentner (2001) are
discussed in the introductory section of chapter 7.
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preferred colours for the nasty figures, and colours rated intermediately for the
baseline figures.
The methodology adopted by Burkitt et al. (2003b) was further advanced by
subsequent studies (Burkitt et al., 2004, 2005, Papazoglou, 2004)8 for investigating
the impact of other factors' on children's use of colour for differentially characterized
topics.
Thus, Burkitt et al. (2004) investigated children's use of colour in freehand drawings.
Corroborating the results of Burkitt et al. (2003b), children chose their most preferred
colours for the nice figures, their least preferred colours for the nasty figures, and the
intermediately rated colours for the baseline figures. Additionally, Burkitt et al.
(2005) studied the impact of education in art on children's drawings of emotionally
characterized topics. Instead of using nice and nasty labeling they utilized happy and
sad characterizations. The fmdings showed that the impact of education in art had no
effect on the colour choices for the baseline and happy drawings. However, some
differences surfaced regarding the actual colour choice for the sad human figures.
Furthermore, Papazoglou (2004) examined preschool children's use of colour in
'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' pre-drawn human figures. It emerged that
although by the age of 4 children could not map emotions onto colours as distinct
objects, they could appropriately assign affect ratings towards the completed figures.
The baseline and 'feeling well' figures were positively rated whereas the 'not feeling
well' figure was negatively rated.
To conclude, the literature on size and colour as strategies of contrast, has revealed
that children can use these two formal properties of drawings for distinguishing two
mutually exclusive topics, such as nice and nasty and happy and sad. Traditional
research has been confirmed by contemporary studies adopting sound experimental
designs. Burkitt et at. (2003a, 2003b) showed that the bigger figures and the most
liked colours were used for the positively presented figures, whereas the smaller
figures and the least preferred colours were used for the negatively presented figures.
The comparisons were made between the emotionally laden topics and the baseline
topics. However, subsequent studies, by partially modifying the experimental design
8 For 8 detailed description of the studies see the introduction in chapter 7.
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or by adding other factors, could not replicate the result according to which the
negatively characterized topic was consistently smaller than the baseline topic
(Burkitt et al., 2004, 2005).
In contrast, the emerging literature on children's use of size and colour in
differentiating an ill from a healthy human figure (Eleftheriou, 2009; Healey, 1994;
Papazoglou, 2004) has shown that the frequency of adopting these formal properties
of drawing increases with age. In the study of Eleftheriou (2009), it emerged that
preschool children used only the mouth expression as a strategy of contrast between
the 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' figures. These results indicate that children
may treat differently the contrast between nice and nasty, and happy and sad as
opposed to a contrast between health and illness. Therefore, further scrutiny is needed
in examining the way literal expression and formal properties are treated in this
context.
In the following section a brief summary will be given on the origins of the empirical
work investigating mouth expression.
The facial expression as an indication of emotion
The face, then, seems to enjoy a special status in the expression of emotion. Empirical
analyses of behavioural measures of emotion recognition in infants and theoretical
analyses of the evolutionary advantages of an emotion signalling system in the
production and recognition of facial expressions have indicated that before the age of
two children recognize specific emotions from facial expressions (i.e., Harris, 1989;
Izard, 1994).
In fact, Darwin (1872) had already composed a taxonomy of facial expressions of
emotion and claimed that the basic emotions of happiness, sadness, fear, anger,
surprise, and disgust are both innate and universal. Subsequent research has fortified
the argument about the universality of the basic emotions (i.e., Ekman, 1982; Izard,
1994). Driven by this group of research, Cunningham & Odom (1986) studied the
facial regions which children focus on for either evaluating or remembering joy,
shame, anger, fear, and disgust. It appeared that both 5- and 11-year-olds were more
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likely to assess and remember information about joy, shame, anger, fear, and disgust,
from the mouth first, the eyes second, and the nose last.
Gross & Ballif (1991) reviewed studies that examined children's ability to recognize
emotional information in facial expressions and children's appreciation of the
environmental influences on given emotions. Apart from methodological limitations,
consistent findings were indeed obtained. First, children's ability to recognize facial
expressions of emotion improved with age. Second, happiness was indentified with
the greatest accuracy, followed by expressions of sadness, anger, fear, surprise, and
neutrality. Although children identified basic emotions accurately, they tended to
confuse negative emotions and misinterpret neutral expressions.
Research on expressive drawing has reinforced the argument that children initially use
the literal expressive strategy (facial expression) and gradually adopt the content and
abstract expressive strategies for depicting emotion in a human figure drawing.
Studying the facial expression of emotion, Golomb (1992) found that children tend to
alter, primarily, the orientation of the mouth for producing the differential emotional
states. In particular, happiness was depicted as an upwardly curvy mouth, sadness was
portrayed as a downwardly curvy mouth, and anger was presented as a straight line
for a mouth or often included teeth. Moreover, older children tended to distinguish
other features, such eye brows or even add tears on the sad faces.
Similarly, Sayil (2001) conducting research on children's depiction of affect in facial
expression, found that children displayed mouth preference and eye brow exclusion in
their emotional facial drawings. This tendency was related not only to children's
inability to draw oblique lines but also to their inability to capture the expressive
aspect of line drawings. Likewise, Knight (2007) found that facial feature quantity,
mouth modification, and eye brow inclusion increased with age in children's drawings
of happy, sad, and angry faces.
Brechet, Baldy & Picard (2008) conducted an original study in which a comparison
was assessed between the ability of the children to label appropriately the basic affect
of an emotional scenario and their ability to portray graphically this affect in the
human figure drawings. Specifically, the authors studied the relevance of a drawing
task involving an expressive human figure for evaluating the understanding of 6- to
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11-year-olds of basic emotions (happiness, sadness, anger, fear, and disgust). The
results showed a similarity between the success levels obtained in both tasks.
However, Brechet et a1. (2008) claimed that besides the parallelism of the fmdings,
the labeling and drawing tasks assessed different aspects of emotional understanding.
For example, in the labeling task information was provided about children's linguistic
ability, whereas in the drawing task information was given on the schematic
representation of facial expression. Also, their findings indicated a relatively gradual
development of the comprehension of emotions and a differentiation between simple
emotions (happiness and sadness) and complex emotions (anger, fear, and disgust), a
result which is in agreement with related empirical work (i.e., Boyatzis, Chazan &
Ting, 1993; Widen & Russel, 2003). Thus, these fmdings confirmed that drawing can
be used to examine children's understanding of basic emotion and further
strengthened the argument that instead of studying the process drawing in itself, to
study it in relation to other cognitive-developmental phenomena (Morra, 2005).
Although the current research does not directly analyse the graphical expression of
emotion in human figure drawings, it required from children to draw a 'feeling well'
and a 'not feeling well' human figure. Eleftheriou (2009) showed that preschool
children differentiated a 'feeling well' from a 'not feeling well' human figure by
modifying the mouth expression. In this context, Healey (1994) also found that
children drew a frown to depict the ill person. However, in the study of Eleftheriou
(2009) the participants were only preschool children, whereas in the study of Healey
(1994) methodological issues regarding weak control of practice and order effect are
raised. Therefore, the present research took into consideration these limitations.
2.4 Summary
Children's ability to produce array or view specific representations depends on
whether or not the within array context is important Contrary to traditional
approaches of drawing (Luquet, 192712001; Piaget & Inhelder, 1969), a paradigm
shift which employed systematic experimental methodology (i.e., Barrett & Light,
1976; Bremner & Moore, 1984; Davis, 1983; Teske et al., 1992) facilitated non-
canonical representations at an earlier age of seven years. Consequently, evidence has
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been gathered indicating that children are concerned to communicate to the viewer
that they are aware of the contrast between two designated objects.
Kanniloff-Smith's (1990) claim that before the age six children prove inflexible in
deviating from a sequentially fixed order of producing a drawing and, therefore, adopt
certain strategies for showing a contrast between a 'normal topic' and a 'non-existed
topic, has now been challenged. If the instructions and the materials clearly
communicate to the participants what type of manipulation is required, young children
can produce flexible representations (Berti & Freeman, 1997; Picard & Vinter, 1999;
Spensley & Taylor, 1999; Zhi et al., 1997). Karmiloff-Smith (1999) reconstructed her
argument by suggesting that, instead of studying whether there is a man-drawing
procedure the question that needs to be addressed is whether there are subroutines of
drawing the head, the body, and the limbs. Apart from the contradictory fmdings, a
common result in this strand of research is that with age children show a greater
variety of strategies to show a contrast between two opposite representations of a
topic.
Goodnow (1978) studied the graphic strategies in representing action in relation to
age. Tighter experimental designs investigated a human figure in action in relation to
a standing still human figure (Cox & Ralph, 1996; Morra, 2005; Smith, 1993). This
methodological alteration facilitated even the younger children to distinguish a
'running' or 'picking up a ball' human figure from its baseline state (canonical
representation), a behaviour which, however, increased with age.
Research on children's expressive drawings showed that the use of expressive
strategies increased with age and they tend to be age specific. The literal expression
was predominantly utilized by the younger children, whereas the frequency of the
abstract and content expressions increased with age.
However, under sound experimental methodology, children, by the age of four, can
use size and colour to distinguish differentially characterized topics. Burkitt et al.
(2003a, 2003b) demonstrated that the larger figures and the most liked colours were
used for the positively presented figures, whereas the smaller figures and the least
preferred colours were used for the negatively presented figures. However, this
pattern of drawing could not be consistently replicated (Burkitt et al., 2004, 2005).
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Studying the use of size and colour in the context of differentiating an ill from a
healthy human figure, Eleftheriou (2009), Healey (1994), and Papazoglou (2004)
showed that the frequency of adopting these formal properties of drawing increased
with age. These results suggest that children may treat differently the contrast
between nice and nasty, and happy and sad as opposed to a contrast between health
and illness. Therefore, a further investigation is needed to study the way in which
literal expression and formal properties are treated in this context.
The section that follows outlines the aims of the current research.
2.5 Aims of the present research
The initial purpose of this research was to examine the conditions under which
children systematically use height for differentiating human figure drawings
following task instructions describing neutral, positive, and negative
characterizations. More specifically, the current research was designed to assess
whether the fmdings of the existing research literature (Burkitt & Barnett, 2006;
Burkitt et aI., 2003a, 2004, 2005; Craddick, 1961, 1963; Thomas et aI., 1989),
supporting size change in drawing due to differentially characterizations of topics, can
be applied when the instructions of positive and negative descriptions have been
changed from either nice and nasty or happy and sad to 'feeling well' and 'not feeling
well' respectively.
Research on children's contextual sensitivity has demonstrated that the type of
difference between two objects determine children's depiction of contrast (Davis,
1983). Therefore, the second aim of the research was to examine whether any order or
practice effects would affect the change in height across the differentially presented
human figures. Burkitt et aI. (2003a, 2004, 2005) did not report any order or practice
effects. However, neither a drawing was required to be produced twice, nor the order
of the administration of the tasks varied.
A third aim of the research was to focus on the content of the human figure drawings
and investigate whether or not a change in height in drawings can be further explained
through a modification in the amount of detail included in them. Within a content
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analysis, a further aim was to investigate whether there were any specific features
indicating the state of 'not feeling well'.
A fourth aim was to assess the children's causation (meaning) of the 'not feeling well'
state in relation to theories investigating children's understanding of illness. On the
one hand Carey's (1985) theory, supporting that before the age of 10 children tend to
interpret biological phenomena as internal motivations, feelings, beliefs, and as
responses to social requirements, it was hypothesized that children would form
psychosocial theories of the 'not feeling well' state.
A fifth aim was to use independent evidence to support the argument that children
treat a 'feeling well' figure and a 'not feeling well' figure differently. As a result,
experiment 3 was designed by partially replicating the methodology of Burkitt et al.
(2003b) in which children's use of colour was studied in response to positively and
negatively characterized topics. Additionally, experiment 3 focused on how children
used not only colour but also facial features and quantity of detail in pre-drawn
human figures for distinguishing a 'feeling well' figure from a 'not feeling well'
figure.
Due to production issues and organization problems (Freeman, 1980) children may be
constrained from drawing what they intend to do. Thus, the last aims were to study
whether children: (i) would select or assemble the most detailed faces for the 'feeling
well' and the 'not feeling well' states and (ii) would adopt the level of complexity as a
strategy of contrast.
In conclusion, the research that follows examined the graphic strategies of children in
depicting a contrast between 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' human figures.
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Chapter 3: Experiment 1
Children's use of height for differentiating a 'feeling well' from a 'not feeling
well' human figure drawing
3.1 Introduction
In this experiment the focus of investigation will be on the children's use of height in
drawing as a strategy for showing a contrast among differentially characterized
human figure drawings; namely, a baseline, a 'feeling well' and a 'not feeling' human
figure human figure.
Theoretical background
Karmiloff-Smith (1990) studied children's drawing in order to understand general
constraints on internal representational change and flexibility. She suggested that
development involves repeated cycles of representational change,
'from the simple running of automatized procedures, to redescriptions
of internal representations specified as a sequentially fixed list, and
then to internal representations specified as a structured yet flexibly
ordered set of features, that is a manipulative concept' (Kanniloff-
Smith, 1990, p. 79).
Kanniloff-Smith (1990) studied the drawings of children, aged between 4 and 11
years. Participants produced six drawings of a house, a man and an animal. For each
topic they were first asked to make a drawing (i.e., 'draw a house') and then draw it as
it does not exist [i.e., 'draw a house that does not exist'). With these instructions the
author's intention was to force children operating on their normal drawing procedures
and to detect the types of constraint that may hinder representational change and
flexibility. The results indicated developmental differences in relation to the types of
changes that were adopted for differentiating an existing from a non existing topic.
Younger children's (4- to 6-year-olds) drawings involved deletions and changes in
size and shape. In contrast, older children (7- to ll-year-olds), apart from deletions
and changes in size and shape, also indicated change by altering position and
orientation of elements and added elements from other conceptual categories.
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Healey (1994) partially replicated Karmiloff-Smith's (1990) experiment in order to
study the different strategies that children may adopt for indicating change in
drawings of either ill or healthy human figure drawings. One hundred and thirty one
children's (aged between 4 and 8 years) drawings were studied. In the experimental
group participants were asked to draw three versions of a person, namely a 'baseline
drawing of a person', a 'not feeling very well Pat', and a 'feeling better Pat'. In the
control group children were asked to draw three versions of a person, namely a 'not
feeling very well person', a 'still not feeling very well Pat', and a 'feeling better Pat' .
Data were looked at in light of both Carey's (1985) theory and Karmiloff-Smith's
(1990) model of representational redescription. The measures that were used for
studying the change between wellbeing and illness were the number of features, the
types of changes that were included in the drawings, and the change of human figure
drawings' height.
Carey's (1985) theory suggests that children move from a psychological to biological
theory of illness. Healy found significant age differences. With age children used less
psychologically illness related features and more non psychologically illness related
features to depict illness. The younger children (4- and 5-year-olds) used significantly
more psychological features than the 6- and 7-year-olds and vice versa. This usage
slightly dropped for the 8-year-olds. However, although this finding, as Healey (1994)
claims, supports Carey's (1985) theory it is not a direct mapping since most of the non
psychologically illness related features were of a medical nature
Limited support was found for Karmiloff-Smith's (1990) model of representational
redescription. Children of all ages were found to make the first type of change (shape
and size of elements changed) whereas older children used more types of change.
In relation to features' analysis, some degree of support was found from looking at the
first and third drawings of the experimental group. In the light of the representational
redescription model the experimenter hypothesized that the first (baseline drawing of
a person) and third drawing (feeling better Pat) would be the same, manipulation of
the instructions for the second human figure drawing would not affect it being
returned to its original form for the third drawing. Half of the children changed
neither the scores (i.e., number of features used) nor the actual features used in
drawings. There were, however, some cases of children that significantly altered the
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third drawing. Healey (1994) suggested that probable ambiguous wording in the
instructions might have caused this dichotomous piece of result. To test whether
children would produce an identical human figure in the second drawing, the scores of
the features were studied across the first (not feeling very well person) and the second
(still not feeling very well Pat) drawings in the control group. The results showed no
significant differences in the scores of the two subsequent drawings. These findings
may indicate that when children produce two drawings in a row following the same
characterization tend not to change the quantity of detail and the actual features to be
included. In contrast, when children draw a differentially characterized drawing in
between of two drawings following the same instructions their drawings change.
Regarding height analysis for the experimental group, a non significant difference was
found between the first (baseline drawing of a person) and third (feeling better Pat)
drawings. This finding, in line with the representational redescription model, showed
that the height remained the same across the first and the third drawings and the
manipulation of the instructions for the second drawing did not affect it being
returned to its original form for the last drawing. Supporting this result, height
analysis for the control group showed no significant differences between the first (not
feeling very well person) and second (still not feeling very well Pat) drawings.
In relation to studying height as a possible signifier for representing illness, the
experimenter compared human figures' height of the first (baseline drawing of a
person) and second (not feeling very well Pat) drawings of the experimental group
which were found to be significantly different. Any increase or decrease in height of
the second drawing in relation to that of the first one was further studied by choosing
20% deviation as a substantial difference. Fifty four percent of the children produced
drawings that were either increased or decreased by this amount. From this group,
contrary to the younger children (4-, 5-, and 6-year-olds), older participants (7-, and
8-year-olds) were more likely to decrease the height of the 'not feeling very well Pat'
in relation to that of its original state.
Importantly, the findings indicated that children, regardless of age, used the strategy
of height for contrasting two differently presented figures but did not when they
produced the same human figure twice.
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Driven from this line of research, the present experiment will examine the children's
use of height in showing a contrast between a 'feeling well' figure and a 'not feeling
well figure. Specifically, this experiment was set as a pilot study to examine whether
the findings of the experimental design adopted by Healey (1994) could be replicated.
3.2 Aims
The general aim of the present study was to partially replicate Healy's (1994) study.
The changes that were done in relation to the method are the following. First, the age
range was expanded and 10-, 11-, and 12-year-olds were included. This was done
because research studying the change in size in differentially characterized topics has
focused, generally, on the age range between 4 and 11 years (i.e., Burkitt et al., 2003a,
2004). Consequently, instead of having five age groups (4 - 4:11; 5 - 5:11; 6 - 6:11;
7 -7:11; 8 - 8:8) it was decided to have three age groups (4 - 6:8; 6:11 - 8y:l1; 9y:l
- 11:11).
Second, contrary to Healy's (1994) instructions asking participants to draw a person,
children were asked to draw a child at their age. Essentially, the rational underlying
this change was to facilitate the children to act on their own mental states and project
them on to the drawings through the mechanism of imaginative understanding (Harris,
1989). Also, it was aimed to examine whether asking the children to draw a child of
the same age as them it would be depicted in drawings and consequently the height of
the human figure drawings would vary in response to the participants' age.
Similarly to Healey's study (1994), the data of the present study will be studied in
light of Karmiloff-Smith's (1992) model. More specifically, in the light of the
representational redescription model it was hypothesized that the height of the first
drawing (baseline figure) would not differ from that of the third drawing ('feeling
well' figure), manipulation of the instructions for the second human figure drawing
would not affect it being returned to its original form for the third drawing.
Despite the fact that Healey studied the change in height and the amount and type of
detail inclusion across figures, in this experiment the focus will be only on the change
in height. Although more recent studies (Burkitt & Barnett, 2006; Burkitt et al.,
2003a, 2004, 2005) investigating the change of size in drawings following
differentially characterizations of topics focus on height, width, and surface area, the
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focus of the present experiment was on the height of drawings. This decision was
made following Pauker's (1962) claim that the height of a drawing may be the most
representative index of change due to high correlation between height and size.
Important and pertinent to the current study, a strand of research examining the effect
of various factors, such as emotionally laden characterizations, on human figure
drawings have focused on the change of height (i.e., Bellamy & Daly, 1969; Black,
1976; Craddick, 1961, 1963; Duffy, Beaty & Dejulio, 1982; Forrest & Thomas, 1991;
Fox & Thomas, 1990; Hammer & Kaplan, 1964; Jolley & Vulic-Prtoric, 2001;
experiment 1 of Thomas et al., 1989; Sechrest & Wallace, 1964).
Consequently, the main aim was to explore whether children would use height for
differentiating a baseline, a 'not feeling well', and a 'feeling well' human figures and
to ascertain whether the use of height is influenced by the order of instructions.
Specifically, the study was designed to explore whether children a) would decrease
the height of a 'not feeling well' human drawing in relation to its original baseline
state and b) would increase the height of a 'feeling well' human figure in comparison
to that ofa 'not feeling well' one.
In addition, this experiment also aimed to investigate any developmental differences
in the use of height in children's drawings. Healy (1994) found that younger children
did not use height for contrasting the ill human figure from its original state of
baseline. Thus, it was aimed to investigate whether younger children would either
increase or decrease the height of a 'not feeling well' human figure drawing in
comparison to its initial state of baseline.
Although Healey (1994) did not report any gender differences, research has suggested
that girls and boys tend to differently treat the size of differentially characterized
topics (i.e., Burkitt et al., 2003a) or even that irrespective topic's characterization
there are gender differences concerning the height of the topic depicted (i.e.,
Craddick, 1961, 1963). Thus, children's utilization of height is going to be studied for
any gender differences, too.
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3.3 Method
Participants
One hundred and sixty three children (82 girls and 81 boys) were tested. Children
were randomly recruited from public nursery and elementary schools in Athens.
Participants were divided into three age groups and were randomly assigned to two
condition groups (see Table 3.1).
Table 3.1: Mean ages, in years and months, of the age groups in each condition and
age range inparentheses
Age Group
Condition Younger Middle Older
(n=40) (n=49) (n=74)
Experimental
(n = 33) (0= 38) (0= 56)
5:10 7:11 10:5
(n=127)
(4:2-6:8) (6:11- 8:11) (9: 1 - 11:11)
Control
(n=7) (0= 11) (0= 18)
5:9 7:10 10:5
(n=36)
(5 - 6:6) (7y:l - 8:10) (9:1 -11:10)
Grand 5:10 7:11 10:5Means
(N=163)
(4:2-6:8) (6:11 - 8:11) (9:1-11:11)
Material
Three blank A4 sheets of paper and a pencil were given to the participants for the
completion ofthe drawings.
Procedure
Children were tested individually by the experimenter in a quiet office within the
school area. Initially, children were given the following instructions in Greek. They
were asked to sit down and give their names and age (if they were unsure of the
month of their date of birth this was later clarified with the teacher). They were given
a blank piece of paper and a pencil. In the experimental group children were initially
asked to draw a baseline human figure, then a 'not feeling well' human figure, and
finally a 'feeling well' human figure. In the control group children were firstly asked
to draw a 'not feeling well' human figure, then redraw the 'not feeling well' figure,
and lastly draw a 'feeling well' human figure.
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Experimental group
Drawing 1: baseline
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw a child of your agefor me? '
Once this was done, a name was given to the human figure drawing.
'Let's call this child Harris'.
This was done in an attempt to make the participant treat drawing two as a re-drawing
of the first drawing rather than drawing another human figure. Prior to data collection
the experimenter decided to name the human figure drawing with a common name
that it could be used either for girls or boys. However, the participant could also use a
name of his or her preference. In the end of the drawing if there were any ambiguous
graphic signs the experimenter asked for further clarifications.
The drawing was then removed from sight.
Drawing 2: not feeling well
The experimenter continued:
'Now, let's pretend that Harris doesn't feel very well. Could you draw
Harris now that he or she doesn't feel well for me? '
Once this drawing was completed, it was removed from sight.
Drawing 3:feeling well
The experimenter continued:
'Now, let's pretend that Harris feels well again. Whatever had
happened to him or her has gone away. Could you draw Harris now
that he or shefeels well? '
If there were any ambiguous graphic signs in the drawing, the experimenter asked for
further clarifications.
Control group
Drawing 1:not feeling well
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw a child of your age who is not feeling well for
me?'
Once this was done, a name was given to the drawn child.
'Let's call this child Harris ',
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In the end of the drawing if there were any ambiguous graphic signs the experimenter
asked for further clarifications.
The drawing was then removed from sight.
Drawing 2: not feeling well
The experimenter asked:
'Now let's pretend that Harris still doesn't feel well. Could you draw
Harris now that he or she doesn't feel well? '
In the end of the drawing ifthere were any ambiguous graphic signs the experimenter
asked for further clarifications.
The drawing was removed from sight.
Drawing 3:feeling well
The experimenter asked:
'Now, let's pretend that Harris feels well again. Whatever has
happened to him or her has gone away. Could you draw Harris now
that he or shefeels well again? '
In the end of each drawing if there were any ambiguous signs (i.e., shades, dots,
unclear mouth expression) the experimenter asked for further clarifications.
From now on the characterizations of the 'feeling well' will be referred as FW and
the 'notfeeling well' as NFW.
3.4 Results
All children successfully completed the three drawings in each condition.
3.4.1 Human figure drawing's gender in relation to that of the participants
During the interview, which took place in the end of the drawings, children described
their human figures and referred to them as 'she' or 'he'. In order to study what type
of gender children chose for their human figure drawing a chi square analysis was
conducted.
There was a significant association between the children's gender and figures' gender
("l = 70.23; df= 1; P < 0.01). The majority of the children chose to produce human
figure drawings of the same gender as their own - 95% of the female participants
drew a girl and 97% of the male participants drew a boy.
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3.4.2 Measurement of focus: Height
The height of each drawing was measured, in cm and mm, as the vertical distance
from the highest to the lowest extremity of the figure (this procedure was used by e.g.
Burkitt et aI., 2003; Healey, 1994; Jolley, 1995; Thomas et., 1989). In Figure 3.1
some examples of the human figures' height measurement are depicted.
Figure 3.1: Examples of measuring the height of a human figure drawing
Exploratory data analysis revealed 6 outliers which were excluded from further data
analysis. These cases were from the experimental group. Thus, the [mal sample size
was 157 children.
3.4.3 Four-way mixed ANOVA
The height of drawings was analysed using a 3 (Drawing type: baseline, NFW, and
FW) X 2(Condition: experimental and control) X 3 (Age: younger, middle, and older)
X 2 (Gender) four-way mixed ANOVA. The Drawing type was entered as a repeated
measure whereas Condition, Age, and Gender were entered as between factors.
A main effect was found for Age (F(2, 145) = 2.54, P < 0.05 - I-tailed; 11/=0.03) (see
Figure 3.2).
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Mean height ofthe human figure drawings across
Age
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Figure 3.2: Mean height of the human figure drawings across Age
Post Hoc Tukey tests showed that the older children drew taller human figure
drawings than those of the younger children (mean difference: 1.60) at the 0.05 level.
The mean height of the middle children's drawings was not significantly different
than those of both the younger (mean difference: 0.36, p=0.91) and the older
participants (mean difference: 1.25, p=0.21).
A main effect was found for Gender (F(1,145) = 5.90, P < 0.05; ljp2=0.04)(see Figure
3.3). Girls drew taller human figure drawings than the boys.
Mean height of the human figure drawings across
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Figure 3.3: Mean height of human figure drawings across Gender
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No main effects were found for Drawing type (F(2,290) = 1.26, P = 0.28) and
Condition (F(I, 145) = 1.47, P = 0.23).
An interaction effect was found for Drawing type X Condition (F(2,290) = 3.59, P <
0.05; 11/=0.02) (see Figure 3.4).
Mean height of the human figure drawings for each type
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Figure 3.4: Mean height of the human figure drawings for each drawing type across
Conditions
Post hoc paired t-tests on condition effects
Experimental group
Paired t-tests indicated that the NFW figure (2nd drawing) was shorter than the
baseline figure (1st drawing) (mean difference: 0.78, p< 0.01) and the FW figure (3rd
drawing) (mean difference: -0.47, p<0.05). In contrast, the mean height of the
baseline figure (I" drawing) was not significantly different than that of the FW figure
(3rddrawing).
Control group
Paired t-tests showed no significant mean differences between the human figure
drawings.
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An interaction effect was also found for Drawing type X Age (F(4,290) = 2.54, P <
0.05; llp2=0.03).Table 3.2 displays the means.
Table 3.2: Mean height (standard deviation) of human figure drawings across
drawing type and agefor each condition
Mean height in humanfigure drawings
Experimental group Control group
Drawing type Younger Middle Older Drawing type Younger Middle Older
D1: Baseline 7.19 8.44 9.13 Dl:NFW 5.20 6.65 8.69(3.77) (3.73) (4.41) (2.15) (3.32) (4.61)
D2:NFW
6.74 7.08 8.54 D2:NFW 5.64 7.06 8.43(3.99) (3.59) (4.47) (3.54) (3.61) (4.69)
D3:FW 8.27 7.16 8.65 D3:FW 5.71 7.14 7.94(4.70) {3.93J _(4.36) (2.83) (3.43) (4.68)
• 01, D2, and D3 stand for drawing 1, drawing 2, and drawing 3 respectively.
Post hoc paired t-tests on age effects
Experimental group
Paired t-tests indicated some age differences. The NFW figure (02) was shorter than
the baseline figure (01) for the middle (p<O.OI) and older children (p<0.05). The
same pattern was found for the younger children, not significantly though. The FW
figure (D3) was taller than the NFW figure (02) only for the younger children
(p<O.OI).The younger (p<O.OI) and older children (p<0.05, I-tailed) drew taller FW
figure (D3) than the baseline figure (Dl) whereas the middle children drew shorter
FW figure (D3) than the baseline (Dl) (p<O.Ol).
Control group
Paired t-tests showed no significant mean differences between the human figure
drawings among the three age groups. However, the older children's FW figure (D3)
was shorter than the NFW figure (D2) (p=O.05).
No further interactions were obtained.
3.4.4 Height in first human figure drawings following different instructions
The height of the first human figure drawings, of both experimental and control
groups, was studied for examining whether children treat differently the height of
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differentially characterized drawings. A 2(Drawing type: baseline and NFW) X
3(Age: younger, middle, and older) X 2(Gender) three-way ANOVA was conducted.
A main effect for Drawing type was found (F(1,I45) = 3.02, P < 0.05 - I-tailed;
11/=0.02). The baseline human figure was taller than that of the NFW figure (see
Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: Mean height of the first human figure drawings across Drawing type
A main effect for Age was found (F(2,145) = 3.86, p < 0.05; 11p2=o.05).The mean
height of human figure drawings increased with Age - younger group: 6.83 (sd: 3.60);
middle group: 8.03 (sd: 3.69); older group: 9.02 (sd: 4.43).
Post Hoc Tukey tests showed that the older children drew taller human figure
drawings than those of the younger children (mean difference: 2.19) at the 0.05 level.
The mean height of the middle children's human figure drawings was not
significantly different than that of both younger (mean difference: 1.19, p=0.35) and
older participants (mean difference: 0.99, p=O.38).
A main effect for Gender was found (F(I,145) = 3.77, p = 0.05; 11p2=o.02).Girls drew
taller human figure drawings (mean height: 9.04, sd: 4.01) than the boys (mean
height: 7.31, sd: 4.02).
No interaction effects were obtained.
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as DiKussioD
The present study examined how children, aged between 4 and II years, use the
strategy of height in showing a contrast between differentially characterized human
figure drawings. The general aim was. by partially replicating the study of Healey
(1994), to investigate whether children would decrease the height of the 'not feeling
well' human drawing in relation to its original baseline state and would increase the
height of the 'feeling well' human figure in comparison to that of the 'not feeling
well' one. The results showed that children did vary the height of the human figure
drawings as a response to the change of instructions but this was order specific. Some
age differences were found. Specifically, the 7- and lO-year-olds drew the 'not feeling
well' figure shorter than the baseline figure. This trend was also observed for the 5-
year-olds, not significantly though. The 'feeling well' figure was found to be taller
than the 'not feeling well' figure only for the 5-year-olds.
In line with Healey's (1994) findings, age differences were found. The younger
children were less likely to decrease the height of the 'not feeling well' figure in
relation to that of its original state (baseline figure). In contrast to Healey's (1994)
findings, the height of the baseline figure differed from that of the 'feeling well'
figure. The 5- and 10-year-old produced taller 'feeling well' figures than the baseline
figures whereas the 7-year-olds drew shorter 'feeling well' figures than the baseline
figures. In the light of the representational redescription model (Karmiloff-Smith,
1990) Healey (1994) hypothesized that the first (baseline drawing of a person) and
third drawings (feeling better Pat) would be the same, manipulation of the instructions
for the second human figure drawing would not affect it being returned to its original
form for the third drawing. Although the results on height confirmed her hypothesis,
the findings on features analysis did not. Healey suggested that the wording of the
instructions caused this inconsistency. Another explanation could be that a
characterization of a baseline topic is different from that of a positively presented
topic (Burkitt et aI., 2003a).
In the experimental and control groups children were asked to draw three drawings. In
relation to the first drawing, in the experimental group children drew a baseline figure
whereas in the control group children drew a 'not feeling well' figure. The remaining
two drawings in each condition followed the same characterizations. The findings
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revealed that the instructions for the first human figures had an effect on the height of
the drawings. The 'not feeling well' figure was shorter than the baseline figure across
age and gender. With this result it may be suggested that when children are initially
asked to draw a human figure drawing, the height of the drawing may be influenced
by the figure's characterization. Taking into account that in the control group no
differences in human figures' heights were found whereas in the experimental group
the height of the figures varied, it may be inferred that what children draw first
influences subsequent drawings.
Thus, in line with Healey's (1994) findings, children used the height of the drawings
for contrasting a 'not feeling well' figure from a baseline figure. However, this result
was order specific and was obtained only for the children drawing first a baseline
figure, second a 'not feeling well' figure and last a 'feeling well' figure (experimental
group). In contrast, in the case where children drew twice a 'not feeling well' figure
and last a 'feeling well' figure (control group) the height of figures did not change. In
the former case the results may challenge research (Jolley, 1995; Thomas & Jolley,
1998) claiming that children do not consistently use size for contrasting negative
topics from positive topics whereas in the latter case the fmdings may support Jolley's
(1995) and Thomas & Jolley's (1998) disbelief in drawing's height's consistency.
Similarly to Burkitt et al. (2003a, 2004, 2005), a developmental difference was found
in drawings' height. The 10-year-olds drew taller human figures than those of the 5-
year-olds. An explanation could be that children were asked to draw a human figure
being at the same age as them. Consequently, this instruction might have created a
representational change of height across age. Likewise, Sitton & Light (1992) asked
4-year- and 6-year-olds to draw both female and male human figures differing in age
(adults vs. children). It was found that with age the adult human figures were taller
than the child human figures indicating that height may be adopted as a strategy of
contrast for showing age differences. Furthermore, in the current study, although the
direction of the developmental trend is in contrast with that of the traditional piece of
research claiming that the children's drawings become smaller with age, it needs to be
taken into account that Cox (1992, 1993) studied younger children's drawings.
Moreover, gender differences were found in relation to the choice of the topic and the
height of the figure. Girls drew female human figures whereas boys produced male
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human figures. Also, irrespective of the characterization of the topic to be drawn, girls
tended to draw taller human figures than those of the boys. These findings support
research suggesting that boys and girls display differences in the way they draw
human figures. Boys and girls may use different features (Sitton & Light, 1992) that
may acquire more space within a drawing such as hair or a triangular skirt (Arazos &
Davis, 1989), and draw human figure drawings of the same gender as their own
(Hammer & Kaplan, 1964; Levick, 1997; Silver, 1996). Craddick (1961; 1963)
studying the change in size in Santa Claus drawings and Halloween witch drawings in
relation to Christmas and Halloween respectively also found that girls, irrespective the
topic's characterization, drew larger figures than those of the boys. Conversely,
Burkitt et al. (2003a) looking at the size of nice and nasty drawings found that boys
tend to draw larger nice drawings than the girls but this finding was not confirmed in
the nasty drawings.
A within-subject analysis showed that children decreased the height of the 'not feeling
well' figure in relation to its original state that of a baseline. A between-subject
analysis confirmed this result by showing that a 'not feeling well' figure was shorter
than a baseline figure. These results supports a strand of research (i.e., Burkitt et al.,
2003b; Craddick, 1963; Koppitz, 1968, 1969) claiming that children show a tendency
to decrease the size of negatively presented topics. Nevertheless, this tendency was
not found when children drew twice the 'not feeling well' figure and then produced
the 'feeling well' figure. A suggestion for this result could be that the specific
methodology may have hindered children from using the strategy of height for
showing a contrast between the differentially characterized figures.
Consequently, enhancing the current methodological scope would include a
development of the experimental design by adding more conditions for controlling
any order and practice effects. First of all, for example, in the control group the
children were asked to draw twice a 'not feeling well' human figure for controlling
any practice effect. Nevertheless, additional conditions need to be included for
studying children's use of height for drawing twice human figures following other
characterizations (i.e., baseline and 'feeling well'). In other words it is important to
investigate the influence of the instructions in relation to any practice effect.
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Second, the order of the topics' characterization need to be controlled for
investigating whether there are any differences in height in drawing firstly a 'feeling
well' and then a 'not feeling well' human figure or drawing them in a reversed order.
Hammer & Kaplan (1964) found that children when producing either small or large
figures in their first drawings tend to produce figures of an opposite size in their
second trial. However, more recent research (Burkitt et al., 2003a) has contradicted
this finding by showing that children systematically increase or decrease the size of
human figure drawings according to the topics' characterization. This claim is based
on either positively or negatively characterized human figures' comparison with
neutrally characterized human figures though. Thus, it is essential to investigate how
children modify height directly from positively to negatively presented human figure
drawings in a counterbalanced order. Third, acknowledging the fact that producing
three drawings might have led to children's fatigue and have been time consuming
and consequently have caused a non systematic change of height, it was decided that
the number of drawings should be reduced.
Additionally, it is important to examine the children's use of height for contrasting
differentially characterized human figure drawings in relation to the amount of detail
and the types of features included in the figure. In terms of the amount of detail that
may be included in a human figure drawing, research has shown that the size of a
drawing may be altered as a function of the number of features to be included in it
(Freeman, 1980; Henderson & Thomas, 1990). Thus, a features analysis would
suggest a less detailed short 'not feeling well' figure compared to a more detailed tall
baseline figure.
To sum up, this experiment was set as a starting point of this thesis employing the aim
to partially replicate Healey's (1994) study. It emerged that children varied the height
of the human figure drawings as a response to the change of instructions. However,
this was order specific and emerged only when children started with a neutrally
presented figure, continued with a negatively presented figure and fmished with a
positively presented figure. An interaction effect between the human figure's
characterization and age was found. Additionally, the instructions for the first human
figures had an effect on the height of the drawings; namely, the baseline human figure
was taller than the 'not feeling well' figure across age and gender.
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Chapter 4: Experiment 2
The use of height in showing a contrast between 'feeling well', and 'not feeling
well' drawings across practice effect control and order effect control conditions
4.1 Introduction
Inexperiment 1, the investigation of how children employed the strategy of height for
showing a contrast among differentially characterized figures (a baseline, a 'feeling
well' and, a 'not feeling' human figure) revealed that children tended to draw the 'not
feeling well' figure shorter than the baseline figure. The 'not feeling well' figure was
shorter than the 'feeling well' figure only for the younger children. Children also
differentiated the 'feeling well' figure from the baseline figure. However, some
experimental considerations were raised about the number of the tasks each
participant had to complete and the order of the differentially characterized human
figures' presentation. Consequently, in the present experiment the methodology of the
previous study will be enhanced by adding more experimental conditions for
controlling any practice and order effects.
Mainly, experiment 1 was conducted as a pilot study for examining whether the
results of Healey (1994) could be replicated. Therefore, in the current study a
literature review was conducted on the empirical work' examining children's
utilization of size in differentially presented topics.
Literature Review
Most research on children's drawing has studied the internal structure and visual
realism of the graphic depictions (e.g. Barrett, Beaumont, & Jennett, 1985; Barrett &
Light, 1976; Bremner & Moore, 1984; Cox, 1992; Davis, 1983, 1984, 1985; Freeman,
1980; Light & McEwan, 1987; Sitton & Light, 1992). However, another part of
research on children's drawing has shown that the content of drawing may be more
than a product of just the cognitive and perceptual-motor factors which are required
for producing a drawing. It has been suggested that the children's emotional response
towards the topic depicted is another important factor which may influence the
product of drawing (e.g., Craddick, 1961,1963; Burkitt et al., 2003a; 2003b; 2004;
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2005; 2006; 2007; Fox & Thomas, 1990; Joiner, Schmidt, & Barnett, 1996; Thomas
et al., 1989).
Under this assumption it has been thought that children may use several strategies in
order to depict positively and negatively characterized objects. The most frequent
indicators that have been suggested are the size of the depicted objects (Burkitt et al.,
2003a 2004, 2005; Fox & Thomas, 1990), the heaviness of line (Joiner, Schmidt &
Barnett, 1996), the spatial disposition (Bombi & Pinto, 1994; Thomas & Gray, 1992),
the use of colour (Burkitt et al., 2003b; Zentner, 2001) and the inclusion/omission or
differentiation of features that appear in children's drawings (Healey, 1994; Picard,
Brechet, & Baldy, 2007). Within this frame of research, the aim of the present study
was to study whether the height of the objects in children's drawings would be varied
as a consequence of the differently characterizations that have been given to those
objects.
The existing empirical work on children's drawing has given conflicting fmdings
regarding whether or not the size of the depicted objects can be used as a reliable
index of children's feelings towards the depicted objects (e.g. Joiner, Schmidt, &
Barnett, 1996; Jolley & VuIic-Prtoric, 2001; Thomas et al., 1989; Thomas & Jolley,
1998). Some researchers (Burkitt et al., 2003a) suggesting that the conflicting results
may derive from a failure to use a proper methodology for studying this issue, utilized
more appropriate research methods and showed that size may be a sign for
distinguishing objects which have differential emotional salience. Taking into account
the broad use of drawing in both clinical and educational context (e.g., Black, 1976;
Bellamy, Daly, 1969; Catte & Cox, 1999; Duffy, Beaty, & Dejulio, 1982) it is of high
importance to understand how children use the tool of drawing.
Although most of the traditional research on drawing has suggested that children
show a tendency to increase the size of positively characterized topics (e.g., Aronsson,
& Andersson, 1996; Cleeve & Bradbury, 1992; Craddick, 1961; Di Leo, 1973) and
decrease it for the negatively characterized ones (e.g., Craddick, 1963; Koppitz, 1968,
1969), there has been criticism on the part of some researchers (Freeman, 1976, 1980;
Cox, 1992; Thomas & Jolley, 1998) concerning the validity of these fmdings.
Initially, the cognitive and perceptual-motor difficulties which children may
encounter in planning and producing have been underestimated. Also, there has been
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an over reliance upon the use of ad hoc selections of drawings as evidence of size
change. Furthermore, inappropriate experimental designs with inadequate controls
were utilized to test the effect of affective characterizations upon the size of objects in
children's drawings. There were no independent validations or measures of the
children's affect towards the topic depicted. Moreover, the increase of objects' size
has been suggested to be the outcome of increased detail addition.
The general fmding that differentially characterized topics do not have an effect on
the size of children's drawings has been supported by two more resent studies which
have investigated depressed patients' drawings (Joiner et al., 1996) and Croatian
children's drawings of enemy soldiers and friends (Jolley & Vulic-Prtoric, 2001). In
the former study, three frequent indices of emotional distress - size, detail, and
heaviness of line - of participants' three sets of drawings were examined in terms of
reliability and validity and further assessed their relation to established objective and
projective measures of childhood depression and anxiety. Although a modest
convergence among the three indices was found, none of the signs was reliably
correlated with the established objective and subjective tests. In the latter experiment,
in which Croatian children were asked to draw topics that were of personal
significance to them (Croatian and Enemy soldiers who had fought in the war of
1991-1995), the results indicated that the participants' feelings towards the topic did
not significantly influence the topic's size and placement on the sheet. These findings
are in agreement with the argument claiming that any decrease or increase of the size
of negatively and positively characterized topics respectively is weak, unreliable, and
hard to obtain under systematic experimentation (Thomas & Jolley 1998).
Nonetheless, both of the studies have been criticized for their methodological
adequacy (Burkitt et al., 2003a). In both cases participants were asked to draw more
than one object on a page which this might have caused extra cognitive and
perceptual-motor difficulties which children have in planning and producing drawings
(Freeman, 1980). Furthermore, neither the children's affect towards the topic was
directly measured nor the amount of detail which may be included in a drawing was
controlled.
So, in response to these limitations a group of researchers employed experimental
designs with which a number of factors could be controlled. Thomas et a1. (1989) in
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order to avoid planning and production problems and increase or decrease of size due
to features' addition asked children (aged between 4 to 7 years) to copy a shaded
outline model of a human figure. Each human figure drawing was copied on a
separate sheet of paper to avoid any size changes due to planning problems - causing
the second human figure to be drawn either smaller or bigger as a results of the child's
inability to sufficiently divide the paper's space for all objects to be included in it
(Henderson & Thomas, 1990; Thomas & Gray, 1992; Thomas & Tsalimi, 1988).
Experimenters, additionally, used a control group in which children were asked to
reproduce the same human figure drawing of the first sheet on a separate sheet of
paper. In contrast, in the experimental groups children were asked to firstly draw a
neutral figure and subsequently draw either a nice or nasty figure in a counterbalanced
order. The results showed that children although decreased the height of the nasty
figures did not consistently increase the height of the nice figures. Thomas et al.
(1989) conducted a second experiment to evaluate the generalizability of these
findings by asking 4- to 6-year-olds to draw an apple, placed in front of them, as
either being nice or nasty. Contrary to the first experiment's results, children drew the
nice apples consistently larger than the control group, and the nasty apples non
reliably smaller to the control group.
Thomas et a1. (1989) interpreted the results by proposing an appetitive-defensive
theory of the mechanisms underlying the behaviour of drawing. It was argued that,
children may accomplish psychological alliance with and separation from the topic by
increasing the size of pleasant figures and decreasing the size of unpleasant figures
respectively. Thomas et a1. (1989), however, claimed that this phenomenon is not
content free. Consequently, the conflicting fmdings were explained by using Hugdahl
& Ohman's (1977) work suggesting that fear can be elicited by certain tasks'
instructions describing threatening animals such as snakes and spiders and not
geometrical objects. So, children might have perceived the nasty human figure as a
more threatening topic in relation to that of the nasty apple.
Despite the fact that Thomas et al. (1989) have shown that by using a more tight
experimental design the effect of differentially characterized topics may be depicted
in children's drawing, their methodology has been criticized (Burkitt, et al., 2003a).
Firstly, the generalizability of their assumptions may be questioned by the
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incongruence between the two experiments' fmdings. The conditions were not the
same for the two experiments though. In the first experiment children were asked to
copy a two-dimensional object whereas in the second experiment children were asked
to draw a three-dimensional object. Secondly, using a between-subject design might
have masked the experimental effects due to a large amount of error of variance.
Thirdly, instead of assuming that the differentially characterized human figures had a
differential meaning to the children Thomas et al. (1989) could have utilized an
independent measurement studying the participants' emotional response towards these
figures. Last, in the first experiment the focus was on the change in height in human
figure drawings, whereas in the second experiment the focus was on the modification
of the surface area of the apples.
In response to the conflicting fmdings children's drawing has been examined by either
copying pre-drawn outlines of models (Burkitt et al., 2003a) or producing freehand
drawings of models (Burkitt et al., 2004). Also, the impact of brief and elaborated
instructions was studied in children's drawings for happy and sad drawings (Burkitt &
Barnett, 2006). Additionally, the factor of children's experience in drawing by
attending educational contexts differing in the level of focus in art instruction was
examined as a potential influence on children's drawing towards differentially
characterized topics (Burkitt et al., 2005).
Burkitt et al. (2003a) examined whether children scale up the size of drawings of
topics which have been given a positive characterization, and scale down the size of
drawings of topics which have been given a negative characterization. A large sample
of children (258 children aged between 4 and 11 years) completed three drawings of
either a man, a dog or a tree. Cognitive and perceptual-motor demands upon the
children were reduced by asking them to copy pre-drawn outline shaded figures, Each
child first produced a baseline drawing of a neutrally characterized figure, and then
produced two further drawings of a positively and a negatively characterized versions
of the same figure in a counterbalanced order. Positive characterizations included
'nice', 'kind', 'very pleasant', and 'friendly' labels whereas negative instructions
included 'nasty', 'horrible', 'mean', and 'unfriendly' wording (Burkitt, et al., 2003a,
p.573). Height, width. and surface area were used as the critical measurements for
detecting any size change among the different topics.
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At the end of each copying task a five-point smiley-face Likert scale was used for
recording the affect ratings towards the topics drawn. Results showed that children,
irrespective of the topic's content, systematically used size for differentiating both
positively and negatively characterized figures from baseline drawings. Specifically,
the size (surface are, height, and width) of nice figures was increased in relation to
that of the baseline drawings whereas the size (surface area and height) of nasty
figures was decreased in comparison to the baseline drawings. Also, children's affect
towards the drawing figures indicated that the nasty figures received lower affect than
those of the nice ones. Burkitt et al. provided two possible interpretations of the
findings. On the one hand, children could have responded using an acquired 'pictorial
convention' according to which larger figures represent nice characteristics and
smaller figures represent nasty characteristics. On the other hand, children could have
responded using an 'appetitive mechanism' which serves to increase the size of nice
topics and reduce the size of potentially threatening topics, to achieve psychological
affinity with, and distancing from, the topic.
Burkitt et al. (2004) studied the generalizability of their findings by investigating
children's use of size and colour in freehand drawings (either a man, a dog, or a tree)
of emotionally characterized topics. Children (253 children aged between 4 and 11
years) completed two sessions in a counterbalanced order. In one session children
ranked 10 colours in terms of preference. In the other session, children were firstly
asked to produce freehand drawings of baseline figures and then draw their positively
and negatively characterized versions in a counterbalanced order. Positive and
negative characterizations were similar to those used in Burkitt's et at. (2003a; 2003b)
studies. Children were also asked to colour their drawing by a single colour chosen
s .
from the 10 colours presented in session 1. Both preference and drawing tasks
received children's affect ratings towards them through a five-point smiley-face
Likert scale.
In agreement with the findings of Burkitt et al. (2003a), children increased the size of
the positively characterized topics. Yet, children did not consistently decrease the size
of the negatively characterized figures. There were topic related effects showing that
relative to baseline drawings children only decreased the size of the nasty trees and
did not reduce the size of the men or dogs. Also, men and trees were drawn taller and
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larger than dogs. Contrary to Burkitt et aI.' s (2003a) study, interaction effects between
age and type of drawing were found. Although all children increased the height and
width of nice drawings in relation to those of baseline drawings, the older children,
unlike younger and middle ones, did not increase the surface area of nice drawings
and their nasty drawings were larger than the baseline. In line with the results of
Burkitt et al. (2003b), children chose their most preferred colours for the positively
characterized figures, their least preferred colours for the negatively characterized
figures, and the intermediately rated colours for the baseline figures.
Burkitt et al. (2005) studied the effect of education on children's drawings of
emotionally characterized topics. The authors investigated whether children from
different educational backgrounds would demonstrate the same attitudes towards size
and colour use (Burkitt et al., 2003a, 2003b, 2004) for contrasting neutral, happy and
sad human figure drawings. A sample of 72 children, (44 children from mainstream
schools and 32 children from Steiner schools, aged between 4 and 7) produced
freehand drawings of differentially characterized human figures. The selection of the
specific educational contexts was made due to differing curriculums on art education.
Namely, in a mainstream school setting emphasis is on the details and visual problem-
solving whereas in a Steiner school art instruction is mainly concerned with children's
exploration of colour and forms. First, children drew a baseline human figure drawing
and then produced a happy and sad man in a counterbalanced order. Children were
also asked to colour the drawings with only one colour chosen from a group of ten
colours.
In general, the fmdings showed that for both educational backgrounds the surface area
of the happy men was increased in relation to that of the baseline one but the surface
area of the sad man was not decreased from the baseline figure. Burkitt et al. (2005)
confmned previous results (Burkitt et al., 2004) suggesting that the increase in size is
more consistent for positively characterized figures than the decrease in size for
negatively characterized figures. However, this result does not support research
claiming that the negatively labeled figures tend to be decreased in relation to either
baseline controls (Burkitt et al., 2003a) or positively characterized topics (Craddick,
1963; Fox & Thomas, 1990). In terms of age, only the younger children from both
educational contexts produced taller happy men than sad men. In relation to the
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educational factor as an influence on human figures' size, it was found that
mainstream children produced larger, taller, and wider drawings than the Steiner
children. Educational differences were also found regarding the actual colour choice
for the sad human figures.
Burkitt & Barnett (2006) studied the effect of brief and elaborated mood induction
procedures on children's change of height and surface area in differentially
characterized human figure drawings (a baseline, happy, and sad drawings). In
contrast to Burkitt's et al. (2003a, 2003b, 2004) methodology, Burkitt & Barnett
(2006) asked children to produce human figure drawings of themselves, by copying a
pre-shaded human figure. Inorder to avoid any change of size due to details' addition
(Freeman, 1980) children were asked not to include any facial characteristics or
clothes. Each child from a sample of 80 children, aged between 5 and 7 years, firstly
completed a baseline drawing task and then completed two drawing tasks in a
counterbalanced order preceded by either positive or negative brief or elaborated
mood instructions. The subsequent positively and negatively characterized human
figures were re-drawings of the baseline figure. Children's affect towards the topic
depicted was recorded through a five-point smiley-face Likert scale. The results on
brief induction mood scenario were in line with previous research (Burkitt, et al.,
2004, 2005; Fox & Thomas, 1990). The happy human figure's size was increased in
comparison to that of the baseline figure whereas the sad human figure's size was not
decreased. Conversely, the findings on the elaborate mood induction scenario showed
that children changed neither the height nor the surface of the human figure drawings.
Besides the differences in size change, in both mood induction procedures children
displayed the expected affect ratings.
To sum up, the general finding was that children systematically increased the size of
positively characterized topics (either nice or happy) in relation to their baseline state
whereas they did not consistently decrease the size of negatively characterized topics
(either nasty or sad) in relation to their baseline controls (Burkitt & Barnett, 2006;
Burkitt et al., 2004, 2005). Conversely, Burkitt et al. (2003a) found that children were
systematic in both increasing and decreasing the size of positively and negatively
characterized topics respectively, in relation to their baseline controls.
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4.2 Aims
The present experiment was intended to examine the conditions under which children
systematically use height for differentiating human figure drawings following task
instructions describing neutral, positive, and negative characterizations. More
specifically, the current study was designed to assess whether the fmdings of the
existing research literature (Burkitt & Barnett, 2006; Burkitt et al., 2003a, 2004, 2005;
Craddick, 1961, 1963; Thomas et al., 1989), supporting size change in drawing due to
differentially characterizations of topics, can be applied when the instructions of
positive and negative descriptions have been changed from either nice and nasty or
happy and sad to 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' respectively.
Primarily, the aim was to examine whether children would consistently use height for
differentiating a 'feeling well' from a 'not feeling well' human figure. Research has
shown that children who produce either small or large drawings in their first drawings
tend to produce figures of an opposite size in their second trial (Hammer & Kaplan,
1964). Thus, the order of the administration of the divergent characterizations might
affect the height of drawings.
Additionally, by asking children to draw a human figure twice it is possible to
examine whether children would use height for contrasting two figures due to a
practice effect Some evidence has shown that the second drawing of the same topic is
often smaller (Henderson & Thomas, 1990; Sechrest & Wallace, 1964). Also, it was
aimed to examine whether the content of the drawing's instructions (baseline, 'feeling
well' or 'not feeling well' human figure) would have any effect on producing twice a
figure.
Therefore, in this study, the experimenter aimed to create experimental conditions in
which children would either draw the same human figure twice or produce two
differently characterized versions of the figure. Once counterbalancing all the possible
pairs among the combinations of baseline, 'feeling well', and 'not feeling well'
figures, those that did not make any sense were excluded. For example, drawing first
either a 'feeling well' figure or a 'not feeling well' figure and then a baseline figure
were excluded conditions because a baseline state of an object always comes as a first
drawing (Burkitt & Barnett, 2006; Burkitt, 2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2005). However, in
the condition where children were asked to produce the baseline drawing twice, it was
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aimed to detect any height changes due to practice effect. Generally, the reason for
using a baseline task was for activating the children's usual procedure in drawing a
human figure, allowing for further comparison with the drawings following either
positive or negative characterizations, and obtaining any developmental changes in
graphic skill (picard, Brechet, & Baldy, 2007). Taking into account all these
considerations, seven conditions were produced (see methods for detailed
description).
The study also aimed to investigate any developmental trend and gender differences
in children's use of height following either baseline, 'feeling well', and 'not feeling
well' instructions. Research has shown no age differences in children's use of size as
a strategy for contrasting nice from nasty figures (Thomas et al., 1989; Burkitt et al.,
2003a, 2004, 2005). Besides the conflicting fmdings in relation to drawings' size,
either becoming larger with age (Cox, 1992, 1993) or smaller with age (Burkitt et al.,
2003a, 2004, 2005), the drawings' size tends to be differently treated across age. It
was therefore of interest to explore how children would treat height both as a strategy
for differentiating a 'feeling well' from a 'not feeling well' human figure across age
and as an index of difference across age.
In terms of gender differences, there is evidence suggesting that there are variations in
the way that human figures are depicted (Arazos & Davis, 1989; Cox, 1992; Koppitz,
1969; Sitton & Light, 1992), the choice of human figures' gender (Hammer &
Kaplan, 1966; Levick, 1997; Silver, 1996), and the representation of the themes
(Malchiodi, 1998). For example, Hammer & Kaplan (1964) asking participants to
draw a person found that they chose to draw human figure drawings of the same
gender as their own - a finding which was reinforced by experiment 1.
However, the results in relation to gender differences in the area of research exploring
the effect of differentially characterized instructions on children's drawings' size have
been conflicting. Craddick (1961; 1963) investigating the change in size of Santa
Claus and Halloween witch drawings in relation to Christmas and Halloween
respectively, found that girls, irrespective of the topic's characterization, drew taller
figures than those of the boys - a result which was also obtained in experiment 1.
Conversely, Burkitt et al. (2003a) studying the size of nice and nasty drawings found
that boys tend to draw larger nice drawings than the girls but this finding was not
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confirmed in the nasty drawings. Besides the divergent fmdings of the aforementioned
studies, the general fmding is that boys and girls have the tendency to differentially
treat the size of drawings. Thus, it was anticipated that irrespective the topics'
description boys and girls would differently treat the drawings' height.
In research studying the effect of emotionally characterized topics in drawing there
has not been any tendency to study the possible impact of culture. As an exception to
the rule, Burkitt et at. (2007) studied the use of colour in differentially labeled topics
between Finnish and British children. The results showed no cultural differences.
Children used colours for the three topics that were appropriate to their preference and
their affect ratings towards the three tasks were in the predictable direction. Regarding
the actual colours that were used for the three tasks, both cultural groups used a wider
range of colours for the baseline and positively characterized human figure shapes
than that for the negatively characterized human figure shapes. In the present study
the reason for having two cultural groups was because the experimenter had access to
both cultures. So, although the aim of the experiment was not to study the drawings
between Greek and British children, the two groups were initially studied separately.
4.3 Method
Participants
Three hundred and twenty three children were tested. The children were aged between
4 to 11 years old. Children were randomly recruited from state nursery and primary
schools in Athens and London respectively. Participants were divided into three age
groups (see Table 4.1).
Tabie 4.1: Mean ages, in years and months, in each age group and age range in
parentheses
Age Group
Younger (5y)
n=107
Middle o»
n=104
Older (lOy)
n=112
5:6
(4:4 - 6:8)
7:5
(6:10- 9)
10:5
(9:1-11:10)
Material
A blank piece of paper and a pencil was given to the participants for the completion of
the drawings. A tape recorder was used for children's description of their drawings.
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Procedure
The children were tested individually by the same experimenter in a quite area within
the school. Initially, children were given the following instructions. They were asked
to sit down and give their names and age (if they were unsure of the month of their
birthday that was later clarified with the teacher). Children were given a blank piece
of paper and a pencil.
Table 4.2: Types of drawingsfor each condition
Drawin
Drawin 2
~ Baseline
~ Feeling well
Order effect
control conditions
Practice effect
control conditions
Conditions
Each child had to produce two drawings (see Table 4.2). Participants in each age
group were randomly assigned to one of the seven conditions (see Table 4.3).
In the conditions 1, 2, and 3 practice effect was studied. In condition 1 children drew
a baseline figure twice, in condition 2 they drew a 'feeling well' figure twice, and in
condition 3 they drew a 'not feeling well' figure twice. In contrast, in the conditions 4,
5,6, and 7 order effect was examined. In condition 4 children first drew a 'not feeling
well' figure and then drew a 'feeling well figure', in condition 5 children first drew a
'feeling well' figure and then a 'not feeling well' figure, in condition 6 children first
drew a baseline figure and then a 'not feeling well' figure, and in condition 7 children
first drew a baseline figure and then a 'feeling weill, figure.
I Similarly to experiment J, the characterizations of the feeling well' and the 'not feeling well' will be
referred as FWas NFW respectively.
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Table 4.3: Mean ages, in years and months, of the age groups in each condition and
age range in parentheses
Practice effect
control
conditions
Condition Younger
(n=107)
Older
(n=112)
(n = 13)
5:9
(4:11- 6:7)
(n= 13)
lOy
(9:1-11)
(n= 11)
5:11
(5:2 - 6:7)
(n= 15)
10:2
(9:2- 11:4)
(0 = 16)
5: 11
(n= 18)
10
Order effect
control
conditions
Grand Means
(N=323)
The instructions for each condition were the following.
Condition 1: Baseline ~ Baseline
Drawing 1:Baseline
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw a child of your age for me? '
Once this was done, a name was given to the human figure drawing.
'Let's call this child Par '.
The drawing was then removed from sight.
Drawing 2: Baseline
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw Pat again for me?'
2 Similarly to experiment 1, this was done to make the participant treat drawing two as a re-drawing of
the first drawing rather than drawing another human figure drawing. In addition, prior to data collection
the experimenter decided to name the human figure with a common name that it could be used either
for girls or boys. 'Harris' and 'Pat' were chosen for Greek and British participants respectively.
However, the participant could also use a name of his or her preference.
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Condition 2: FW ~ FW
Drawing 1:FW
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw a child of your age who is feeling well for
me?'
Once this was done, a name was given to the human figure drawing.
'Let's call this child Pat'.
The drawing was then removed from sight.
Drawing 2: FW
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw again Pat who is still feeling well? '
Condition 3: NFW ~ NFW
Drawing 1:NFW
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw a child of your age who is not feeling well for
me?'
Once this was done, a name was given to the human figure drawing.
'Let's call this child Pat'.
The drawing was then removed from sight.
Drawing2: NFW
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw again Pat who is still notfeeling well? '
Condition 4: NFW ~ FW
Drawing 1:NFW
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw a child of your age who is not feeling well for
me?'
Once this was done, a name was given to the human figure drawing.
'Let's call this child Pat'.
The drawing was then removed from sight.
Drawing 2: FW
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw Pat now who isfeeling well again? '
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Condition 5: FW ~ NFW
Drawing 1:FW
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw a child of your age who is feeling well for
me?'
Once this was done, a name was given to the human figure drawing,
'Let's call this child Pat'.
The drawing was then removed from sight.
Drawing2: NFW
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw Pat now who is notfeeling well? '
Condition 6: Baseline ~ NFW
Drawing 1:Baseline
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw a child of your agefor me? '
Once this was done, a name was given to the human figure drawing.
'Let's call this child Pat'.
The drawing was then removed from sight.
Drawing2: NFW
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw Pat now who is notfeeling well? '
Condition 7: Baseline ~ FW
Drawing 1:Baseline
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw a child of your agefor me? '
Once this was done, a name was given to the human figure drawing.
'Let's call this child Pat'.
The drawing was then removed from sight.
Drawing 2: FW
The experimenter asked:
'Could you please draw Pat now who isfeeling well? '
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Interview
After the completion of the two drawings in each condition. a number of questions
were addressed to the children. This was done in order to a) confmn what had been
drawn; b) to clarify any ambiguous changes or additions (e.g. shades, dots or unclear
forms) ; and c) to establish a better understanding concerning what the participant had
intended to draw and might have been unable to do. This would help in assessing the
child's interpretation of the task demands.
The experimenter randomly presented the two drawn versions of human figure, one at
a time, to the children and asked them to identify what they had drawn. The questions
that were addressed to the participants were the following.
'So, (name of the participant) I would lilce you to describe, how is
Harris (or Pat) in this drawing?'
'Why do you think Harris (or Pat) is notfeeling well?'
'What do you think has happened to Harris (or Pat)?'
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4.4 Results
The majority of the children chose to draw human figure of the same gender as their
own (see Appendix 2).
4.4.1 Measurement of focus: Height
Similarly to experiment 1, the height of each drawing was measured in cm and mm as
the vertical distance from the highest to the lowest extremity of the figure.
Sample exclusion
Nine participants were excluded from the analysis because the height of the first
drawing (either whole human figure drawing or part of it) could not be compared with
that of the second drawing (incomplete drawing because the human figure was either
covered by another object e.g., duvet or was not fully depicted) (see Figure 4.1).
Drawing 1 Drawing 2
.1
'\'
1 \
'i I ..
\
:i
\
i
\
Figure 4.1 Example of an excluded case
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Screening of data indicated 28 outliers which were equally excluded from all the
conditions and age groups. Finally, data from 286 participants were subjected for
statistical analysis (see Table 4.4).
Table 4.4: Mean ages, in years and months, in each age group and age range in
parentheses
Age Group
Younger
n=98
Middle
n=92
Older
n=96
5:8
(4:4-6:6)
7:9
6:10-9
10
9:1 - 11:5
In the following sections separate mixed ANOV As will be conducted for the practice
effect control conditions (condition 1, condition 2, and condition 3) and the order
effect control conditions (condition 4, condition 5, and condition 5, condition 6, and
condition 7).
4.4.2 Practice effect control conditions
In conditions 1, 2, and 3 children produced a human figure drawing twice following
the same characterization. However, the content of the characterizations differed
across conditions (either baseline, fw, or nfw). In order to study whether there was
any practice effect within each condition and any differences between conditions a
2(Order: 1st drawing and 2nd drawing) X 3(Condition: condition 1, condition 2,
condition 3) X 3(Age: younger, middle, and older) X 2(Gender) X 2(Culture: Greek
and British) five-way mixed ANOV A was conducted. Condition, Age, Gender,
Culture were entered as between factors whereas the Order as a repeated measure.
A main effect for Age was found (F(2,SO) = 2.34; p = 0.05, IIp2=0.05). The older
children drew taller human figure drawings than those of both younger and middle
children (see Figure 4.2) However, Post hoc Tukey tests showed no statistically
significant differences among the age groups.
No main effects were found for Order (F(I,SO) = 0.75; P = 0.39) (see Figure 4.3),
Condition (F(2,SO) = 0.44; P = 0.65), Gender (F(I,SO) = 1.2S; p = 0.26), and Culture
(F(I,SO) = 2.12; P = 0.15).
No interaction effects were obtained.
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Mean height of the human figure drawings across
Age
10
9 8.06
8 6.69 6.63
7
6
5
2
1
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Younger (5y) Middle (7y) Older (lOy)
Figure 4.2: Mean height of human figure drawings across Age
Mean height of the human figure drawings across
Conditions
• Ist drawing
o2nd drawing
Condition 1
(baseline -
baseline)
Condition 2 Condition 3
(FW - FW) (NFW - NFW
Figure 4.3: Mean height of human figure drawings across Order and Condition
No practice effects were obtained. Irrespective of the characterization of the task
(either baseline, FW, or NFW), when children were asked to produce the same human
figure drawing twice they did not alter its height. Figure 4.4 portrays some examples
of human figure drawings across conditions.
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Figure 1: Baseline
Height: 9.00 cm
Figure 2: Baseline
Height: 8.45 cm
Participant 1, Female, Age: 6:1 5.'/5
Figure 1: FW
Height: 5.50 cm
Figure 2: FW
Height: 5.40 cm
Participant 2, Female, Age: 7:10
Figure 1: NFW
Height: 3.20 cm
Figure 2: NFW
Height: 3.30
Participant 3, Female, Age: 8:4
Figure 4.4: Examples of human figure drawings across Practice effect control
conditions
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4.4.3 Order effect control conditions
In conditions 4, 5, 6, and 7 children produced two versions of a human figure drawing
following different characterizations. In order to study whether there was any order
effect a 2(Order: 1st drawing and 2nd drawing) X 4(Condition: condition 4, condition
5, condition 6, and condition 7) X 3(Age: younger, middle, and older) X 2(Gender) X
2(Culture: Greek and British) five-way mixed ANOVA was conducted. Condition,
Age, Gender, and Culture were entered as between factors whereas the Order as a
repeated measure.
A main effect for Order was found (F(I,123) = 3.60; p < 0.05, l-tailed, 1')/=0.03) (see
Figure 4.5).
Mean height of the human figure drawins across
Order
10
e 9 7.46e 8 6.97._e 7u
r:::I 6.-li 5·r 4
.c:I
r:::I 3
~ 2
1
0+----
lstdrawing 2nd drawing
Figure 4.5: Mean height of human figure drawings across Order
A main effect was obtained for Condition (F(3,123) = 2.99; P < 0.05, 1')p2=0.07)(see
Figure 4.6). Post hoc Tukey tests showed that the mean height of the human figure
drawing in condition 7 was taller than those mean heights of conditions 4, 5, (at the
O.Ollevel) and 6 (at the 0.05 level).
A main effect was found for Age (F(2,123) = 11.80; p < 0.01, 1')/=0.16). Post hoc
Tukey tests showed that the older children drew taller human figures than the younger
(p<0.01) and the middle (p<0.05) children (see Figure 4.7). No significant mean
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height difference was obtained between the human figures of the younger children
and middle children.
Mean height ofthe human figure drawings across
Conditions
10
e 9e 8--e 7Col
= 6 .lst drawing....- 5 D2nd drawing.:IbJ)
4.~
.:I 3== 2~
~ I
0
Condition 4 Condition 5 Condition 6 Condition 7
(nfw - fw) (fw - nfw)* (baseline - (baseline -
nfw)* fw)
Figure 4.6: Mean height of human figure drawings across Order and Condition
(*significant mean difference)
Mean height of the human figure drawings across Age
7.07
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Younger (5y) Middle (7y) Older (lOy)
Figure 4.7: Mean height of the human figure drawings across Age
A main effect was found for Gender (F(I,123) = 4.42; P < 0.05, T)p2=0.03). The girls
produced taller human figure drawings than the boys (see Figure 4.8).
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Mean height of the human figure drawings across
Gender
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Figure 4.8: Mean height of human figure drawings across Gender
No main effect was found for Culture (F(I,123) = 0.69; p = 0.41).
An interaction effect was obtained for Condition X Age X Culture (F(6,123) = 2.18; P
= 0.05, Tlp2=0.01) (see Figure 4.9). Irrespective of the task's characterization, with age
children produced taller human figure drawings. However, this pattern was more
pronounced for the British children. An interaction effect was also obtained for
Condition X Age X Gender X Culture (F(6,123) = 2.14; p = 0.05, TI/=O.OI).
Paired samples t-tests
Paired samples t-tests were conducted for investigating in which condition there
would be significant differences in height between the first and the second drawing. In
Table 4.5 the mean differences, t, and p values are depicted.
Table 4.5: Paired samples t-test analyses/or each condition
Condition rtdrawing~ rd drawing Mean t p valuedifference
Condition ., NFW~ FW 0.02 t(40)=O.08 p=0.93
Condition 5 FW~ NFW 0.75 t(41)=2.61 p<0.05
Condition 6 Baseline=« NFW 0.92 t(50)=3.56 p<O.Ol
Condition 7 Baseline=« FW 0.11 t(36)=O.26 .p=0.80
Only in those conditions in which the second drawing was negatively characterized
the height of the last human figure was significantly decreased. The decrease was
more prominent in the case where the contrast of the figures' characterization was not
between the instructions representing two extremes (positive and negative) but rather
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between those describing a baseline state and a negatively charged state. Figure 4.10
portrays some examples of human figure drawings across conditions.
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Greek children: Mean height of the human figure
drawings across Age for each Condition
Condition 4 Condition 5 Condition 6 Condition 7
(nfw - fw) (fw - nfw) (baseline - (baseline-
nfw) fw)
British children: Mean height of the human figure
drawings across Age for each Condition
Condition 4 Condition 5 Condition 6 Condition 7
(nfw - fw) (fw - nfw) (baseline - (baseline -
nfw) fw)
Figure 4.9: Mean height of human figure drawings across Age and Condition for both
Greek and British children
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Figure 1: NFW
Height: 4.00 cm
Figure 2: FW
/
I
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Participant 1, Male, Age: 6:1
Height: 3.75 cm
Figure 1: FW
Height: 2.95 cm
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Participant 2, Male, Age: 5:2
Figure 1:Baseline
Height: 6.65 cm
Figure 2: NFW
Height: 2.15 cm
Participant 3, Female, Age: 8:4
Figure 2: NFW
Height: 4.40
Figure 1:Baseline -\
Height: 7.90 cm
\-_Q)
{~
________tJ . 0
Participant 4, Male, Age: 5:9
Figure 2: FW
Height: 8.00
Figure 4.10: Examples of human figure drawings across Order effect control
conditions
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4.5 Discussion
In experiment 1 some experimental considerations were raised about the number of
tasks each participant had to complete and the order of the differentially characterized
human figures' presentation. Consequently, in the present experiment the
methodology of experiment 1 was enhanced by adding more experimental conditions
for controlling these concerns. Furthermore, this was done not only for controlling
any methodological limitations of the within-subject design but also because research
has shown that the context which is formed by the order and the content of the
differentially presented tasks tend to influence children's drawings (Le. Barrett, &
Bridson, 1983;Bremner & Moore, 1984; Davis, 1983; Sitton & Light, 1992). In other
words, what children draw first may interfere with what they draw second.
In order to reduce children's fatigue from producing three drawings and consequently
reinforce them to use height non systematically, it was decided that each participant
would produce two drawings. Thus, experimental conditions were designed in which
each child either drew the same human figure twice or produced two differently
characterized versions of the figure. Once counterbalancing all the possible pairs
among the combinations of baseline, 'feeling well', and 'not feeling well' figures,
those that did not make any sense were excluded.
The aim of this experiment was to investigate the conditions under which children
systematically use height for differentiating human figure drawings following task
instructions describing baseline, 'feeling well', and 'not feeling well' human figures.
The fmdings indicated that children used the strategy of height for showing a contrast
between the two drawings only when the second drawing depicted a 'not feeling well'
human figure. Age and gender differences were obtained. With age children drew
taller human figure drawings. Also, girls produced taller figures than the boys. No
main cultural differences were revealed.
No systematic change of height was observed when the instructions for the two
human figures were the same. This tendency was context free. Children in either
producing neutrally, negatively or positively characterized topics twice did not change
the height of the human figure. Conversely, in terms of asking the children to produce
two drawings following different characterizations, it was shown that the order of the
administration of the differentially presented human figure drawings affected the way
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that children used height. Specifically, the systematic use of height for differentiating
two human figure drawings was observed only when the characterization for the
second drawing had a negative connotation. Thus, the change in height across the two
human figure drawings was affected by the order and the content of the
characterizations. Consequently, the results of this study partially support the area of
research suggesting that children reliably increase the size of positively characterized
drawings and consistently decrease the size of negatively characterized topics from
their baseline controls.
First, focusing on the height of the 'not feeling well' human figure drawings, the
results were in agreement with research suggesting that children systematically
reduced the height of negatively characterized topics from their baseline controls
(Burkitt et al., 2003a). Research on drawing (Burkitt & Barnett, 2006; Burkitt et al.,
2003a, 2004, 2005; Thomas et al., 1989) has not directly studied the size change
between positively and negatively characterized topics though. In the present
experiment the height of the 'not feeling well' drawing was found to be decreased in
relation to that of the 'feeling well' human figure only when it was produced as the
last drawing. In contrast, in the case offrrstly producing the 'not feeling well' drawing
and subsequently drawing the 'feeling well' figure children did not use height for
contrasting the two drawings. Although this fmding may support research claiming
that size is not a reliable index of children's emotional attitude towards the topic
drawn (Joiner et al., 1996; Jolley & Vulic-Prtoric, 2001), this experiment has shown
that even younger children are systematic in not using height for differentiating
drawings following the same instructions. Thus, asking children first to produce a
drawing following a negative instruction might have contrasted with their desire to
draw a tall human figure drawing. In response to that other features of drawings need
to be studied.
Secondly, studying the height of the 'feeling well' human figure drawing in relation to
that of its baseline control it was found that contrary to research (Burkitt & Barnett,
2006; Burkitt et al., 2003a, 2004, 2005), children did not increase the height of the
positively characterized human figure. This finding supports the fmdings of the first
experiment of Thomas et al. (1989) on nice and nasty human figures whereas it
contradicts the results of the second study on nice and nasty apples. A possible
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interpretation of this result may be that children's drawing may be affected by the
instructions. Thomas et a1. (1989) drawing upon the work of Hugdahl & Ohman
(1977) claiming that not all negative stimuli can elicit fear to the participants,
suggested that the type of nice and nasty stimuli may produce divergent drawings'
size changes in relation to their baseline controls. Also, this fmding may imply that
children might have perceived both baseline and 'feeling well' labeling as positive
characterizations of human figures. In order for this interpretation to be verified other
features of drawings need to assessed, too.
Importantly, irrespective tasks' characterization, it was found that the first task was
perceived as positively charged. This fmding may he implied by the fact that children
either produced two human figures of a similar height or decreased the height of the
second figure only when it followed a negative characterization. It seems that children
could not produce a short human figure as a first task by increasing the height of the
last human figure. So, even in the case of first drawing a 'not feeling well' figure and
then a 'feeling well' figure children did not reduce the height of the latter figure.
In contrast to research questioning the reliability of drawings' size as a possible sign
of children's response towards differentially characterized topics (Fox & Thomas,
1990; Joiner et al., 1996; Jolley & Vulic-Prtoric, 2001; Thomas & Jolley, 1998), this
experiment has shown that children may adopt height for contrasting a baseline or a
'feeling well' with a 'not feeling well' human figure. Although the magnitude of the
decrease of height change may not be that big, it follows the pattern of other studies
claiming that children decrease the size of negatively characterized topics in relation
to baseline controls (Burkitt, 2003a; Thomas et al., 1989).
In line with research (Thomas et al., 1989; Burkitt et al., 2003a, 2005), the findings
indicated that, despite the wide age range (4-11 years), there were no interaction
effects between age group and type of drawing. This result implies that the decrease
of the 'not feeling well' human figure's height in relation to both the baseline and the
'feeling well' human figures may be a common strategy across age. In terms of either
appetitive-defensive mechanisms or pictorial conventions (Thomas et al., 1989),
children of this age range seem to respond in a similar way and behave according to
pictorial conventions even at the age of 4. In terms of how children use the height of
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drawing across age, the results were in agreement with the fmdings of Burkitt et al.
(2003a). Overall, the older group drew taller human figures than the younger children.
In agreement with experiment 1, gender differences were found in response to the
choice of the gender children chose to draw and that the girls drew taller human figure
drawings than the boys. No interaction between gender and tasks' instructions was
found.
The findings of the existing research on children's tendency to either increase
(Aronsson & Andersson, 1996; Burkitt & Barnett, 2006; Burkitt, 2000; Burkitt et al.,
2003a, 2004, 2005; Cleeve & Bradbury, 1992; Craddick, 1961; Di Leo, 1973; Fox &
Thomas, 1990; Sechrest & Wallace, 1964; Thomas et al., 1989) or decrease (Burkitt
et al., 2003a; Craddick, 1963; Fox & Thomas, 1990; Koppitz, 1968; Thomas et al.,
1989) the size of drawings of either positively or negatively presented topics in
relation to their baseline controls may partially explain the results of the present study.
Children decreased the height of the 'not feeling well' human figure in relation to
both baseline control and 'feeling well' human figures whereas they did not increase
the height of the 'feeling well' human figure in relation to baseline control. However,
children systematically reduced the height of the 'not feeling well' drawing only when
they had to produce it as a second drawing. Thus, under the present conditions, the
direction and magnitude of height of the two human figure drawings has been affected
by the order and the content of the characterizations. A criticism that the present
results are an artifact of the repeated measures design may be challenged by the fact
that children did not alter the height of a human figure when the instructions for the
two drawings remained the same.
Importantly, the difference between the present experiment and the aforementioned
studies is that the labeling of either positive or negative topics describing nice or
happy and nasty or sad themes respectively has been changed to 'feeling well' and
'not feeling well'. The present results contradict research supporting the size increase
of either nice or happy topics in relation to their baseline controls (Burkitt & Barnett,
2006, Burkitt et al., 2004, 2005; Thomas et al., 1989). Specifically, in the present
study children did not increase the height of 'feeling well' human figures in relation to
their baseline controls. This may be interpreted that a child may differently perceive
the characterization of nice and happy (or nasty and sad) from that ofa 'feeling well'
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one (or 'not feeling well'). Therefore, a further analysis concerning the meaning of
'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' would clarify their distinction from nice or happy
and nasty and sad respectively.
Additionally, in order for the present results to be corroborated a further analysis in
the content of the drawings is necessitated. On the one hand, in this study a
statistically significant decrease in height was found only when the second drawing
followed a negative characterization. It has been suggested that the size of a drawing
may be altered as a function of the number of the features to be included in it
(Freeman, 1980; Henderson & Thomas, 1990). Therefore, a hypothesis could be that
there would be also a decrease in the amount of detail included in the drawing. On the
other hand, there were cases where children did not alter the height of divergently
presented human figures. Consequently, a content analysis is required for detecting
whether children adopted any other strategy for showing a contrast between the two
different human figures without changing the overall height of the figures.
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Chapter 5: Experiment 2
Features Analysis of Experiment 2
S.l Introduction
In chapter 4 the focus was on the children's use of height in either drawing a human
figure twice or producing two divergent versions of a human figure. The fmdings
showed that the height of the human figures was not altered when the two drawings
followed the same characterizations. In contrast, a systematic decrease in height was
found only when the second drawing followed a negative connotation. Nevertheless, a
further analysis is necessitated on the amount of detail and the types of features
included in the human figure drawing. The rational for doing so is, on the one hand, to
study whether children tend to change the amount of detail as a response to the
change in height in drawing. On the other hand, it is important to study whether
children tend to use any specific feature for showing a contrast between two opposite
drawings. Consequently, in the current chapter the human figure drawings that were
produced in experiment 2 will be content analyzed.
The content analysis is preceded by an exposition of pertinent research.
Litenture Review
Looking at the literature using drawing for studying children's cognitive and
psychological development in clinical or non clinical contexts, there is a tendency for
providing diagnoses by interpreting size changes in human figure drawings (Thomas
& Silk, 1990). However, due to cognitive and perceptual-motor difficulties which
children encounter in planning and producing drawings (Freeman, 1980) size's
interpretations need to be made with caution. For example, Stefanatou & Bowler
(1997) asked 5- to 13-old-children with sickle cell disease to make two self-drawings
of themselves one in non pain and one in pain. Human figure drawings were analyzed
with the Goodenough-Harris draw a person test (Harris, 1963) for an IQ score and the
Koppitz test (1968) for an emotional indicator to be reported. It was found that
children's IQ dropped in the pain drawing and the pain drawing was smaller than that
of the non pain one. Reinterpreting the findings of Stefan at au & Bowler (1997) it may
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be suggested that the draw a person test (Harris, 1963) not only provides information
about the developmental stage of the child but also indicates the amount of detail that
is included in the human figure drawing. In other words, the size of the human figure
in pain was reduced and this was correlated with the reduction of detail. This finding
is in line with research supporting that children tend to either increase or decrease the
size of a figure for including or omitting details (Freeman, 1980).
In the following part a sample of studies will be presented examining the relationship
between the amount of detail and the change of size in children's drawing.
Allik & Laak (1985) studied the children's tendency of preplanning the relational size
of body parts of human figure drawings. Five-year-olds were asked to draw human
figures or complete unfinished pre-drawn human figures (headless bodies and heads)
differing in height. The results showed that although the scale of drawings changed as
a result of the drawing tasks' change, the ratio of figure parts' size remained the same.
It was also found that the size of the subsequent figure part, which was determined by
the previous element already drawn on the page, was specific to the element's content
and not to the order of elements' production. The head was smaller than the trunk.
Even though the way of connecting body parts was interfered by the different kinds of
drawing tasks, the head-trunk ratio was not susceptible to this change. The
experimenters suggested that since the concept of relational size of body parts remains
constant across significant changes in the overall size of the drawing, it seems to be
integral to the children's mental representation and consequently crucial to head-
trunk's preplanning.
Henderson & Thomas (1990) studied and experimentally enhanced the idea of Allik
& Laak (1985) that children preplan the head-trunk ratio by manipulating the amount
of detail included in the drawing. Children aged 4 to 7 years were asked to produce
two human figure drawings following differential instructions concerning the amount
of detail to be included in either head or trunk of the figure. In the experimental
groups children were asked either to draw specific details (teeth or jacket) or to draw
the back of a man. The hypothesis was that the children's anticipation of the need to
portray a certain amount of detail would affect the size of the head and the trunk. The
results showed that in the first drawing, which it had been perceived as a baseline
drawing, the head area was larger and included more features than that of the trunk.
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Additionally, in the jacket and back conditions the relative sizes of the trunk and head
significantly varied. As it had been expected, in the jacket condition the outline of the
trunk was increased for the details to be included. In the back condition the outline of
the head was decreased because no features needed to be added in but still the head -
trunk ratio (0.81) exceeded the visually normal ratio (0.16) (Selfe, 1983). Henderson
& Thomas (1990) argued that the head-trunk bias can be explained by the children's
difficulty in aligning body parts and leaving sufficient space for the trunk (Freeman,
1980). Furthermore, the instructions of an experiment may attract the participants'
attention to the specific body part and consequently influence the preplanning of a
drawing and affect the outcome of a drawing (Lowenfeld, 1947; Barrett & Bridson,
1983).
The inclusion or omission of features in drawing has been also studied as a possible
indicator for contrasting emotionally characterized human figures following divergent
emotional instructions. Burkitt (2000) studied whether nice and nasty drawings would
vary in size when children were asked to produce free drawings of either a man, or a
dog, or a tree. Children aged 4 to 11 years were asked to draw a baseline drawing and
then a positively (nice) and a negatively (nasty) presented drawings in a
counterbalanced order. The experimenter focused on a number of strategies for
contrasting the nice and nasty figures from the baseline one (i.e., the colour that
children chose to colour in the figure, the change of the figure's size, the amount of
detail included in the drawing, the children's ability to report the strategies showing
the divergent emotional state, the strategies observed by adult judges). The results
showed that children more systematically increased the size of nice drawings than
decreased the size of nasty drawings. However, Burkitt (2000) suggested that this
pattern of results could not be explained by the children's tendency to increase the
outline of the figure for including details (Freeman, 1980; Henderson & Thomas,
1990). The findings indicated that the children reported, and this was confirmed by
the adult judges, that the nasty rather than the nice drawings included more details in
comparison to the baseline figures.
Burkitt (2000) in another experiment studied 4- to 7-year-olds' strategies of contrast
for differentiating positively and negatively characterized human figure drawings.
More specifically, she wanted to explore whether children would similarly manipulate
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size, colour and additional strategies, such as the amount of detail, for happy versus
sad and nice versus nasty human figure drawings. Following the same procedure of
the above experiment, at first children drew a baseline drawing and then a happy and
a sad man in a counterbalanced order. The results showed that the happy and sad men
were smaller than the nice and nasty men. Nevertheless, following the same direction
in size change of the nice and nasty drawings, the happy figures were larger than both
the baseline and sad figures. The detection of detail as a potential strategy for
contrasting the different drawings was done by adult raters. The variation of size was
not confirmed by the amount of detail included in the drawings. There was no
relationship between either large figures and increased amount of detail or small
figures and decreased amount of detail.
Thomas & Jolley (1998) challenged the argument that a human figure drawing may
convey the artist's self-concept of his or her body-image or may provide evidence for
his or her personality and the current emotional state. Following this line of thought,
Jolley & Vulic-Prtoric (2001) studied the importance hypothesis by asking children to
draw a topic that has crucially influenced their lives. Croatian children, aged 7 to 10
years were asked to draw Croatian and Enemy soldiers. Half of the sample group had
experienced the loss of a father due to the war (Croatia 1991-1995). Each child
produced three drawings. Originally, each child created his or her self-portrait by
adding details to a pre-drawn outline of a human figure on a piece of paper (10 cm X
21 cm). The self-portrait was attached on the left side of a blank A4 page, of a
landscape orientation, and in the remaining space children drew a man. Finally, the
self-portrait was placed on another blank A4, in the same arrangement that the second
drawing was done. The control group drew a man whereas the experimental group
drew either a Croatian soldier or an enemy soldier. The results indicated that the
participants' feelings towards the topic did not significantly influence the topic's
height and placement on the sheet. However, the soldier drawings (Croatian or
enemy) of the 'without father' group were non-significantly shorter than the neutral
drawings. Contrary to Freeman (1980) and Henderson & Thomas (1990), the soldier
drawings contained more than twice as many features as depicted in the neutral man.
A probable limitation of the above studies is that the investigation of the amount of
detail included in drawing has been based on either children's or adults' judgments
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(Burkitt, 2000; Jolley & Vulic-Prtoric, 2001). However, in Burkitt's (2000)
experiment studying the strategies for differentiating nice from nasty drawings, the
inter-rater agreement (92%) confirmed the children's reports of the existence of
details as an indicator of showing a contrast. In contrast, in the experiment of Jolley &
Vulic-Prtoric, 2001), the measurement of detail inclusion is not specified. In both
cases a correlation of detail and size would be possibly detected if a scale measuring
details were obtained. As a result, in the present experiment a scale was created based
on the draw a person test for measuring the specific amount of details included in
each drawing (Harris, 1963).
Moving from the factor of details, the focus of the present analysis will be also placed
on the detection of any specific types of features indicating the contrast between the
'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' states. Furthermore, the portrayal of the two
opposite states will be also studied in terms of the related emotional state that they
may entail. In research studying the emotional indicators of positively and negatively
characterized human figures (Burkitt, 2003; Burkitt, & Barnett, 2006; Burkitt, et al.,
2003a; 2003b; 2004; 2005; Burkitt, & Newell, 2005; Burkitt, Tala & Low, 2007) no
specification of the exact features describing these conditions is reported.
Golomb (1992) studied the portrayal of emotion in 6- to 12-year-olds children's
drawings. Children were asked to draw a happy, sad, and an angry child. The results
showed that children tend to focus on the face and primarily alter the orientation of
the mouth for producing the differential emotional states. Happiness was depicted
with an upwardly curvy mouth, sadness was portrayed with a downwardly curvy
mouth, and anger was presented with a straight line for a mouth or included teeth.
With age the mouth was changed from that of a single curve to that of a 2-
dimensional shape. Secondarily, older children tended to differentiate other features,
such eye brows or add tears in the sad faces. The 10-year-olds tended to alter the eye
brows across the three emotions by drawing curved lines for the happy face, inwardly
pointing lines for the sad face, and outwardly pointing lines for the angry face.
Apart from the literal style (i.e., frown for sadness) of depicting an emotion in
drawing, there is also the non literal manner of depicting psychological mood. Jolley
et al. (2004) claimed that psychological mood can be depicted in two ways of non
literal styles of communication that of content and abstract In the case of content
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style, rain and clouds potentially communicate sadness. In the case of abstract style,
colour, line, size of drawing can be signs of an emotional state. Picard et al. (2007)
asked 7-, l l-year-olds, and adults to express psychological mood in drawing a
baseline, a happy, and sad version of a person and a house. This study examined how
children and adults selectively use literal or non literal ways for expressing a
psychological mood in different types of topics. The fmdings showed that artists
favoured literal expressive strategies for the human figure and non literal strategies for
the house. In addition to literal strategies, children with age, non literally conveyed
the human figure's mood.
Brechet et al. (2007) investigated the ability of 5-, 8-, and l l-year-olds to portray
emotion in their human figure drawings. Children initially were asked to draw a man,
and then draw different versions of the man describing sadness, happiness, anger, and
surprise. The drawings were evaluated in terms of the amount and the type of the
graphic cues that were employed to depict the emotion. Developmental differences
were obtained. It was found that happiness and sadness could be depicted at 8 and
anger and surprise at 11. With age children gradually employed numerous and
advanced graphic indicators, such as facial expression, body position, and contextual
cues, for each emotion. Some of the graphic cues for facial expression were upwardly
or downwardly curved lines for mouth, curved eye brows and wide opened eyes.
Having found in experiment 2 that even 5-year-olds were able to non literally
expressing the negative state of the state of 'not feeling well', in the present analyses
the focus will be on the literal style of expressing the psychological mood of the
human figure drawings.
5.1Aims
Inchapter 4, focusing on the change of height in human figure drawings, it was found
that height was the indirect strategy of showing a contrast between either a FW or a
baseline drawing and a NFW only when the second drawing had negative
connotation. The focus of the present chapter is on the content analysis of the human
figure drawings of experiment 2.
Research has suggested that the increase or decrease of size may be explained by the
addition or deletion of features respectively (Freeman, 1980; Henderson & Thomas,
1990). However, some researchers have provided opposite results (Burkitt, 2000;
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Healey, 1994; Jolley & Vulic-Prtoric, 2001). Thus, initially, one purpose of the
current content analysis is to investigate whether the systematic decrease in height in
drawings depicting a negative characterization can be further explained by a decrease
in the amount of detail included in them or not.
The literature suggests (Golomb, 1992) that the mouth is the most prominent feature
that children change for indicating the emotional state of a human figure drawing. As
a result, a further aim is to investigate whether there are any specific features
indicating the state of 'not feeling well'.
Developmental and gender differences will be also studied.
5.3 Results
Content analysis
A content analysis of the children's drawings was performed to investigate the
children's use of any further strategies, apart from height, for differentiating their
drawings. The content analysis was conducted in those human figure drawings which
were studied in the height analysis (see Table 4.4).
5.3.1 Quantity of features
The number of features that were drawn in the human figure drawings was calculated.
A scale was created by following the Goodenough-Harris Drawing test, (1963) - see
Appendix 3 for further details. Some alterations were made though. For example, any
gender specific features were excluded. However, contrary to Goodenough-Harris
Drawing test (1963) in which the Item of 'cheeks' was only included in the Draw-a-
Woman scale, in the present scale it was incorporated into the scale because data
screening showed that it was also used by boys. Each drawing was content analyzed
according to the total number of features that were included in the human figure. This
gave each participant a score for their first and second human figures (see Table 5.1).
The experimenter went through each human figure to score the features that were
included in each figure. A random sample of 24 drawings (equally selected from each
culture across all age groups) was independently examined by a second judge. The
inter-rater reliability for the existence of these features was 88%.
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Table 5.1: The short scoring guide of features included in the human figure drawings
Short scorina auide ofHFD's features scale Drawing 1 Drawing2
I. Head present
2. Neck present
3. Neck, two dimensions
4. Eyes present
5. Eye detail brow or lashes
6. Eye detail pupil
7. Eye detail proportion
8. Eve detail !dance
9. Cheeks (i.e., mouth comers)
10. Nose present (anv indication)
11. Nose, two dimensions
12. Bridge of nose
13. Mouth present (anv indication)
14. Mouth or lips_(l_resent(two dimensions)
15. Both nose and mouth/lips (two dimensions)
16. Both chin and forehead shown
17. Hair I (any indication)
18. HairH
19. Hair III style
20. Line of jaw indicated
21. Ears present
22. Ears present (proportion & position)
23. Fingers_present
24. Correctnumberoffinaers
25. Opposition of thumb shown
26. Hands present
27. Wrist or ankle shown
28. Anns present
29. Shoulders I
30. Shoulders II
31. Anns at side or enaaaed in ...
32. Elbow joint shown
33. Leas present
34. Hip
35. Knee ioint shown
36. Feet I~_ indication)
37. Feet II feet and leas in 20
38. Feet IV laces, tie etc
39. Attachment ofarms and leas! (at any point)
40. Attachment of arms and legs II at the correct spot
41. Trunk present
42. Waist!
43. Trunk in proportion (two dimensions)
44. ProPOrtion (head nnot more ~ or less 1110of trunk
45. ProPOrtion (head II) Yo of the trunk
46. Proportion (face)
47. Proportion_(arms n appro equal to the trunk
48. Proocrnon (armsIDforearm narrower than uPper ...
49. Propottion legs not less than the trunk or more 2X trunk
50. Proportion (limbs in two dimensions)
51. Clothing!
52. Clothing II at least 2 items
53. Clothing ill no transparencies
54. Clothing IV at least 4 items
55. Profile!
56. Profile II
57. Full face major narts in 20
58. Motor coordination (lines)
59. Motor coordination GWlCtures)
60. Modeling techniaue
61. Ann movement
62. Leg movement
63. Other
Total
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Mixed ANOVAs were conducted separately for Practice effect and order effect
conditions. The quantity of features was studied when children produced a) twice a
human figure drawing following the same characterization with a 2(Order: 1st drawing
and 2nd drawing) X 3(Condition: condition 1, condition 2, condition 3) X 3(Age:
younger, middle, and older) X 2(Gender) X 2(Culture: Greek and British) five-way
mixed ANOVA; and b) two versions of a human figure drawing following different
characterizations with a 2(Order: 1st drawing and 2nd drawing) X 4(Condition:
condition 4, condition 5, condition 6, and condition 7) X 3(Age: younger, middle, and
older) X 2(Gender) X 2(Culture: Greek and British) five-way mixed ANOVA.
Condition, age, gender, culture were entered as between factors whereas the order as a
repeated measure. Table 5.2 depicts the significant results and the mean scores of
features from each ANOVA.
Table 5.2: Results and mean scores of features from five-way-mixed ANOVAs for
Practice effect control and Order effect control conditions
Practice effect control conditions
2(Order: l" drawing and 2nd drawing) X 3(Condition: condition 1, condition 2,
condition 3) X 3(Age: younger, middle, and older) X 2(Gender) X 2(CultUre: Greek
and British) five-way mixed ANOVA
Order Age Culture Gender Condition Interaction effects
p <0.01 p<0.05
condition X age (p
5-year-olds: 17.36 < 0.01)ns 7-year-olds: 22.10 ns boys: 20.09
ns age X culture (p <
10-year-olds: 28.00 girls: 24.S6 0.01)
Order effect control conditions
2(Order: 1st drawing and,2nd drawing) X 4(Condition: condition 4, condition 5,
condition 6, and condition 7) X 3(Age: younger, middle, and older) X 2(Gender) X
2(Culture: Greek and British) five-way mixed ANOVA
Order Age Culttue Gender Condition Interaction effects
C4: 19.51
order X culture (p
p <0.01 p<O.OS <0.05)
5-year-olds: 16.67 boys: 19.98 CS: 20.90 order X conditionns 7-year-olds: 20.71 ns girls: 22.81 C6: 20.78 X age (p < 0.05)C7: 25.0810-year-olds: 28.75 (p < 0.05) age X culture (p <
0.05).ns: non significant
InAppendix 3 the detailed results with the appropriate graphs are presented.
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Practice effect control conditions
Children did not use the features of drawings for differentiating the two figures. A
main effect was found for Age (F(2,79) = 29.57; P < 0.01,11/=0.43). Post hoc Tukey
tests showed that the older children drew more features than the middle ones (p<O.Ol)
who added more features than the younger children (p<0.01).
A main effect was found for gender. The girls tended to include more features to the
human figure drawing than the boys (F(I,79) = 5.07; p < 0.05, 11p2=0.06).
Interaction effects were found for Condition X Age (F(4,79) = 5.84; p < 0.01,
11/=0.23) (see Figure 5.1) and Age X Culture (F(2,79) = 7.53; p < 0.01, 11/=0.16)
(see Appendix 3).
For each condition a 2 (Order: 1sI drawing and 2nd drawing) X 3 (Age: younger,
middle, and older) two-way mixed ANOVA was conducted. Age was entered as a
between factor whereas order was entered as a repeated measure. The results
indicated that when children produced twice a baseline figure (condition 1) and a FW
figure (condition 2) the height of the figures increased with age (p<O.OI).However,
when children drew twice a NFW face only the height of the older children's figures
significantly differed from that of the younger children's figures (p=0.05, I-tailed),
Mean height of the human figure drawings across
Age for each Condition
'" 35
~= 30...=~ 25....
Q
loo 20~
,Q 15e
g 10
=
~ 5
::g 0
31.22 31.77
.Younger
OMiddle
IIIOlder
Condition 1
baseline -
baseline)
Condition 2
(fw - fw)
Condition 3
(nfw - nfw)
Figure 5.1 Mean number of the features in human figure drawings across Condition
and Age
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Order effect control conditions
Children did not use the features of drawings for contrasting the two figures. A main
effect for Age was found (F(2,106) = 50.24; P < 0.01, Tt/=O.49). Post hoc Tukey tests
showed that the older children drew more features than the middle ones (p<O.OI)who
added more features than the younger children (p<0.01).
A main effect was found for gender. The girls tended to include more features to the
human figure drawing than the boys (F(I,106) = 6.08; p < 0.05, 11/=0.05).
A main effect was found for Condition (F(3,106) = 3.78; p < 0.05, Tt/=o.10). Post
hoc Tukey tests showed that children in condition 7 (baseline -+ FW) drew more
features than those in conditions 4 (NFW -+ FW), 5 (FW -+ NFW), and 6 (baseline
-+ NFW) (p<0.01). Similarly, this fmding coincides with the result revealed in the
height analysis; namely the overall height of the figures in condition 7 was
significantly taller than those of conditions 4, 5, and 6.
Interaction effects were found for Order X Culture (F(1,106) = 4.95; P < 0.05,
11/=0.04), Order X Condition X Age (F(6,106) = 2.41; p < 0.05, 11/=0.12) (see
Figures 5.2 and 5.3), and Age X Culture (F(2,106) = 4.14; p < 0.05, Tt/=o.07) (see
Appendix 3).
Post hoc paired samples I-tests
In order to investigate in which conditions there would be any significant differences
in detail between the first and the second drawing, post hoc paired samples t-tests
were conducted. The analyses were conducted for each age group across the
conditions. The results showed that when children were asked to draw first a baseline
figure and then a NFW figure only the younger (t(16)=2.07, p<O.05, I-tailed) and the
middle children (t(17)=3.51, p<O.OI) decreased the number of features in the latter
figure (see Figure 5.2).
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C4: Mean number of features across Age
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cs:Mean number of features across Age
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C6: Mean number of features across Age
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Figure 5.2: Mean number of the features in human figure drawings across Age for
C4, C5, and C6 (ns: non significant, *: p<0.05 I-tailed, **: p<O.OI)
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Figure 5.3: Mean number of the features in human figure drawings across Age for C7
(ns: non significant)
Figure 5.4 and 5.5 depict the mean number of features in the human figure drawings
for practice and order effect conditions across age and gender respectively Table 5.3
depicts the mean number of features in the human figure drawings for each condition.
Mean number of the features in human figure
drawings for Practice effect and Order effect
control conditions across Age
28 28.75
Younger (Sy) Middle (7y) Older (lOy)
IDPractice effect =Order effect I
Figure 5.4 Mean number of the features in human figure drawings for Practice effect
and Order effect control conditions across Age
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Mean number of the features in human figure
drawings across Gender
35
24.56
20.09 19.98
Boys Girls
IDPractice effect ElOrder effect I
Figure 5.5 Mean number of the features in human figure drawings for Practice and
Order effect conditions across Gender
Table 5.3: Mean number (standard deviation) of features in human figure drawings
for each condition
Mean number 0
23.11 8.39)
drawing 2Conditions* drawing 1
22.39 (9.05)
Practice effect
control conditions
25.28 (9.76)
Order effect
control conditions
*Cl: baseline - baseline; C2: FW - FW; C3: NFW - NFW; C4: NFW -FW;
C5: FW - NFW; C6: baseline - NFW; C7: baseline - FW
In conditions C2, C5, and C6 although the decrease of detail is not significant, it
appears that the second human figure drawing has approximately a feature less than
the first one.
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5.3.2 Quantity of features showing the state of NFW
Data screening and production of frequency tables showed that, overall, children
maximally used two features for indicating a state of NFW. Irrespective the order of
drawing the NFW human figure, it was found that the one of these features was the
mouth. No cultural differenced were found.
Therefore, the following section will be on mouth expression.
5.3.3 Mouth expression
5.3.3.1 Mouth change
The mouth expression of the human figure drawings was studied for any practice or
order effects. The experimenter scored the mouth expression of each drawing by
assigning either 1: change or 0: no change. A random sample of half of the drawings
was scored by an independent rater. The inter-rater agreement was 88%.
In Table 5.4 the frequency of the cases that the mouth was 'changed' or kept the
'same' is depicted across conditions and age.
Table 5.4: Frequency of mouth change across Conditions and Age
C2 (FW-+FWJ n=39 change: 1 no change: 38
Frequency of the change in mouth across conditions
Cl (baseline-o baseline) n=41 change:4 no change: 37
Order
change: the mouth expression was altered
no change: the mouth expression was kept the same
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Practice effect control conditions
In condition I (baseline -+ baseline) children used the same mouth expression for
both drawings. No age differences were obtained for the Greek (X2 = 1.15; df= 2; P =
0.56) and British (X2 = 1.96; df= 2; p = 0.37) children.
In condition 2 (FW -+ FW) children used the same mouth expression for both
drawings. No age differences were obtained for the Greek (X2 = 1.95; df= 2; p = 0.38)
and British children (X2 = no statistics were computed because no case of mouth
change was obtained).
In condition 3 (NFW -+ NFW) children used the same mouth expression for both
drawings. No age differences were obtained for the Greek (X2 = 1.70; df= 2; p = 0.92)
and British (X2 = 0.88; df= 2; p = 0.64) children.
To summarize, no practice effect was found. In the first three conditions in which
children were asked to draw the same human figure drawing twice (either baseline,
FW, or NFW) it was found that both the British and the Greek participants did not
alter the mouth expression of the figure. No age differences were found.
Order effect control conditions
In condition 4 (NFW -+ FW) age differences were obtained for both Greek (X2 =
8.44; df= 2; p < 0.05) and British (X2 = 3.59; df= 2; p = 0.07 - I-tailed) children. The
middle and older children of both cultures changed the mouth expression of the
second human figure drawing whereas this pattern was not so clear for the younger
participants.
In condition 5 (FW -+ NFW) age differences were obtained for both Greek (X2 =
7.63; df = 2; p < 0.05) and British (X2 = 5.02; df= 2; p < 0.05 - l-tailed) children. For
both cultures, although all children more frequently changed the mouth expression of
the second drawing, this pattern more significantly occurred for the middle and older
children.
In condition 6 (baseline -+ NFW) age differences were obtained for both Greek (X2 =
7.38; df = 2; p < 0.05) and British (X2 = 7.06; df = 2; p < 0.05) children. For both
cultures, the middle and older children significantly changed the mouth expression of
the second human figure drawing whereas the younger participants did not.
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In condition 7 (baseline -+ FW) age differences were obtained for Greek children ('l
= 3.88; df = 2; P < 0.05). Contrary to the middle children and the younger, the older
children did not alter the mouth expression of the second drawing. In contrast, no age
differences were obtained for the British children ('l = 0040; df = 2; P = 0.82).
Children did not show any tendency to alter or not the mouth expression ofthe second
human figure drawing.
To summarize, no order effect was found for those conditions (4, 5, and 6) where
children were asked to draw a NFW figure before or after a positively presented
version (baseline or FW) of that figure. It was found that both the middle and older
children more prominently altered the mouth expression of the last human figure
drawing (see Appendix 3). Incondition 7 where children were asked to first produce a
baseline human figure and then a FW figure, it was found that all the children apart
from the Greek older participants did not show any tendency to alter or not the mouth
expression of the second human figure drawing. In Figure 5.6 the frequency of the
change in mouth is depicted across age for both practice effect and order effect
conditions.
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Frequency of mouth change in Practice effect control
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Figure 5.6: Frequency of mouth change in Practice effect and Order effect conditions
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Overall, when children were asked either to draw the same human figure twice or to
produce two different versions of the human figure no age differences were obtained
(5-year-olds: "l = 11.74; df= 1; P < 0.01; 7-year-olds: X2 = 45.39; df= 1; P < 0.01;
10-year-olds: X2 = 46.93; df = 1; P < 0.01). In the practice effect conditions children
did not alter the mouth expression. However, the pattern of changing the mouth
expression in the order effect conditions was stronger for the 7- and the 10-year-olds.
Figure 5.7 depicts the frequency of mouth change in both practice effect and order
effect conditions across age.
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Figure 5.7: Frequency of mouth change in both Practice effect control and Order
effect control conditions across Age
Having studied the frequency of mouth change across practice effect and order effect
conditions, it was found that, overall, children did not change the mouth expressions
in producing a human figure drawing twice whereas they tended to change it in
producing different human versions of a human figure drawing. Moving on to the next
section the types of mouth change will be studied across practice effect and order
effect conditions.
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5.3.3.2 Types of mouth expression
The experimenter studied the mouth expression of the human figure drawings and
found that children mostly produced 3 types of mouth expression. Both the
experimenter and an independent judge agreed (100%) that the most frequent types of
mouth expression in human figure drawings were those of 'upwardly curved line',
'downwardly curved line', and 'horizontal line' - from now on these types of mouth
expression will be referred as 'smile', 'frown', and 'neutral' respectively (see Table
5.5). The category of 'other' included cases such as shaken outline and round shapes.
Table 5.5: Types of mouth expressions in the humanfigure drawings
Type of mouth expression
Upwardly curved line (smile)
Downwardly curved line (frown)
Horizontal line (neutral)
other
The experimenter examined the drawings of half of the participants and recorded the
types of mouth expression depicted in the drawings. An independent rater also
examined these human figure drawings. The inter-rater reliability for the types of
mouth expression across drawing 1 and drawing 2 was 90%.
Since both Greek and British children predominantly used the mouth expression for
indicating the state of NFW in human figure drawings and similarly treated the mouth
change across conditions, the factor of culture was excluded from this analysis.
A zero order configural Frequency Analysis (CFA) was conducted with a binomial
test at a significance level of 0.05 for investigating if any specific patterns of mouth
expression occurred more often than expected under the assumption that all profiles
are equally likely (Von Eye, 1990). The exact binomial test was used in order to avoid
any cases with very low expected frequencies. Letter (T) indicates the cases that
significantly occurred more frequently than it was expected. CFAs were conducted
across condition and age (a table of all the patterns of mouth change are depicted in
Appendix 3).
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Table 5.6 shows the patterns of mouth change that occurred more frequently than had
been expected. In Figure 5.8 the frequency of the significant (p<O.Ol) patterns is
depicted for those conditions where children were asked to produce twice the same
human figure. In Figure 5.9 the frequency of the significant (p<O.Ol) patterns is
depicted for those conditions where children were asked to produce a NFW human
figure drawing either as a first or a second drawing. In Figure 5.10 the frequency of
the significant (p<0.01) patterns is depicted for the condition where children were
asked first to produce a baseline drawing and then a FW drawing.
Table 5.6: The significant patterns of mouth change that occurred more frequently
than it had been expected across Age for each Condition
Age
Younger Middle Older
Condition (5y) (7y) (lOy)
Cl (baseline-» baseline) srn ile-ssmile smile-» smile smile-esmile
neutral-oneutral
C2(FW-+FW) smile-osmile smile-o smile smile-e-smile
smile-s-smile
frown-s frown frown-s-frown
Order effect
control condition
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Figure 5.8: Types (T) of mouth change (*p<O.OI) in Practice effect control conditions
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Figure 5.9: Types (T) of mouth change (*p<O.Ol) in Order effect control conditions
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In Figure 5.11 some examples are portrayed of the significant patterns of the human
figures' mouth change for the practice effect conditions. In Figures 5.12 and 5.13
some examples are depicted of the significant patterns of the human figures' mouth
change for the order effect conditions.
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Female, Age: 8:3
Figure 5.11 Examples of mouth depiction in Practice effect control conditions
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Figure 5.12 Examples of mouth depiction in Order effect control conditions
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Figure 5.13 Examples of mouth depiction in Order effect control conditions
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5.4 Discussion
The aim of this experiment was to study whether children tend to change the amount
of detail included in a human figure drawing as a response to the change in height in
drawing. Additionally, another goal was to investigate whether children tend to use
any specific feature for showing a contrast between two opposite drawings. The
results indicated no practice effect. Children neither altered the number of features
included in the human figure drawings nor changed the figures' mouth expression
when producing the same drawing twice. Furthermore, in contrast to the decrease in
height in drawings when children produced first a 'feeling well' figure and then a 'not
feeling well' figure, children did not alter the quantity of features for showing a
contrast between the two human figures. However, when children first drew a
baseline figure and then a 'not feeling well' figure it was revealed that the 5- and 7-
year-oIds decreased the number of features included in the negatively presented
figure. In line with height analysis with age the human figure drawings became more
detailed and girls drew more detailed human figures than those of the boys.
Regardless of the human figures' characterization, children adopted the strategy of
mouth expression for indicating dissimilarity between differentially characterized
figures. This result was more evident for the 7- and the 10-year-olds across culture.
On the one hand, children drawing first a 'not feeling well' figure and then a 'feeling
well' figure used height but not the amount of features for contrasting the two human
figures. This fmding supports research providing evidence of no significant
correlation between size and detail inclusion (Burkitt, 2000; Healey, 1994; Jolley &
Vulic-Prtoric, 2001). On the other hand, the 5- and especially the 7-year-olds
decreased the height and the features of the 'not feeling well' figure in relation to its
original state that of a baseline. This result supports research claiming that the outline
of a drawing may change as a result of the amount of details included in the figure
(Freeman, 1980; Henderson & Thomas, 1990). The reason for obtaining these
contradictory fmdings could be that children may perceive the difference between a
baseline and a negative characterization as a stronger contrast than the difference
between a positive and a negative characterization. This explanation may be
reinforced by the results on height showing that the 'not feeling well' figure was a
centimeter shorter than the baseline figure whereas it was less than a centimeter
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shorter than the 'feeling well' figure. Alternatively, children's intention might have
been hindered by their production and organizational difficulties (Freeman, 1980).
Focusing on the change of mouth, no practice or order effect was found. When
children were asked to produce twice either neutrally, positive or negatively presented
figures they did not alter the mouth expression of the figure. In contrast, when
children produced a 'not feeling well' human figure either before or after a neutral or
a 'feeling well' figure, children tended to alter the mouth of the figure. In the case of
drawing first a neutrally presented figure and then a 'feeling well' figure, children did
not show a preference in either changing or keeping the same mouth expression.
Overall, concentrating on the specific mouth expression, children predominantly used
an upwardly curved line (smile) for baseline and 'feeling well' figures, a downwardly
curved line (frown) for a 'not feeling well' figure, and a horizontal line mainly for a
baseline and less frequently for a 'not feeling well' human figure drawing. Children
were inclined to change the mouth expression of the human figure according to the
instructions. However, some age related patterns were detected. Contrary to the 7-
year-olds and 10-year-olds, whose drawings' changes shifted according to the
instructions, a group of the 5-year-olds, irrespective of instructions, drew a smile for
both of the human figure drawings. Although the majority of the 7-year-olds and 10-
year-olds drew a smile for the baseline figure, some children chose a horizontal line
for mouth expression. Additionally, an order effect was obtained in the way the 10-
year-olds drew a 'not feeling well' figure. When the 'not feeling well' human figure
was produced as a first task they drew a horizontal line for a mouth, whereas when it
was produced as a second task children drew a frown.
No practice effect was discerned. Children chose the same type of mouth expression
for both drawings. In drawing twice a neutrally described figure, younger and middle
children chose a smile whereas some older children drew a horizontal line. In drawing
twice a 'feeling well' figure children invariably drew a smile. In producing twice a
'not feeling well' figure children, except some younger ones, chose a frown.
No order effect was found when children denoted a contrast between two
differentially described human figures When the first drawing was negatively
characterized, the 5-year-olds and the 7-year-olds contrasted it from the baseline or
positively presented figure by drawing a frown and a smile, whereas the 10-year-olds
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drew a neutral mouth and smile respectively. When the characterization for the
second drawing had a negative connotation children tended to depict a frown for
contrasting it from the smiley human figure drawing. However, the younger
participants, although drew a smile for the 'feeling well' figure and a frown for the
'not feeling well' figure, chose eventually smiley faces for both neutrally and NFW
figures. A contrast between the neutral and the FW figure was indicated by some 7-
year-oIds and 10-year-olds by drawing a horizontal line and a smile respectively.
However, younger children and a group of middle and older children drew a smile for
both human figures.
Looking at the emotional equivalent of the current study's presented figures, it may be
concluded that the baseline and the 'feeling well' human figures were drawn with
smiley faces whereas the 'not feeling well' figures with frowned faces. Thus, it may
be suggested that when children are asked to depict happy and sad (Brechet et al.,
2007; Golomb, 1992; Picard et al., 2007) or 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well'
human figures, they tend to denote a contrast by changing the mouth expression from
an upwardly curving line to a downwardly curving mouth. Apart from the different
directions of altering size for differentiating opposite states, the use of mouth change
tends to be equally treated across divergent labeling (nice - nasty, happy - sad, and
feeling well - not feeling well). Regardless of the characterization of the figure to be
drawn, children tend to systematically use a smile for positive states and a frown for
negative states.
The results showed that children neither altered the height and the content of their
drawings when producing the same human figure twice nor showed any systematic
tendency to differentiate a baseline from a 'feeling well' figure. Consequently, the
focus of the following experiments will be on how children distinguish a 'feeling
well' figure from a 'not feeling well' figure across order and drawing and non
drawing tasks.
So far, the focus has been on the graphic strategies of height, number of details and
types of features for indicating the contrast between the two opposite states. Now, the
point of interest will be shifted on the meaning that children ascribe to the state of 'not
feeling well'. Thus, in the next chapter children's responses recorded after the
completion of the drawing tasks will be analyzed.
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Chapter 6: Experiment 2
Children's causality of the 'not feeling well state': A cross-cultural comparison
6.1 Introduction
So far it has been shown that the height may be an indirect strategy and mouth
expression a direct strategy for showing a contrast between a baseline or a 'feeling
well' figure and a 'not feeling well' figure. However, a decrease in height was only
found when the 'not feeling well' figure was the last drawing to be produced, a
finding which partially supports the related literature (i.e., Burkitt et al., 2003a).
Furthermore, the findings on the shift of mouth expression were similar to those
results of methodologies studying the children's mouth change from either nice to
nasty or happy to sad characterizations (Brechet et al., 2007; Golomb, 1992; Picard et
al., 2007). As a result, a clarification is necessitated of the children's understanding of
the 'not feeling well' state; whether it was treated as negatively as the states of either
sad or nasty. The 'not feeling well' characterization is mainly used for describing
illness. However, having in mind that this statement may be also used in a context of
emotional or social discomfort, children's verbal confirmations were studied.
Literature review
Piagetian theory has essentially influenced research conducted on children's
cognitive and emotional responses to health and illness. Research favoring this
theoretical framework of domain-general pattern suggests that children's concepts
towards health related issues systematically change through a series of stages similar
to the general cognitive sequence (Bibace & Walsh, 1980). However, a NaYveTheory
of Biology approach proposes that children's conceptualization of illness develops in
a domain-specific pattern (Carey, 1985; Inagaki & Hatano, 1993).
Bibace & Walsh (1980) examined children's concepts of illness in relation to
Piagetian causal reasoning. The main focus of the study was on children's
understanding of illness, its causes and cures. The participants were children forming
three groups approximating the Piagetian developmental levels of preoperations (4
year olds), concrete operations (7 year olds), and formal operations (11 year olds).
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The materials were 12 sets of questions with each set studying the child's cognitive
understanding about a single notion. Researchers studied first the child's knowledge
about several common illnesses such as a cold, a heart attack, headache and pain
followed by the child's explanations of personal illnesses or illness of friends and
relatives. The results indicated that the children's conceptualization of illness can be
explained by the Piagetian model of causal reasoning. In addition, within each
cognitive level two developmental categories of explanation of illness were identified.
In the preoperational explanation stage these were: phenomenism and contagion; in
the concrete operational explanation stage these were: contamination and
internalization; and in the formal operational explanation stage these were:
physiological and psychophysiological explanations (Bibace & Walsh, 1980).
Understanding illness, the link between external and internal causes, therefore follows
children's pattern of general cognitive development (Bibace &Walsh, 1980; Bibace,
Sagarin & Dyl, 1998; Burbach & Peterson, 1986; Harbeck & Peterson, 1992; Peltzer
& Promtussananon, 2003; Schonfeld, Johnson, Perrin, O'Hare & Cicchetti, 1993).
Perrin & Gerrity (1981) investigated how children's conceptualization of illness
differentiates throughout development. Children attending kindergarten, second,
fourth, sixth, and eighth grades were asked a series of standardized questions about
illness. The findings demonstrated a coherent developmental progression in children
understanding of concepts regarding the causes, prevention, and treatment of illness,
parallel to their general intellectual development. More specifically, preschoolers
showed that typically understood illness causation as quite magical. Fourth graders (9-
and 10-year-olds) seemed to believe that the very presence of germs could the cause
of illness. Eighth graders (12- and 13-year-olds) started to understand that the body
may encounter a great number of causes of illness.
Similarly, Harbeck & Peterson (1992) examined children's understanding of specific
pains - due to illness, medical procedures, and injury. One hundred healthy
participants aging between 3 years old to 23 years old responded to open-ended
questions. The findings indicated that contrary to some traditional beliefs, even very
young children could provide explanations about pain. Nevertheless, developmental
differences were indicated across age groups following an orderly course similar to
the development of concepts in other domains. Schonfeld et al. (1993) studied the
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level of understanding of the concepts of causality, treatment, and prevention of AIDS
in healthy elementary school children. The results demonstrated that children's
conceptualization of AIDS followed the same intellectual development of general
physical illness. Peltzer & Promtussananon (2003) examined black South African
children's understanding of illness (e.g., cold, chicken pox, and AIDS), taking into
consideration their exposure to health information, coping strategies for avoiding
illness, and knowing someone who had an illness and its effect on the body. Sixty
children (30 5-year-olds and 30 9-year-olds) were interviewed using a semi-structured
protocol. The results showed that the older children had been more exposed to health
and illness issues and knew more strategies for staying healthy than the younger
group of participants. Furthermore, there were differences across age in children's
reports of understanding health and illness.
Early research on children's conceptualization of health and illness, which was
predominantly guided by the Piagetian theory, tended to suggest that children's
causation of illness was that of immanent justice or magic (Bibace & Walsh, 1981;
Perrin & Gerrity, 1981). However, this research has been criticized for
underestimating what children know about illness (Eiser, 1989). More recent research
has shown that children honor fundamental principles of causality (Springer & Keil,
1991) and that understanding of illness related concepts derive from an intuitive
biology domain (Hatano & Inagaki, 1993). For instance, Kalish (1996) found that
preschoolers know that germs are living things and may cause illness.
One of the major criticisms against the suggestion that children's understanding of
illness-related concepts mainly develops with age (Bibace &Walsh, 1980; Bibace et
al., 1998; Burbach & Peterson, 1986; Harbeck & Peterson, 1992; Perrin & Gerrity,
1981; Schonfeld, et al., 1993) is that a lot of emphasis has been put on the universality
of the biological factors that influence intellectual development (Karmiloff-Smith,
1999). In contrast, little attention has been paid to the impact of individual
differences, sociocultural and contextual factors, and factual information on children's
development (Bird & Podmore, 1990; Myant & Williams, 2008; Peltzer &
Promtussananon, 2003; Rubovits & Siegel, 1994). Understanding children's
development is not a single formula issue but rather a muhidimensional topic that is
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underlined by a group of factors (Garbarino, Stott & Faculty of the Erikson Institute,
1989).
The structuralistic approach perceives children's development of illness as age-
related. A possible explanation that has been provided by some studies concerning
this issue is that as children become older they encounter a greater amount of
information. However, the findings seem quite contradictory. Peltzer &
Promtussananon, (2003) found that the 9-year-olds had more exposure to learn about
health and illness and were familiar with more strategies for staying healthy or well
than the 5-year-olds. In contrast, Bird & Podmore (1990) did not find any differences
between 5- and 9-year-olds regarding knowing strategies for staying well.
Nevertheless, the results from both studies documented that even 5-year-old children
had some detailed knowledge of colds and broken arms, and of strategies for
maintaining well, despite their limited exposure to information about illness.
Children's experience of illness has been suggested to be an important factor in their
understanding of health and illness concepts. Contrary to the suggestion that
understanding illness causation is similar to both ill and healthy children (Eiser,
1985), Rubovits & Siegel (1994) have documented that exposure to a disease, medical
treatment, and hospitalization results in greater understanding of health and illness
matters. However, some other studies have indicated that children experiencing a
disease may have less sophisticated concepts of illness compared to those that lack
any similar experience (Eiser, Town & Tripp, 1988; Perrin, Sayer, & Willett, 1991).
Additionally, Eiser, Patterson & Tripp (1984) studied children with diabetes with a
matched group of healthy children. All children had comparable concepts about the
cause of a variety of illness. However, the findings concerning the specific knowledge
of diabetes indicated that the experience of diabetes combined with the age of the
child resulted in more advanced responses for the diabetes group (Eiser et al., 1984).
These contradictory findings have enlightened researchers to realize that a child,
either ill or healthy, may construct more sophisticated knowledge of some diseases
than of others (Sigelman, Maddock, Epstein & Carpenter, 1993). Nevertheless,
research on the availability of information provided and the experience of illness has
been very limited. So, the ambiguity concerning these factors may have resulted
because of the limited investigation or the methodology used for data collection.
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The related literature review reveals a number of problematic methodologies that have
been used by studies adopting the Piagetian approach. First, although Piaget did not
present cognitive development as being acquired in 'clear-cut' stages (Piaget, 1977, p.
5), subsequent research has repeatedly used this qualification (Siegal & Peterson,
1999). As a consequence, the ambiguity of the boarder lines among the stages has
created a disagreement about which behaviors belong to which stage of cognitive
development (Hergenrather & Rabinowitz, 1991). For example, Perrin & Gerrity
(1981) suggested that the preoperational child perceives illness as a punishment for a
harmful act, whereas Bibace & Walsh (1980) claimed that this thought characterizes
the concrete operational child.
Second, research on children's understanding of illness has compared children's
performance on Piagetian tasks and their understanding of health-illness concepts
(e.g., Harbeck & Peterson, 1992; Perrin & Gerrity, 1981). However, Piagetian studies
investigating children's performance on transformations or perspective-taking tasks
have been considered to be problematic and consequently underestimated children's
cognitive abilities (Rosser, 1994). Taking into account that in Piagetian tasks of
nominal and ordinal scaling young children tend to perform in an immature way these
findings need to be interpreted with caution. Research has documented that young
children can perform in a mature manner Piagetian tasks when these tasks are
modified and brief training is provided (Shultz, Dover & Amsel, 1979: cited in Siegal
& Peterson, 1999).
Third, the majority of research conducted on children's concepts of health and illness
is based on interview data. Children are considered as being particularly difficult to
interview effectively. The problems that the interviewer may encounter when dealing
with children are: the tendency to say 'yes' or 'don't know'; susceptibility to
distraction; limited linguistic skills; different priorities; egocentricity; the urge to
prompt; feedback loops; and recording problems (Moston, 1987; Breakwell, 1995).
So, apart from the Piagetian tasks' difficulties, children encounter interview's
challenges and their linguistic inability may be interpreted as a lack of understanding.
However, children's verbal inability to express their understanding of health and
illness issues does not necessarily imply their lack of knowledge about them. Children
either may not be able to express in words their beliefs or may not be able to
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consciously access that knowledge form memory (Karmiloff-Smith, 1999).
Consequently, children's delay in answering is followed by probing or repetition of
the question. However, the stress of repeating questioning may cause the child to alter
responses if he or she interprets this repetition as evidence of his or her inability to
understand the question (Garbarino et al., 1989).
Notwithstanding the limitations of the Piagetian theory, it is important to highlight
that Piaget's conceptualization of human cognition has inspired subsequent theories of
cognitive development. Karmiloff-Smith (1999) in her evaluation ofPiagetian theory
suggests that contemporary research should deemphasize the stage-like development
of concepts and focus rather on the essence of it which is the investigation of how
forms emerge.
A number of researchers, opposing to Piaget's content-independent theory, have
stressed that children's intellectual development occurs in a number of specific areas
of knowledge known as domains (Carey, 1985; Inagaki & Hatano, 1993; Karmiloff-
Smith, 1999; Notaro, Gelman & Zimmerman, 2001; Sigelman et al., 1993; Wellman
& Gelman, 1992). The domain-specific spectrum claims that the mind is divided into
compartments or modules that are quite distinct in character, structure, and
development from one another (Wellman & Gelman, 1992).
In contrast to the Piagetian child scientist, who is granted an objective understanding
of the universe, the narve child theorist is characterized by immature subjective
thought (Rosser, 1994). However, the intuitive scientist in order to form a naive
theory imitates the scientific approach by forming and testing hypotheses, limiting the
hypotheses space, and formulating laws. In other words, the child in an effort to make
causal relations about the world uses complex mental structures that function as
explanatory systems (Carey, 1985). Taking into account that the major assumption of
the narve theory approach is that cognition may be distinct in different domains,
researchers have probed three framework theories: nafve physics, naive psychology,
and naive biology (Wellman & Gelman, 1992).
Within this context of conceptualizing children's cognitive development Carey (1985)
studied young children's patterns of induction in biological phenomena. Carey in a
series of studies investigated how children between 4 to 10 years old of age acquire
biological knowledge. Children were questioned about concepts of 'living things',
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animal properties, the human body and its function. The fmdings indicated that
children could not present any biological knowledge as an outcome of very limited
knowledge about internal organs and the biological processes that sustain life they.
Children tended to explain biological phenomena in terms of intuitive psychology.
Carey claimed that since children before the age of 10 have no facts for structuring a
natve theory of biology, they look for alternative explanations - more obvious causal
relations. She also suggested that children tend to interpret biological processes as
internal motivations, feelings, and beliefs and as responses to social requirements.
Thus, Carey argued that children initially form psychosocial theories of biological
phenomena and as they grow older they differentiate the biological from the
psychosocial domains. Also, young children's attribution of properties to other
animals is based upon human as the prototypical biological entity.
Contrary to Carey's (1985) claim that children before age 10 make predictions and
explanations for biological phenomena based on intuitive psychology, Inagaki &
Hatano, (1993) suggested that children possess biological knowledge at a much earlier
age. Particularly, the authors theorized an intermediate form of causality between
intentional and mechanical ones that of vitalistic causality .
. . , vitalistic causality indicates that the target phenomenon is caused by
activity of an internal organ, which has 'agency' or an activity-
initiating and sustaining character ... Vitalistic causality is clearly
different from person-intentional causality in the sense that the organ's
activities inducing the phenomena are independent of the intention of
the person who owns the organ (lnagaki & Hatano, 1993, p. 1535).
Inagaki & Hatano (1993) investigated Japanese children's understanding of the mind-
body differentiation. Four- and 5-year-olds apart from distinguishing the difference of
both changeable/unchangeable human properties and bodily/mental properties, they
recognized the autonomy of bodily organs from human intentions. Six-year-olds most
frequently chose as a logical explanation for the working of the bodily function the
vitalistic explanations whereas eight-year-olds firstly chose the mechanical
explanations and secondly the vitalistic ones. However, although both 6- and 8-year-
olds tended to favor vitalistic explanations for biological phenomena, they preferred
intentional causality for psychological phenomena. Inagaki & Hatano, (1993)
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concluded that children at the age of 6 have got a biology theory as an independent
domain from that of psychology.
Likewise, Inagaki & Hatano (2002) examined whether Japanese, Australian, and
American children adopt intentional, vitalistic or physiological causality for (a) bodily
phenomena such as digestion or respiration, (b) eating and other related phenomena
such as living long and susceptibility to illness. In the case of the explanation of the
bodily phenomena it was found that cross culturally the 6-year-olds more frequently
preferred the vitalistic explanation as the most logical explanation. In the case of
guessing the factors for living longer or susceptibility of illness a considerable
proportion of 6-year-olds also chose the vitalistic explanation.
Inagaki & Hatano (1993) apart from introducing the idea of young children's
rudimentary understanding of biology they also investigated the influence of
individual differences on children's development of conceptual change a factor which
has been neglected by Carey (1985). Children's particular formation of biological
understanding may be shaped by the cultural context in which they are embedded. For
example, children in Japan are more likely to regard plants or inanimate entities as
alive and having properties of living things than children in the United States or Israel
- a finding which can be explained by the fact that in the former culture plants are
considered to be like human beings (Inagaki & Hatano, 1993). However, besides the
fact of cultural differences there are common threads among cultures which may
explain the context free phenomenon of young children's common acquisition of
naive biology (Inagaki & Hatano, 2002).
Buchanan-Barrow, Barrett & Bati (2003) used naYve biological theory for
investigating children's conceptualization of illness. Children aged between 4 to 11
years were presented with one of four exemplars (child, dog, duck or rosebush)
suffering an imaginary illness. Children were asked to assess whether various entities
from biological and non biological entities could also be susceptible to this illness.
Contrary to Carey's (1985) claim of children's tendency to perceive a human being as
the prototypical biological entity, the findings showed that even the younger children
generalized to the category of the exemplar on which they had been taught.
Buchanan-Barrow et a1. (2003) claimed that children's tendency to generalize illness
least to the category of plants in relation to the other biological categories though
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would suggest a differential understanding between animals and plants. Supporting
that a naive theory of biology facilitates children's understanding of illness,
Buchanan-Barrow et al. (2003) concluded that children from the age of 5 can
systematically distinguish between living and non living entities and even recognize
biological sub kinds.
Research on children's understanding of illness has provided contrasting findings on
whether children treat the biological and psychological domains distinctively. Kalish
(1997) in an attempt to answer whether children perceive contamination as biological
or not biological conducted research on children's understanding of mental and bodily
reactions to contamination. The findings, in line with literature claiming that there is
clear domain differentiation by young children (Gelman & Wellman, 1991; Inagaki &
Hatano, 1993), indicated that preschoolers differentiated the caused of illness from
those of emotional or other psychological reactions but had limited appreciation of the
actual bodily processes involved (e.g., illness takes time to develop). Similarly,
Notaro et al. (2001) showed that young children view psychogenic bodily responses
as wholly physical. Conversely, Raman & Gelman (2008) found that preschool
children permit the biological and psychosocial domains to interact when reasoning
about the origins of physical illness. More specifically, unlike the older children and
adults, the younger children (preschool through second grade) reasoned that any sort
of social relatedness (friendship, enmity, or familial relatedness) would reduce the
probability of contracting a contagious illness.
Thus, it seems that for children the sort of illness (i.e., psychogenic illness versus
contagious illness) may be also an important factor for eliciting either domain-distinct
or domain-depended responses. Children's difficulty in differentiating biological from
psychological factors may be seen in adult reasoning, too. Inagaki (1997), for
example, found that adults' causation of cold may be recognized in 'either/or' or
'both/and' of biological and social factors. Although the majority of adults thought
biological causes for the origin of cold there were some participants reporting moral
misbehaviors for making somebody susceptible to illness.
To pull the threads together, the aforementioned literature review has been on
research examining children's understanding of illness. Piagetian orientated research
claims that the causation of illness develops with age and follows a domain general
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pattern (i.e., Bibace & Walsh, 1980). In contrast, a Nalve Theory of Biology
postulates that understanding of illness develops in a domain-specific pattern and with
age there is a shift from social understanding towards biological understanding (i.e.,
Carey, 1985). However, there may be instances that children either refer to both
biological and psychosocial domains for reasoning about the origin of illness (Raman
& Gelman, 2008) or experience an intermediate phase of preferring a vitalistic
explanation (Inagaki & Hatano, 1993). In addition, the type of illness is a critical
component for referring to either domain-distinct or domain-depended responses.
Taking into account the divergent causations that children ascribe to specific types of
illnesses, it is important to investigate their understanding of a more general statement
of 'not feeling well' .
6.2 Aims
The primary goal of this analysis was to look at the children's causation (meaning) of
the 'not feeling well' state. In study 2, although the human figure was not directly
presented as ill, it was presented as a 'not feeling well' figure. The 'not feeling well'
characterization was chosen because it is a statement that is mainly used for illness.
In light of Carey's (1985) theory, supporting that before the age of 10 children tend to
interpret biological phenomena as internal motivations, feelings, beliefs, and as
responses to social requirements, it was hypothesized that children would form
psychosocial theories of the 'not feeling well' state. On the other hand, in favour of
more recent research (Inagaki & Hatano, 1993) it was hypothesized that even 7-year-
olds may be able of acquiring a form of physical illness as a distinct domain from that
of psychology. Thus, it was expected that children's psychologically based
explanations would indicate emotionally (i.e., sadness, anger) and socially based
explanations (i.e., poor school performance, bulling, fight within the family context).
Biologically based explanations would indicate any form of physical illness (i,e., cold,
stomachlhead ache, runny nose, fever).
Inagaki & Hatano (2002) claimed that narve biology or conceptual development in
general is influenced by both the genetic makeup and the sociocultural milieu of the
individual in which he or she is being raised. Thus, although collecting data form both
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United Kingdom and Greece does not reflect a methodological strategy but rather a
practical convenience, data will be also studied for any cultural differences.
6.3 Method
In experiment 2, after the completion of the two drawings in each condition, a series
of questions were addressed to the children. This was done in order that a) ambiguous
features or additions to be clarified; b) a better understanding to be established
concerning what the participant had intended to draw and might have been unable to
do it due to the task's demand; and c) a meaning of the NFW state to be studied.
For the analysis of the children's attribution of the causes of NFW state, the 37
participants who were excluded in the height analysis were included again.
Procedure
The focus of the analysis was on those conditions (C3, C4, CS, and C6) in which
children were asked to produce at least one human figure that was not feeling well.
Thus, the interviews of 203 participants were used for investigating the cause of the
NFW state - the answers of the children are depicted in Appendix 4.
The experimenter randomly presented the two drawn versions of the human figure,
one at a time, to the participants and asked them to identify what they had drawn. The
questions that were addressed to the participants were the following:
So, could you please describe how is Harris/Pat in this drawing?
Why do you think Harris/Pat is not feeling well?
In the case that the participant could not understand the question prompting was given
Experimenter: What do you think has happened to Harris?
6.4 Results
Identification of the NFW human figure
In order to study whether children drew what they had intended to do so, the
experimenter asked to describe their drawings. Even the younger participants were
able to identify the NFW human figure drawings. In the cases where no obvious
differences could be indicated from the experimenter's point of view, children
verbally indicated a reason for causing the human figure not to feel well.
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Cause ofNFW: Physical illness or psychosocial factors
The responses of the participants were categorised according to three types of
responses. The categories are depicted in Table 6.1 (see Appendix 4 for detailed
tables).
Table 6.1: Categorization of the children's causation of the NFW state
Category Examples of responses
Physical illness Ill, sick, flu, vomiting, got a cough, fever, sore throat,
chicken pox. tummy ache, headache,
Emotional state (i.e., being sad/angry, crying), no one is
Psychosocial playing with himlher, poor school performance, being
factors bullied, one parent's absence or sickness, death in the
family, divorce, punished by either parents or teacher
Other Don't know,lost her/his money, had an accident
Chi square analyses showed some cultural differences (see Table 6.2 and Figure 6.1).
For the Greek sample developmental differences were obtained (i = 19.7; df= 4; P <
0.01). Acquiring a physical illness explanation for the NFW state diminished with age
whereas a psychosocial causation increased as children get older. In contrast, for the
British sample the most frequent explanation for the NFW state across age was that of
a physical illness (i = 2.33; df= 4; P = 0.67). The psychosocial explanation remained
low across age. Both Greek and British 5-year-olds children more frequently chose
the physical explanation for the NFW state though.
Table 6.2: Children's explanation of the NFW state, depicted in frequencies ("/0), across
Culture and Age
Total
British sa le
Cause
Physical
illness
Psychosocial
actors
Other
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Causation of the NFW state (in percentage) across Culture
and Age
100%
~
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Figure 6.1 Children's explanation of the NFW state (in percentage) across Culture and Age
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6.S Discussion
The goal of the present chapter was to explore the children's causation of the 'not
feeling well' state. Although the human figure was not directly presented as ill, it was
presented as not feeling well, a characterization which is mainly used for illness for
both Greek and British cultures. However, the results indicated that this statement
may be also used in a context of emotional or social discomfort. Some cultural and
age differences were obtained.
On the one hand, the findings showed that British children, regardless of age, mainly
used a physical illness as a cause for the 'not feeling well' state. On the other hand,
Greek children's explanation of physical illness followed a linear decrease with age.
Looking at the psychosocial reasoning, for the British children it remained a minority
response, whereas for the Greek children it increased with age.
In light of Carey's (1985) theory which claims that children by the age of 10 have no
facts for structuring a naive theory of biology and consequently look for non
biological explanations, it was expected that children would form a psychosocial
causation for the 'not feeling well' state. In opposition, the results showed that the
physical illness explanation was used before the age of 10. For both cultures the 5-
year-olds chose the physical illness explanation. Cultural differences were obtained
from the responses of the 7- and 10-year-olds. For the Greek children, the 7-year-olds
indiscriminately chose either the physical illness or the psychosocial explanations and
the 10-year-olds primarily utilized the psychosocial explanation for the 'not feeling
well' state. In contrast, for the British sample, both the 7- and 10-year-olds mainly
adopted the physical explanation for the 'not feeling well' human figure. With age
other factors such as, individuality and culture might have influenced the responses of
the 7- and 10-year-olds, a finding corroborated by Inagaki & Hatano (1993,2002).
Apart from the cultural variations that were found, the results did not support the
assumption of Carey (1985) that with age biological explanation increases and
psychosocial reasoning decreases. In the case of the Greek children the opposite
pattern was found, whereas in the case of the British children the physical explanation
remained high across age. Of course, the focus of the present study differs from
Carey's point of interest which was about concepts of 'living things', animal
properties, the human body and its function.
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In favour of research claiming that young children's understanding of illness is
distinctively appreciated as either biological or psychosocial (Gelman & Wellman,
1991; Inagaki & Hatano, 1993; Kalish, 1997; Notaro et aI., 2001), the findings
indicated that the 5-year-olds tended to mainly explain the state of 'not feeling well'
as a consequence of a physical illness.
Looking at the results of the Greek children, it emerged that the 7-year-olds provided
illness related and psychosocial explanations. A suggestion could be that the 7-year-
olds may experience a transitional stage of adopting explanations derived from inter-
dependent domains before forming a domain-specific causality. Nevertheless,
although the physical explanation dropped with age, 28% of the 10-year-olds
preferred this causation. Alternatively, examining the fmdings of the British children,
it was revealed that the physical explanation was the predominant response. However,
although the psychosocial reasoning remained a non popular response, 27% and 25%
of the 7- and the 10-year-olds, respectively, preferred this type of reasoning.
Despite the cultural differences resulting from the specific explanations, for both
cultures the 7- and the 10-year-olds used explanations derived from inter-dependent
domains (more pronounced in the Greek sample). Likewise, Inagaki (1997) showed
that adults tended to perceive illness' susceptibility not only as a possible outcome of
biological causes but also as an outcome of moral misdeed. Recently, Raman &
Gelman (2008) demonstrated that even preschool children permit the biological and
psychosocial domains to interact when reasoning about the origins of contagious
illness. Therefore, it may be suggested that the origin and type of illness (i.e.,
psychogenic illness versus contagious illness) can be important factors for eliciting
either domain-distinct or domain-depended responses.
Consequently, for further research it would be of interest to study whether children's
biological and psychosocial causations interact for the reasoning of a variety of
illnesses (i.e., flu, headache, stomachache, chicken pox) and how the human figure
drawings could be influenced by that. Additionally, it would be elucidating to
investigate whether divergent causalities of illness or different types of illnesses
would lead to a variety of graphical strategies or not.
Nevertheless, in this experiment any cultural or developmental differences in relation
to reasoning were not graphically portrayed. Regardless of culture and age, children
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used the strategies of height and mouth expression. A decrease in height in drawings
was found only when the 'not feeling well' figure was instructed to be drawn at the
end. Regardless of order, the 'not feeling well' figure was predominantly depicted
with a downwardly curving line for a mouth. Although with age the human figure
drawings became more efficient, children still relied on these two strategies.
In the present study the reason for having two cultural groups was because the
experimenter had access to both cultures. Acquiring a different perspective towards
the 'not feeling well' state across cultures could be conceptualized as a drawback of
the wording used in this experiment. The characterization of 'not feeling well' was
chosen because it is mainly used for illness for both Greek and British cultures; a
finding which was obtained by the 5-year-olds. However, the results obtained by the
Greek sample revealed that with age a psychosocial reasoning increased. Although a
psychosocial explanation was found in British children's responses, it remained low
across age - slightly higher in the responses of the 7- and the 10-year-olds though.
Therefore, for future empirical experimentation, it would be important to examine the
reasoning ascribed to the explicit characterization of an 'ill human figure'.
The theoretical and practical implications of studying the types of cause that children
acquire for a 'not feeling well' human figure drawing derives from the fact that
children's drawings are used as a tool in both clinical and (i.e., hospitals, school,
experimental settings) non clinical contexts (Benveniste, 2005; Bekhit, Thomas &
Jolley, 2005; Bruck, Melnyk, & Ceci, 2000; Burgess & Hartman, 1993; Driessnack,
2005; Gross & Hayne, 1998; Puura et al., 2005; Rae & Hyland, 2001; Rotter, Horak,
& Heidt, 1999; Stefanatou & Bowler, 1996). So, a better understanding of the way that
children interpret the topic which they are asked to draw may enlighten the work of
both developmental psychologists studying cognitive and eniotional development and
the specialists in the prevention and intervention stages of interaction with the
children.
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Experiment 1 and 2: Summary of findings
Experiment 1 (chapter 3) aimed to examine how children, aged between 4 and 11
years, use the strategy of height in showing a contrast between differentially
characterized human figure drawings. More specifically, it was aimed to study
whether children would decrease the height of the 'not feeling well' human drawing
in relation to its original baseline state and would increase the height of the 'feeling
well' human figure in comparison to that of the 'not feeling well' one. Each
participant drew three human figure drawings.
The results showed that children changed the height of the human figure drawings, as
a response to the change of instructions, across the three drawings. A within-subject
analysis showed that the 7- and lO-year-olds tended to decrease the height of the 'not
feeling well' figure in relation to its original state that of a baseline. This trend was
also observed for the 5-year-olds, not significantly though. The 'feeling well' figure
was found to be taller than the 'not feeling well' figure only for the 5-year-olds.
However, this result was order specific and was obtained only in the case where
children drew first a baseline figure, second a 'not feeling well' figure and last a
'feeling well' figure. In contrast, in the case where children drew twice a 'not feeling
well' figure and last a 'feeling well' figure, the height of figures did not change. The
instructions for the first human figures had also an effect on the height of the
drawings. A between-subject analysis showed that a 'not feeling well' figure was
shorter than a baseline figure across age and gender. Taking into account that the
strategy of height was not used across conditions, it may be suggested that the specific
methodology was not sensitive enough for detecting this strategy.
Therefore, in order to enhance the methodology of experiment 1, experiment 2 was
conducted. More experimental conditions were added for controlling any practice and
order effects. Each participant drew two human figure drawings. Participants were
Greek and British children, aged between 4 and 11 years. Thus, although collecting
data from both United Kingdom and Greece does not reflect a methodological
strategy but rather a practical convenience, data were also studied for any cultural
differences. The drawings were studied in response to height and features analyses.
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The aim of the height analysis (chapter 4) was to investigate the conditions under
which children systematically use height for differentiating drawings following task
instructions describing baseline, 'feeling well', and 'not feeling well' human figures.
The findings indicated no practice effect. This tendency was context free. Children in
either producing neutrally, negatively or positively characterized topics twice did not
change the height of the human figure. Conversely, an order effect was found.
Specifically, a systematic decrease in height in drawings was observed only when the
characterization for the second drawing had a negative connotation. Thus, the change
in height across the two drawings was affected by the order and the content of the
characterizations. Age and gender differences were in the same direction with those of
experiment 1.No cultural differences were found.
The aim of the content analysis (chapter 5) was to study whether the amount of detail,
included in the drawings, would be altered as a response to the overall change in
height of the drawings. Also, it was intended to study whether children would use any
specific feature for showing a contrast between two opposite drawings. The results
indicated no practice effect. Children when producing the same human figure twice
did not alter the quantity of features across drawings figures. Furthermore, in contrast
to the decrease in height in drawings, when children produced first a 'feeling well'
figure and then a 'not feeling well' figure, children did not alter the quantity of
features for showing a contrast between the two human figures. However, when
children first drew a baseline figure and then a 'not feeling well' figure, the 5- and 7-
year-olds decreased the number of features included in the negatively presented
figure. Overall, with age the human figure drawings became more detailed.
Additionally, in line with height analysis girls drew more detailed human figures than
those of the boys.
The reason for obtaining these contradictory findings in relation to size and detail
inclusion could be that children perceive the difference between a baseline and a
negative characterization as a stronger contrast than the difference between a positive
and a negative characterization. This explanation may be supported by the results
showing that the 'not feeling well' figure was a centimeter shorter than the baseline
figure whereas it was less than a centimeter shorter than the 'feeling well' figure. An
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alternative explanation could be that children's intention might have been hindered by
their production and organizational difficulties (Freeman, 1980).
Focusing on the change of mouth, no practice or order effect was found. Children
mainly used the strategy of mouth expression for differentiating the differentially
presented drawings. Overall, a smile was used for baseline and 'feeling well' figures,
a frown was used only for a 'not feeling well' figure, and a horizontal line was mainly
drawn for a baseline and less frequently for a 'not feeling well' drawings. Children
were inclined to change the mouth expression of the human figure according to the
instructions. This result was more evident for the 7- and the IO-year-olds. No cultural
differences were obtained.
Children's explanation of the 'not feeling well' state was also investigated (chapter 6).
The goal of this analysis was to explore the children's causation of the 'not feeling
well' state. The results showed that, in contrast to Carey's (1985) theory, the physical
illness explanation was used before the age of 10. However, cultural differences were
found. British children, regardless of age, mainly used a physical illness as a cause for
the 'not feeling well' state. In contrast, Greek children's explanation of physical
illness followed a linear decrease with age. Looking at the psychosocial reasoning, for
the British children it remained a minority response whereas for the Greek children it
increased with age. For both cultures the 5-year-olds chose the physical illness
explanation. Cultural differences were mainly obtained from the responses of the 7-
and 10-year-olds.
Nevertheless, neither cultural nor developmental differences in relation to reasoning
were graphically portrayed. Regardless of culture and age, children used the strategies
of height and mouth expression. This finding may suggest that although drawing may
be a convenient tool for facilitating a child to start expressing a part of his or her
understanding or emotional attitude about a topic, it is inadequate for using it as the
only source for making inferences about her or his cognitive and emotional state.
Experiment 1 and specifically experiment 2 provided evidence that even the 5-year-
olds did not alter height, number of features included in the drawing, and mouth
expression when they were asked to produce twice a human figure. Additionally, no
systematic change in height, quantity of features and mouth expression was revealed
from the comparison between a baseline and a 'feeling well' figure. Therefore, the
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focus in the following experiments will be on how children portray a contrast between
a 'feeling well' and a 'not feeling well' figure across order.
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Chapter 7: Experiment 3
Colour and facial features as indicators of contrast between a 'feeling well' and a
'not feeling well' pre-drawn human figure drawing
7.1 Introduction
Experiment 2 demonstrated that children in free hand human figure drawings used
height and mouth expression for contrasting either a 'feeling well' or a baseline figure
from a 'not feeing well' figure. Children's systematic responses towards the
differently presented human figures were further confirmed by pointing out and
describing each drawing in the end of the tasks. Additionally, the attitude of children
towards the 'not feeling well' figure was justified by verbally confirming the
underlying negative connotation. However, independent evidence is needed for
strengthening the argument that children treat a 'feeling well' figure and a 'not feeling
well' figure differently. Consequently, experiment 3 was designed by partially
replicating the methodology of Burkitt et al. (2003b) in which children's use of colour
was studied in response to positively and negatively characterized topics.
However, in the present experiment the focus was on how children use not only
colour but also facial features and quantity of detail in pre-drawn human figures for
distinguishing a 'feeling well' figure from a 'not feeling well' figure. Research (i,e.,
Burkitt, 2000; Burkitt et al., 2003b, 2004, 2005) has shown that children tend to use
the strategy of colour for showing a contrast between either nice and nasty topics or
happy and sad topics. More specifically, children tend to use the more preferred
colours for the positively presented figures and the least preferred colours for the
negatively presented figures. Thus, the rationale of this experimental design was to
investigate whether children perceive the 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' states in
a similar way as the opposite conditions of either nice and nasty or happy and sad.
Literature Review
Through children's clothes, toys, and home accessories, many psychosocial messages
may be conveyed. Colour may function as one of the means of these messages.
Research has documented that one utility of colour is carrying gender-related
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information, often reflecting traditional stereotypes such as 'pink is for girls and blue
is for boys' (Milne & Greenway, 1999; Williams, Boswell & Best, 1975). Picariello,
Greenberg & Pillemer (1990) have suggested that due to early gender socialization,
young children tend to rely on colours to make judgments about stereotypes.
Apart from the social connotation of colour, research has investigated children's
emotional associations with colours. It has been suggested that specific colours elicit
specific emotional responses. Cimbalo, Beck & Sendziak (1978), for example,
presented to 7- and 8-year-olds pictures portraying happy and sad scenes. While the
children were looking at each picture, they drew a shape with a colour of their
preference. The findings reflected colour-emotion associations. For happy scenes
children used orange, yellow, green, and blue, whereas for sad scenes children tended
to use brown, black, and red.
Boyatzis & Varghese (1994) asked even younger children, 5- and 6-year-olds, of their
favourite colour and then showed them nine colours. Children verbally expressed how
they felt about each one of the colours. The findings demonstrated distinct colour-
emotion associations. Children had positive reactions to bright colours and expressed
negative emotions for dark colours. Older children's emotional reactions to bright
colours were more positive compared to those of younger children. Gender
differences showed that, contrary to boys, girls rated more positively the brighter
colours than the darker colours.
A conceptual prerequisite of appreciating more abstract relationships, such as relating
brightness to happiness has been the focus of interest in research studying the
metaphor comprehension in young children (i,e., Vosniadou, 1987). Analogies such
as 'anger is like red' and 'sadness is like blue' could be considered as metaphors since
they correspond with the defining feature of a metaphor as a resemblance between
objects and events that violate children's already established categories. Research has
shown that even preschool children may be able to comprehend metaphors
(Vosniadou, 1987) and to combine emotion with inanimate stimuli such as music
(Zentner, 1999).
Research on emotional associations with colours has suggested that apart from the
basic purpose of human colour vision in discriminating objects, at a broader level this
sensory capacity is used to attach meaning and significance to chromatic stimuli. An
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example is that individuals not only show specific colour preferences, but also
attribute emotional characteristics to colours in consistent ways from school age on
(Whitfield & Wiltshire, 1990; Boyatzis & Varghese, 1994; Meerum Terwogt &
Hoeksma, 1995). However, an important question to be addressed is whether young
children can detect a relationship between a colour and emotional expression, two
phenomena that share no physical characteristics, eschew conventional categories,
and have no clear environmental contiguity (Zentner, 2001). Different schools of
thought in cognitive development have documented that the prerequisites for the
construction of these relationships may already exist at an early age (Markman, 1989;
Goswami,1992).
Meerum Terwogt & Hoeksma (1995) studied 7-year-olds', ll-year-olds', and adults'
mapping of emotions onto colours, in relation to their colour and emotion preferences.
Initially, the participants showed their preferences of colours and emotions by
completing two distinct paired-comparison tasks and then linked colours with
emotions. The findings indicated that regardless of age, there is a consistent tendency
of relating colours with emotions. However, the specific colour's and emotion's
preferences changed with age. Especially for the 7-year-olds, the emotion preferences
and colours preferences were related to emotion-colour combination. Thus, partial
support was mustered for the hypothesis that colours and emotions may be related to
each another due to the preference given to each of them within their own domain.
Zentner (2001) examined preschoolers' mapping of emotion onto colours in relation
to their colour preferences. Children completed a colour-preference task, a colour-
emotion matching task, and a practice matching task. In order to assess whether
children's mapping of emotions onto colours was influenced by cultural conventions
or not, responses from carers were taken into account, too. The emotions were
depicted in pictures portraying a sad, happy, and an angry face; emotions which, thus,
may be recognized by young children. The findings demonstrated that even the 3-
year-olds were able of detecting the relationships between the perceptually non
related phenomena of colours and facial expressions of emotions. A violation of
cultural conventions was suggested here, because there was no direct evidence of
showing contiguity between children's and carers' responses.
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Burkitt et al. (2003b) went beyond children's use of metaphorical associations
between colour and emotion and examined children's use of colour in drawing tasks
following differential characterizations. In line with Meerum Terwogt & Hoeksma
(1995) and Zentner (2001), colour preference was examined as a probable factor for
elucidating the relationship between colour and emotion. Specifically, the focus was
on whether children would use more preferred colours for the positively characterized
topics, least preferred colours for the negatively characterized topics, and colours
receiving intermediate ratings for the neutrally characterized topics.
Children, aged between 4 to 11 years, participated in two sessions which were
presented in a counterbalanced order. In the first session children ranked 10 colours in
terms of preference and assigned affect ratings towards them. In the second session
children were assigned to one of three conditions, in which they were given simple
outline drawings of men, dogs and trees to colour in. Each child coloured in three
versions (neutral, nice, and nasty) of either a man, a dog, or a tree. For each version,
children were allowed to use only one colour. Both preference and drawing tasks
received children's affect ratings towards them through a five-point smiley-face
Likert scale. The range of topics was chosen to assess whether any effects were
influenced by topic animism (trees vs. men and dogs). The colour range made
available to children was based upon the youngest children's familiarity both with the
colours and with the names of the colours. Pre-drawn outline drawings were used in
order to reduce the task demands to a minimum, to minimize any planning and
production problems which the children might have had, and to ensure that the choice
of a single colour represented the primary planning decision.
The findings indicated that even very young children were able to use colours
symbolically. Irrespective of age and topic, children used their more preferred colours
for the nice figures, their least preferred colours for the nasty figures, and colours
rated intermediately for the baseline figures. The baseline figures were largely
coloured in with primary colours whereas the positively characterized tasks were
coloured in with a wide range of primary and secondary colours. Black tended to be
the most frequently chosen colour for the drawings of the negatively characterized
figures. No gender differences were detected. It was concluded that children were
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capable of altering systematically their use of colour during picture completion tasks
in response to differential affective characterizations.
Due to the fact that the results of the aforementioned study were revealed under a set
of highly restricted experimental conditions, Burkitt et al. (2004) studied their
generalizability by investigating the children's (aged between 4 and 11 years) use of
size and colour in freehand drawings (either a man, a dog, or a tree) of emotionally
characterized topics. The experimental design was similar to that of Burkitt et al. 's
(2003a; 2003b) studies. Having completed the tasks, children coloured their drawing
with a single colour chosen from a range of 10 familiar colours. In terms of colour
and in line with the results of Burkitt et al. (2003b), children chose their most
preferred colours for the positively characterized figures, their least preferred colours
for the negatively characterized figures, and the intermediately rated colours for the
baseline figures. Concerning the specific colours that were used for the three tasks,
children, overall, used primary colours for the positively characterized figures,
secondary colours for the baseline controls, and white, brown, and black for the
negatively characterized figures.
Burkitt et a1. (2005) studied further the impact of education on children's drawings of
emotionally characterized topics. It was investigated whether children from different
educational backgrounds would demonstrate the same attitudes towards size and
colour (Burkitt et al., 2003a, 2003b, 2004) for contrasting neutral, happy and sad
human figure drawings. Children (aged between 4 and 7 years) coming from two
different educational backgrounds produced freehand drawings of differentially
characterized human figures. Selection of the specific educational contexts reflected
differing curricula on art education. Namely, in a mainstream school setting, emphasis
is given on the details and visual problem-solving, whereas in a Steiner school art
instruction is mainly concerned with children's exploration of colour and forms. After
the completion of each of the drawings (baseline, happy, and sad), children coloured
the drawings with only one colour chosen from a group of ten colours. Overall, in
terms of colour, no significant age differences were found. Although no educational
differences were discerned comparing the mainstream and Steiner children's baseline
and happy drawings, differences were found regarding the actual colour choice for the
sad human figures. However, a less clear finding was reported regarding whether
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children actually used their most preferred colours for the happy figure, their
intermediated colours for the baseline figure, and their least preferred colours for the
sad figures.
Papazoglou (2004) aiming to test the generalizability of the fmdings (Burkitt et al.,
2003b, 2004), studied preschool children's affect ratings towards and rankings of
colours, as distinct objects, in relation to their emotional responses on differentially
presented pre-drawn outlines of human figures. In session 1 children assigned affect
ratings towards the 10 colours used in the above studies and ranked them in terms of
preference. In session 2, children chose coloured paper-clothes for a baseline figure
and then a 'feeling well' figure and a 'not feeling well' figure in a counterbalanced
order. The results showed that although by the age of 4 children could rank colours in
terms of preference, they could not map facial expressions of emotions onto them.
However, 4-year-olds systematically assigned positive affect ratings towards the
baseline and 'feeling well' figures and negative affect ratings towards the 'not feeling
well' figures. The characterization of the topic facilitated children to use colours
symbolically.
7.2 Aims
The present experiment partially followed the structure of Burkitt et al.'s, (2003b)
study in which children's use of colour was studied in response to positively and
negatively characterized topics. The rationale for doing so was that independent
evidence is needed for strengthening the argument that children treat a FW and a
NFW figure differently. However, the present experiment is an advance over the
research of Burkitt et al. (2003) because the focus is on how children use not only
colour but also facial features and quantity of detail in pre-drawn human figures for
distinguishing a FW figure from a NFW figure.
There were certain modifications relative to the study of Burkitt et a1. (2003b) that
were adopted. First, Burkitt et al.'s (2003) focus was on whether children would use
more preferred colours for the positively characterized topics, least preferred colours
for the negatively characterized topics, and colours receiving intermediate ratings for
the neutrally characterized topics. So, each child coloured in three versions of a figure
starting with a baseline task and continuing with a nice and nasty figure in a
counterbalanced order. Conversely, in the current study each child completed two
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versions of a pre-drawn human figure namely a FW figure and a NFW figure in a
counterbalanced order. The rationale was to study how (i) children would indicate a
contrast between a negatively and a positively presented figure when the first task is
expressively charged and (ii) whether the order of the tasks' presentation would
interfere with children's strategies.
Second, instead of colouring in a pre-drawn outline of a human figure children were
given coloured paper-clothes, each of which was of one colour, and were asked to
choose one of them and put it to the pre-drawn child. This was done to have a less
time consuming task and consequently reduce children's fatigue. Third, in contrast to
the use of nice and nasty versions of men, dogs, and trees, in the present study
children were presented with two versions of a pre-drawn human figure and were
asked to associate colours with a FW and NFW human figures. The underlying
rationale was to investigate whether children would symbolically use colours for the
FW and NFW figures in a similar manner as children did for the nice and nasty topics.
Fourth, children in the end of the colour choice were asked to 'finish ofI' the head of
the human figure by drawing its facial features. Although in experiment 2 it was
found that children primarily used the shift of mouth expression for distinguishing
baseline and FW figures from NFW figures, in this experiment it was aimed to study
whether children, apart from colour, would also use the mouth expression or any other
feature. The reasons for asking children first to put a colour on the human figure and
then draw its facial characteristics was that asking them to draw first the head and
stop at the neck would seem awkward to the participants. In line with the experiment
1 and 2 the gender of the pre-drawn human figure was not specified.
The current experiment, first aimed to explore whether or not children systematically
would use their most preferred colours for the FW figure and their least preferred
colours for the NFW figure. Also, it aimed to study whether (a) children would show
consistent colour preferences and affect ratings towards colours; and (b) there would
be any developmental or gender differences in the colour preferences, affect towards
colours, and association of colours with the different versions of the pre-drawn outline
child.
Second, the current study aimed to investigate whether children, apart from colours,
would further use any particular facial feature or the amount of detail for making the
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contrast between a FW and a NFW human figure more evident. In experiment 2 it was
found that the prominent feature for differentiating a FW from a NFW human figure
drawing was that of the mouth. The FW human figure was depicted with a smile
whereas the NFW human figure was drawn with a frown. In order to study whether
these findings were the outcome of the children's desire and not due to cognitive and
perceptual-motor difficulties which children may have encountered in planning and
producing a human figure drawing (Freeman, 1980), in the present experiment the
production problem was limited by giving children a pre-drawn outline of a human
figure and asking them to focus in the head area of the figure which was spacious
enough for drawing a face.
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7.3 Method
Participants
One hundred and one children were tested. The children were aged between 4 to 12
years. The participants were randomly recruited from state nursery and primary
schools in Athens. Children were divided into three age groups (see Table 7.1).
Table 7.1: Children in each age group, mean ages (year, month), and age ranges
Age Group
Younger Middle Older
n=21 n=43 n=37
I Mean (Year: month) 5:9 7:9 10:6
I Range 4:10-6:8 6:9 -9:0 9:1-12:1
Materials
Ten cards, sized 7 em X 6 em, each one of them depicting one colour (red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, purple, pink, white, brown, and black - colours that the
participants were familiar with), were presented to the participants in session 1 (see
Figure 7.1).
Figure 7.1 Ten cards, sized 7cm x 6 em, used in session 1
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A pre-drawn un-shaded line drawing of a human figure (see figure 7.2) and 10
coloured paper-clothes were provided in session 2. Each one of the coloured-paper
clothes had one colour - the same colours that were used in session 1 (see figure 7.3).
Figure 7.2 Pre-drawn figure of a human figure used in session 2
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Figure 7.3 Ten coloured-paper clothes used in session 2
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A five-point smiley-face Likert scale (showing faces with very happy, happy, neither
happy nor unhappy, unhappy, and very unhappy expressions in an A4 sheet of paper
of a landscape orientation) was used in both session 1 and 2. In order to control for
any order effect the two sets of facial expressions were presented in a counterbalanced
order. The five-point smiley-face Likert scale was used to gather affect ratings
towards both each individual colour in session I, and the FW and NFW figures in
session 2 (see Figure 7.4).
Figure 7.4 Five-point smiley-face Likert scale
Procedure
Initially, children were given the following instructions. They were asked to sit down
and give their names and age (if they were unsure of the month of their birthday this
was later clarified with the teacher). All children completed two test sessions (session
1 and session 2). The two sessions were presented in two different days (with one or
two days' gap) in a counterbalanced order. Children were seen individually for both
sessions and were tested by the same experimenter in a quiet office within the school.
Session 1
Children completed the following two tasks, which were presented in a
counterbalanced order.
Colour rating task (how children teel about colours). Ten cards, each one of them
depicting one colour (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, pink, white, brown, and
black), were successively presented in a random order to the participants. As each
colour was presented, participants were asked to rate how the colour made them feel
using the Likert scale. Responses were scored between 1 and 5, where 1= 'very
happy' and 5= 'very unhappy'. The instructions partially followed those of Burkitt et
a1. (2003b):
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'I would like to find out how you feel about this colour. What
I'd like you to do is point to the face to show how you feel about the
colour. Here are some faces (pointing at each face). The first one is a
very happy face; the next one is quite a happy face; the middle one is
neither happy nor unhappy. This face is quite an unhappy face and the
last one is a very unhappy face. When you answer my questions, I'd
like you to point to the face that describes how you feel about the
colour. Ok?'
When there was an indication that a child did not understand what he or she had been
asked to do the instructions were repeated in full and prompting was provided.
Ranking task (colour arrangement in order of preference). The colour cards were
spread out face up in a random arrangement in front of the children. The children
were asked to conduct a structured sort of the colour cards, arranging them in order of
preference beginning with the removal of their favourite colour. The favourite colour
card was taken by the experimenter. Every time a colour card was removed the
remaining cards were spread out in random way. The instructions partially followed
those of Burkitt et al. (2003b):
'Here are some cards with one colour on each card I'd like you to
point to the colour which you like the most. '
The pointed colour card was removed by the experimenter.
'Now, point to the colour which you like mostly (pointing at the
remaining colours). '
This procedure continued until there were no colour cards left. The order in which the
cards were removed was recorded.
Session 2
Inthis session the same children were tested. The participants were asked to complete
two tasks in a counterbalanced order. In each task two actions were done in a fixed
order.
Children were asked a) to stick coloured paper-clothes on two pre-drawn line human
figure drawings (there were no gender indications on the figure) and then b) to 'fmish
off' the head (i.e., addition of the facial characteristics) of the human figures by using
a pencil. There were 10 paper-clothes each one shaded with one colour (the same
colours that were used in session 1; red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, pink,
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white, brown, and black). After the completion of each task children were asked to
assess the affect of the human figures by using a five-point smiley face Likert scale.
After the completion of the first task the same range of coloured paper-clothes were
presented again for the second task. The coloured paper-clothes were spread out face
up in a random arrangement in front of the children.
FWtask
a) The experimenter said:
'Let's say that this child has the same age as you. The name of the
child is Harris', Harris isfeelingwell. Couldyouplease choose one oj
these (pointing to the paper-clothes) and put it onto Harris who is
feeling well? '
b) After the child's colour choice, the experimenter asked:
'Could you please take this pencil and finish off the head oj Harris
who is feeling well? '
Affect rating towards the 'feeling well Harris ': Immediately after completing the
'feeling well Harris', children were asked to rate the figure's affect by using a five-
point smiley-face Likert scale. The wording was the following:
'1would like to find out how do you think that Harris feels now
that he/she is feeling well? What I'd like you to do is point to the face
to show how Harris feels. Here are some faces (pointing at each face).
The first one is a very happy face; the next one is quite a happy face;
the middle one is neither happy nor unhappy. This Jace is quite an
unhappy face and the last one is a very unhappy Jace. When you
answer my questions, I'd like you to point to the Jace that describes
Harris' feeing. Ok?'
After completing this task the picture was removed from sight and a new pre-drawn
child figure was presented.
NFWtask
a) The experimenter said:
'Let's say that this child has the same age as you. The name of the
child is Harris. Harris is not feeling well. Could you please choose
one oj these (pointing to the paper-clothes) and put it onto Harris who
is not feeling well? '
1Similarly to study 1 and 2, prior to data collection it had been decided that the human figure would be
given the same name - that of Harris - because it could be used for either girls or boys. However, if the
participant had chosen a different name this would have been accepted.
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After the child's colour choice,
b) The experimenter asked:
'Could you please take this pencil and finish off the head of Harris
who is notfeeling well? '
Affect rating towards the 'not feeling well Harris ': Immediately after completing the
'not feeling well Harris', children were asked to rate the figure's affect by using a
five-point smiley-face Likert scale. The wording was the following:
'1would like tofind out how do you think that Harris feels now
that he/she is not feeling well? What I'd like you to do is point to the
face to show how Harris feels. Here are some faces (pointing at each
face). Thefirst one is a very happy face; the next one is quite a happy
face; the middle one is neither happy nor unhappy. This face is quite
an unhappy face and the last one is a very unhappy face. When you
answer my questions, I'd like you to point to the face that describes
Harris' feeing. Ok?'
Interview
After the completion of the two drawings in, a number of questions were addressed to
the children. This was done in order to a) confirm what had been drawn; b) to clarify
any ambiguous changes or additions (i,e., shades, dots or unclear forms) ; and c) to
establish a better understanding concerning what the participant had intended to draw
and might have been unable to do. This would help in assessing the child's
interpretation of the task demands. The experimenter randomly presented the two
versions of the pre-drawn human figure, one at a time, to the children and asked them
to describe what they had drawn.
The group of children that in the beginning participated in Session 1 and then in
Session 2 will be referred as colour primed group whereas the group that initially
participated in Session 2 and then in Session 1 will be referred as non colour primed
group.
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7.4 Results
Sample attrition
Six participants were excluded because due to school absence did not complete both
of the sessions. Children were from all age groups. Finally, data from 95 participants
were subjected for statistical analysis (see Table 7.2).
Table 7.2: Children in each age group, mean ages (year, month), and age ranges
Age GrouJ!
N=95 Younger Middle Older
n=20 n=39 n=36
Mean 5:9 8 10:6(Year: month)
Range 4:10-6:8 6:11-9:0 9:1 -12:1
Identification of the FW and the NFW human figures
In order to study whether children drew what they had intended to do so, the
experimenter asked to describe their drawings. Even the younger participants were
able to identify the FW and the NFW human figure drawings.
Human figure drawing's Gender
A Chi square analysis was conducted for investigating the children's choice of the
human figure's gender. The majority of the children chose to create a human figure of
the same gender as their own - 74.5% of the female participants produced a girl and
97.7% of the male participants produced a boy ~ =217.47; df= 1; P < 0.01).
7.4.1 Colour Analysis
7.4.1.1 Children's rank preferences of and affect ratings towards colours
Ninety five children successfully completed the sequence of tasks. As a precaution,
the data were screened for possible order effects of the presentation of the two testing
sessions, and of the presentation of the two tasks in each session. Every condition was
counterbalanced. In Table 7.3 all the possible orders of counterbalancing are depicted.
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Table 7.3: Description of the sample across Session J and Session 2
Group Order Total
Colour primed Group A Session] -+ Session 2 (Feeling well+» Not feeling
(n=28) well)
n=53
Colour primed group B Session] -+ Session 2 (Not feeling well -+ Feeling
(n=25) well)
Non colour primed Session 2 (Feeling well -+ Not feeling well)-+Session I
group C (n=24)
n=42
Non colour primed Session 2 (Not feeling well+» Feeling well)-+Session ]
group D (n=18)
Session] -+ Session 2 (Colour primed 2rouOS)
Session] -+ Session 2
Group A; (n=15) (Colour ranking task -+ Colour rating task) -+
(Feeling well -+ Not feeling well)
Session] -+ Session 2
Group B1 (n=11) (Colour ranking task -+ Colour rating task) -+
(Not feeling well -+ Feeling well)
n=53
Session] -+ Session 2
GroupAz (n=13) (Colour rating task -+ Colour ranking task)-+
(Feeling well -+ Not feeling well)
Session] -+ Session 2
Group Bz (n =14) (Colour rating task -+ Colour ranking task)-+
(Not feeling well-+ Feeling well)
Session 2 -+ Session] (Non colour grimed 2roUOS)
Session 2 -+ Session]
Group Cl (n=11) (Feeling well -+ Not feeling well) -+
Colour ranking task -+ Colour rating task
Session 2 -+ Session ]
Group Cl (n=J3) (Feeling well -+ Not feeling well) -+
Colour rating task -+ Colour ranking task
n=42
Session 2-+ Session]
Group D, (n=8) (Not feeling well -+ Feeling well) -+
Colour ranking task -+ Colour rating task
Session 2-+ Session]
Group Dl (n=lO) (Not feeling well -+ Feeling well) -+
Colour rating task -+ Colour ranking task
Non-parametric analyses were conducted for possible order effects of the presentation
of session 1 and session 2, and of the presentation of the two tasks within each of the
sessions on (a) colour ranking in terms of preference and (b) affect rating towards
them. The results showed that the children's responses were not influenced by order
(see Appendix 5). So, these orders were excluded from the following analyses.
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Friedman two-way ANOVA for rank orderings and affect ratings
Friedman two-way ANOVAs were conducted on both the rank orderings which the
children had assigned to the colours and the affect ratings towards them. This was
intended to assess whether children systematically differentiated between colours. The
results from the rank orderings showed that the rankings significantly differed across
the colours (/ = 255.21; df = 9, P < 0.01). Red, orange, and yellow were the most
preferred colours whereas brown and black were the least preferred colours. The
results from the affect ratings indicated that the ratings towards colours were
significantly different across colours (/ = 264.64; df= 9, p < 0.01). Brown and black
received the most negative affect ratings (see Table 7.4).
Correlation between colonrs' preferences and affect ratings towards them
The Likert-scale affect ratings towards each of the ten colours were correlated with
the ranks assigned to those colours using Spearman's rho. This analysis was
conducted in order to assess whether the two measures provided convergent evidence
of the children's preferences for the different colours. All of the coefficients were
significant, indicating that the two measures yielded convergent findings about
children's preferences (see Table 7.4).
Table 7.4: Spearman correlaiions between the children's affect ratings towards, and
their rankings of each of the ten colours, together with the mean affect rating and the
mean ranking of each colour in the sample as a whole
Correkmon between Mean affect Mean rank ordering
affect rating and rank rating and (SD) and (SD)
Red .36** 2.08 (1.21) 3.52 (2.40)
Orange .38** 2.02 (.94) 4.09 (2.14)
Yellow .20* 1.89 (1.05) 4.17 (2.14)
Green .50** 2.36 (1.19) 4.53 (2.59)
Blue .55** 2.82 (1.20) 5.43 (2.75)
Purple .25* 2.71 (1.29) 5.31 (2.52)
Pink .54*· 1.98 (1.09) 5.15 (3.25)
White .36·· 2.57 (1.23) 6.52 (2.22)
Brown .25· 3.42 (1.00) 7.37 (1.85) J-Leastpreforred
Black .34·· 4.37 (1.05) 8.86 (1.97) colours
*•. Correlation significant at the O.Ollevel (2-tailed)
*. Correlation significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
Mean affect rating (I: very happy and 2: very unhappy)
Mean rank ordering (1: most preferred and 10: leas preferred)
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Looking at the significant correlations for each age group separately a developmental
difference emerged (see Appendix 5). With age children were more systematic (see
Table 7.5).
Table 7.5: Significant Spearman correlations between the children's affect ratings
towards, and their rankings of, each of the ten colours across Age
Colours Younger group (5y) Middle ~oup (By) Older group (lOy)
Red (r = 0.49; p < 0.05) Jr = 0.37;_£_< O.O~
Orange (r = 0.46; P < 0.01) (r = 0.43;_£_< 0.011
YeOow (r = 0.54; p < 0.01)
Green (r = 0.51; P < 0.01) (r = 0.67; P < 0.01)
Blue (r = 0.57; p < 0.01) (r =O. 39; p < 0.05) (r = 0.59; P < 0.01)
Purple
Pink (r = 0.57; p < 0.01) (r = O. 59;_£_< 0.011
White (r = 0.40; P < 0.05)
Brown (r = 0.39; P < 0.05),
Blllck (r = o. 48; p < 0.05) (r = 0.58; p < 0.01)
Preference of colours across Age and Gender
Ranked colour preferences obtained from each age group were also subjected to
Friedman two-way ANOVA and showed that all age groups were systematic in
assigning different colour ranking; younger group (x! = 56.65; df = 9, P < 0.01),
middle group <I = 109.66; df= 9, p < 0.01) and older group <I = 101.26; df=9, p <
0.01). The least preferred colours were brown and black. The most preferred colour
for the younger and middle children was red whereas for older children was green
(see Table 7.6).
Table 7.6: Mean rank ordering (and standard deviation) of colours for each age
group separately
Age group
Younger (5y) Middle (By) Older( (lOy)
Red 2.95 (2.46) ++ 3.26 (2.46) ++ 4.11 (2.34)
Orange 4.55 (2.19) 4.05 (2.14) 3.89 (2.13)
Yellow 3.35 (2.39) 4.21 (1.85) 4.58 (2.22)
Green 5.30 (2.64) 4.79 (2.41) 3.81 (2.64) ++
Blue 5.90 (2.92) 5.51 (2.72) 5.08 (2.71)
Purple 5.50 (2.04) 5.51 (2.74) 4.97 (2.55)
Pink 5.35 (3.07) 4.77 (3.23) 5.44 (3.42)
White 6.35 (2.62) 6.74 (2.05) 6.36 (2.19)
Brown 6.95 (1.67) + 7.33 (2.17) + 7.64 (1.55) +
Black 8.80 (2.07) + 8.82 (2.13) + 8.94 (1.79) +
+. Least preferred colours ++.Most preferred colours
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Ranked colour preferences obtained from both boys and girls were also subjected to
Friedman two-way ANOV A and showed that children were systematic in assigning
different colour ranking across gender - girls cl = 223.72; df'= 9, P < 0.01) and boys
cl = 148.50; df= 9, P < 0.01). For both girls and boys the least preferred colour was
black. The most preferred colour for the girls was pink whereas for boys was green.
Table 7.7 depicts the mean rank ordering of colours across Gender.
Table 7.7: Mean rank ordering of colours across Gender
Girls: Mean rank Boys: Mean rank
ordering and (sd) ordering and (sd)
Red 3.55 (2.13) 3.48 (2.71)
Orange 3.98 (2.15) 4.23 (2.14)
Yellow 4.00 (2.15) 4.36 (2.14)
Green 5.69 (2.38) 3.18 (2.15) ++
Blue 6.84 (2.23) 3.80 (2.37)
Purple 4.22 (2.09) 6.57 (2.40)
Pink 3.14 (2.42) ++ 7.48 (2.43)
White 5.98 (1.82) 7.14 (2.48)
Brown 7.90 (1.79) 6.75 (1.74)
Black 9.59 (1.31)+ 8.02 (2.27) +
+. Least preferred colours
++.Most preferred colours
7.4.1.2 Children's use of colour for the FW and NFW tasks
Affect ratings and rank orderings to the colours used for the FW and NFW tasks
The Likert scale affect ratings recorded in Session I towards the two colours which
children used for the FW and NFW human figures were correlated with the ranks
assigned to those colours using Spearman rho. This was done for testing whether the
two tasks provided compatible findings in relation to the colours used in the pre-
drawn tasks.
The data were screened for any order effects between the order of sessions and
between the order of the differently characterized pre-drawn tasks. No order effects
were found and consequently these order factors were excluded from the following
analyses.
FW human fq:ure: Affect ratings for the colour chosen to complete the FW figure
were significantly correlated with the rank preferences given for those choices (N=95,
r=O.44, p<O.OI).
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NFW human figure: Affect ratings for the colour chosen to complete the NFW figure
were significantly correlated with the rank preferences given for those choices (N=95,
r=0.62, p<O.OI).
The significant correlations between the affect ratings and the rank orderings may
confirm the convergent validity of the measures testing these two responses (Cohen &
Swerdlik, 2002).
Affect ratings for the colour choices for FW and NFW tasks
Children's affect ratings (taken in session 1) towards the colours selected for the FW
and NFW tasks were submitted to a 2(fask type: FW, NFW) X 2(Order: FW-NFW,
NFW-FW) X 3(Age: younger, middle, older) X 2(Gender) four-way mixed
ANOVA. The task type was entered as a repeated measure whereas the other factors
as independent measures.
Significant main effects were found for task Type (F(1,83) = 39.84, P < 0.01, 11/=
0.32) (see Table 7.8) and Order (F(1,83) = 4.39, P < 0.05, 11/= 0.05).
Table 7.8: Mean affect rating (standard deviation) towards colour choice for each
task type (J=very happy and 5= very unhappy)
The colour for each task type were differently rated from each other at the 0.01 level
of significance, with the colours chosen for the FW human figure rated more
-
positively than the colours chosen for the NFW human figure.
No main effects were obtained for Age (F(2,83) = 1.12, P = 0.33) and Gender (F(1,83)
= 0.75, P = 0.39).
Interaction effects were found for Order X Gender (F(1,83) = 4.16, P < 0.05, l1p2=
0.05) and Task type X Order (F(1,83) = 13.71, p < 0.01, 11/= 0.14) (see Figure 7.5).
Post hoc paired samples t-tests were conducted and the results indicated that the
emotional contrast of the colours was more evident in the case when children started
with the FW figure and continued with the NFW figure (t(51) = -9.43, p<O.OI,mean
difference: -1.98). In the former task they used colours of positive affect whereas in
the latter task they used colours of more negative affect. In contrast, when children
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completed first the NFW figure and then the FW they tended to use colours of
intermediate affect and more positive affect respectively (t(42) = 2.48, p<0.05, mean
difference: 0.74).
Mean affect ratings towards colour choice for each task type
across order
5
3.40
2.44
1.42
1.70
1st task:FW 2nd task: NFW 1st task: NFW 2nd task:FW
Figure 7.S Mean affect ratings towards colour choice for each Task type across Order
(l=very happy and 5= very unhappy)
No further interaction effects were found.
Non-parametric analyses for the rank orderings towards colours used in the
tasks
Non-parametric analyses were conducted on the rank orderings which the children
had assigned to the colours used for the FW and NFW figures, in order to see whether
children systematically used their more preferred colours for the former task and their
less preferred colours for the latter one. The range of ranking was from 1 (most
preferred colour) to 10 (least preferred colour). As a precaution, the data were
screened for probable order effects of the presentation of the two testing sessions, and
of the presentation of the two tasks in each session on the colour's selection for the
two tasks.
Colour primed Groups (.4: FW -- NFW & B: NFW -- FW)
Friedman two-way ANOVAs showed that the children, either starting with the FW
figure and continuing with the NFW (/ = 17.29; df= 1, p < 0.01) or starting with the
NFW figure and continuing with the FW (/ = 4.84; df'= 1, p < 0.05) figure, they used
the more preferred colours for the FW figure than they did for the NFW figure.
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Non colour primed Groups {C: FW _ NFW, D: NFW _ FW)
For those children that started with the FW figure and continued with the NFW figure
a Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that they used the more preferred colours for
the FW figure than they did for the ~W figure rI = 13.50; df = 1, P < 0.01). In
contrast, for those children that started with the NFW figure and continued with the
FW figure a Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that they did not significantly use
different colours for the FW figure than they did for the NFW figure rI = 2.88; df =
1, P = 0.09).
Figure 7.6 displays children's colour choice for the FW and NFW tasks across Order.
When the characterization for the second drawing had a negative connotation,
children tended to use the most preferred colours for the FW task and the intermediate
colours for the NFW task. Colour priming did not affect children's colour choice. By
contrast, colour priming affected children's choices when the second human figure
had a positive connotation. The colour primed group (B) chose the intermediate
colours for the NFW figure and the more preferred colours for the FW task. The non
colour primed group (D) did not differentiate the colours for the two tasks.
FW-NFW NFW-FW
10 10
9 9
8 8 ~ FW colour
7 7 D NFW colour
..:.c 5.93 ..:.c 6.08c:I c:Ie 6 5.42 e 6
c:I c:I
J 5 ~ 5
4 4 3.32
3 2.29 3
1.88
2 2
1 1
FW-.NFW FW-.NFW NFW-.FW NFW-FW
Colour primed Non Colour primed Colour primed Non Colour primed
Group A GroupC GroupB GroupD
Figure 7.6 Mean rank of colours used in the FW and NFW tasks across Order
(1=most preferred, 10= least preferred)
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Age and Gender
In order to study whether there were any developmental or gender differences in the
colours that were used for the FW and NFW human figures non-parametric analyses
were also conducted on these rank orderings. In line to the results shown in Figure
7.6, no significant age or gender differences were indicted (see Appendix 5).
Summary of colour findings
Looking at the results of the rank orderings of and affect ratings towards colours, it
was found that children were systematic in both tasks. Children were able not only in
ranking colours in terms of preference but also in mapping emotions onto them
accordingly. A correlation between the rank orderings of and affect ratings towards
colours revealed a developmental trend. With age children were more systematic.
Focusing on the fmdings of the colour choice for the differentially characterized
topics, it emerged that the colours which were used for the FW and NFW tasks were
emotionally rated more positively and less positively respectively. However, the
emotional contrast was more evident when the NFW was the last task to complete.
Additionally, when the characterization for the second drawing had a negative
connotation, regardless of colour priming, children used the most preferred colours
for the FW task and the intermediate colours for the NFW task. In contrast, colour
priming affected children's choices when the second human figure had a positive
connotation. The colour primed group chose the intermediate colours for the NFW
figure and the more preferred colours for the FW task. The non colour primed group
did not differentiate the colours for the two tasks. Regardless of colour priming, when
children completed first the FW they used the most preferred colours whereas when
they completed it as a last task they tended to use the third more preferred colour
choices.
These fmdings are in line with the fmdings of experiment 2 which showed that a
significant decrease in height was only found when the second drawing had a negative
connotation.
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7.4.2 Analysis of features
One of the aims of this experiment was to study whether children, apart from the
strategy of colour, would also use the mouth expression or any other feature and the
amount of detail for strengthening the contrast between the FW and NFW pre-drawn
figures. In addition, in experiment 2 it was found that the mouth expression shifted
according to the instructions. As a result, it was also aimed to study whether the
mouth shift would be replicated in this experiment.
The features' addition in the head area was recorded by the experimenter in the screen
sheet of each participant. There were three orders of features' addition: a) top-down
order, starting from eyes (or the eye brows), moving to the nose and finishing with the
mouth; b) bottom-up order, starting from the mouth, moving to the nose and finishing
with the eyes (or the eye brows); and c) mixed order, in which the participant used
both of the top-down and bottom-up orders. Investigation of order effect was
conducted. The results showed that the order of completing the FW (j = 4.19; df = 2,
P = 0.12) and the NFW (j = 1.32; df = 2, P = 0.52) tasks did not affect the order of
the features' addition in the head area. The order of top -down addition was the most
frequent pattern of completing the pre-drawn figure across task (see Table 7.9).
Table 7.9.: Frequency of the patterns of order of the features I addition
Frequency of the patterns of order of the features' addition
FW--+NFW NFW--+FW
Types of patterns lst:FW 2OO:NFW Types of_p_atlems lst:NFW 200: FW
Top-down 38 38 Top-down 35 34
Bottom-up 5 9 Bottom-up 4 7
Mixed 9 5 Mixed 4 2
Similarly, no age differences were found in relation to the order of drawing features
on the FW (j = 4.89; df = 4, P = 0.30) and the NFW (j = 3.42; df = 4, P = 0.40)
faces.
7.4.2.1 Quantity of features added in the head area
In order to study whether children used the quantity of features as strategy of contrast
between a FW and a NFW figure the number of features that were drawn in the head
area was calculated. A scale scoring the features included in the head area of the
human figure was created by following the Goodenough-Harris Drawing test, (1963)
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a - see Appendix 5 for further details. Some alterations were made though (see Table
7.10). Any gender related features were excluded. However, contrary to Goodenough-
Harris Drawing test (1963) in which the item of 'cheeks' was only included in the
Draw-a-Woman scale, in the present scale it was incorporated into the scale because
data screening showed that it was equally used by both girls and boys. Each human
figure was content analyzed according to the total number of features that were
included in the head area. This gave each participant a score for their first and second
human figures.
The experimenter went through each human figure to score the features that were
included in each figure, A random sample of 50 pre-drawn figures was independently
repeated by a second judge. The inter-rater reliability agreement was 92%. Some
examples of scoring are depicted in Figure 7.7.
Table 7.10: The features that were drawn in human figures
Features
1. Eyes present (any indication)
2. Eye detail: brow or lashes
3. Eye detail: pupil
4. Eye detail: proportion
5. Nose present (any indication)
6. Nose, two dimensions
7. Bridge of nose
8. Mouth present (any indication)
9. Mouth present (two dimensions)
IO.Lips, two dimensions
l l.Both nose and mouthllips in two dimensions
I2.Both chin and forehead shown
13.Hair I
I4.Hair II
I5.Cheeks (i.e., mouth corners)
16.Other
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Figure 1
Score: 6
\
Participant 1, Female, Age: 4years, 11 months
Figure 1
Score: 9
Participant 2, Female, Age: 6 years, 1 month
Figure 1
Score: 9
months
Figure 1
Score: 7
Participant 5, Female, Age: 9 years, 2 months
Figure 1
Score: 5
Participant 6, Female, Age: 10 years, 3 months
Figure 2
Score: 6
Figure 2
Score: 8
Figure 2
Score: 10
Figure 2
Score: 8
Figure 2
Score: 5
Figure 7.7: Examples of scoring features in human figures
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Order
Initially, an investigation was conducted for any order effects. A six-way mixed
ANOVA was conducted 2 (Task type: FW and NFW) X 2 (Order of sessions) X 2
(Order of tasks in session 1: Colour ranking task -+ Colour rating task and Colour
rating task -+ Colour ranking task) X 2 (Order of tasks in session 2: FW-+NFWand
NFW-+FW) X 3 (Age: younger, middle, and older) X 2 Gender).
A main effect was found for task type.
No main effects for Order of sessions (F(1,51) = 1.92, P =0.17), Order of tasks in
session 1 (F(1,51) = 0.04, P =0.84), Order of tasks in session 2 (F(1,51) = 0.89, P
=0.35), Age (F(2,51) =0.83, P =0.44), and Gender (F(1,51) = 0.31, P =0.58).
Since no order effects were obtained, these factors were excluded from the following
analysis.
Three-way mixed ANOVA
Data were subjected to a 2 (Task type: FW and NFW) X 3 (Age: younger, middle,
older) X 2 (Gender) three-way mixed ANOVA. Age and Gender were entered as
independent factors whereas Task type as a repeated measure.
A main effect was found for Task type (F(1,89) = 18.56, P < 0.01, 11p2=0.17).
Children differentiated the FW human figure from the NFW human figure by
reducing the mean number of the negatively presented figure by half a feature (see
Table 7.11).
Table 7.11: Mean number of features (standard deviation) for each task type
A main effect was found for Age (F(2,89) = 2.76, P < 0.05, l-tailed, 11/= 0.06). The
older children tended to draw more features in comparison to middle and younger
children (see Figure7.8). However, Post hoc Tukey tests showed that a statistically
significant mean difference of features was only observed between the drawings of
the older children and those of the younger children (1.25) at the 0.05 level. No
statistically significant mean differences were found between the drawings of the
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younger children and those of the middle children (-0.69, p = 0.48) and between the
middle children's drawings and those of the older children (-0.56, p = 0.44).
Mean number offeatures in human figure drawings across Age
8
7
6
7.00
6.44 T
5.77 T 1
T 1
1.
2
o
Younger (Sy) Middle (Sy) Older (lOy)
Figure 7.8: Mean number of features drawn in human figures across Age
No main effect was found for Gender (F(1,89) = 1.07, P = 0.30). No interaction
effects were found.
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7.4.2.2 Mouth Expression: Configural Frequency Analysis (CFA) - Zero order
CFA
The experimenter studied the mouth expression of each human figure and found that
children mostly produced 4 types of mouth expression: an upward curved line, a
downward curved line, a horizontal line, and 'other' including any other case such as
shaken line, dot, or circle. An independent rater went through each human figure for
examining the mouth expression of each drawing. The inter-rater agreement was 92%.
Similarly to experiment 2, both the experimenter and the independent judge agreed
(100%) that the most frequent types of mouth expression in human figure drawings
were those of 'upward curved line', 'downward curved line', and 'horizontal line' -
these types of mouth expression will be labelled as 'smile', 'frown', and 'neutral'
respectively.
The use of the mouth's change for showing a contrast between a FW and a NFW
human figure was studied across order. In order to see whether any mouth pattern
occurred more often than expected under the assumption that all profiles are equally
likely, a zero order configural analysis was conducted with a binomial test' at a
significance level of 0.05 (Von Eye, 1990). Letter (T) indicates the cases that
significantly occurred more frequently than it was expected. Table 7.12 depicts the
frequency of the patterns' of mouth's change that occurred in each group.
FW-NFW
Irrespective the order of the sessions' presentation, the pattern of the mouth's change
in 'FW - NFW' human figure that occurred more often, than it was expected, was
that of 'smile -sfrown ',
NFW-FW
Regardless the order of the sessions' presentation, the pattern of the mouth's change
in the 'NFW - FW' task that occurred more frequently than it was expected was that
of 'frown - smile ', However, the pattern of 'smile - smile' occurred more often
than it was expected in both colour primed (insignificantly) and non colour primed
(p<0.01) groups.
2 The exact binomial test was used in order to avoid any cases with very low expected frequencies.
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Table 7.12: Frequency of the patterns of change in mouth in each group (I': the
statistically significant patterns)
Colour primed Group A (n=28): FW -+ NFW
r task: FW zed task: NFW Freauencr
Smile ---+ Smile 4
Smile ---+ Frown 17T
Smile ---+ Neutral 3
Smile ---+ Other 2
Other ---+ Frown 1
Other ---+ Other 1
LR-x,2 = 85.44; df'= 15; P < 0.01 - the expected frequency for each pattern to happen was 1.75
Colour primed Group B (n=25): NFW-+ FW
r task: NFW rtask:FW FrequencY
Smile ---+ Smile 6
Frown ---+ Smile 16T
Neutral ---+ Smile 1
Other ---+ Smile 1
Smile ---+ Other 1
LR-X2 = 87.91; df= 15; P < 0.01 -the expected frequency for each pattern to hanpen was 1.56
Non colour primed Group C (n=24): FW-+ NFW
I" task: FW ZUtask:NFW FrequencY
Smile ---+ Smile 2
Smile ---+ Frown 17T
Smile ---+ Neutral 4
Neutral ---+ Frown 1
LR-X:Z= 90.73; df= 15; P < 0.01 - the expected frequency for each pattern to happen
was 1.50
Non colour primed Group D (n=18): NFW-+FW
l"task:NFW ·rtask:FW Frequency
Smile ---+ Smile 6T
Frown ---+ Smile 7T
Neutral ---+ Smile 1
Other ---+ Smile 2
Smile ---+ Other 1
Frown ---+ Other 1
LR-X2 = 47.28; df= 15; p <O.OI-the expected frequency for each pattern to hannen was 1.12
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7.4.2.3 Patterns of change in features: CFA - Zero order CFA
The experimenter examined each drawing and found that the features which children
more frequently drew in the head area of the human figure were the following:
eyebrows, eyes, nose, and mouth. However, children also drew other features such as
hair, eye lashes, cheeks, and teeth that children, which were included in the 'other'
category. Each one of the drawings was screened and the types of features which were
changed were recorded by the experimenter. A random sample of 50 pre-drawn
figures was rated by an independent rater. The inter-rater agreement was 89%.
The change of any specific features or of any combination of them was studied across
Order. In order to see whether any features' combination occurred more often than
expected under the assumption that all profiles are equally likely, a zero order
configural analysis was conducted with a binomial test at a significance level of 0.05
(Von Eye, 1990). Letter (T) indicates the cases that significantly occurred more
frequently than it was expected. Table 7.13 depicts the frequency of the patterns of
change in features across Order for both primed and non primed groups.
FW-+NFW
Irrespective the order of the sessions' presentation, children significantly chose to
change the feature of 'mouth' itself. The colour primed group (A) also significantly
changed more frequently than it was expected the combination of 'mouth, eyes and
other' features. In the non colour primed group (C), although not significantly,
children tended to alter either 'eyes and mouth' or 'eyes, mouth, and other' for
showing a contrast between the FW and NFW human figure.
NFW-+FW
Irrespective the order of the sessions' presentation, children chose to change the
feature of 'mouth' either itself or in combination with other features. However, only
the colour primed group significantly changed the 'mouth' itself and the combination
of 'eyes and mouth'.
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Table 7. J 3.,' Frequency of the patterns of change in features across Order for both
colour primed and non colour primed groups
Colour primed
Frequency of patterns of change infeatures GroupA (n=28) Group B (n=15):
FW-NFW NFW-FW
No change 1 0
Other 1 0
Mouth T7 T7
Mouth - Other 1 2
Nose 0 0
Nose-Mouth 2 3
Nose - Mouth - Other 1 0
Eyes-Mouth 2 T5
Eyes - Mouth - Other T7 2
Eyes - Nose - Mouth 1 2
Eyes - Nose - Mouth - Other 1 2
Eye brows - Mouth 0 0
Eyes brows - Eyes - Mouth - Other 0 2
Eye brows - Nose - Mouth 1 0
Eye brows - Eyes - Nose - Mouth 2 0
Eye brows - Eyes - Nose - Mouth - Other 1 0
LR-X2 = 70.28; df= LR-X2 = 76.14; df'=
31;p<0.01-the 31; p < 0.01- the
expected frequency expected frequency
for each pattern to for each pattern to
happen was 0.87 happen was 0.78
Non colour primed
Patterns of change in features Group C (n=14) GroupD (n=J8)
FW-NFW NFW-FW
No change 0 1
Other 0 0
Mouth T7 3
Mouth - Other 1 1
Nose 1 0
Nose-Mouth 1 2
Nose - Mouth - Other 0 1
Eyes-Mouth 4 2
Eyes - Mouth - Other 4 2
Eyes - Nose - Mouth 2 2
Eyes - Nose - Mouth - Other 1 1
Eye brows - Mouth 1 1
Eyes brows - Eyes - Mouth - Other 0 0
Eye brows - Nose - Mouth 2 0
Eye brows - Eyes - Nose - Mouth 0 1
Eye brows - Eyes - Nose - Mouth - Other 0 1
LR-X2 = 101.33; df LR-X2 = 38.89; df=
= 31; P <O.OI-the 31;p=0.I6-tbe
expected frequency expected frequency
for each pattern to for each pattern to
happen was 0.75 happen was 0.56
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The common findings for all groups were that children a) primarily changed the
feature of 'mouth' either itself or in combination with other features; b) secondarily
changed the features of 'eyes'; and c) less frequently modified the features of 'nose'
and 'eye brows' (see Table 7.14).
Table 7.14: Summative table of the change across features in % (and frequencies)
Frequency
Colour primed J!rOUDS Non colour Drimed J!roUDS
Change of features Group A Graup B
GroupC GroupD
(n=28) (n=25) (n=24) (n=18)
The eye brows
themselves or in 14% S% 12% 16%
combination with (4128) (2125) (3124) (3/1S)
other features
The eyes themselves 50% 46% 46% 50%
or in combination (14/2S) (13125) (11/24) (9118)
with other features
The nose itself or in 32% 28% 29% 44%
combination with (9I2S) (7125) (7124) (S/18)
other features
The mouth itself or in 93% 100% 96% 94%
combination with (26128) (25125) (23/24) (17/18)
other features
Summary of findings on content analysis
Predominantly, children followed a top-down pattern to complete the pre-drawn
figure across Task and Age. Furthermore, irrespective of the order of completing the
differentially presented tasks, children tended to draw the NFW face including half a
feature less than the FW face.
A shift of the mouth expression was according to the instructions. However, when
children started with the NFW drawing and continued with the FW drawing, although
the shift was from frown to smile there were some cases that a smile was chosen for
both drawings. This pattern was more :frequent in the non colour primed group in
which children had not differentiated the tasks by their colour choices.
Apart of the mouth, children secondarily altered the eyes. Overall, children tended to
follow a hierarchy changing features for showing a contrast between the FW and the
NFW figures; namely, first the mouth, second the eyes, third the nose and last the eye
brows. However, this fmding needs to be further studied.
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7.4.3. Immediate affect ratings towards the, 'feeling well', and 'not feeling well'
human figures
After the completion of both FW and NFW human figures children were asked to
respond how they thought that each of the human figures felt. This was done for
forcing the children to assign an overall emotion onto each of the completed figures
and test whether these affect ratings would coincide with the findings of Burkitt et a1.
(2000, 2003b, 2004, 2005) which showed that children rated the nice and happy topics
positively and the nasty and sad topics negatively.
Children choose a face from a five-point smiley-face Likert scale showing faces with
very happy (1), happy (2), neither happy nor unhappy (3), unhappy (4), and very
unhappy (5) expressions in an A4 sheet of paper ofa landscape orientation.
Order
Data were subjected to a 2 (Task type: FW and NFW) X 2(Order of sessions) X
2(Order of tasks in session 1) X 2(Order of tasks in session 2) X 3(Age: younger,
middle, and older) X 2 (Gender) six-way mixed ANOVA. The Order of sessions,
Order of tasks in session 1, Order of tasks in session 2, Age, and Gender were entered
as independent factors whereas the task type as a repeated measure.
Main effects were found for Task type and Age.
No main effects were found for Order of sessions (F(1,50) = 0.92, P = 0.34), Order of
tasks in session 1 (F(1,50) = 3.73, P = 0.06), Order of tasks in session 2 (F(I,50) =
3.22, P = 0.08), and Gender (F(1,50) = 1.84, P = 0.18).
Since no main effects were obtained for those factors related to order, they were
excluded for the following three-way mixed ANOVA.
Three-way mixed ANOVA
Data were subjected to a 3 (Age: younger, middle, older) X 2 (Gender) X 2 (Task
type: FW and NFW) three-way mixed ANOVA. Age and Gender were entered as
independent factors whereas the Task type as a repeated measure.
A main effect for Task type was found (F(1,89) = 461.64, p < 0.01, llp2= 0.84).
Children rated the FW human figure more positively (1.21, sd = 0.46) than the NFW
figure (4.18, sd = 1.02) - see Figure 7.9.
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Mean affect ratings towards FW and NFW human figures
5
4.18
T
~ 4
;I
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1
FW humaD figure NFW humaD figure
Figure 7.9 Mean affect ratings towards FW and NFW tasks (l=very happy and 5=
very unhappy)
A main effect for Age was found (F(2,89) = 4.62, p < 0.05, '1/= 0.09). Post hoc
Tukey tests showed that the overall mean affect rating of both middle and older
children significantly differed than that of the younger participants at a .05 level.
An interaction effect was found for Age and Task type (F(2,89) = 9.93, p < 0.01,1')/=
0.18). Post hoc paired samples t-tests were conducted and the results indicated that all
age groups assigned a more positive affect rating towards the FW human figure than
they did towards the NFW human figure. However, an age trend was identified. Both
the middle (t(38) = 23.97, p<O.OI,mean difference: 3.33) and the older children (t(35)
= 22.60, p<O.OI,mean difference: 3.14) perceived that the NFW human figure had a
more negative affect compared to the perception of the younger children (t(19) =4.65,
p<O.OI,mean difference: 1.95).
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In Figure 7.10 the mean affect ratings are depicted for the FW and NFW tasks across
Age.
Mean affect ratings towards FW and NFW tasks across age
5 4.41 4.39
Q 4 3.35'"Cl
C=- rJ FW task'":! 3
Cl ONFWtask•
~ 2 1.251.08
Younger (5y) Middle (8y) Older (lOy)
Figure 7.10 Mean affect ratings towards FW and NFW tasks across Age (l=very
happy and 5= very unhappy)
No main effect was found for Gender (F(1,89) = 0.43, p = 0.51).
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7.5 Discussion
The rational of this experimental design was, first, to study whether children would
use colour for showing a contrast between 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' figures
in Burkitt et a1. (2000, 2003b). Second, it aimed to investigate whether children
ultimately depict the underlying emotional state of 'feeling well' and 'not feeling
well' figures by drawing smiley and frowned faces and by assigning positive and
negative affects respectively. Third, it aimed, by diminishing the task demands and
providing a pre-drawn figure with a spacious head, to examine whether children
would also use other strategies such as the modification of other facial features or the
change in the amount of detail for showing a contrast between the two opposite states.
Last, it was of interest to explore whether children would perceive the underlined
emotional state of the 'feeling well' and the 'not feeling well' figures in the same
manner as those of nice and nasty and happy and sad.
Overall, the findings showed that the colours which were used for the 'feeling well'
and 'not feeling well' tasks were emotionally rated more positively and less positively
respectively. However, the emotional contrast was more evident when the 'not feeling
well' was the last task to complete. Similarly, when the characterization for the last
drawing had a negative connotation, regardless of colour priming, children used the
most preferred colours for the 'feeling well' task and the intermediate colours for the
'not feeling well' task. In terms of content analysis it was shown that children
additionally used the strategy of mouth expression and modified the mouth according
to the instructions. Furthermore, the 'feeling well' face was more detailed by half a
feature than the 'not feeling well' face. The underlying affect of the pre-drawn figures
was confirmed by the children's affect ratings towards the completed figures. The
'feeling well' figure was perceived as a happy figure whereas the 'not feeling well'
figure as a sad figure.
Looking at the colours as distinct objects, in line with relevant research (Meerum
Terwogt & Hoeksma, 1995; Zentner, 2001), the findings showed that even the
younger children were systematic in assigning affect rating of and preference ranking
towards colour. However, the convergence between ranking colours in terms of
preference and assigning affect rating towards them increased with age. It was found
that the least preferred colours were brown and black across age a result reinforcing
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the evidence that children tend to have negative emotions for dark colours (Boyatzis
& Varghese, 1994; Cimbalo et al., 1978). The most preferred colour for both younger
and older children was red whereas for older children was green. Gender differences
were identified in relation to colour preference. Although for both boys and girls the
least preferred colour was black, the most preferred colour for girls was pink and for
boys green.
Focusing on colour as a possible sign for contrasting differentially characterized
topics, this experiment has gathered some evidence supporting the claim that children
tend to use their most preferred colours for the positively characterized topics and
their least preferred colours for the negatively labelled topics (Burkitt et al., 2003b,
2004). Overall, children used colour alteration to depict different states and this use
was related to colour preference - a finding congruent with Zentner's (2001) claim
that valence may be an indicator of emotional mapping on colours. However, some
differences were obtained in comparison to the aforementioned line of research. In the
present study, children were asked to rank colours in terms of preference and assign
affect ratings towards them (colour priming) and then to complete differentially
characterized pre-drawn human figures (drawing task). Colour priming and drawing
task were presented in a counterbalanced order. An order effect was obtained only for
those children who were not colour primed and were asked to complete first a
negatively presented human figure. A reason for not obtaining any order effects in the
research of Burkitt et a1. (2003b, 2004, 2005) might have been that the first task to
participate in was a baseline one. The emotionally charged topics were subsequently
presented.
No colour priming effect was obtained when children were asked to complete first a
'feeling well' figure and then a 'not feeling well' figure. Regardless of whether
children had received any colour priming before completing the pre-drawn tasks,
when the second drawing followed a negative description, the colour preference
shifted towards the middle section of the scale. Namely, children chose the most
preferred colours for the 'feeling well' figures and the intermediate colours for the
'not feeling well' figures. Neither developmental nor gender differences were found.
Even the younger children were able of using colours symbolically, a result that
supports the claim that children are able of using colour symbolically from early age
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(Golomb, 1992; Burkitt et aI., 2003b, 2004; Zentner, 2001). However, the fact that
children did not use their least preferred colours for the negatively presented figures
may indicate that a 'not feeling well' human figure may not be perceived by children
so negatively as those of either 'nasty' or 'sad' topics (Burkitt, 2000; 2003b).
A colour priming effect was found for those children who were asked to complete
initially a 'not feeling well' figure and then a 'feeling well' figure. The colour primed
children, as it was expected, chose the intermediate colours for the 'not feeling well'
figure and the more preferred colours for the 'feeling well' figures. However, the non
colour primed children did not differentiate the colours of the two tasks. For both
tasks children used colours of high preference. This finding may indicate that colour
primed children might have familiarized themselves with the method of the study -
ranking and assigning affect rating to the colours - and consequently could allow
themselves using intermediate colours for the first task associated with a negative
labelling. By contrast, the non colour primed children might have experienced a
favourite colour bias which prompted them to use more preferred colours for the
negatively presented figure.
Favourite colour bias did not affect children's choice of colour in completing first a
positively presented topic and then a negatively presented task. An indirect
explanation may be given by the findings of study 2. In study 2 the decrease of height
of the human figure was observed only in the cases where the second drawing had a
negative connotation. By contrast, no significant decrease was observed when the
second drawing was positively presented. Yet, in the current study the colour primed
children used less preferred colours for the second drawing which was positively
described. However, the difference between the two choices was not very strong.
Intermediate colours (6th choice in colour ranking) were used for the 'not feeling well'
figure whereas more preferred colours (3rdchoice in colour ranking) were used for the
'feeling well' figure. The results on the height change in drawings in experiment 2
and the fmdings on the use of colour in pre-drawn figures from the current study have
suggested that the order forcing children to start with a negative ('not feeling well')
task and continue with a positive ('feeling well') task may have hindered children's
responses due to the negative connotation of the first task.
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The colour findings of the current experimental design showed that children did not
invariably use the most preferred colour for the first task. The characterization of the
topic affected their choices. When the first task was the 'feeling well' figure children
used their most favourite colours. Still, when the 'feeling well' figure was the last task
children picked up the 3rd colour choice. Davis (1983, 1985) studying children's
strategies for contrasting different view points ofa familiar object (a cup) claimed that
children are not only sensitive to the context of the array but also to the context of the
task itself. She found that children may deviate from canonically drawing a familiar
object in those cases when they have to show a contrast between two extreme
viewpoints of it. However, apart from the difference between the two tasks, another
factor which might have influenced children's responses could be the content of the
first task (negative connotation).
Following the colour choice of the figure, children were asked to 'finish off' the head
area by drawing the facial characteristics of the human figure. The majority of
children drew the head of the human figure by following a top-down order of adding
features.
In the current study, children were purposely asked to draw features in the head of a
pre-drawn outline of a human figure, in order to avoid any perceptual-motor
difficulties which they could have faced in planning and producing the drawing
(Freeman, 1980). The analysis of the quantity of features showed that, irrespective of
order, the 'feeling well' figure was more detailed than the 'not feeling well' figure.
The mean difference was equivalent to half a feature. Having found that the mean
number of the head's details amounted to approximately 6 features, the mean
difference of half a feature may indicate that the detail factor may be strong enough
for signifying a contrast between two differentially presented human figures.
Moreover, a developmental trend was found. The 5-year-olds' human figures were
less detailed than those of both 8-year-olds' and 10-year-olds'. No gender differences
were obtained. By contrast, in study 2 where children were asked to produce freehand
drawings of the same figures no change of detail was detected between them. One
reason might be that in the present study, in which children were free of planning and
producing the outline of the figure, focused entirely on drawing the facial features in
the spacious enough head area.
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Children mainly used the feature of mouth for contrasting a 'feeling well' figure from
a 'not feeling well' figure. Primarily, the mouth and secondarily the eyes were altered
for contrasting the opposing human figures. Following the mouth and eyes, the nose
and eyebrows were least modified. These findings are in congruence with Golomb's
(1992) investigation of children's freehand drawings of happy, sad and angry children
which showed that the most modifiable feature for indicating emotion was the mouth
and the least changeable feature was the eyebrows.
The results on the specific pattern of the mouth's change between the 'feeling well'
figure and 'not feeling well' figure indicated that, overall, children modified the
mouth's shape according to the instructions. When the second human figure was
negatively presented there was a shift from 'smile' to 'frown'. Equally, when the
second human figure was positively described there was a change from 'frown' to
'smile'. However, in this case there were some children who drew a 'smile' for both
human figures. Inparticular, one third of the non colour primed children significantly
chose the 'smile' for both tasks. The evaluation of this result may be that children
could not bear using a frown for their first human figure drawing. This finding may
support research claiming that children experience a canonical bias when they are
asked to draw objects of high familiarity in a non canonical orientation (Freeman &
Janikoun, 1972). Freeman (1980) postulated that the canonical representation of an
object is the one that portrays the significant features of recognition. In the case of the
human figure drawing one of the defining features is that ofa mouth (Golomb, 1992).
More specifically, children tend to draw a smile for a happy, nice (Brechet et al.,
2007; Golomb, 1992; Picard et al., 2007), 'feeling well' and neutral human figures-
as it was the case in study 2.
The results of the measure of how children perceived the affect of the human figures
which was recorded immediately after task completion coincided with those of
Burkitt et a1. (2003b, 2004, 2005). Children assigned a more positive affect rating
towards the 'feeling well' human figure than they did towards the 'not feeling well'
human figure. Additionally, an age trend was identified. Both the 8-year-olds and 10-
year-olds perceived that the 'feeling well' human figure had a more positive affect
and the 'not feeing well' human figure had a more negative affect compared to the
perception of the 5-year-olds. Although the wording of this experiment ( '1would like
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to find out how do you think that Harris feels now that he/she is feeling well/not
well?) differed from that used in the study of Burkitt et al. ('/ would like to find out
how you feel about the man/dog/tree' p. 488, 2003b), both fmdings showed that
children rated the models in the anticipated direction. In the first case children were
asked to imagine the human figure's emotion whereas in the latter case children were
asked to name their own emotion towards the topic. Harris (1989) claimed that
children by observing somebody experiencing a certain emotion can infer the
appropriate affect by imagining themselves being in the actor's position - "'as if or
pretend emotion" (p.53).
In summary, in the current study children were asked to complete two opposite
versions of pre-drawn outlines of a human figure. Even the younger children were
able of using symbolically colour for contrasting a 'feeling well' figure between a
'not feeling well' figure. Children may have not perceived a 'feeling well' figure and
a 'not feeling well' figure as two extremes and, consequently, used their more
preferred colours for the former figure and the intermediate colours for the latter one.
Apart from colour, children also used the literal representation of a mouth for
rendering the contrast more evident. In relation to mouth expression, children used
two extreme graphic versions - a smile and a frown. Eyes were secondarily changed
for distinguishing the two figures, too. Additionally, children used the amount of
detail for contrasting the two tasks. The positively presented human figure was more
detailed than the negatively presented figure.
This study involved completions of pre-drawn outlines of human figures. Focusing on
the amount of detail included in the head, it would be of interest to study further
whether children would choose a more detailed face for a 'feeling well' person and a
less detailed face for a 'not feeling well' person. Aiming to address this question, the
fourth experiment was conducted.
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Chapter 8: Experiment 4
Selection task: Level of complexity as a strategy of contrast between a 'feeling
well' and a 'not feeling well' pre-drawn face
8.1 Introduction
In experiment 2 it was found that children systematically used the strategies of height
and mouth expression for showing a contrast between a 'feeling well' human figure
drawing and a 'not feeling well' human figure drawing. In experiment 3 it was
indicated that children used the strategies of colour, mouth expression, and amount of
facial detail, for differentiating a 'feeling well' from a 'not feeling well' pre-drawn
human figure.
The order of tasks presentation had an effect on the strategies of height and colour. A
significant height decrease in drawings was only found when the 'not feeling well'
figure was instructed to be produced as a last task. Similarly, overall, children used
the most preferred colours for the 'feeling well' figure (I st task) and the intermediate
colours for the 'not feeling well' figure (2nd task). However, for the opposite order of
tasks the use of colours varied. In contrast, the strategy of mouth, regardless of order,
shifted according to the instructions. Likewise, the amount of facial detail was found
to function as a signifier of contrast between the 'feeling well' and the 'not feeling
well' figures with the former figure to acquire more details than the latter one. This
strategy was only found when the children were asked to draw the facial features on
the pre-drawn human figure and not on the free hand drawing. Thus, so far, it has
been found that the order of the tasks presentation and the task itself may influence
children's graphic strategies for showing a contrast between 'feeling well' and 'not
feeling well' figures.
In the previous experiments children either produced free hand human figure
drawings or completed a pre-drawn outline of a human figure by choosing a colour
and adding facial characteristics. Considering the fact that children's drawing
performance may be constrained not only by production issues but also by
organization problems (Freeman, 1980), in this experiment children participated in a
non drawing task. Additionally, taking into account that children mainly acted on the
face for showing a contrast, the present experiment was designed to explore whether
children would shift their attention to the overall facial level of complexity and prefer
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the most detailed faces as the best depictions of the 'feeling well' and the 'not feeling
well' states.
Literature Review
Golomb (1973) explored the conceptual theory's assumption, suggesting that there is
a relationship between graphic representation and other forms of representation such
as reasoning (Luquet, 1927:2001, Piaget & Inhelder, 1969), by studying young
children's human figure drawings in different tasks varying in media and instructions.
Children aged between 3 to 7 years participated in the completion of 11 drawing and
non drawing tasks. The order of the presentation of the tasks was chose to
purposefully benefit the drawing task. Children drew a human figure twice, one at the
beginning and another towards the end of the testing. Inone of the non drawing tasks
children were asked to choose the best picture of a person from five pre-drawn figures
differing in the degree of completion. The results showed that most of the participants
chose the most completed figure of the person. The criterion of most of children's
choices was based on the degree of completion of the figure. The comparison between
children's production and selection of human figure drawings indicated picture
selection to be in advance of production. The results challenged the implication of the
conceptual theory that a young child's human figure drawing may operate as a point
of reference for his or her concept of a person. Golomb (1973) concluded that a
representation of a person will vary as a result of task and instructions.
Afterwards a number of studies have examined the relationship between production
and selection task. Children have been asked to focus on pictures of either familiar
objects such as a human figure, a house (Cox & Hodsoll, 2000; Fayol, Barrouillet &
Chevrot, 1995; Jolleyet aI., 2000; Moore, 1986; Taylor & Bacharach, 1981), or other
more complicated and infrequent topics of drawing such as a spaceship (Hart &
Goldin-Meadow, 1984), models of geometric shapes and varied drawn versions of
them (Kosslyn, Heldmeyer, & Locklear, 1977) or even drawn versions of objects in
spatial order (Lewis, 1963; Taguchi & Hirai, 2003).
Inthe case of objects which children do not draw very frequently, evidence has shown
that when children are asked to select the best picture they tend to select the most
complicated picture which in tum is more advanced than their own drawings
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(Kosslyn, Heldmeyer & Locklear, 1977; Lewis, 1963). However, opposite results
have also been reported (Taguchi & Hirai, 2003). Kosslyn et al. (1977), studying
children's drawings as data about internal representations, asked 4- to ll-year-olds
first to select the best depictions of 3-D objects and then to draw each one of them.
Although children preferred the most complicated depictions providing conventional
perspective, they mostly produced diagrammatic drawings. Lewis (1963) also
investigated the development of spatial representation in children's drawings. Four- to
14-year-olds first drew three objects requiring to indicate spatial relationships in the
paper and then selected from an array of five drawings for each object the best
depiction. The findings showed that, in general, children preferred the drawings which
depicted spatial characteristics more clearly they themselves were able to do.
Furthermore, Taguchi & Hirai (2003) used a selection task in order to elucidate young
children's difficulty in drawing partially or totally occluded objects. Four- to 6-year-
olds drew a pair of cups adopting a view-specific perspective and selected one out of
five drawings the one that matched their own production in a counterbalanced order.
The pair of cups were situated either in partial or total occlusion. No order effects
were reported. In contrast to Kosslyn et al. (1977) and Lewis (1963), it was emerged
that children performed similarly in both tasks within and across age. However, the
stimulus utilized in the methodology of Taguchi & Hirai (2003) was simpler to those
used in those studies (cup vs. 3-D objects) and the age groups differed.
Children's judgments on drawings of others have been adopted in various contexts.
Hart & Goldin-Meadow (1984) studied children's ability to engage in the activity of
art criticism. Three-, 5-, and 7-year-olds were asked to select the drawing they liked
and disliked the most from a set of three drawings, each one depicting a spaceship.
Participants were informed that the artists of the drawings were three children aged 3,
8, and 12. The results indicated that children of all age groups mainly liked the most
advanced pictures and disliked the least advanced pictures. Regardless of likes and
dislikes, the reasoning of the 3-year-olds' judgments depended on quantity
explanations (i.e., size and amount of details). In contrast, 5-, and 7-year-olds justified
their likes and dislikes by giving quality explanations (i.e., the ability of the artist or
prettiness/ugliness of the drawing).
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Similarly, in the case of common topics which children typically choose to draw,
contradictory results have been reported in relation to the comparison between
drawing and selection tasks.
On the one hand, it has been found that children's picture choices and productions are
comparable with regard to the drawings' level of complexity. Taylor & Bacharach
(1981) studied 3-, 4-, and 5-year-olds' judgments of the most realistic person in
reference to a tadpole figure, an intermediate figure, and a complete figure. Children
first participated in the selection task and then drew their own drawings. The results
yielded, that apart from the scribblers who chose the complete figure, both tadpole
drawers and older children chose pictures appropriate to their own drawing abilities.
Moreover, Moore (1986), using the familiar topic of a house, asked children aged 4 to
9 years to draw a house and select the best house from several pairs of houses. The
two tasks were presented in a counterbalanced order. No order effect was obtained. It
was emerged that children of all ages preferred drawings which had common features
with their own drawings.
On the other hand, a group of researchers has strengthened Golomb's (1973) claim
that production lags selection. Fayol et al. (1995) studied the productions and
judgments on drawings of a person and a house of 2- to ll-year-olds. Children first
produced the drawings of a person and house and in a three-week gap participated in
the drawing judgment task. The material for the person judgment task were the
Goodenough and Harris Scale drawings whereas for the house judgment task were
taken by a rating scale developed by the experimenters in previous research. The
participants were presented with a pair of drawings and were asked to indicate which
drawing had been done by an older child. The findings showed that children by the
age of three were able to correctly differentiate on the basis of the artist's age, and
determine which of the two drawings was the most advanced. In addition, Fayol et al.
(1995) reported an interaction between age and type of task and explained this result
by the fact that the difference between the drawing performance and judgment
performance tends to decrease with age.
Cox & Hodsoll (2000) investigated children's understanding of changes in human
figure drawing which develop over time. In a first task the current human figure
drawings of 5- and 7-year-olds were compared with their figures drawn as if they
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were 3 and 9 years old. Drawings were assessed on three measurements, namely
height, detail, and complexity of schema. Five-year-olds projecting either in the past
or in the future mainly made quantitative changes (height and detail) whereas 7-year-
olds were also able of making qualitative changes by either using less or more
complex schemata. In a second task children allocated pre-drawn human figures
varying in complexity to photographs of drawers of different ages (3, 6, 10, and
adult). Five-year-olds were only able of allocating tadpole figure to the appropriate
age group. In contrast, the seven-year-olds were able to allocate ready-made figure
drawings to appropriately aged drawers; as the complexity of the figures increased
they were allocated to an older group.
In the drawing task different types of changes were made in drawings across age. This
finding was confirmed by the results in the judgment task. The 5-year-olds could
make correct judgments only for the younger drawers whereas the 7-year-olds could
make correct decisions for all drawers. The critique to be made is that in the non
drawing task no drawers were included being at the same age as the participants.
Having done so could have facilitated 5-year-olds allocating the simple figures to the
appropriate age.
Jolley et al. (2000) conducted two studies investigating children's productions in
relation to comprehension of realism in human figure drawings. Two- to 14-year-olds
initially drew human figures which were rated according to Luquet's (1927/2001) as
scribbling, pre-conventional, simple conventional, and advanced conventional. A
sample of these drawings was used in the comprehension task in which children were
asked to make three choices from an array of drawings; namely the most realistic
drawing, the most preferred drawing, and the most comparable to their own human
figure drawings. The results from both studies indicated that, for all three questions,
children of all drawing levels, apart from the advanced drawers, tended to select a
more advanced drawing than their productions. The advanced drawers evaluated their
drawing level appropriately. Jolley et al. (2000) concluded that production lags
comprehension in drawing development.
Thus, while some studies have claimed that selection performance is in advance of
drawing performance (Fayol et al., 1995; Golomb, 1973; Hart & Goldin-Meadow,
1984; Jolley et al., 2000; Kosslyn et al., 1977; Lewis, 1963) others have indicated that
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the development of the two types of performances follow a parallel process (Cox &
Hodsoll, 2000; Moore, 1986; Taguchi & Hirai, 2003; Taylor & Bacharach, 1981).
Various factors seem to interact with either the lag of or advancement of drawing
performance in relation to selection performance; namely the familiarity of the topic
to be drawn, the focus of the question, the type of the stimuli in the selection task, and
the theoretical context in which the selection task is been used. Although the order of
the tasks presentation differed across the studies, children produced drawings either
comparable to or less advanced to their judgments. In none of the studies it was
reported that the drawing task was in advance of the selection.
Drawn on this line of research, in the present experiment 5-, 6-, and 8-year-olds first
participated in a selection task and then in a drawing task. First, children were asked
to select from two sets of ready-made drawings, depicting smiley and frowned faces
differing in the amount of detail, the best depiction of a 'feeling well' and a 'not
feeling well' face respectively. Second, children drew their own faces. The choice of
the specific order of the tasks presentation was made for avoiding any contamination
of the selection task.
8.2 Aims
Children may be constrained to draw what they intend to do due to production issues
and organization problems (Freeman, 1980). In experiments 2 and 3 it was found that
with age children produced more detailed drawings. In order to study whether the
younger children drew what they had intended to draw or not, the current experiment
was designed, involving non drawing and drawing tasks. The rationale for using a non
drawing task was to study whether children would prefer the most detailed faces for
the 'feeling well' and the 'not feeling well' states. The reason for utilizing a drawing
task was to investigate the relationship between graphic skill and graphic intention.
In experiments 2 and 3, regardless of the tasks presentation, children drew a smile for
a 'feeling well' figure and a frown for a 'not feeling well' figure. In the current
experiment the mouth expression was controlled. The main purpose for controlling
the mouth expression was to investigate whether children would use the level of
complexity as a possible strategy for differentiating a 'feeling well' face from a 'not
feeling well' face. However, once obtaining order effects in height and colour
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strategies, an additional aim was to whether children would treat differently the
strategy ofthe level of complexity across order.
Children initially sorted out either 'feeling well' or 'not feeling well' faces differing
in complexity in terms of which face best showed the appropriate state. Then children
drew in a pre-drawn outline of a face their own face. The specific order of tasks
presentation was chosen as a precaution for avoiding any carry over effect on the
performance in the selection task. Nevertheless, the relevant research has not provided
evidence that the order of participating first in the drawing and then in the selection
task, or the other way around, has strengthened or hindered either of the tasks.
Golomb (1973) purposefully administered drawing and non drawing tasks in a certain
order for enhancing children's drawing performance. However, the chosen order of
presentation of the tasks did not lead to an improved representation of the human
figure. On the other hand, Moore (1986) and Taguchi & Hirai (2003) counterbalanced
the order of the tasks. No order effects were reported; children performed similarly in
both tasks within and across age.
The purpose for asking children to produce a drawing of their own face in a pre-
drawn outline of a face was for both obtaining a basis for their own drawing ability
and securing that the faces would also represent age developmentally. In most of the
studies comparing production performance and selection performance an importance
has been given to the age of the artists of the stimuli presented in both tasks (i.e.,
Fayol et al., 1995; Cox & Hodsoll, 2000; Jolley et al., 2000). Importantly, during the
design of this experiment it was decided to avoid having drawings differing in various
factors by assuring that all the participants would draw the same topic (themselves).
In contrast to the previous experiments, the age range of participants was between 4 to
8 years of age. The reason for excluding 10-year-olds from this methodology was to
avoid a ceiling effect (Cohen & Swerdlik, 2001) due to the fact that these children
would select and draw the most complicated faces.
Again, possible age and gender differences were also investigated.
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8.3Method
Participants
Forty nine children (21 boys and 28 girls) were tested. The participants were
randomly recruited from state nursery and primary schools in Athens. Children were
divided into three age groups (see Table 8.1).
Table 8.1: Number of children in each age group, mean ages (year, month), and age
ranges
Ille roup
Younger Middle Older
n=14 n=18 n=17
Mean 5 6:8 8:3(year, month)
Range (approx) 4:1 - 5:10 6-7:4 7:6 - 8:10
A G
Materials
Selection task
There were three A4 sheets of paper showing pre-drawn faces of 'feeling well' figures
differing in complexity. In each A4 sheet of paper, of portrait orientation, only one
face was depicted (see Figure 8.1). There were also three A4 sheets of paper showing
pre-drawn faces of 'not feeling well'{ figures differing in complexity. In each A4
sheet of paper only one face was depicted (see Figure 8.2). The actual sizes of the
stimuli are presented in Appendix 6.
The actual size of the face in each A4 sheet of paper was 11.50 em X 13.00 em and
was presented in a portrait orientation.
Drawing task
An A4 sheet of paper with a pre-drawn outline of a face, a pencil, and a rubber were
given to the children. Figure 8.3 depicts the pre-drawn outline in its actual size
1 Similarly to the previous studies the 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' will be reported as FW and
NFW respectively.
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Figure 8.1 Pre-drawn FW faces differing in detail complexity
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Figure 8.2 Pre-drawn NFW faces differing in detail complexity
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Figure 8.3 Pre-drawn outline of a face
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Procedure
Randomly, 25 children were presented with pre-drawn versions of a face defined as
being the same age as them and 24 children were presented with the same pre-drawn
versions of the face without specifying the age of the model. Table 8.2 provides
information about the sample's size, types of tasks, and counterbalancing.
Table 8.2: Sample size, Order of tasks, and counterbalancing
Instructions Order Gender
FW~NFW boys (n=6)
'Specified age' (n=16) girls (n=10)
instructions
(n=25) NFW~FW boys (n=8)
(n=9) girls (n=l)
FW~NFW boys (n=3)
'Non specified age' (n=ll) girls (n=8)
instructions
(n=24) NFW~FW boys (n=4)
(n=13) girls (n=9)
Children were seen individually and were tested by the same experimenter in a quiet
office within the school. All the participants after the end of the selection task were
asked to engage in a drawing task.
Each child was given the following instructions in Greek. He or she was asked to sit
down and give his or her name and age (in the case that the child was unsure about the
month of his or her birthday that was later clarified by the teacher).
Instructions for the 'specified age' face (n = 25)
Children completed the FW and NFW tasks in a counterbalanced order.
FWtask
Three A4 sheets of paper, each one of them depicting a version of a FW face, were
randomly spread out face up in front of the child. The child was asked to choose a
face that best showed a FW human figure. The instructions were as follows:
'These three faces were made by some children of the same age as you.
They were asked to draw a Jace of a 'feeling well' child having the
same age as them. I would like to ask you which one of these faces do
you think that best shows afeeling well child?'
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When the choice was made the specific face was removed from sight. Then the
experimenter randomly spread out the remaining FW faces and said:
'Ok, from the remaining two faces which one do you think that best
shows a 'feeling well' child?'
The order of preference was noted. If there were any indication that the child did not
understand what he or she had been asked to do the instructions were repeated in full
and prompting was provided.
NFWtask
Three A4 sheets of paper, each one of them depicting a version of a NFW face, were
randomly spread out face up in front of the child. The child was asked to choose a
face that best showed a NFW child. The instructions were as follows:
'These three faces were made by some children of the same age as you.
They were asked to draw aface of a 'notfeeling' well child having the
same age as them. I would like to ask you which one of these faces do
you think that best shows a 'notfeeling well' child? '
When the choice was made the specific face was removed from sight. Then the
experimenter randomly spread out the remaining NFW faces and said:
'Ok, from the remaining two faces which one do you think that best
shows a 'notfeeling well' child? '
The order of preference was noted. If there were any indication that the child did not
understand what he or she had been asked to do the instructions were repeated in full
and prompting was provided.
Instructions for the 'non specified age' face (N = 24)
Children completed the FW and NFW tasks in a counterbalanced order.
FWtask
Three A4 sheets of paper, each one of them depicting a version of a FW face, were
randomly spread out face up in front of the child. The child was asked to choose a
face that best showed a 'feeling well' person. The instructions were as follows:
'These three faces were made by some children of the same age as you.
They were asked to draw aface of a 'feeling well' person. I would lilce
to ask you which one of these faces do you think that best shows a
feeling well person? '
When the choice was made the specific face was removed from sight. Then the
experimenter randomly spread out the remaining FW faces and said:
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'Ok, from the remaining two faces which one do you think that best
shows a 'feeling well' person? '
The order of preference was noted. If there were any indication that a child did not
understand what he or she had been asked to do the instructions were repeated in full
and prompting was provided.
NFWtask
Three A4 sheets of paper, each one of them depicting a version of a NFW face, were
randomly spread out face up in front of the child. The child was asked to choose a
face that best showed a NFW well person. The instructions were as follows:
'These three faces were made by some children of the same age as you.
They were asked to draw aface of a 'notfeeling well' person. I would
like to ask you which one of these faces do you think that best shows a
'notfeeling well' person? '
When the choice was made the specific face was removed from sight. Then the
experimenter randomly spread out the remaining NFW faces and said:
'Ok, from the remaining two faces which one do you think that best
shows a 'notfeeling well' person? '
The order of preference was noted. If there were any indication that the child did not
understand what he or she had been asked to do the instructions were repeated in full
and prompting was provided.
Drawing task
Once completing the selection task children were asked to engage in a drawing task.
A pre-drawn outline of a face on an A4 sheet of paper of a portrait orientation, a
pencil, and a rubber were presented to the child. The child was asked to draw his or
her face. The instructions were as follows:
'Would you draw your face in this area nowfor me please? '
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8.4 Results
All of the participants successfully completed the selection task and then the drawing
task.
8.4.1 Selection task
Descriptive statistics indicated that the different age instructions (specified vs. non
specified age) of the model did not interfere with the children's responses (see
Appendix 6). Thus, the factor of age instruction was excluded from the following
analyses.
8.4.1.1 Non Parametric Analysis: Rank ordering of faces
Children were asked to rank the faces in each task according to which face best
depicted the appropriate state (1: most preferred to 3: least preferred). Faces differed
in relation to complexity (1= least detailed face; 2= medium detailed face; 3= most
detailed face).
Friedman two-way ANDVAs were separately conducted across Order (FW -+ NFW
and NFW -+ FW) and Task (FW and NFW) in order to investigate whether children
systematically sorted out the faces differing in terms of complexity.
FW -+ NFW Order (N=27)
When children first participated in a FW task, a Friedman two-way ANDVA showed
that the preference rankings differed significantly across the faces (:j = 18.07; df= 2,
p < 0.01). More specifically, the most detailed FW face was their first choice that was
followed by the least and medium detailed faces.
Children's preference ranking was also studied across Age. Both middle (n= 9, 1=
8.67; df = 2, p < 0.05) and older (n=10, I = 9.80; df = 2, p < 0.05) children
significantly chose the most detailed version as the best FW face. The younger
children's sorting out of faces followed the same pattern but not significantly though
(n=8,I = 1.75; df= 2, p = 0.42).
However, when children continued with the NFW task, a Friedman two-way ANDVA
showed that the preference rankings did not differ significantly across the faces (/ =
2.67; df= 2, p = 0.26). However, a pattern showed that children tended to choose first
the most detailed version for the NFW face and then the intermediately and least
detailed faces.
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NFW - FW Order (N=22)
When children sorted out faces first for the NFW task and then for the FW task
Friedman two-way ANOV As showed that the preference rankings did not differ
significantly across the FW faces (x2 = 2.54; df = 2, P = 0.28) and the NFW faces ~
= 0.82; df= 2, p = 0.66).
Figure 8.4 shows the patterns of sorting faces in terms of preference for each task
across Order.
Mean rank ordering across Task and Order
Ist task: FW** 2nd task: NFW 1st task: NFW 2nd task: FW
I.3(most detailed) '-1 2(intermediately detailed) 0 l(least detailed) I
(Rank ordering 1:most preferred to 3: least preferred)
Figure 8.4 Rank orderings in terms of preference for each task across Order (** =
p<O.Ol)
8.4.1.2 Parametric Analysis: First choice for each task across Order
Faces differed in relation to complexity (1= least detailed face; 2= medium detailed
face; 3= most detailed face). In order to examine whether children would choose the
most complicated face for the FW figure and the least complicated face for the NFW
figure, the focus was put on the first choices that children made for the FW and the
NFW tasks across Order.
Data were subjected to a 2(Task: FW and NFW) X 2(Age instructions: specified age
and non specified age) X 2(Order: FW-NFW and NFW-FW) X 3(Age: younger,
middle, older) X 2(Gender) five-way mixed ANOVA. Age instructions, Order, Age,
and Gender were entered as independent factors whereas Task as a repeated measure.
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No main effect was found for Age instructions and consequently it was excluded from
the following analysis.
Four-way mixed ANOVA
Data were subjected to a 2(Task: FW and NFW) X 2(Order: FW-NFW and
NFW-FW) X 3(Age: younger, middle, older) X 2(Gender) four-way mixed
ANOVA. Order, Age, and Gender were entered as independent factors whereas Task
as a repeated measure.
A main effect was found for Order (F(1,37) = 6.47, p < 0.05, 11/= 0.16).
No main effects were found for Task (F(1,37) = 1.76, P = 0.19). The level of
complexity of the FW task (2.43) did not significantly differ from that of the NFW
task (2.10).
Also, no main effects were found for Age (F(2,37) = 0.99, p = 0.38) and Gender
(F(1,37) = 0.81, p = 0.37). No interaction effects were found.
The order of the tasks presentation influenced the level of complexity of the tasks.
When children first selected a face for the FW task and then for the NFW task the
level of complexity of each task was higher in comparison to those levels of
complexity when they selected faces first for the NFW task and then for the FW.
A non statistically significant change it was observed of the level of complexity
across tasks. Irrespective of the order of the tasks presentation, children tended to
choose more detailed faces for the FW task and less detailed faces for the NFW task.
In Figure 8.5 the face level of complexity is depicted across Order.
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Figure 8.5 Facial level of complexity across Order
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8.4.1.3 Level of complexity: Configural Frequency Analysis (CFA) - Zero order
CFA
The patterns of choices that children made for the FW and the NFW tasks were
studied across Order. In order to see whether any pattern occurred more often than
expected under the assumption that all profiles are equally likely, a zero order
configural analysis was conducted with a binomial test at a significance level of 0.05.
Letter (T) indicates the cases that significantly occurred more frequently than it was
expected. Table 8.3 depicts the frequency of the patterns in each task across Order.
Table 8.3: Frequency of the patterns in each task across Order (I': the statistically
Significant patterns)
Freauencv of the patterns of choices (or each task across Order
FW -+NFW (n=27) NFW-FW(n=2i)
Pattems" FW NFW NFW FW
1-2-3 2 4 3 ST
1-3-2 2 4 3 ST
2-1-+3 1 2 1 2
2-3-1 1 1 ST 3
3-1-2 lOT 7T 7T 3
3-2-1 HT 9T 3 4
LR-:x.2= 104.35; df LR-:x.
2= 91.75; LR-·l = 72.12; df LR-:x.2= 68.25; df
= 26; P <0.01 - df= 26; p< = 26; P < 0.01 - = 26; P < 0.01 -
the expected O.Q1-the the expected the expected
Statistlcs frequency for each expected frequency for each frequency for
pattern to happen frequency for pattern to happen each pattern to
was 1 each pattern to was 0.81 happen was 0.81happen was 1
*1: least detailed; 2: mediwn detailed; 3: most detailed
FW-NFW
When children ranked faces first for the FW task and then for the NFW, it was found
that for both the FW and the NFW tasks the significant patterns which occurred more
frequently than it was expected were those starting with the most detailed face (3) and
then continued with either the medium detailed (2) or the least detailed face (1). The
level of complexity was not found to be an indicator for differentiating the two tasks.
However, the best depiction of both FW and NFW tasks was found to be the most
detailed faces.
NFW-FW
In contrast, when children ranked faces first for the NFW task and then for the FW, it
emerged that children used differently the level of complexity. For the NFW task the
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significant patterns which occurred more frequently than it was expected were those
starting with either the most complicated face (3) or the medium detailed face (2),
whereas for the FW task the significant patterns which occurred more frequently than
it was expected were those starting with less detailed face and continued with either
the medium detailed face or the most complicated face.
Figure 8.6 depicts the statistically significant patterns (T) for each task across Order
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Figure 8.6 Statistically significant patterns (T) of sorting faces for each task across
Order
8.4.2 Drawing task
Only one child did not want to draw his face in the pre-drawn outline of a face. Thus,
48 drawings were included in the drawing analysis.
Order of drawing
During children's drawing of their own face in a pre-drawn face outline the order of
drawing was recorded. There were two patterns of order, top --+ bottom (eyes, eye
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brows, nose, and mouth) and bottom -+ top (mouth, nose, and eyes, eye brows). The
majority of children chose the 'top - bottom' order ('l = 5.60; df = 2; P < 0.05 - 1-
tailed). However, it seems that there is an age trend. The bottom - top order of
drawing becomes more frequent in middle and older children (see Figure 8.7).
Frequency of the patterns of drawing across age
15 13
14
13 • Top - Bottom
11
11
o Bottom - Top
t-
91:1
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Younger (5y) Middle (Sy) Older (lOy)
Figure 8.7 Frequency of the patterns of drawing across Age
Inter-rater reliability
Children's drawings were examined in relation to the level of complexity. First, the
experimenter looked at each drawing and ascribed a score from 1 to 3 (1: least
complicated; 2: medium complicated; 3: most complicated) depending on the level of
complexity that the drawing had.
Assessment of the drawings was repeated independently by a second rater. The inter-
rater reliability for the membership of each drawing into each of the levels of
complexity was 88% (rs=0.88; n=48; p<O.Ol).
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3(Age) X 2(Gender) X two-way ANOVA
The scores of faces were subjected to a 3 (Age) X 2 (Gender) two-way ANOVA.
A main effect was found for Age (F(2,48) = 14.27, P < 0.01, TJp2=0.40).
Post Hoc Tukey tests showed that both middle and older children completed more
complicated drawings than the younger children at a 0.01 level of significance (see
Figure 8.8). A statistically significant mean difference was found between the
drawings of the younger children and those of the middle children (-0.96), p<O.Ol. A
statistically significant mean difference was found between the drawings of the
younger children and those of the older children (-0.85), p<O.O1. A non statistically
significant mean difference was found between the drawings of the middle children
and those of the older children (0.11), p=0.80.
No main effect was found for Gender (F(1,48) = 0.20, P = 0.65).
Mean responses offaciallevel of complexity across Age
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Figure 8.8 Mean responses of facial level of complexity across Age
Figure 8.9 depicts some examples of the drawings.
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Figure 8.9 Examples of faces produced in the drawing task
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8.S Discussion
In the present experiment children, aged between 4 to 8 years, were asked first to sort
out pre-drawn faces, depicting either a 'feeling well' smiley face or a 'not feeling
well' frowned face, differing in the level of the features' complexity, and then to draw
their own faces in pre-drawn outlines of a face. The rational for using a non drawing
task was to study whether children, free of production and organization difficulties,
would prefer the most detailed faces for either of the states. Additionally, it aimed to
investigate whether the level of complexity would be differently used across tasks for
indicating a contrast between the 'feeling well' and the 'not feeling well' faces.
Further, it aimed to study whether the order of the differentially characterized faces
would have any effect on the use of the level of complexity. A comparison between
the selection and the drawing task was also conducted.
Overall, it was found that the order of the tasks presentation influenced the responses
of the children. Children preferred the most complicated faces but this was order
specific. The strategy of the level of complexity was not used as a strategy of contrast
between the 'feeling well' and the 'not feeling well' faces. Neither age nor gender
differences were obtained.
However, age differences were revealed in the drawing task. Both the 6- and 8-year-
olds drew more complicated faces than those of the 5-year olds. This developmental
trend was also found by assessing the drawing performance in relation to the selection
performance. Despite the order of the presentation of the tasks, the face selections of
the 5-year-olds were in advance of their drawings. In contrast, the face selections of
the 6- and 8-year-olds were comparable to their drawings. However, by looking at the
overall facial level of complexity of the order where the 'not feeling well' figure was
the last task to do, it may be suggested that the selections were in advance of the
drawings. No Gender differences were obtained.
Focusing on the ranking of faces in terms of realism (which face best showed either a
'feeling well' or a 'not feeling well' human figure) it was found that only in the case
where children first sorted the 'feeling well' faces significantly assigned different
rankings to the faces differing in detail. Both the 6- and the 8-year-olds preferred the
most complicated face and then either the intermediately detailed face or the least
detailed face. The 5-year-olds, although not significantly, followed the same pattern
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of responding. Although the same trend could be observed in the sorting of the 'not
feeling well faces, either as a first or second task to participate in, these fmdings were
not significant.
Examining the first choices of each task across order, a mixed factorial analysis
indicated that children did not use the level of facial complexity for showing a
contrast between a 'feeling well' face and a 'not feeling well' face. An order effect
was found. When children first selected a face for the 'feeling well' task and then for
the 'not feeling well' task it emerged that they preferred more detailed faces than they
did when they first selected a face for the 'not feeling well' face and then for the
'feeling well' face. In the former order children chose more complicated faces than
they did in the latter order.
An order effect was also observed in the categorical analysis of the patterns of sorting
faces. When children first engaged in the 'feeling well' task and then in the 'not
feeling well' task, irrespective of the tasks characterization, they started from the most
detailed face and then continued with either the medium or the least detailed face.
Thus, in this specific order a decrease in the level of complexity was emerged within
each task. Children chose the most realistic face for either characterization.
Conversely, when children first participated in the 'not feeling well' task and then in
the 'feeling well' task, they differently sorted out the faces. In the 'not feeling well'
task children either started from the most detailed face and then moved on to the least
and medium detailed faces or started from the medium detailed face and continued
with most detailed and least detailed faces. In contrast, in the 'feeling well' task
children predominantly started from the least detailed face and continued with either
the medium or the most detailed face. In the particular order, although in the first task
children, overall, started from the more detailed faces, in the second task they began
from the least detailed faces. Therefore, it seems that participating first in a task of a
negative connotation interfered with the responses of the second task.
The findings in relation to order effects are in a way related to those order effects
found in experiments 2 and 3. Children tended to prefer the most complicated faces
and then either the medium or the least detailed face. However, this finding was order
specific and occurred only in the case where the last task had a negative connotation.
Similarly, the strategies of height and colour were observed only in the case were the
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last task followed a negative characterization. Therefore, from these methodologies it
could be suggested that when children started from a negative task and then moved on
to a positive task the strategies of contrast or preference for detail complexity were
hindered.
Overall, from the comparison between the selection and the drawing tasks it can be
argued that the specific order of administration of the tasks did not improve children's
ability on the latter task. Yet, this claim cannot be sufficiently warranted given lack of
information of the children's actual drawing ability. However, this fmding is in
congruence with research claiming that a graphic training may not surmount
children's symbolic immunity of human figure drawing (Boyatzis, Michaelson, &
Lyle, 1995). Also, Golomb (1973) purposefully administered drawing and non
drawing tasks in a certain order for enhancing children's drawing performance. The
results showed that children performed better in the selection task than they did in the
drawing task.
The related research has adopted different procedures. For example, Moore (1986)
and Taguchi & Hirai (2003) counterbalanced the order of the tasks. The findings
indicated no order effects; children performed similarly in both tasks. In the studies of
Kosslyn et a1. (1977) and Taylor & Bacharach (1981) the selection task preceded that
of the drawing task. In the former study children performed better in the selection task
whereas in the latter study, apart from the scribblers, the tadpole and the conventional
drawers performed comparably in both tasks. In other studies, such as those of Cox &
Hodsoll (2000), Fayol et al. (1995), Jolley et a1.(2000), and Lewis (1963) the drawing
task preceded that of the selection task. Predominantly, apart from the fmdings in the
study of Cox & Hodsoll (2000), inwhich children performed comparably in the tasks,
the selection performance advanced the drawing performance (Fayol et al., 1995;
Jolley et al., 2000; Lewis, 1963). Consequently, it may be argued that, regardless of
the order of the tasks' administration and the content of the research question,
children tend to perform better in the selection task than they do in the drawing task.
Although in some studies there is a comparable process in production and selection
tasks, no fmdings have argued that children produce better drawings than their
selections.
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Evaluating the results of the current study some comments need to be made. First, a
critique could be made about the specific order of the administration of the tasks.
Although research claimed that the order of the tasks did not influence the
performance in either of the tasks (Moore, 1986; Taguchi & Hirai, 2003), the results
of the current study would be stronger if the order of the tasks were counterbalanced.
Second, the selection and drawing tasks differed with respect to the content of the
instructions. In the selection task children were asked to choose pictures which best
showed a 'feeling well' and a 'not feeling well' face whereas in the drawing task
children were asked to draw their own faces. Put differently, in the selection task the
faces were emotionally charged whereas in the drawing task children were not asked
to portray any specific emotion. However, taking into account that research has shown
that the most frequently used feature for indicating an emotional state is the mouth
(Brechet et al., 2007; Golomb, 1992; Picard et al., 2007), the overall facial level of
complexity would not suffer from any modification in the shape of the mouth.
Third, the stimuli presented in the selection task, neither were they produced by the
children nor were they taken from any test measuring drawings developmentally.
Rather, they were created by the experimenter. This approach has been seen in other
studies (i.e., Kosslyn et al., 1977; Lewis, 1963; More, 1986; Taylor & Bacharach,
1981). Jolley et al. (2000), on the one hand challenged this approach by emphasizing
the importance of using the children's actual drawings if the aim is to compare their
performance in a selection and production tasks. On the other hand, however, they
approved this approach if the aim is to ascertain 'which properties (i.e., colour, detail,
proportion, perspective, etc.) of drawings children focus on (Jolley et al., 2000, p.
559). The fmdings from the selection task indicated that with the specific stimuli
children were capable of differentiating faces in terms of the complexity of the
features and consequently choose the most detailed faces. However, for the
comparison of the selection performance with the drawing performance, it would be
more appropriate for the generalizability of the current fmdings to be established, to
conduct a further study by using a sample of actual children's drawings.
Fourth, in the current study the amount of detail was controlled - four features were
used across faces - whereas the complexity of the features varied. It would be
interested for future research to vary the number of facial features included in the
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head area. Hart & Goldin-Meadow (1984) assessing the ability of3- to 7-year-olds for
art criticism found that children mainly liked the most advanced pictures and disliked
the least advanced pictures. The reasoning of the younger children depended on
explanations such as size and amount of details. Similarly, Cox & Hodsoll (2000)
investigating diachronic thinking in drawing found that the 5-year-olds mainly
changed the height and the details included in the drawing whereas the 7-year-olds
produced schemata differing in complexity.
Overall, the results support the claim that picture selection tends to be in advance of
drawing (Fayol et al., 1995; Golomb, 1973; Hart & Goldin-Meadow, 1984; Jolley et
al., 2000; Kosslyn et al., 1977; Lewis, 1963). Golomb (1973) argued that an enormous
hindrance for young children is to achieve the goal of 'the creation of forms' (p.245).
For Freeman (1980) children's drawing performance may be constrained not only by
production issues but also by organization problems. However, it has been proposed
that children's drawings although may suffer accuracy, are maximally informative
(Bremner & Moore, 1984; Moore, 1986, 1987). In other words, a child may allow
inaccuracies in a drawing in the expense of communicating what he or she thinks of
the important features of the topic (Davis, 1983, 1985; Freeman, 1980; Freeman &
Janikoun, 1972). Consequently, in the current experiment the 5-year-olds' drawn
faces have been found to be least detailed but appropriate enough to communicate to
the observer that they are faces.
To conclude, in this experiment it emerged that children, regardless of the
characterization of the topic, preferred the most complicated faces. However, this
finding was order specific. The level of complexity was not used for showing a
contrast between a 'feeling well' and a 'not feeling well' figure. Age differences were
found. The 6- and 8-year-olds completed more detailed drawings than the 5-year-olds.
Looking at the selection and the drawing tasks, the 5-year-olds performed better in the
selection tasks than they did in the drawing task. In contrast, 6- and 8-year-olds
performed in a similar manner in both tasks.
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Chapter 9 Experiment 5
Completion task: Level of complexity as a strategy of contrast between a 'feeling
well' and a 'not feeling well' pre-drawn face
9.1 Introduction
Since production issues and organization problems tend to hinder children's
performance in drawing (Freeman, 1980), the rational of the current study was to
examine whether children would assemble the most detailed features for the 'feeling
well' and 'not feeling well' pre-drawn faces. Although in experiment 4 (selection
study) it was found that, regardless of the characterization of the topic, children
preferred the most complicated faces, this fmding was order specific. However, in the
selection study and in the present experiment (construction study) children were asked
to participate in different tasks. In the former study children were asked to select the
best depiction of a 'feeling well' and a 'not feeling well' face whereas in the later
study children were asked to assemble facial features, differing in complexity, in pre-
drawn outlines of 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' faces. Additionally, taking into
account that in the selection study no evidence was found that the level of complexity
was systematically used as a strategy of differentiation between the opposite topics,
the current study aimed to study whether the assembling of features into faces would
facilitate adopting the level of complexity as a strategy of contrast.
Literature Review
Young children's poor drawing has guided researchers to devise other forms of tasks
that would facilitate children's performance.
Ames (1945) in order to provide more evidence in support of The Gesell Incomplete
Man Test, conducted a study comparing the drawing ability of 2- to 7-year-olds in
free drawing and incomplete man test. The drawing task preceded the incomplete man
test. In the latter test the pre-drawn man did not contain eyes and half of the limbs
were missing (one hand and arm, one leg and foot). The results showed that the partial
figure reinforced drawing behaviour at the earlier ages but hindered performance from
5 years onwards. The author suggested that the existence of one part of a pair
rendered more probable the addition of the second part, whereas the pre-drawn human
figure might have counteracted with elaborations which frequently occur in
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spontaneous drawing. A common finding for both tasks was that, regardless of age
and mental ability, children tend to draw the man following a top down sequence.
Similarly, Golomb (1973) compared 3- to 7-year-olds drawing with non drawing
tasks. In two of the non drawing tasks children were asked to construct a man. On the
one hand, in the puzzle task children were provided with seven wooden forms;
namely one disk with eyes and mouth, two squares and four sticks. On the other hand,
in the Manikin puzzle, children were given a collection of eleven cardboard pieces;
specifically three heads, two coats, one square, three legs, and two arms. A
comparison with the drawing task indicated that in the puzzle task the constructed
figures surpassed the drawn figures in relation to the degree of differentiation and
organization of parts and whole. Also, the assessment of the Manikin puzzle in
relation to the drawing task showed that the assembled figures were more advanced in
comparison to the drawn figure. Particularly, no tadpole figures were produced in the
Manikin puzzle. Golomb (1973) concluded that in non drawing tasks the production
problems are controlled and consequently even younger children's ability to produce
a human figure is enhanced.
Within this context, Wallach & Bordeaux (1976) studied the developmental phase of
'syncretism'. In this face young children's lack of comprehension of the distinct parts
of a whole results in a mere juxtaposition of those parts and consequently in the
making of a nonsensical drawing (piaget & Inhelder, 1969). Two- to 4-year-olds were
presented with a 6-part manikin constituting of head, trunk, arms, and legs. Initially,
children were asked to identify the parts of the human figure and then to compose the
figure. The results showed that the 4-year-olds were able to identify and compose a
structurally coherent figure. This fmding reinforced the suggestion that children's
understanding of the meaning of the manikin's parts is a prerequisite for composing a
recognizable human figure (Arnheim, 1969, Golomb, 1973). With this experimental
design Wallach & Bordeaux (1976) challenged the existence of syncretism once the
understanding of the representational means has been acquired.
Nevertheless, Britain & Chien (1983) questioned the assumption that the children's
understanding of the meaning of body parts, which are shown as pieces of a puzzle in
a scattered array, is sufficient enough for assembling a human figure. It was suggested
that the identification of body parts on a real person differs from spotting these parts
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on a representation of a person and become even more complicated when these parts
are detached from the total representation. Thus, Britain & Chien (1983) asked 2- to
4-year-olds to do five tasks in a specific order. First, children produced a free hand
drawing of person. Second, children narned some represented body parts (head, body,
arms, and legs) which were displayed in a random arrangement. Third, the
experimenters then narned the body parts and children pointed them. Fourth, children
assembled the same parts into a person. Last, children were shown a correctly
assembled figure and were asked to narne the parts of it.
The performance on the identification of separated body parts was studied in relation
to ability of children to draw and assemble a person. The results showed that the
ability to name the body parts was not sufficient enough for either drawing or even
constructing a complete human figure. However, failure to identify the body was
correlated with the exclusion of the body from the human figure representation.
Overall, performance on assembled and drawn human figures indicated that
assembling body parts was slightly easier for children than actually drawing the figure
(Britain & Chien, 1983).
In the same way, Cox & Parkin (1986) studied the effect of different tasks using non
drawing means on children's production of the human figure. Two- to 4-year-olds
were asked to engage in a number of tasks following a fixed order; narnely a free
drawing, a copying task, jig-saw task, and a dictation task. In the jig-saw task six
ready-cut pieces of card were randomly presented to the children. The manikin pieces
comprised two circles differing in size and two sets of limbs. No features were drawn
on the pieces. The results indicated that reduction of task demand did not facilitate
pre-representational drawers' performance on the human figure. Half of the pre-
representational drawers produced nonsensical figures whereas less than one third
produced a conventional figure by using all pieces. Only one child from the tadpole
drawers produced a conventional figure whereas all conventional drawers used the
entire set of the jig-saw pieces and produced conventional figures.
Cox (1993), commenting on these results, suggested that having two round shapes for
head and body differing in size might have added confusion to the children's
performance. Bassett (1977) used similar ready-cut pieces of card to those of Cox &
Parkin (1986). However, the torso in the former study was an oblong shape. The
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results indicated that all of the tadpole drawers produced conventional human figures.
Cox (1993) conducted two unpublished studies comparing the two sets of manikin
pieces and concluded that Bassett's (1977) puzzle pieces were more suitable for
enhancing tadpole drawers to produce conventional human figures. In another
unpublished work Cox (1993) gave Bassett's (1977) blank pieces to half group of the
tadpole drawers and the same pieces with features drawn on them to the remaining
tadpole drawers. No significant differences were obtained. All of the children, but two
from those having the blank pieces, successfully assembled the parts into
conventional human figures.
From the above studies it could be inferred that children who have not managed to
draw a conventional human figure due to age (Cox, 1992, 1993) and task demand
(Freeman, 1980), their performance could have been enhanced by participating in non
drawing tasks.
More recently, Sayil (2001) conducted research on children's depiction of affect in
facial expression, in order to elucidate the phenomenon of preference of mouth and
the exclusion of eye brows in children's facial drawings. Four-, 6-, 8-, and 10-year-
olds participated in copying, selection-construction, and drawing-completion tasks of
happy, sad, angry, and surprised faces. In the copying task children were given pre-
drawn blank circles for copying the four line drawings of emotional faces. In the
selection-completion task the same line drawings used in the copying task were cut
into two pieces; namely 'mouth' and 'eyes-eye brows'. Children were asked to
construct the entire range of emotions, one at a time, by combining the appropriate
stimuli. In the drawing-completion task each emotion was presented with either the
mouth or the eye brows missing. Children were asked to complete the face by adding
the absent feature. It is important to report that throughout the tasks the eyes were
controlled, meaning that the graphic representation of the eyes was kept constant.
Following the specific methodology the following results were found. Overall,
children's drawing performance was better on the mouth compared to eye brows in
both copying and drawing-completion task but not in the selection-construction task
(Sayil, 2001). Specifically, in the copying and drawing-completion tasks children's
performance on eye brows showed a greater difficulty in drawing with oblique lines
in the correct orientation and position in relation to each other. Conversely, although
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children's performance was poor in the selection-construction task, their advanced
assemblage of the correct eye brows for sadness and anger, compared to happiness
and surprise, may describe children's attention to specific facial zones for identifying
a particular emotion. These findings challenged research arguing that non drawing
performance surpasses drawing behaviour (Bassett, 1977; Cox, 1993; Wallach &
Bordeaux, 1976). The topic to be drawn, either familiar (Cox & Hodsoll, 2000;
Moore, 1986; Taylor & Bacharach, 1981) or not familiar (Hart & Goldin-Meadow,
1984; Kosslyn et aI., 1977; Lewis, 1963), and the task requirements (Golomb, 1973)
interact with children's non drawing performance.
Highlighting the common threads that may tie the aforementioned studies with the
present piece of research, in this study children were asked to compose faces by
assembling featured pieces into a pre-drawn outline of a face and then draw their own
face in another page portraying the same pre-drawn outline of a face. Children were
asked therefore, to choose from a variety of facial featured pieces, differing in
complexity, and then assemble a face of a 'feeling well' person and a face of a 'not
feeling well' person. Put differently, children were asked to select those features that
would be appropriate to the specific emotion.
9.2 Aims
Research has shown that production issues and organization problems tend to hinder
children's performance in drawing (Freeman, 1980). Consequently, the primary aim
of the current study was to examine whether children would assemble the most
detailed features for the 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' pre-drawn faces.
Additionally, the current study aimed to examine whether the assembling of features
into faces would facilitate adopting the level of complexity as a strategy of contrast.
More specifically, apart from studying whether children would alter the overall level
of complexity of the faces, it was also aimed to focus on each feature separately and
study a potential change in the level of complexity.
Research on the emotional indicators in drawing has shown - and the previous
experiments have strengthened this argument - that the defining feature for either
indicating an emotional state or showing a contrast between two opposite human
figures is ultimately the mouth (Brechet et al., 2007; Golomb, 1992; Picard et aI., 200;
Sayil, 2001). In the current experiment the orientation of the mouth was controlled.
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On the one hand, controlling the mouth expression purported to investigate whether
children would use the level of complexity of the mouth as a possible strategy for
differentiating a 'feeling well' face from a 'not feeling well' face. On the other hand,
an additional aim was to detect whether children would focus on any other feature and
consequently alter the level of complexity for contrasting the two states.
In the literature comparing drawing with a construction task, a part of research has
suggested that tadpole drawers show a resistance in abandoning the head-foot human
figures (Britain & Chien, 1983; Cox & Parkin, 1986). On the contrary, several
researchers demonstrated that assembly tasks may facilitate the performance of
children in constructing conventional human figures (Bassett, 1977; Cox, 1993;
Golomb, 1973; Wallach & Bordeaux, 1976). In the current experiment it was aimed to
study whether 5-year-olds would use facial features which are comparable to their
drawing ability or due to diminish of task demands would select more advanced
features.
In experiment 4 the comparison between the drawing and the selection task revealed
age differences. Irrespective of the task characterization, the 5-year-olds' face
selection was in advance of production. By contrast, the 6- and 8-year-olds' picture
choices and productions were, overall, comparable with regard to the level of
complexity. Taking this fact into consideration, the current experiment aimed to
investigate whether this pattern would be also found in comparing children's
construction tasks with their drawings. In line with experiment 4, the reason for
utilizing a drawing task was to investigate the relationship between graphic skill and
graphic intention.
Children initially completed 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' faces in a
counterbalanced order. Then children drew in a pre-drawn outline of a face their own
face. The specific order of tasks presentation was chosen as a precaution for not
having a carry over effect from the drawing task to the completion task. However, the
relevant research has not provided evidence that the order of participating first in a
drawing and then in a non drawing task, or the other way around, has strengthened or
hindered either of the tasks. For example, Golomb (1973) purposefully administered
drawing and non drawing tasks in a certain order for enhancing children's drawing
performance. The results indicated that the chosen order of presentation of the tasks
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did not lead to an improved representation of the human figure. Thus, in the current
experiment the drawing task could provide some evidence about children's graphic
skills.
The purpose for asking children to produce a drawing of their own face in a pre-
drawn outline of a face was not only for obtaining a basis for their own drawing
ability but also for securing that the faces would also represent age developmentally.
In most of the studies comparing production performance and construction
performance, importance has been given to the age of the artists of the stimuli
presented in both tasks (i.e., Britain & Chien, 1983; Cox & Parkin, 1986; Golomb,
1973; Wallach & Bordeaux, 1976). Importantly, during the design of this experiment
it was decided to avoid having drawings differing in various factors by assuring that
all the participants would draw the same topic (themselves).
In line with research studying the performance of children in construction tasks (i.e.,
Golomb, 1973; Sayil, 2001) the stimuli presented in the current study were designed
by the experimenter. The face to be assembled was presented either as being of the
same age as the participant (specified age instructions) or as a person (non specified
age instructions). Additionally, in the previous experiments it was indicated that
children followed a 'top - bottom' order for drawing figures. In the current study the
order of assembling the faces for half of the participants was controlled ('top -
bottom' order) whereas the remaining children were asked to choose freely the order
of adding features to the face. The rational for varying the age instructions and the
order of assembling the face was to study whether there would be any differences in
the use of the level of complexity.
Similarly to experiment 4, the age range of participants was between 4 to 8 years of
age. The reason for excluding 10-year-olds from this methodology was to avoid a
ceiling effect (Cohen & Swerdlik, 2001) due to the fact that these children would
assemble and draw the most complicated faces. Sayil (2001) excluded the
performances of the 10-year-olds because their productions in the copying and
selection-construction tasks reached ceiling.
Again, possible gender differences were also investigated.
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9.3Method
Participants
Eighty nine children were tested. Children were aged between 4 to 8 years old. The
participants were randomly recruited from state nursery and primary schools in
Athens. Children were divided into three age groups (see Table 9.1).
Table 9.1: Number of children in each age group, mean ages (year: month), and age
ranges
A/leGroup
Younger Middle Older
n=24 n=30 n=35
Mean 5 6:8 8:3(Year: month)
Range (approx) 4:1 - 5:11 6-7:5 7:6- 8:11
Materials
Completion task
There was a pre-drawn outline ofa face on an A4 sheet of paper (see Figure 9.1). The
actual size of the face in each A4 sheet of paper was 11.50 cm X 13.00 cm and was
presented in a portrait orientation.
There were four categories of pre-drawn facial features on rectangular white shaped
cards (eyes, eye brows, nose, and mouth) (see Figure 9.2). The size of the rectangular
shapes in each category was the same - eyes: 7.60 cm X 1.60 cm; eyebrows: 8.50 cm
X 1.50 cm; nose: 3.00 cm X 4.00 cm; mouth: 6.50 cm X 3.00 cm.
The contents of the categories of the eyes, eye brows, and nose were the same for both
FW and NFW tasks. However, there were two categories of mouth - upward and
downward mouths that were used for the FW and NFW tasks respectively.
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Drawing task
An A4 sheet of paper with a pre-drawn outline of a face, a pencil, and a rubber were
given to the children. In Figure 9.1 the actual pre-drawn outline ofa face is depicted.
Figure 9.1 Pre-drawn outline of a face
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Figure 9.2 Pre-drawn categories of the facial features
Procedure
Table 9.2 provides information about the sample's size, types of tasks, and
counterbalancing.
Table 9. 2: Sample size, tasks, and counterbalancing (number of children)
Facial features' fixed Feel well - not feel well boys (7)
order completion
(14) _g_irls(7)
'Specified age' (25) Not feel well - feel well boys (7)
instructions (11) girls 141
(47) Facial features' non Feel well - not feel well boys (5)
fixed order completion (10) ~rlsJ?l
(22) Not feel well - feel well boys (6)
(12) girls (6)
Facial features' fixed Feel well - not feel well
boys (6)
order completion
(13) _girlsj_7J
Not feel well - feel well boys (5)'Non specified (22) (9) _girls(41age' instructions
Feel well - not feel well boys (6)(42) Facial features' non (11) _girls ~fixed order completion
Not feel well - feel well boys (5)(20) (9) __gklsi41
Children were seen individually and were tested by the same experimenter in a quiet
office within the school. All of the participants after the end of the completion task
engaged in a drawing task.
Initially, each child was given the following instructions. He or she was asked to sit
down and give his or her name and age (in the case that the child was unsure about the
month of his or her birthday that was later clarified by the teacher).
Completion task
Randomly, half of the children were asked to complete a face of a child having the
same age as them and the rest of children were asked to complete a face without
specifying the figures' age. Participants completed the FW and NFW tasks in a
counterbalanced order.
A pre-drawn outline of a face on an A4 sheet of paper and four categories of facial
features were presented to the child. The child was asked to complete the face by
choosing ready made facial features from these four categories and place them within
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the face area. The categories of facial features were randomly spread out face up in
front of the child.
The experimenter randomly guided half of the children to choose a facial feature from
each category in a fixed order (top -+ bottom: eyes -+ eyebrows -+ nose -+ mouth).
The decision of the specific order was made in light of the findings of experiments 3
and 4 which showed that the majority of children, regardless of age, had the tendency
to draw facial features in a top-bottom manner; eyes, eye brows, nose, and mouth.
However, the experimenter let the rest of the children to choose their own order of
features' addition for verifying whether they would use the top-bottom order in the
present task.
'Specified age instructions' and Facial features' fixed order completion (n = 25)
Children completed the FW and NFW tasks in a counterbalanced order.
FWface
A pre-drawn outline of face on an A4 sheet of paper was presented to the child. The
child was asked to complete the face by choosing ready made facial features from the
four categories - eyes, eye brows, nose, and upwardly curving mouth. The
instructions were as follows:
'Let IS say that this face belongs to a child of the same age as you. The
child is feeling well. Could you please complete the face by choosing
facial features from these categories? Begin with the eyes please. I
Once the eyes were placed on the face the experimenter said:
'Now could you move on by choosing the eye browsfrom these ones? I
Once the eye brows were placed on the face the experimenter said:
'Now could you move on by choosing a nosefrom these ones? '
Once the nose was placed on the face the experimenter said:
'Now couldyoufinish this/ace by choosing a mouth from these ones?'
The order of choices was recorder on a screen sheet If there were any indication that
the child did not understand what he or she had been asked to do the instructions were
repeated in full and prompting was provided. Once the FW face was completed all the
remaining features and the face were removed from sight and a new pre-drawn outline
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of a face with four categories of facial features - eyes, eye brows, nose, and
downwardly curving mouth - were presented.
NFWface
The instructions were as follows:
'Now let's say that the name of this child is Harris. Harris is not
feeling well. Can you please complete the face by choosing facial
features from these categories? Begin with the eyes please. '
Once the eyes were placed on the face the experimenter said:
'Now could you move on by choosing the eye brows from these ones? '
Once the eye brows were placed on the face the experimenter said:
'Now could you move on by choosing a nose from these ones? '
Once the nose was placed on the face the experimenter said:
'Now could you finish thisface by choosing a mouth from these ones? '
The order of choices was recorded on a screen sheet. If there were any indication that
the child did not understand what he or she had been asked to do the instructions were
repeated in full and prompting was provided.
'Specified age instructions' and 'Facial features' non fixed order completion (0= 22)
Children completed the FW and NFW tasks in a counterbalanced order.
FWface
A pre-drawn outline of face on an A4 sheet of paper was presented to the child. The
child was asked to complete the face by choosing ready made facial features from
four categories - eyes, eye brows, nose, and upwardly curving mouth. The
instructions were as follows:
'Let's say that this face belongs to a child of the same age as you. The
child is feeling well. Could you please complete the face by choosing
facial features from these categories? You may start from any category
you like.'
Both the order of features' addition and their level of complexity were recorded on a
screen sheet. If there were any indication that the child did not understand what he or
she had been asked to do the instructions were repeated in full and prompting was
provided. Once the FW face was completed all the remaining features and the face
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was removed from sight and a new pre-drawn outline of a face with four categories of
facial features - eyes, eye brows, nose, and downwardly curving mouth - was
presented.
NFW/ace
The instructions were as follows:
'Now let's say that the name of this child is Harris. Harris is not
feeling well. Could you please complete the face by choosing facial
features from these categories? You may start from any category you
like. '
Both the order of features' addition and their level of complexity were recorded on a
screen sheet. If there were any indication that a child did not understand what he or
she had been asked to do the instructions were repeated in full and prompting was
provided.
'Non specifiedage instnctions' Facial features' fIXed order completion (n = 11)
Children completed the FW and NFW tasks in a counterbalanced order.
FW/ace
A pre-drawn outline of a face on an A4 sheet of paper was presented to the child. The
child was asked to complete the face by choosing ready made facial features from
four categories - eyes, eye brows, nose, and upwardly curving mouth. The
instructions were as follows:
'Let's say that this face belongs to a person. This person is feeling
well. Could you please complete the face by choosing facial features
from these categories? Begin with the eyes please. '
Once the eyes were placed on the face the experimenter said:
'Now couldyou move on by choosing the eye browsfrom these ones?'
Once the eye brows were placed on the face the experimenter said:
'Now could you move on by choosing a nosefrom these ones? '
Once the nose was placed on the face the experimenter said:
'Now couldyoufinish this/ace by choosing a mouth from these ones?'
The order of choices was recorded on a screen sheet
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If there were any indication that the child did not understand what he or she had been
asked to do the instructions were repeated in full and prompting was provided. Once
the 'feeling well' face was completed all the remaining features and the face were
removed from sight and a new pre-drawn outline of a face with four categories of
facial features - eyes, eye brows, nose, and downwardly curving mouth - were
presented.
NFWface
The instructions were as follows:
'Now let's say that the name of this person is Harris. Harris is not
feeling well. Could you please complete the face by choosing facial
featuresfrom these categories? Begin with the eyes please. '
Once the eyes were placed on the face the experimenter said:
'Now could you move on by choosing the eye browsfrom these ones? '
Once the eye brows were placed on the face the experimenter said:
'Now could you move on by choosing a nose from these ones? '
Once the nose was placed on the face the experimenter said:
'Now could you finish this face by choosing a mouth from these ones? '
The order of choices was written down.
If there were any indication that the child did not understand what he or she had been
asked to do the instructions were repeated in full and prompting was provided.
'Non specified age instructions' and Facial features' non fixed order completion (0 = 20)
Children completed the FW and NFW tasks in a counterbalanced order.
FWface
A pre-drawn outline of face on an A4 sheet of paper was presented to the child. The
child was asked to complete the face by choosing ready made facial features from
four categories - eyes, eye brows, nose, and upwardly curving mouth. The
instructions were as follows:
'Let's say that this face belongs to a person. This person is feeling
well. Could you please complete the face by choosing facial features
from these categories? You may start from any category you like. '
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If there were any indication that a child did not understand what he or she had been
asked to do the instructions were repeated in full and prompting was provided. Once
the 'feeling well' face was completed all the remaining features and the face was
removed from sight and a new pre-drawn outline of a face with four categories of
facial features - eyes, eye brows, nose, and downwardly curving mouth - was
presented.
NFWface
The instructions were as follows:
'Now let's say that the name of this person is Harris. Harris is not
feeling well. Could you please complete the face by choosing facial
features from these categories? You may start from any category you
like. '
If there were any indication that the child did not understand what he or she had been
asked to do the instructions were repeated in full and prompting was provided.
Drawing task
All the participants after the end of the completion task were asked to engage in a
drawing task.
A pre-drawn outline of a face on an A4 sheet of paper, a pencil, and a rubber were
presented to the child. The child was asked to draw his or her face. The instructions
were as follows:
'Would you draw your face in this area nowfor me please?'
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9.4 Results
All of the participants successfully completed the completion task and then the
drawing task.
9.4.1 Completion task
9.4.1.1 Order of completion
Randomly, forty nine children were guided by the experimenter to follow a fixed
order (top -+ bottom: eyes -+ eyebrows -+ nose -+ mouth) of face's completion
whereas the remaining 42 children were free to choose any order (non fixed order) of
completing the face. The patterns of completing faces were recorded during the
completion activity. Children either followed a 'top -+ bottom' order or a 'bottom-+
top' order (mouth -+ nose -+ eyes -+ eye brows) or any other pattern that it was
recorded as 'other' (see Table 9.3).
Table 9.3: Frequency of the patterns of order of completion across Order and task
Frequency 0/patterns of order of completion
Features order FW face -+ NFW face NFWlace -+ FW face
Top -+ bottom 12 12 7 6
Bottom -+ top 3 3 7 6
other 6 6 7 9
Total 21 21 21 21
Descriptive statistics indicated that the divergent age instructions did not have any
effect on the decision of the order of completion.
Generally, it was observed that children did not tend to choose the 'top -+ bottom'
order of completion for completing a face. However, in the order of completing first
the FW face and then the NFW face children showed a preference for the 'to top -+
bottom' order. The pattern of completion that it was followed in the first task was
most frequently used in the second task.
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9.4.1.2 Overall level of complexity
Children in each task had to complete a pre-drawn outline of a face by choosing
features from four categories - eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth. Features differed
across categories in terms of detail complexity (1 = least detailed; 2 = medium
detailed; and 3 = most detailed). Scores were assigned to completed faces. Figure 9.3
depicts an example of scoring. A total score of 8 is given by adding up the sub scores
from each category - eyes: 2; eyebrows: 1; nose: 3; mouth: 2. The minimum and
maximum scores varied between 4 and 12.
I .r=> ..---. Score: 1 I •
I~~ ~ Score: 2 I 0
I<@>I/'~ <~I
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Score: 1
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Score: 3
Figure 9.3 Example of a total score of level of complexity
The total score of this face is 8. The equivalent of the score to an index of the level of
complexity is 2 (division of the total score by the number of the features, 4).
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Data were subjected to a 2 (task: FW and NFW) X 2(Order: FW--+NFW and
NFW--+FW) X 2(Order of the features completion: fixed order and non fixed order) X
3(Age instructions: specific and non specific) X 3(Age: younger, middle, older) X 2
(Gender) six-way mixed ANOVA. Order, Order of the features completion, Age
instructions, Age, and Gender were entered as independent factors whereas task as a
repeated measure. Neither main effects nor interactions were obtained for the Order of
the features completion and Age instructions. Thus, they were excluded from the
following analysis.
Four-way mixed ANOVA
Data were subjected to a 2 (Task: FW and NFW) X 2(Drder: FW--+NFW and
NFW--+FW) X 3(Age: younger, middle, older) X 2 (Gender) four-way mixed
ANDVA. Order, Age, and Gender were entered as independent factors whereas task
as a repeated measure.
Main effects were found for Task (F(1,77) = 11.42; P < 0.01, 11/=0.13) (see Figure
9.4), Order (F(1,77) = 7.45; P < 0.05, 11p2=o.09)and Age (F(2,77) = 3.11; P = 0.05,
11/=0.07) (see Figure 9.5).
Post Hoc Tukey tests showed that the middle children completed more complicated
faces than the older children (mean difference: 0.64) at a 0.05 level of significance
(see Figure 9.5). A non statistically significant mean difference was found between
the completed faces of the younger children and those of middle children (-0.51), p =
0.18. Also, a non statistically significant mean difference was found between the
younger children's completed faces and those of older children (0.13), p = 0.87.
An interaction effect was found for task X Order (F(l,77) = 8.24; P < 0.01, 11p2=O.10)
(see Figure 9.4). Post hoc paired samples t-tests were conducted and the results
indicated that when children completed first the FW task and then the NFW task the
complexity of the face decreased (t(41)=5.29, p<0.01, mean difference: 2.04). In
contrast, when children completed first the NFW task and then the FW task the
complexity of the face did not change (t(40)= -0.38, p=O.71,mean difference: -0.19).
Children used the most detailed features for the FW task and the least detailed
features for the NFW task. Also, due to the statistically significant decrease when the
last task followed a negative connotation, the overall mean level of complexity of the
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FW-NFW order differed from the overall mean level of the NFW-FW order (see
Figure 9.5).
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Figure 9.5 Mean responses of the complexity of face across Order and Age
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No main effect was found for Gender (F(1,77) = 0.55; P = 0.46).
In the above analysis it was found that the factors of the Order of the features
completion and Age instructions did not interfere with how children treated the level
of complexity. Thus, they were not included in the following analyses.
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9.4.1.3 Level of the complexity of each feature
The purpose of the following analyses was to unfold the findings of the analysis on
the overall level of complexity.In this section each feature was examined across
Order, Age, and Gender. During the completion of the face children chose each
feature from a category. In each category there were three choices of a feature (1=
least detailed feature; 2= medium detailed feature; 3= most detailed feature).
Data were subjected to a 2(task: FW task and NFW task) X 2(Order: FW-+NFW and
NFW-+FW) X 3(Age: younger, middle, older) X 2(Gender) four-way mixed
ANOV A. The Order, Age, and Gender were entered as independent factors whereas
feature as a repeated measure. Table 9.4 depicts the results from each ANOV A. In
Figure 9.6 the mean level of complexity for each feature are depicted across tasks.
Table 9.4: Significant results from each feature 'sJour-way mixed ANOVA
2(task: FW task and NFW task) X 2(Order: FW-+NFW and NFW-+FW) X 3(Age:
younger, middle, older) X 2(Gender) four-way mixed ANOVA
Task Order Aj!e Gender Interaction iiiects
Eyes (p < 0.01) P =0.05 p=0.05 ns Task X Order p < 0.01
Eye brows (ns) ns ns ns ns
Nose (p < 0.01) ns ns
p < 0.05 (boys:2.43,
nsgirls: 2.22)
Mouth (p < 0.01) p<0.05 ns ns ns
ns: non significant
3
Level of complexity for each featue across tasks
IrJ FW task • NFW task I
Eyes· Eyebrows Nose· M.uth·
Figure 9.6 Mean level of complexity of each feature across tasks (1: least detailed -
3: most detailed) *p < 0.01
In Figure 9.7 the mean level of complexity is depicted across tasks for each Order
separately. The only significant interaction between Order and task was found for the
eyes (p<0.01).
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Post hoc paired samples t-tests were conducted for each feature separately. The
results showed that when children completed first the FW task and then the NFW task
the complexity of the eyes (t(47)=7.00, p<O.OI, mean difference: 1.04), the nose
(t(47)=5.34, p<O.OI,mean difference: 0.64), and the mouth (t(47)=3.64, p<O.OI,mean
difference: 0.64) decreased. In contrast, when children completed first the NFW task
and then the FW task the complexity of the eyes, nose, and mouth did not
significantly change. In the case of the eyebrows, children, irrespective of the task
characterization, did not use them for showing a contrast between the two states.
FW - NFW: Level of complexity ofeach feature across tasks
3 2.85 I:iJ 1st FW task
• 2nd NFW task
2
Eyes· Eyebrows Nose Mouth
NFW - FW: Level of complexity of each feature across tasks
2
3
• lst NFW task
I:iJ 2ad FW task
1
Figure 9.7 Level of complexity of each feature across Task and Order (1: least
detailed - 3: most detailed) - Eyes: task X Order, *p < 0.01
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9.4.1.4 Categorical analyses
Configural Frequency Analysis (CFA): Quantity of changed features
In order to see whether any combination of features' change occurred more often than
expected, under the assumption that all profiles are equally likely, a zero order
configural analysis was conducted with a binomial test at a significance level of 0.05.
CFAs were conducted across fixed and non fixed order of features' completion and
across Age. The results showed neither Order (fixed order of features addition and
non fixed order of features addition) nor Age differences (see Appendix 7). Thus,
these factor were excluded from the following analyses.
Tables of profiles were constructed. For example in a profile of 'xxxx' the first
number stands for eyes, the second for eyebrows, the third for nose, and the forth for
mouth. 'Change' and 'no change' was recorded as 'I' and '2' respectively. In Table
9.5 the profiles are depicted across Order.
For both orders children the significant profile was that of changing all the features.
Table 9.5: Patterns of change across Order (1': significant pattern)
Profile FW-+NFW NFW-+FW
1111 1 4
1112 2 0
1122 0 1
1211 0 1
1212 1 4
1221 1 2
1222 4 1
2112 1 0
2121 1 2
2122 2 4
2211 2 1
2212 3 1
2221 6 3
*2222 24 (T) 17(T)
Total 48 41
Expected to happen 3 times, it Expected to happen 2.56 times, it
Statistics occurred 24 times occurred 17times
(LR_x,2 = 94.00; df= 15; p < 0.01). (LR_x,2 = 64.58; df= 15; p < 0.01).
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Configural Frequency Analysis (CFA): Types of change
Features' change was also studied in relation to the types of alteration that children
tend to do. Tasks were studied for detecting any specific patterns of 'increase',
'decrease' and 'no change'. In order to see whether any combination of features'
change occurred more often than expected, under the assumption that all profiles are
equally likely, a zero order configural analysis was conducted with a binomial test at a
significance level ofO.05 (see Appendix 7 for the detailed table).
Tables of profiles were constructed. For example in a profile of 'xxxx' the first
number stands for eyes, the second for eyebrows, the third for nose, and the forth for
mouth. 'Increase', 'no change', and 'decrease' were recorded as '1', '2', and '3'
respectively. Table 9.6 depicts the patterns of types of change.
FW -+ NFW (n=48)
In the order of completing first the FW task and then the NFW task, it was found that
children either decreased the level of complexity in the whole range of features for the
NFW face more frequently (6 times) than it was expected to occur (0.59) or used less
detailed eyes, nose, and mouth for the NFW face more often (7 times) than it was
expected to happen (0.59 times).
NFW -+ FW (n=41)
In contrast, children who completed the NFW face and then the FW face did not tend
to systematically use any pattern of change more often than it was expected.
Table 9.6 Significant profiles (I) across Order
Profile FW-+NFW NFW-+FW
*3133 7(T)
no significant profile was found
*3333 6(T)
Total 48 41
Each profile expected to happen No profile occurred more frequently
Statistics 0.59 times than it was expected
(LR-x2 = 127.75; df= 80; P < 0.01) (LR-X2 = 101.24; df= 80; P = 0.05)
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9.4.2 Drawing task
Order of drawing
Once fmishing the completion task children were asked to draw their own face in a
pre-drawn outline. During drawing task the order of features' addition was recorded.
There were two patterns of order, top - bottom (eyes, eye brows, nose, and mouth)
and bottom - top (mouth, nose, and eyes, eye brows). No age differences were
obtained ('X2 = 0.59; df = 2; p = 0.74). The majority of children chose the 'top -
bottom' order for drawing a face (see Figure 9.8).
Frequency of the patterns of drawing across age
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Figure 9.8 Frequency of the patterns of drawing across Age
Inter-rater reliability
Children's drawings were examined in relation to the level of complexity. First, the
experimenter looked at each drawing and ascribed a score from 1 to 3 (1: least
complicated; 2: medium complicated; 3: most complicated) depending on the level of
complexity that the drawing had.
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Drawings' assessment was repeated independently by a second rater. The inter-rater
reliability for the membership of each drawing into each of the levels of complexity
was 81% (rs=0.81; n=89; p<O.OI).
3(Age) X 2(Gender) X two-way ANOVA
The judgments of drawings from an adult point of view in relation to the level of
complexity were subjected to a 3 (Age) X 2 (Gender) two-way ANOVA.
A main effect was found for Age (F(2,89) = 19.73, P < 0.01, 11/=0.32).
Post Hoc Tukey tests showed that with age children drew more complicated faces.
The older children drew more complicated drawings than both the middle (mean
difference: 0.41; p<0.05) and younger (mean difference: 1.06; p<O.OI)children. Also,
the middle children produced more complicated faces than the younger children
(mean difference: 0.64; p<O.OI). In Figure 9.9 the age trend is depicted.
Mean responses offaciallevel of complexity across Order
3 2.51
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Figure 9.9 Mean responses of facial level of complexity across Order
No main effect was found for Gender (F(1,89) = 0.02, P = 0.89).
Some examples of the drawings are depicted in Figure 9.10.
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9.S Discussion
In the current experiment 4- to 8-year-olds were asked first to assemble facial
features, differing in complexity, in pre-drawn outlines of 'feeling well' and 'not
feeling well' faces and then to draw their own face in a pre-drawn outline of face. The
primary aim of the current study was to examine whether children would assemble the
most detailed features for the 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' pre-drawn faces.
Further, the current study aimed to examine whether the assembling of features into
faces would facilitate adopting the level of complexity as a strategy of contrast. More
specifically, apart from studying whether children would alter the overall level of
complexity of the faces, it was also aimed to focus on each feature separately and
study a potential change in the level of complexity. Additionally, it aimed to
investigate whether the 5-year-olds would use facial features which are comparable to
their drawing ability or due to diminish of task demands would select more advanced
features.
The fmdings indicated that, the order of the presentation of the tasks interfered with
the children's responses. Overall, children chose more detailed features for the
'feeling well' face than they did for the 'not feeling well' face. The 'feeling well'
face, regardless of the order of the presentation of the tasks, was the most complicated
face. In contrast, the level of complexity of the 'not feeling well' face varied in
response to its order of presentation. Children chose more detailed features for the
'not feeling well' task when it was the first task to assemble whereas they picked up
less detailed features when it was the last task to participate. Additionally, children
used the level of complexity as a strategy for showing a contrast between the two
faces only when the second face had a negative connotation. This result is in line with
the findings of previous experiments showing that a decrease in height or colour
preference was observed only when the negatively characterized topic was presented
as a last task.
Studying the level of complexity of each feature separately, it emerged that children
used more complicated eyes, nose and mouth for the 'feeling well' face than they did
for the 'not feeling well' face. In line with the change of the overall level of
complexity across order, a decrease in the level of the eyes complexity was only
observed when the second task depicted a negative characterization. This pattern of
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decrease was also observed in the nose and the mouth, not significantly though. No
significant fmdings were obtained for the eye brows. Children did not use eye brows
as a potential signifier of contrast between the two faces. The only significant fmding
in relation to gender was that boys used slightly more complicated noses than the
girls. Examining the combination of the features that children tended to alter, it was
found that, regardless of the order, they changed either all the features or the eyes,
nose, and mouth. However, a statistically significant tendency to decrease either all
the features or the eyes, nose, and mouth was only found in the order where the last
task had a negative characterization.
The results of the drawing performance showed that with age children produced more
complicated faces. Looking at the drawing performance in relation to the construction
performance, it was shown that the 5-year-olds assembled more advanced faces in the
construction task. This fmding is in line with research arguing that non drawing tasks
tend to facilitate the performance of the younger children (Bassett, 1977; Cox, 1993;
Golomb, 1973; Wallach & Bordeaux, 1976). Although the related literature has
provided this evidence for the tadpole drawers and the younger children of the current
study are older, in the present task 5-year-olds where asked to participate in a more
complicated task. On the other hand, the performance of 6- and 8-year-olds in the
assembly of faces was comparable to their drawing productions. This finding is in line
with research suggesting that the performance of the older children in non drawing
tasks does not differ from their drawings because children have already mastered
conventional representations of human figures (Cox & Parking, 1986).
The effect of the instructions and order of the assembly of features can now be
discussed. Neither the differing age instructions - whether the face would portray a
child or a person - nor the divergent orders of the addition of the features - starting
from the top routing to the bottom or following any other order - exerted any
significant effects on the children's use of the faces' level of complexity.
Research on human figure drawing has shown that producing the head first contains a
bias (Freeman, 1980; Allik & Laak, 1985; Thomas & Tsalimi, 1988). Nevertheless,
due to task and instruction demands, children may deviate from this practice and
successfully accomplish the work. For example, Whitebread & Leeder (2003) found
that nursery children when forced to alter the order of drawing a dog they completed
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the task effectively. In the horizontal dogs the body was drawn first whereas in the
vertical dog the head was displayed first,
Similarly to experiment 4, in the drawing task the predominant order of producing a
face was that of 'top - bottom' order. The orientation of the page and the topic of
production might have favoured the vertical order for the drawing task. In contrast, in
the non drawing task there was a group of children who deviated from the top-bottom
sequence but eventually managed to indicate the decrease of the level of complexity
in the negatively presented face. Thus, there may be ground for arguing that although
children can diverge from an adopted practice, their performance may be hindered
due to solving new organization problems (Whitebread & Leeder, 2003).
Generally, these fmdings support and extend research arguing that information across
various regions of the expressive face is divergently important to children. However,
due to task requirements, the effect of facial regions on the recognition of the given
emotion varies. Cunningham & Odom (1986), for example, found that both 5- and 11-
year-oIds were more likely to use the mouth region first, the eyes region second, and
the nose region last for assessing and remembering affective facial expression of an
unfamiliar adult. Sayil (200 I) for her part reported that children used the mouth above
eye brows in copying and drawing faces differing affect. However, although
children's performance was poor in the selection-construction task, their advanced
assemblage of the correct eye brows for sadness and anger, compared to happiness
and surprise, may describe the children's attention to specific facial regions for
recognizing a given emotion. Conversely, in the current study the level of complexity
of the eye brows was not used for denoting a contrast between the 'feeling well' and
the 'not feeling well' face.
Some differences - pertinent to my argument - between the study of Sayd (2001) and
the conducted here experiment are the following. First, Sayil controlled the shape of
eyes and manipulated the 'orientation of the line drawings of eye brows and mouth.
Conversely, in the present study the types of each feature differed in detail complexity
but not in orientation.
Second, in the selection-construction task Sayil had cut the four faces depicting
happiness, sadness, anger, and surprise into two pieces - the 'eye brows/eyes' piece
and the 'mouth' piece. Children were asked to compose a face ofa given emotion by
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selecting two pieces out of eight pieces. By contrast, in this study the eye brows, eyes,
nose, and mouth were presented as distinct pieces. There were two sets of features;
namely one with a upwardly curved line for the 'feeling well' face and one with a
downwardly curved line for the 'feeling well' face. The fact that in the experiment of
Sayil the eye brows were presented as attached to the eyes might have counteracted
with the children's assessment of the role of the eye brows in the expression of
emotion. Moreover, as Sayil (2001) has acknowledged, the low performance in the
selection task might be explained by the high demands of the task requirements.
Children were asked to choose the proper facial features by ruling out the distracters;
a task which might have been even more complicated for the younger participants.
To conclude, under this specific methodology, facial complexity was found to
decrease only in the case when the second face acquired a negative connotation.
Children used the level of complexity as a strategy of contrast but this fmding was
order specific. Additionally, the level of complexity of the eyes was decreased only
when the characterization for the second task associated with a negative connotation.
In terms of whether children used the more complicated faces this was influenced by
the characterization of the task and the order of the administration of the tasks. The
'feeling well' face was always the most complicated face whereas the level of
complexity of the 'not feeling well' varied across order. Children used more
complicated eyes, nose and mouth for the 'feeling well' face than they did for the 'not
feeling well' face. Age differences emerged in the drawing task. With age the
complexity of the drawn faces increased. Looking at the drawing task in comparison
to the construction task it was found that only the puzzled faces of the 5-year-olds
improved in comparison to their drawings.
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Summary of findings: Experiment 4 (selection study) and S (construction study)
In the selection study children, aged between 4 to 8 years, were asked first to sort out
pre-drawn faces, depicting either a 'feeling well' smiley face or a 'not feeling well'
frowned face, differing in the level of the features' complexity, and then to draw their
own faces in pre-drawn outlines of a face.
The fmdings indicated that the order of the tasks presentation influenced the responses
of the children. Children preferred the most complicated faces but this was order
specific. When children first selected a face for the 'feeling well' task and then for the
'not feeling well' task it emerged that they preferred more detailed faces than they did
when they first selected a face for the 'not feeling well' face and then for the 'feeling
well' face. The strategy of the level of complexity was not used as a strategy of
contrast between the 'feeling well' and the 'not feeling well' faces. Neither age nor
gender differences were obtained.
However, age differences were revealed in the drawing task. Both the 6- and 8-year-
olds drew more complicated faces than those of the 5-year olds. This developmental
trend was also found by assessing the drawing performance in relation to the selection
performance. Despite the order of the presentation of the tasks, the face selections of
the 5-year-olds were in advance of their drawings. In contrast, the face selections of
the 6- and 8-year-olds were comparable to their drawings.
In the construction study 4- to 8-year-olds were asked to first to assemble facial
features, differing in both complexity and emotional connotation, in pre-drawn
outlines of 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' faces and then to draw their own face
in a pre-drawn outline of face.
The results showed that children used the more complicated faces but this was
influenced by the characterization of the task and the order of the administration of
the tasks. Children assembled more detailed faces for the 'feeling well' face than they
did for the 'not feeling well' face. Although the level of complexity of the 'feeling
well' face remained stable across order, the level of complexity of the 'not feeling
well' face varied across order. However, irrespective of the order, children used more
complicated eyes, nose and mouth for the 'feeling well' face than they did for the 'not
feeling well' face.
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Moreover, it was found that children used the level of complexity as a strategy of
contrast but this finding was order specific. The level of facial complexity decreased
only in the case in which the second face acquired a negative connotation.
Additionally, the level of complexity of the eyes was decreased only when the
characterization for the second task associated with a negative connotation. Age
differences emerged in the drawing task. With age the complexity of the drawn faces
increased. Looking at the drawing task in comparison to the construction task it was
found that only the puzzled faces of the 5-year-olds improved in comparison to their
drawings.
To summarize, in both experiments the order of the differentially characterized faces
influenced the responses of the children. In the case of the selection study, although
children preferred the most detailed faces, this was found only when children selected
faces first for the 'feeling well' face and then for the 'not feeling well' face. In the
case of the construction study, children assembled more detailed faces for the 'feeling
well' face whereas they chose the more detailed faces only when the 'not feeling well'
was the first task to participate.
For both studies the mouth expression was controlled. The rationale was to investigate
whether children would shift their attention to the level of facial complexity and
consequently use it as strategy of contrast between the differentially presented topics.
Contradictory fmdings were obtained. The level of facial complexity was found to be
used as a signifier of contrast between the 'feeling well' face the 'not feeling well'
face in the construction task. However, again this fmding was influenced by the order
of the administration of the tasks. A decrease in the level of detail emerged only when
the negatively presented face was the last to assemble. Thus, although children tend to
perform better in non drawing tasks than in drawing tasks, the type of the task
(selection vs. assemblage), the content of the characterization of the task (positive or
negative), and the order of the tasks presentation may influence children to deviate
from choosing the most detailed depictions.
Developmental differences were found in both studies depicting the same trend. With
age the complexity of the drawn faces increased. Additionally, it was found that the
non drawing performances of the 5-year-olds were in advance in relation to their
drawing performance.
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Chapter 10: General Discussion
10.1 Overview
The aim of this final chapter is to summarize the results obtained in the series of
experiments reported and to reflect on how these findings are related to key issues
presented throughout the thesis. This chapter will consider how the fmdings from
each chapter contribute to our understanding of children's use of graphic strategies in
depicting a contrast between differentially characterized topics. In particular, the
factors that facilitate or hinder the graphic representation of contrast in human figure
drawings depicting wellbeing and illness will be discussed. Additionally, the
experimental considerations and suggestions for possible directions for further
research will be presented. In conclusion, this chapter will outline some of the
implications of the present results to the clinical context.
10.2 Summary of the research questions and the main findings
Experiment 1 was set as a starting point of this thesis employing the aim to examine
whether the fmdings of the experimental design adopted by Healey (1994) could be
replicated. The general aim was to study whether children would decrease the height
of a 'not feeling well' human drawing in relation to its original baseline state and
would increase a height of the 'feeling well' human figure in comparison to that of the
'not feeling well' one. Each child drew three human figures.
The results showed that children changed the height of the human figure drawings, as
a response to the change of instructions, across the three drawings. Specifically, it was
found that the 7- and lO-year-olds tended to decrease the height of the 'not feeling
well' figure in relation to its original state that of a baseline. This trend was also
observed for the 5-year-olds, not significantly though. The 'feeling well' figure was
found to be taller than the 'not feeling well' figure only for the 5-year-olds. However,
this result was order specific and was obtained only in the case where children drew
first a baseline figure, second a 'not feeling well' figure and last a 'feeling well'
figure. In contrast, in the case where children drew twice a 'not feeling well' figure
and last a 'feeling well' figure the height of figures did not change. The instructions
for the first human figures had also an effect on the height of the drawings. The 'not
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feeling well' figure was drawn shorter than the baseline figure across age and gender.
These results may challenge research (Jolley, 1995; Thomas & Jolley, 1998) claiming
that children do not consistently use size for contrasting negative topics from positive
topics. However, taking into account that in experiment 1 the strategy of height was
not used across conditions, it may be suggested that the specific methodology was not
sensitive enough for detecting this strategy.
Consequently, experiment 2 was conducted. In this experiment the methodology of
experiment 1 was enhanced by adding more experimental conditions for controlling
any practice and order effects. It was of interest to investigate the conditions under
which children systematically would use height for differentiating human figure
drawings following task instructions describing baseline, 'feeling well', and 'not
feeling well' human figures. Each participant produced two drawings. The height and
the content (the amount of detail included in the figure and the mouth expression) of
drawings were studied.
In relation to height analysis (chapter 4), no systematic change of height was observed
when the instructions for the two human figures were the same. This tendency was
context free. Children in either producing neutrally, negatively or positively
characterized topics twice did not change the height of the human figure. Conversely,
in terms of asking the children to produce two drawings following different
characterizations, it was shown that the order of the administration of the
differentially presented human figure drawings affected the way that children used
height. In particular, a systematic decrease in height was observed only when the
second drawing depicted a 'not feeling well' human figure. In line with the findings
of experiment 1, age and gender differences were obtained. With age children drew
taller human figure drawings. Also, girls produced taller figures than the boys.
These results do not provide support to the claim that children increase the size of
positive salient topics (Aronsson & Andersson, 1996; Burkitt & Barnett, 2006;
Burkitt, 2000; Burkitt et al., 2003a, 2004,2005; Cleeve & Bradbury, 1992; Craddick,
1961; Di Leo, 1973; Fox & Thomas, 1990; Sechrest & Wallace, 1964; Thomas et at,
1989), whereas they are broadly consistent with the claim that children decrease the
height of potentially aversive or threatening topics (Burkitt et al., 2003a; Craddick,
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1963; Fox & Thomas, 1990; Koppitz, 1968; Thomas et al., 1989). However, in
experiment 2 a decrease in height was order specific. In this experiment the age range
of the participants was between 4 to 11 years, yet no main age-related effects were
obtained as was the case in other studies (Burkitt et al., 2004; Fox & Thomas, 1990;
Thomas et al., 1989). Even the 5-year-olds were capable of utilizing the formal
property of height for indicating a difference between a 'feeling well' and 'not feeling
well' figure.
A content analysis was also conducted (chapter 5). The rational was, on the one hand,
to study whether children would change the amount of detail as a response to the
modification in height in drawing, and on the other hand, it was important to study
whether children would focus on any specific feature for showing a contrast between
two opposite drawings.
The findings indicated that children producing the same human figure twice did not
alter the quantity of features. Furthermore, in contrast to the decrease in height in
drawings when children produced first a 'feeling well' figure and then a 'not feeling
well' figure, children did not alter the quantity of features for showing a contrast
between the two human figures. However, when children first drew a baseline figure
and then a 'not feeling well' figure it was found that the 5- and 7-year-olds decreased
the number of features included in the negatively presented figure. Overall, with age
the human figure drawings became more detailed. Additionally, in line with height
analysis girls drew more detailed human figures than those of the boys.
On the one hand, children drawing first a 'feeling well' figure and then a 'not feeling
well' figure used height but not the amount of features for contrasting the two human
figures. However, a non significant reduction of features was found across age. This
finding is in agreement with research providing evidence of no significant correlation
between size and detail inclusion (Burkitt, 2000; Healey, 1994; Jolley & Vulic-
Prtoric, 2001). On the other hand, the 5- and especially the 7-year-olds decreased the
height and the features of the 'not feeling well' figure in relation to its original state
that of a baseline. This result supports research claiming that the outline of a drawing
may change as a result of the amount of details included in the figure (Freeman, 1980;
Henderson & Thomas, 1990).
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Concerning the specific mouth expression, generally, children used a smile for
baseline and 'feeling well' figures and a frown for a 'not feeling well' figure. A
horizontal line was used mainly for a baseline and less frequently for a 'not feeling
well' human figure drawing. Children were inclined to change the mouth expression
of the human figure according to the instructions. However, some age related patterns
were detected. Contrary to the drawings of the 7-year-olds and IO-year-olds, in which
the mouth expression shifted according to the instructions, a group of the 5-year-olds,
irrespective of the instructions, drew a smile for both the human figure drawings.
Additionally, an order effect was obtained in the way the IO-year-olds drew a 'not
feeling well' figure. When the 'not feeling well' human figure was produced as a first
task they drew a horizontal line for a mouth, whereas when it was produced as a
second task children drew a frown.
Despite the fact that in line with research studying the graphic representation of happy
and sad human figure drawings (Brechet et al., 2007; Golomb, 1992; Picard et al.,
2007) it was found that the 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' human figures were
predominantly portrayed with a smile and a frown respectively, a further clarification
was required for understanding children's causation of the 'not feeling well' state
(chapter 6). The 'not feeling well' characterization is mainly used for describing
illness in both Greek and British cultures. However, having in mind that this
statement may be also used in a context of emotional or social discomfort, children's
verbal confirmations was studied.
The results showed that, in contrast to Carey's (1985) theory, the physical illness
explanation was used before the age of 10. However, cultural and age differences
were found. British children, regardless of age, mainly used a physical illness as a
cause for the 'not feeling well' state. In contrast, Greek children's explanation of
physical illness followed a linear decrease with age. Examining the results in relation
to psychosocial reasoning, for the British children it remained a minority response
whereas for the Greek children it increased with age.
In favour of research claiming that young children's understanding of illness is
distinctively appreciated as either biological or psychosocial (Gelman & Wellman,
1991; Inagaki & Hatano, 1993; Kalish, 1997; Notaro et at, 2001), the findings
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indicated that the 5-year-olds tended to mainly explain the state of 'not feeling well'
as a consequence of a physical illness. Cultural differences were derived from the
reasoning of the 7- and the 10-year-olds. The Greek children preferred the
psychosocial reasoning, whereas the British children chose the physical illness
explanation. Despite the differences resulting from the specific explanations, for both
cultures the 7- and the 10-year-olds used explanations derived from inter-dependent
domains. These results are in line with research (Inagaki, 1997; Raman & Gelman,
2008) arguing that the origin and type of illness (i.e., psychogenic illness versus
contagious illness) can be important factors for eliciting either domain-distinct or
domain-depended responses.
Nevertheless, neither cultural nor developmental differences in relation to reasoning
were graphically portrayed. Regardless of culture and age, children used the strategies
of height and mouth expression. This fmding may suggest that although drawing may
constitute a convenient tool for facilitating a child to initially express his or her
understanding or emotional attitude about a topic (i.e., Bruck, Melnyk & Ceci, 2000;
Burgess Hartman, 1993; Driessnack, 2005; Gross & Hayne, 1998), it is inadequate for
using it as the only source for making inferences about her or his cognitive and
emotional state (i.e., Thomas & Jolley, 1998).
Thus, experiment 2 demonstrated that in free hand human figure drawings children
used height and mouth expression for indicating a contrast between either a 'feeling
well' or a baseline figure and a 'not feeing well' figure. Children's systematic
responses towards the differently presented human figures were further confmned by
pointing out and describing each drawing in the end of the tasks. Additionally, their
attitude towards the 'not feeling well' figure was justified by verbally confirming the
underlying negative connotation. However, independent evidence was needed for
strengthening the argument that children treat a 'feeling well' figure and a 'not feeling
well' figure differently.
Consequently, experiment 3 was designed by partially replicating the methodology of
Burkitt et al. (2003b). The use of colour was studied in response to positively and
negatively characterized topics. However, the focus was on how children used not
only colour but also facial features and quantity of detail in pre-drawn human figures
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for distinguishing a 'feeling well' figure from a 'not feeling well' figure. In terms of
colour, research (i.e., Burkitt, 2000; Burkitt et al., 2003b, 2004, 2005) has shown that
children tend to use the more preferred colours for the positively presented figures
(nice and happy) and the least preferred colours for the negatively presented figures
(nasty and sad). Thus, the rational of this experimental design was to investigate
whether children would perceive the 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' states in a
similar way as the opposite conditions of either nice and nasty or happy and sad.
In terms of facial features, experiment 2 yielded results demonstrating that the
prominent feature for differentiating a 'feeling well' from a 'not feeling well' human
figure drawing was the mouth. In order to study whether this fmding was the outcome
of the children's desire and not due to cognitive and perceptual-motor difficulties
which children may have encountered in planning and producing a human figure
drawing (Freeman, 1980), in experiment 3 children were provided with pre-drawn
outlines of human figures. Participants were asked to focus in the head area of the
figure, which was spacious enough, and draw a face.
An overall pattern emerged showing that the colours which were used for the 'feeling
well' and 'not feeling well' tasks were emotionally rated more positively and less
positively respectively. However, the emotional contrast was more evident when the
'not feeling well' was the last task to be completed. Similarly, when the
characterization for the last drawing acquired a negative connotation, regardless of
colour priming, children used the most preferred colours for the 'feeling well' task
and the intermediate colours for the 'not feeling well' task. In terms of content
analysis it was revealed that children, additionally to colour, modified primarily the
mouth according to the instructions provided. Furthermore, the 'feeling well' face was
more detailed by approximately half a feature than the 'not feeling well' face. The
underlying affect of the pre-drawn figures was confirmed by the children's affect
ratings towards the completed figures. Irrespective of the order that the figures were
completed and regardless of the selected colours, children perceived the 'feeling well'
human figure being happy, whereas they conceived the 'not feeling well' human
figure being sad.
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Experiments 2 and 3 demonstrated that the order of the tasks presentation and the task
itself influenced children's graphic strategies for showing a contrast between 'feeling
well' and 'not feeling well' figures. On the one hand, in both experiments a
significant decrease in height and a shift towards the less preferred colours was
detected only when the 'not feeling well' figure was the last task to accomplish. On
the other hand, the amount of facial detail was observed to decrease in the 'not feeling
well' figure only when children drew facial features on a pre-drawn human figure
rather than on the free hand drawing. The manipulation of the mouth expression was
context and order free.
Experiment 4 was designed by taking into account these results. In this experiment
then, children, aged between 4 to 8 years, were asked first to sort out pre-drawn faces,
depicting either a 'feeling well' smiley face or a 'not feeling well' frowned face,
differing in the level of the features' complexity, and then to draw their own faces in
pre-drawn outlines of a face. Unlike experiments 1-3, the age range of participants
was between 4 to 8 years of age. The methodological reason for excluding 10-year-
olds was to avoid a ceiling effect (Cohen & Swerdlik, 2001) due to the fact that these
children would select and draw the most complicated faces.
The ground for employing a non drawing task was to decrease the task demands.
Additionally, the rationale for controlling mouth expression was to facilitate children
to focus on the complexity of the features and moreover to test whether they would
prefer the most detailed faces for either of the states and would use the level of
complexity for showing a contrast between the opposite states. Further, it was deemed
necessary to study whether the order of the differentially characterized faces would
have any effect on the use of the level of complexity.
The fmdings revealed that children, regardless of the characterization of the topic,
preferred the most complicated faces. However, this finding was order specific. When
children first engaged in the 'feeling well' task and then in the 'not feeling well' task,
irrespective of the tasks' characterization, they started from the most detailed face and
then continued with either the medium or the least detailed face. Thus, in this specific
order a decrease in the level of complexity emerged within each task. Children chose
the most realistic face for either characterization.
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On the contrary, when children first participated in the 'not feeling well' task and then
in the 'feeling well' task, they sorted out the faces differently. Inthe 'not feeling well'
task children either started from the most detailed face and then moved on to the least
and medium detailed faces or started from the medium detailed face and continued
with most detailed and least detailed faces. In contrast, in the 'feeling well' task
children predominantly started from the least detailed face and continued with either
the medium or the most detailed face. In the particular order, although in the first task
children, overall, started from the more detailed faces, in the second task they began
from the least detailed faces. Therefore, it seems that participating first in a task of a
negative connotation interfered with the responses of the second task.
This order effect is related to those order effects found in experiments 2 and 3.
Children tended to prefer the most complicated faces and then either the medium or
the least detailed face. However, this pattern was order specific and occurred only in
the order where the last task had a negative connotation. Similarly, the strategies of
height and colour were discerned only in the case were the last task followed a
negative characterization. Therefore, from these methodologies it could be suggested
that when children started from a negative task and then moved on to a positive task
they were hindered from using not only the formal properties of height and colour for
contrasting the 'feeling well' condition from the 'not feeling well' state, but also from
selecting the most detailed face (content) for either characterization.
Furthermore, the level of complexity was not adopted as a means for showing a
contrast between a 'feeling well' and a 'not feeling well' figure. Age differences were
found. The 6- and 8-year-olds completed more detailed drawings than the 5-year-olds.
Looking at the selection and the drawing tasks, the 5-year-olds performed better in the
selection tasks than they did in the drawing task, a finding which supports research
claiming that selection performance is in advance of drawing performance (Fayol et
al., 1995; Golomb, 1973; Hart & Goldin-Meadow, 1984; Jolley et al., 2000; Kosslyn
et al., 1977; Lewis, 1963). In contrast, 6- and 8-year-olds performed similarly in both
tasks, a result which reinforces the empirical evidence arguing that the development
of drawing and selection follow a parallel process (Cox & Hodsoll, 2000; Moore,
1986; Taguchi & Hirai, 2003; Taylor & Bacharach, 1981).
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Taking into account that in experiment 4 the level of complexity was not
systematically used as a strategy of differentiation between the opposite topics,
experiment 5 was designed. In this experiment 4- to 8-year-olds initially assembled
facial features, differing in complexity, in pre-drawn outlines of 'feeling well' and
'not feeling well' faces and then drew their own face in a pre-drawn outline of face.
This experiment aimed to examine a) whether children would assemble the most
detailed features for the 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' pre-drawn faces and b)
whether the assembling of features into faces would encourage children to adopt the
level of complexity as a potential strategy of contrast. Similarly to experiment 4, the
mouth expression was controlled. The reason for doing so was to study whether
children would focus on the level of complexity, either on the entirety of features or
on any specific feature, and consequently employ it for indicating a difference
between the 'feeling well' and the 'not feeling well' face.
Again, the results disclosed that, the order of the presentation of the tasks interfered
with the children's responses in the 'not feeling well' task. Overall, children chose
more detailed features for the 'feeling well' face than they did for the 'not feeling
well' face. The 'feeling well' face, regardless of the order of the presentation of the
tasks, was ultimately the most complicated face. In contrast, the level of complexity
of the 'not feeling well' face varied in response to its order of presentation. Children
chose more detailed features for the 'not feeling well' task when this was the first task
to assemble, whereas they picked up less detailed features when it was the last task to
carry out. Additionally, children used the level of complexity as a strategy for
displaying a contrast between the two faces only when the second face had a negative
connotation. This result is in line with the fmdings of previous experiments showing
that a decrease in height or colour preference was observed only when the negatively
characterized topic was presented as a last task.
Studying the level of complexity of each feature separately, it emerged that children
used more complicated eyes, nose and mouth for the 'feeling well' face than they did
for the 'not feeling well' face. However, a decrease in the level of the eyes'
complexity was observed only when the second task depicted a negative
characterization. This pattern of decrease was also observed in the nose and the
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mouth, not significantly though. No significant findings were obtained for the eye
brows.
Children's drawing performance increased with age. Looking at drawing performance
in relation to construction performance, it became apparent that the 5-year-olds
assembled more advanced faces in the construction task, a fmding which is in
agreement with research arguing that non drawing tasks tend to facilitate the
performance of the younger children (Bassett, 1977; Cox, 1993; Golomb, 1973;
Wallach & Bordeaux, 1976). Conversely, the performance of 6- and 8-year-olds in the
assembly of faces was comparable to their drawing productions. This pattern is in line
with research maintaining that the performance of the older children in non drawing
tasks does not differ from their drawings, because children have already mastered
conventional representations of human figures (Cox & Parking, 1986).
In summary, the results from this group of experiments build on one another in
"revealing that children's tendency to utilize the formal properties of height and colour
and the content of a drawing in order to denote a contrast between a 'feeling well' and
a 'not feeling well' figure is context-depended and highly influenced by the task
demand. In this series of experiment it was found that children tended: a) to decrease
the height (Experiment 2), b) to choose intermediate colours in terms of preference
(Experiment 3), and c) to reduce the complexity of the facial features (Experiments 5)
of a 'not feeling well' figure in relation to a 'feeling well' figure. However, these
patterns were order specific and were detected only when the last human figure or
face communicated a negative connotation. In the same way, irrespective of the task
characterization, children tended to prefer the most complicated faces and then either
the medium or the least detailed face only in the order where the last task had a
negative implication (Experiment 4).
Overall, the only strategy that was not influenced by the order of the tasks'
presentation was the mouth representation which shifted according the instructions
(Experiments 2 and 3).
Under these experimental methodologies it may be suggested that when children were
asked first to either draw or select, or even construct a topic of a negatively presented
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figure ('not feeling well ' figure) and then do the same thing for a positively presented
figure (,feeling well'), they were ultimately hindered from using the aforementioned
graphic strategies. Possible explanations causing this bias will be discussed in the
following section discussing the theoretical implications of the present series of
experiments.
10.3 Theoretical implications of the present research
In this section the results from the present strand of experiments will be discussed in
relation to the theoretical issues that have been presented throughout the thesis.
Initially, the rationale of adopting the specific methodology across experiments will
be discussed. Then, the factors of contextual sensitivity, task demand, age, and gender
are considered with regard to children's ability to indicate graphically a difference
between a 'feeling well' and a 'not feeling well' figure. Children's appreciation of the
'not feeling well' state is put forward within the theoretical context examining
whether illness is a biologically or a psychosocially founded concept. Cultural
differences and related empirical evidence are discussed. Within the broad framework
of investigating children's indication of contrast between positively and negatively
laden topics, a differentiation is proposed with regard the current fmdings and those
derived from research studying antithetical pairs of nice/nasty and happy/sad topics.
Then, the expressive strategies adopted for depicting a contrast between 'feeling well'
and 'not feeling well' states are discussed. Last, the underlined emotional connotation
of the differential labels is considered.
10.3.1 The rationale of adopting the specific conditions across experiments
Before embarking on the argument presenting the factors affecting the graphic
representation of contrast between a 'feeling well' and a 'not feeling well' figure, it is
important to discuss the choice of the specific conditions used in each experiment.
The rationale of i) asking children to draw three human figures in experiment 1; ii)
reducing the number of drawings and developing conditions with identical or opposite
characterizations in a counterbalanced order in experiment 2; and iii) focusing on how
children use the strategies of height, colour and content in depicting a contrast
between a 'feeling well' and a 'not feeling well' figure will be discussed.
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Experiment 1 was set as a starting point of this thesis employing the aim to partially
replicate Healey's (1994) study. The aim was to investigate whether children would
adopt the strategy of height for showing a contrast among differentially characterized
human figures. The results showed that height in human figure drawings varied.
However, this tendency was condition specific and was obtained only for the children
drawing first a baseline figure, second a 'not feeling well' figure and last a 'feeling
well' figure. In contrast, in the case where children drew twice a 'not feeling well'
figure and last a 'feeling well' figure the height in figures did not change.
Specifically, it was found that children decreased the height of the 'not feeling well'
figure in relation to its original state that of a baseline. Also, a between-subject
analysis confirmed this result by showing that a 'not feeling well' figure was shorter
than a baseline figure. These results support a strand of research (i.e., Burkitt et al.,
2003b; Craddick, 1963; Koppitz, 1968, 1969) claiming that children show a tendency
to decrease the size of negatively presented topics in comparison to neutrally
presented topics. Nevertheless, this tendency was not found when children drew first a
'not feeling well' figure and then a 'feeling well' figure. A suggestion for this result
could be that the specific order of drawings may have hindered children from using
the strategy of height for showing a contrast between positively and negatively
characterized figures. Therefore, experimental considerations were raised about the
number of the tasks each participant had to complete and the order of the
differentially characterized human figures' presentation. Consequently, in experiment
2 the methodology of experiment 1 was enhanced by adding more experimental
conditions for controlling these concerns.
Nevertheless, this was done not only for controlling any methodological limitations of
the within-subject design but also because research has shown that the context which
is formed by the order and the content of the differentially presented tasks tend to
influence children's drawings (Le. Barrett & Bridson, 1983; Bremner & Moore, 1984;
Davis, 1983, 1984; Sitton & Light, 1992). In other words, children may be sensitive to
the array defined by the relationship between the two human figure drawings and
consequently mayor may not indicate a contrast between them.
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Taking into account these considerations experiment 2 was designed. In this study
each child either drew the same human figure twice or produced two differently
characterized versions of the figure. Once counterbalancing all the possible pairs
among the combinations of baseline, 'feeling well', and 'not feeling well' figures,
those that did not make any sense were excluded. For example, drawing first either a
'feeling well' figure or a 'not feeling well' figure and then a baseline figure were
excluded combinations because a baseline state of an object always comes as a first
drawing (Burkitt & Barnett, 2006; Burkitt, 2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2005).
In Healey's (1994) study and in experiment I children were asked to draw twice a
'not feeling well' human figure for controlling any practice effect. In both studies it
was found that the height in human figure drawings remained the same. However, this
cannot provide evidence that children do not tend to alter drawing's height when
drawing twice either a baseline figure or a 'feeling well' figure. Consequently, in
experiment 2 additional conditions were included for studying the interaction between
height and type of characterizations.
Furthermore, in Healey's (1994) study it was found, and was confmned by
experiment 1, that children decreased the height of the 'not feeling well' figure in
relation to original state that of a baseline. However, contradictory results were
obtained in the comparison between baseline and 'feeling well' figures. In the former
study no change was obtained in drawings' height whereas in the latter study the
height of the two figure drawings varied. The fact that children had to draw a 'not
feeling well' figure in between the two figures might have obscured children's
intention. Therefore, in experiment 2 it was decided to investigate any height change
in drawing first a baseline figure and then a 'feeling well' figure.
Following Healey's (1994) methodology, in experiment I the 'not feeling well' figure
preceded the 'feeling well' figure across conditions. InHealey's study the strategy of
height was not investigated between these two figures. In contrast, in experiment I
height analysis showed that only the younger children, who drew first a baseline then
a 'not feeling well' and last a 'feeling well' figure, increased the height of the 'feeling
well' figure. Taking into account that the order of negatively and positively
characterized figures was presented after either baseline or 'not feeling well' figures,
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a control of order was necessitated. Therefore, experiment 2 aimed to study whether
there would be any differences in drawings' height in depicting first a 'feeling well'
figure and then a 'not feeling well' figure or drawing them in a reversed order.
Hammer & Kaplan (1964) found that children when producing either small or large
figures in their first drawings tend to produce figures of an opposite size in their
second trial. However, more recent research (Burkitt et al., 2003a) has contradicted
this finding by showing that children systematically increase or decrease the size of
human figure drawings according to the topics' characterization. This claim is based
on either positively or negatively characterized human figures' comparison with
neutrally characterized human figures though. Thus, it was essential to investigate
how children would modify height directly from positively to negatively presented
human figure drawings in a counterbalanced order.
The findings of experiment 2 revealed that children in either producing neutrally,
negatively or positively characterized topics twice did not change the height across
the human figure drawings. Additionally, content analysis showed that children
neither changed the quantity of features nor modified the mouth expression when the
characterizations for the human figure drawings remained the same. On the contrary,
in terms of asking children to produce two drawings following different
characterizations, it was found that the order of the administration of the differentially
presented human figure drawings affected the way that children used height.
Specifically, the systematic use of height for differentiating two human figure
drawings was observed only when the characterization for the second drawing had a
negative connotation. Content analysis showed that although children did not change
the number of features included in drawings, they modified the figures' mouth
expression accordingly. Looking at the comparison between a baseline and a 'feeling
well' figure it emerged that children did not use height and the amount of detail for
contrasting the two figures. Also, the results on the figures' mouth expression
indicated that children did not show any preference in either changing or keeping the
same mouth expression.
These results showed that even the 5-year-olds did not modify their drawings when
producing two figures following the same characterization. In contrast, they used
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height for indicating a contrast between a 'feeling well' figure and a 'not feeling well'
figure. However, this tendency was order specific and occurred only when the last
human figure followed a negative characterization. Looking at the results of
experiment 1 in combination to the results of experiment 2 it may be argued that
children systematically decrease the height in a 'not feeling well' figure when they
want to differentiate it from either a neutrally or a positively labeled human figure.
Having found that children were sensitive to the positive-negative order which in tum
facilitated their overall appreciation of the task and led them to denote a contrast, the
focus of the subsequent experiments was on whether the positive-negative order
sensitivity could be replicated in other drawings' properties, such as colour and
amount of detail, in non drawing tasks.
Experiment 3 studied how children used the formal property of colour in relation to
the amount of features included in the figure's head area for distinguishing pre-drawn
'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' figures. Overall, the fmdings showed that the
colours which were used for the 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' tasks were
emotionally rated more positively and less positively respectively. However, the
emotional contrast was more evident when the 'not feeling well' was the last task to
complete. Similarly, when the characterization for the last drawing had a negative
connotation children used the most preferred colours for the 'feeling well' task and
the intermediate colours for the 'not feeling well' task. Regardless of order, however,
the 'feeling well' figure was more detailed than the 'not feeling well' one.
In experiments 4 and 5 children participated in non drawing tasks. In experiment 4
children sorted out pre-drawn faces, depicting either a 'feeling well' smiley face or a
'not feeling well' frowned face, differing in the level of the features' complexity.
Children tended to prefer the most complicated faces and then either the medium or
the least detailed face. Yet, this pattern was order specific and occurred only in the
order where the last task had a negative connotation. Taking into account that children
did not adopt the level of complexity as a strategy of differentiation between the
opposite topics, experiment 5 was designed. In this experiment children assembled
facial features, differing in complexity, in pre-drawn outlines of 'feeling well' and
'not feeling well' faces. Again, the results revealed that, the order of the presentation
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of the tasks interfered with the children's choices. Children used the level of
complexity as a strategy for displaying a contrast between the two faces only when
the second face had a negative connotation.
To sum up, the findings from this series of experiments build on one another in
revealing that children's tendency to utilize the formal properties of height and colour
and the content of a drawing to denote a contrast between a 'feeling well' and a 'not
feeling well' figure is context-dependent and highly influenced by the task demand. It
was found that children tended to decrease the height, to choose intermediate colours
in terms of preference, and to reduce the complexity of the facial features of a 'not
feeling well' figure in relation to a 'feeling well' figure only when the last human
figure or face communicated a negative connotation. In the same way, irrespective of
the task characterization, children tended to prefer the most complicated faces and
then either the medium or the least detailed face only when they sorted out faces first
for the positively and then for the negatively presented faces.
10.3.2 Factors affecting the graphic depiction of contrast between a 'feeling well'
and a 'not feeling well' figure
The effect of contextual sensitivity in drawing
Davis (1983, 1984), studying the influence of context in copying different view points
of a familiar object, found that children were sensitive to the array defined by the
relationship between the two items. She found that children may deviate from
canonically drawing a familiar object in those cases when they judge that the contrast
between two extreme viewpoints is important.
Within the framework of the present research, children were asked either to draw or to
complete two versions of a human figure or a face following different
characterizations. The context of the two tasks was defmed by the order of their
presentation. In the cases were children produced the same drawing twice no change
was detected and this finding strengthens the fact that when children choose to depict
a change they do so systematically.
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Experiment 2 demonstrated that the order of the tasks' presentation influenced
children's graphic strategies for showing a contrast between 'feeling well' and 'not
feeling well' figures. A significant decrease in height was detected only when the 'not
feeling well' figure was the last task to accomplish. In the case of the mouth strategy,
although children modified the mouth according to instructions, an order effect was
found for the 10-year-olds. Children drew a horizontal line for mouth when the 'not
feeling well' figure was drawn first, whereas they drew a frown when they produced
in the end.
Similarly, in experiment 3 children used the most preferred colours for the 'feeling
well' task and the intermediate colours for the 'not feeling well' task mainly when the
characterization for the last drawing acquired a negative connotation. Children did not
invariably use the most preferred colour for the 'feeling well' task. When the 'feeling
well' figure was the first task to complete children used their most favourite colours,
whereas when it was the last task to carry out they picked up their third colour choice.
Focusing on the change of mouth expression, children tended to alter the mouth
expression as the instructions changed. However, a group of the participants who
started off from the 'not feeling well' task, and had not participated before in any
colour related task, chose a smile for either of the human figures.
Additionally, in experiment 5 it emerged that children used the level of complexity as
a strategy for displaying a contrast between the two faces only when the second face
had a negative connotation. Investigation of each feature separately revealed that, a
decrease in the level of the eyes' complexity was observed only when the second task
depicted a negative characterization. This pattern of decrease was also observed in the
nose and the mouth, but not significantly.
It may be suggested that the order of completing first a positively presented topic
('feeling well' figure) and then moving into a negative presented topic ('not feeling
well' figure) created a context for facilitating children to utilize the strategies of
height, colour, and complexity of detail and to denote a contrast between the two
figures. In line with Davis (1983, 1984), it seems that children were sensitive to the
positive-negative order which in turn facilitated their overall appreciation of the task
and led them to denote a contrast.
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On the contrary, following the opposite order of production no systematic use of these
strategies was obtained. Although in the case of colour children used initially their
intermediate colours for the 'not feeling well' figure and then their third colour choice
for the 'feeling well' figure, this phenomenon was observed only in children who had
participated before in colour related tasks.
In the present empirical work it emerged that the context of producing first a
negatively laden figure and then creating a positively laden figure did not encourage
children to utilize the strategies of height, colour and complexity of detail
(experiments 2, 3, and 5 respectively).
The effect of task demand in facilitating or hindering children's intention
Golomb (1973) explored the relationship between graphic representation and other
forms of representation such as reasoning (Luquet, 1927:1991, Piaget & Inhelder,
1969), by studying young children's human figure drawings in different tasks varying
in media and instructions. Children were asked to complete drawing and non drawing
tasks. The results challenged the implication of the conceptual theory that a young
child's human figure drawing may operate as a point of reference for his or her
concept ofa person. Golomb (1973) concluded that a representation ofa human figure
will vary as a result of task and instructions. Since then a number of studies have
focused on the relationship between performing in drawing, selection, and
construction tasks.
However, contradictory fmdings have surfaced when comparing drawing with
selection tasks. While some studies have revealed that selection performance is in
advance of drawing performance (FayoI et al., 1995; Golomb, 1973; Hart & Goldin-
Meadow, 1984; Jolley et al., 2000; Kosslyn et al., 1977; Lewis, 1963) others have
discovered that the development of the two types of performances follow a parallel
process (Cox & Hodsoll, 2000; Moore, 1986; Taguchi & Hirai, 2003; Taylor &
Bacharach, 1981). Although the order of the tasks presentation differed across the
studies, children produced drawings either being comparable to or less advanced to
their judgments. None of the studies reported that the drawing task was in advance of
the selection.
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Likewise, conflicting findings have been projected when assessing drawing and
construction tasks. A segment of research has suggested that tadpole drawers show a
resistance in abandoning the head-foot human figures (Britain & Chien, 1983; Cox &
Parkin, 1986). On the contrary, several researchers demonstrated that assembly tasks
may facilitate the performance of children in constructing conventional human figures
(Bassett, 1977; Cox, 1993; Golomb, 1973; Wallach & Bordeaux, 1976). Nevertheless,
more recently, Sayil (2001) conducting research on children's depiction of affect in
facial expression showed that construction performance proved more advanced than
drawing performance but this was not found across the whole range of emotions.
The variability of these results could be explained by resource to various differences
detected across the studies. These include, for example, the degree of familiarity of
the topic to be drawn, the focus of the question, the type of the stimuli in the selection
task, and the theoretical context in which the selection task was used considerably.
Children's expressive techniques were studied in a range of experiment adopting
drawing tasks (experiments 1 and 2), semi-drawing tasks (experiment 3), and
comparison of drawing with non-drawing tasks (experiments 4 and 5). It was revealed
that when the task demand was diminished either by presenting a tighter experimental
methodology or by asking children to complete pre-drawn human figures or requiring
them to accomplish non drawing tasks, children's ability to denote a contrast between
a 'feeling well' and a 'not feeling well' task was improved.
In experiment 1, children were asked to draw three figure drawings following
different characterizations. With the specific experimental design it was found that
although the 'not feeling well' figure was drawn shorter than the baseline figure, it did
not differ from the 'feeling well' figure. Therefore, experiment 2 was designed to
enhance the previous study by adding more conditions for controlling any practice
and order effects. Children systematically adopted the strategy of height only when
the 'not feeling well' figure was set as the last task to accomplish. Although in both
experiment 1 and 2 children drew human figure drawings, in the latter study the task
demand was indirectly diminished by asking children to produce two drawings
instead of three.
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Apart from the mouth expression which varied according to the instructions in
experiment 2, the amount of detail did not suffer alterations in response to the
differential characterizations. In order to study whether this finding was the outcome
of children's desire and not due to difficulties which children may have encountered
in planning and producing a human figure drawing (Freeman, 1980), in experiment 3
the production problem was restricted by giving children a pre-drawn outline of a
human figure and asking them to focus in the head area of the figure which was
spacious enough for drawing a face. Indeed, irrespective of order, the 'feeling well'
figure was more detailed than the 'not feeling well' figure. The mean difference was
equivalent to half a feature. Additionally, some evidence was introduced that children,
apart from the mouth, modified the eyes. This tendency was confirmed by the results
of experiment 5. Children assembled more detailed faces for the 'feeling well' face
than they did for the 'not feeling well' face when the latter face was the last task to
assemble. Irrespective of the order, children used more complicated eyes, nose and
mouth for the 'feeling well' face than they did for the 'not feeling well' face.
Focusing on experiments 4 and 5 in which children participated in both drawing and
non drawing tasks, younger children's performance was improved in the non drawing
tasks. Specifically, 5-year-old performed better in both selection and construction
tasks than they did in the drawing task. In contrast, 7- and lu-year-olds performed
similarly in the drawing and non drawing tasks. Although the selection and the
construction tasks preceded the drawing task, children's drawings were not enhanced.
These results are in line with research claiming that a graphic training may not
surmount children's symbolic immunity of human figure drawing (Boyatzis,
Michaelson, & Lyle, 1995; Golomb, 1973).
The effect of age in differentially presented human figure drawings
The assessment of the expressive techniques of height, colour, and content (amount of
detail) in depicting a contrast between 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' tasks
indicated no age differences. These results support research studying the effect of
differential characterizations in drawing (Cleeve & Bradbury, 1992; Burkitt et at,
2003802003b, 2005; Fox & Thomas, 1990; Thomas et al., 1989).
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Conversely, in the case of the mouth expression in the free human figure drawing,
although children modified the mouth according to instructions, some age differences
were detected. Children did not modify the mouth expressions in producing a human
figure drawing twice. In contrast, although they tended to change the mouth in
producing different human versions of a human figure drawing, this tendency was
more pronounced for the 7- and lO-year-olds. Focusing on the specific depiction of
mouth, the majority of the 5-year-olds were capable of using a smile and a frown
appropriately. Nevertheless, there was a group of them which tended to draw smiley
faces invariably. On the contrary, the 7- and lO-year-olds appeared to have mastered
the pictorial convention according to which a smile expresses positive affect and
frown expresses negative affect. In addition, contrary to the 5-year-olds, a group of
the 7- and IO-year-olds was sensitive in differentiating a baseline drawing from a
'feeling well' drawing by modifying the horizontal line to a smile.
Regardless of the characterization of the task, age differences were found in the use of
height, colour, and detail. Similarly to Burkitt et al. (2003a, 2004, 2005), a
developmental difference was found in height of drawings. With age the height in
drawings increased. Although the direction of the developmental trend is in contrast
with that of the traditional piece of research claiming that the children's drawings
become smaller with age, it needs to be taken into account that Cox (1992, 1993)
studied younger children's drawings.
The investigation of the amount of detail depicted in human figure drawings showed
that with age the drawings were more advanced. Likewise, content analyses of the
head demonstrated that the older children produced more detailed faces than the
younger children. These results were confirmed by the findings in experiment 5 in
which children assembled ready-made facial features.
In terms of how children treated colours, it was observed that children showed
competence not only in ranking colours in terms of preference but also in mapping
emotions onto them accordingly. A correlation between the rank orderings of and
affect ratings towards colours revealed a developmental trend. With age children were
more systematic. The results of the measure of how children perceived the affect of
the completed human figures which was recorded immediately after task completion
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coincided with those of Burkitt et al. (2003b, 2004, 2005). Children assigned a more
positive affect rating towards the 'feeling well' human figure than they did towards
the 'not feeling well' human figure. However, both the 8-year-olds and 10-year-olds
perceived that the 'feeling well' and the 'not feeling well' human figures acquired
more positive affect and more negative affect respectively compared to what the 5-
year-olds perceived.
The effect of gender in differentially presented human figure drawings
No gender differences were disclosed in relation to how children differentiated the
opposite figures. In contrast, some gender differences were found in relation to the
gender, height, and amount of detail of the human figure drawing. Girls drew female
human figures whereas boys produced male human figures. Irrespective of the
characterization of the figure, girls tended to draw taller figures acquiring more detail
than the boys. These results confirm the early research ofCraddick (1961; 1963) who
found that girls, irrespective of the topic's characterization, drew taller figures than
those of the boys. Conversely, Burkitt et at. (2003a) studying the size of nice and
nasty drawings found that boys tend to draw larger nice drawings than the girls,
although this fmding was not confirmed in the nasty drawings.
10.3.3 Children's appreciation of the 'not feeling well' characterization
Piagetian orientated research on children's appreciation of illness claims that the
causation of illness develops with age and follows a domain general pattern (i.e.,
Bibace & Walsh, 1980). In contrast, a Natve Theory of Biology postulates that
understanding of illness develops in a domain-specific pattern and with age there is a
shift from social understanding towards biological understanding (i.e., Carey, 1985).
However, there may be instances that children either refer to both biological and
psychosocial domains for reasoning about the origin of illness (Raman & Gelman,
2008) or experience an intermediate phase of preferring a vitalistic explanation
(Inagaki & Hatano, 1993). In addition, the type of illness becomes a critical
component for referring to either domain-distinct or domain-depended responses.
Taking into account the divergent causations that children ascribe to specific types of
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illnesses, it was important to investigate their understanding of a more general
statement of 'not feeling well', a characterization which is mainly used for illness.
Focusing on Carey's (1985) theory which postulates that children by the age of 10
posses no facts for structuring a naive theory of biology and consequently look for
non biological explanations the expectation was, that children would form a
psychosocial causation for the 'not feeling well' state. In contrast, the results showed
that the physical illness explanation was used before the age of 10. The 5-year-olds
interpreted the 'not feeling well' state as a cause of a physical illness.
Yet, cultural differences were obtained from the responses of the 7- and 10-year-olds.
British children appreciated the 'not feeling well' state as a physical illness.
Conversely, Greek children's explanation of physical illness decreased with age.
Looking at the psychosocial reasoning, for the British children it remained a minority
response, whereas for the Greek children it increased with age. With age other factors
such as, individuality and culture might have influenced the responses of the 7- and
10-year-olds, a fmding corroborated by Inagaki & Hatano (1993, 2002).
However, despite the cultural differences resulting from the particular explanations,
the explanation of physical illness was evident in children's responses. For both
cultures the 7- and the lO-year-olds used explanations derived from inter-dependent
domains (this was more evident in the Greek sample). Responding by using inter-
dependent domains has been also found in adults perceiving illness' susceptibility not
only as a possible outcome of biological causes but also as an outcome of moral
misdeed (Inagaki, 1997). Additionally, the interaction between the biological and
psychosocial domains has been revealed in preschool children's reasoning about the
origins of contagious illness (Raman & Gelman, 2008). Therefore, it may be
suggested that the origin and type of illness (i.e., psychogenic illness versus
contagious illness) can qualify as important factors for eliciting either domain-distinct
or domain-depended responses.
Interestingly, neither cultural nor developmental differences in relation to reasoning
were graphically portrayed.
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10.3.4 Expressive strategies in depicting a contrast
The current series of experiments indicated that even the 5-year-olds were able to use
the literal expression of mouth, the formal properties of drawing, namely height and
colour, and the content of human figure drawings for indicating a difference between
a 'feeling well' and a 'not feeling well figure. The fact that the results for the
strategies of height, colour, and content were order specific and were observed only
when the last task acquired a negative connotation may indicate children's difficulty
to participate for the first time in a task obtaining a negative implication.
On the one hand, these results reinforce the evidence coming from the study of Jolley
& Thomas (1995). In that study Jolley & Thomas (1995) by replicating the
experiment of Carothers & Gardner (1979) found although the happy scene was
correctly completed at an early age, the sad scene was appropriately completed after
the age of 11. Jolley & Thomas (1995) interpreted these results under Parsons' (1987)
claim that children tend to detect more positive than negative feelings in viewing a
picture. In particular, according to Parsons' (1987) stage theory of aesthetic
development in the first stage - favouritism - children tend to rely on an intuitive
delight in most paintings and a strong attraction to colour and rarely find fault with
paintings. In stage two (beauty and realism), the predominant characteristic is the
subject matter. A primary school child, according to Parsons (1987), judges a painting
as good 'if the subject is attractive and if the representation is realistic' (p. 22). The
absence of age-related effects, nevertheless, suggests that children may continue to
operate on the basis of favouritism and attractiveness.
On the other hand, the absence of any developmental differences in the use of
expressive strategies across age is in contrast with research claiming that the quantity
and quality of the moods expressed, tends to increase with age (Carothers & Gardner,
1979; Ives, 1984; Jolley et al., 2004; Picard et al., 2007). However, Jolley et al. (2004)
detected a slow period of development between the 6- and 9-year-olds. Of course, this
disagreement needs to be considered in light of the fact that the present research
investigated the use of expressive strategies in depicting a contrast between 'feeling
well' and 'not feeling well' states, whereas the aforementioned studies assessed the
use of expressive strategies in portraying moods.
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10.3.5 Positively and negatively characterized topics: nice versus nasty,
happy versus sad, and 'feeling well' versus 'not feeling well'
In the context of depicting differentially characterized topics, research has shown that
children tend to use size for distinguishing positively and negatively laden topics from
baseline topics (i.e., Burkitt et al., 2003a 2004,2005; Fox & Thomas, 1990; Thomas
et al., 1989). However, empirical work on children's drawing has generated
conflicting findings regarding whether or not the size of the depicted objects can be
used as a reliable index of children's feelings towards the depicted objects (i.e., Joiner
et al., 1996; Jolley & Vulic-Prtoric, 2001; Thomas & Jolley, 1998). A counter
argument could be that these studies have focused on securing simple correspondence
relations that link positively presented topics with large size and negatively presented
topics with small size. Still, positively laden and negatively laden characterizations
are abstract categories and entail multiple determinations, such as 'happy/sad', and
'nice/nasty' .
Additionally, size is a broad property of drawing describing the height, the width, and
the surface area covered by the drawn object on the paper. Therefore, Burkitt et al.
(2003a) in order to examine children's change in any of the three indexes of size
asked them to copy baseline, nice, and nasty topics. The results indicated that the nice
drawings were taller, larger, and wider than the baseline drawings, and that the nasty
drawings were shorter, smaller, but not narrower in width than the baseline drawings.
Burkitt et al. (2004) asked children to produce freehand drawings following the same
characterizations. A consistent increase was revealed in the surface area, height, and
width in the nice drawings in comparison to the baseline figures. Similarly, Burkitt et
al. (2005) found that the happy human figures were larger and wider than the baseline
figures. Burkitt & Barnett (2006) discovered that both happy and sad human figures
following brief mood induction procedures were larger and taller than the baseline
figures. The aforementioned studies could not replicate the result that either nasty or
sad topics were smaller than their original state of baseline (Burkitt et al., 2003a).
Conversely, in the current research partial support is provided to Burkitt et al. (2004).
It was found that children decreased the height in the 'not feeling well' figure only
when it was the last task to carry out.
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Research has also studied how children use the strategy of colour in contrasting
differentially characterized topics. Burkitt et al. (2003b) found that, regardless of age
and topic, children employed their more preferred colours for the nice figures, their
least preferred colours for the nasty figures, and colours rated intermediately for the
baseline figures. These results were replicated by subsequent studies studying how
children use colour in freehand drawings following nice and nasty characterizations
(Burkitt et al., 2004) and how children from different educational backgrounds use
colour in happy and sad figures (Burkitt et al., 2005). In contrast, Papazoglou (2004)
showed that by the age of 4 children did not use colour for indicating a contrast
between a 'feeling well' and a 'not feeling well' figure. However, experiment 3
revealed that children chose the most preferred colours for the 'feeling well' task and
the intermediate colours for the 'not feeling well' task mainly when the
characterization for the last drawing acquired a negative connotation.
Consequently, the type of antithesis between the opposite characterizations, the task
demands, the types of instructions, and the specific formal property of drawing that is
studied, are factors that need to be taken into account when interpreting results.
Focusing on the specific type of contrast used in the present methodology, it may be
suggested that the characterizations of 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' do not
constitute opposite conditions as those of nice and nasty or happy and sad. The
difference may derive from the fact that the present descriptions illustrate, on the one
hand the existence of a state (feeling well) and on the other hand the absence of this
state (not feeling well)' .
Karmiloff-Smith (1990) asked children to produced drawings of a house, a man and
an animal. For each topic they were firs~ instructed to make a drawing (i.e., 'draw a
house') and then to draw it as if it did not exist (i.e., 'draw a house that does not
exist'). With these instructions the author's intention was to force children to operate
on their normal drawing procedures and to detect the types of constraint that may
hinder representational change and flexibility. The results indicated developmental
differences in relation to the types of changes that were adopted for indicating a
1 The Greek syntax follows the same pattern with the negation occurring in the beginning.
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contrast between an existing topic and a non existing topic. Taking the methodology
of Kanniloff-Smith (1990) into consideration, asking children to draw first a 'not
feeling well' figure might have been a difficult task to carry out because it requires
children to act on the normal figure (feeling well) operate the modifications and then
portray the deviating figure (not feeling well). Thus, this may be an explanation why
children did not use the strategies of height, colour, and level of complexity when
following the 'not feeling well' - 'feeling well' order.
However, in the 'feeling well' - 'not feeling well' order, children treated the 'not
feeling well' labeling differently, compared to the 'feeling well' characterization by
decreasing the height in the human figure drawing or using less preferred colours, or
decreasing the level of the facial complexity. Nevertheless, the decrease in height was
not very pronounced and even the shrink of the 'not feeling well' figure was better
manifested in the comparison to the baseline figure. In the case of colour, children
used their best colours for the 'feeling well' figure and shifted towards the middle part
of the continuum for choosing colours for the 'not feeling well' figure. Put differently,
in the present line of experiments, under the specific experimental design, it was
found that children did not perceive the 'not feeling well' state as negative as children
did the nasty characterization in the studies of Burkitt et al. (2003a, 2003b).
10.3.6 The emotional connotation of the 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' states
Although the current research did not aim to analyse the graphical expression of
emotion in human figure drawings, children were asked to draw a 'feeling well' and a
'not feeling well' human figure. In this context, Eleftheriou (2009) showed that
preschool children differentiated a 'feeling well' from a 'not feeling well' human
figure by modifying the mouth expression. Similarly, Healey (1994) demonstrated
that children drew a frown to depict the illperson. In line with this strand of research,
in experiment 2 and 3, in which children were asked to draw either a whole human
figure or the head area of a pre-drawn figure, it was revealed that children modified
primarily the mouth according to the instructions provided. Concerning the specific
mouth expression, children drew only a smile for the 'feeling well' human figure and
generally a frown for a 'not feeling well' figure.
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Golomb (1992) studied the portrayal of emotion in 6- to 12-year-olds children's
drawings. Children were asked to draw a happy, a sad, and an angry child. The results
showed that children tend to focus on the face and primarily alter the orientation of
the mouth for producing the differential emotional states. Happiness was depicted
with a smile, and sadness was portrayed with a frown. Recently, Brechet et al. (2008)
examining the strength of the drawing tool in assessing children's understanding of
basic emotions, confirmed a relatively gradual development of the comprehension of
emotions and a differentiation between simple emotions - happiness and sadness -
and complex emotions - anger, fear, and disgust - (i.e., Widen & Russel, 2003).
Thus, it may be suggested that the graphic representations of the 'feeling well' and
'not feeling well' descriptions were paralleled to the emotional characterizations of
happiness and sadness respectively. This proposal may be supported by children's
assignment of a positive affect rating towards the 'feeling well' human figure and
their negative affect rating towards the 'not feeling well' human figure (experiment
3).
10.4 Experimental considerations and suggestions for future research
The present series of experiments extended literature investigating children's
strategies to distinguish positive and negative figures from neutrally characterized
figures. In particular, the aim of the current research focused on the antithetical pair of
'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' characterizations. However, the results indicated
that children systematically used the strategies of height, colour, and detail
(complexity of facial features) only when the 'not feeling well' figure was the last
task to complete. Therefore, the assumption that children tend to treat the properties
of drawing in a similar manner for opposite characterizations needs to be made with
caution.
Nevertheless, certain experimental decisions restrict the strength of the results and
their interpretation and as a consequence serve to suggest supplementary directions
for future research.
To begin with, although the 'not feeling well' characterization is used mainly in the
context of illness, the results indicated that this characterization may be also
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employed for psychosocial conditions (this was more evident for the Greek sample).
Thus, whether the 'not feeling well' characterization could be used in a corresponding
manner to illness is an empirical question that necessitates further exploration. For
example, the investigation of the graphic representation of a 'feeling well' figure in
comparison to an 'ill' figure would validate the current results. Additionally, adopting
the direct characterization of illness would probably avoid children's hindrance in
graphically differentiating the 'feeling well' figure from the 'not feeling well' figure
when the latter was the first task to engage. As a result, the demand exercised by the
instructions to start off from the absence of a state (not feeling well) would be
diminished. Moreover, it would be elucidating to investigate whether different
causalities of illness lead to a variety of graphical strategies or not. Being more
specific, further experimentation would enlighten how children use biological and
psychosocial explanations in relation to a variety of illness (i.e., flu, headache,
stomachache, chicken pox) and how those are depicted graphically in human figure
drawings.
Inexperiment 3 in the completion of each task children were asked to assess the affect
of the human figures by using a five-point smiley face Likert scale (showing faces
with very happy, happy, neither happy nor unhappy, unhappy, and very unhappy
expressions in an A4 sheet of paper of a landscape orientation). The results indicated
that children perceived that the 'feeling well' and the 'not feeling well' figures
acquired different emotions. Children assigned a more positive affect rating towards
the 'feeling well' human figure than they did towards the 'not feeling well' human
figure. These findings are in line with research (Burkitt et al., 2003a, 2003b, 2004,
2005) studying children's differentiation of nice and happy figures from nasty and sad
figures. Experiment 2 and 3 showed that children drew a smile for the 'feeling well'
figure and mainly a frown for the 'not feeling well' figure. However, research has
provided evidence that children's understanding of basic emotions follows a relatively
gradual development of the comprehension of emotions and a differentiation between
simple emotions - happiness and sadness - and complex emotions - anger, fear, and
disgust - (i,e., Boyatzis et al., 1993; Brechet et al., 2008; Widen & Russel, 2003).
Consequently, further investigation in using stimuli depicting happy, sad, angry,
frightened, and disgust faces would test whether children might associate 'feeling
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well' and 'not feeling well' characterizations with emotions other than happiness and
sadness.
Although in the present research the amount of detail included in the instructions was
brief, even the younger children were sensitive to grasp the differences between the
opposite conditions and depict them graphically. Barrett & Bridson (1983) studied the
influence of the amount of elaboration and length of instructions on the degree of
visual realism in children's drawings. It was revealed that the level of explanation
rather than the length of the instructions encouraged children to produce visual
realism. In contrast, Burkitt & Barnett (2006) found that children drew larger happy
and sad human figures relative to a prior baseline condition only when such mood
scenarios were brief but not elaborate. In the present context, due to the order-specific
results, it would be of interest to assess whether an elaboration of the 'not feeling
well' condition would enable children to adopt the strategies of height, colour, and
level of facial detail in the 'not feeling well' - 'feeling well' order.
Research has demonstrated that children tend to alter their graphic behaviour in order
to meet the demands of communication tasks (Callaghan, 1999; Sitton & Light,
1992). It would worthwhile, therefore, to examine whether a communicative context
would facilitate children to portray more vividly the differences between the two
conditions, regardless of order. Children also could be asked to produce human
figures following differential characterizations for divergent categories of audiences
(i,e., differing in age).
In experiments 3-5 it was found that children drew the face of the figures by
following a top-bottom order, namely starting from the eyes (or the eye brows),
moving to the nose and fmishing with the mouth. This order of face production
assumes that children tended to follow a specific sequence. Karmiloff-Smith (1990)
studied how children operate on their normal drawing procedures and examined the
types of constraint that hindered representational change and flexibility. The results
indicated developmental differences in relation to the types of changes that were
adopted for differentiating an existing from a non existing topic. Four- to 6-year-olds
engaged in deletions and changes in size and shape. In contrast, 7- to ll-year-olds,
apart from deletions and changes in size and shape, also indicated change by altering
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position and orientation of elements and added elements from other conceptual
categories. For future research it would be important to video the procedure of
drawing and study the order and type of changes that would occur within and between
subjects.
In experiments 4 and 5 children carried out initially non drawing tasks and then
participated in a drawing task. Research has shown that various factors seem to
interact with either the lag of or advancement of drawing performance in relation to
non drawing performance, such as the familiarity of the topic to be drawn, the focus
of the question, the type of the stimuli presented in the non drawing task2, and the
order of the presentation of the tasks.
Focusing on the order of the presentation of the tasks, from the comparison between
the non drawing and the drawing tasks it can be argued that the specific order of
administration of the tasks did not improve children's ability on the latter task, a result
in line with research claiming that a graphic training may not surmount children's
symbolic immunity of human figure drawing (Boyatzis et al., 1995; Golomb, 1973).
Yet, this claim cannot be sufficiently warranted given lack of information of the
children's actual drawing ability. The results of the current study would be stronger if
the order of the tasks were counterbalanced.
10.S Implications for Practitioners
This body of experiments showed that children used graphic strategies. namely, the
height in freehand human figure drawings. the colour and the amount of facial detail
in pre-drawn human figures, and the level of complexity in constructing a face with
pre-drawn features for indicating a contrast between a 'feeling well' and a 'not feeling
well' topics. The degree of freedom in completing a human figure varied across the
experiments. Children started with producing freehand human figures and ended in
assembling ready-made facial features into a pre-drawn outline of a face. Thus, it is
necessary to apply some caution when considering the practical implications of these
results due to the restricted conditions under which this evidence was provided.
2 See pages 210-211 for a detailed description of these factors.
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Additionally, in order to establish a broader utility of these results it is important to
take into account the aforementioned experimental considerations and suggestions for
future research. Burkitt et al. (2004) proposed for their finding to be suitable for
practical use that drawing behaviour should be examined: (i) with topics more
relevant to children's lives, such as family members; (ii) with naturally emotive
topics; and (iii) with regard to drawing behaviour of children from special
populations. Although the significance of assessing the generalizability of the
empirical work is high, it is necessary to acknowledge that it would be unrealistic to
expect homogeneous results.
The present results are in line with the related literature (Burkitt & Barnett, 2006;
Burkitt et al., 2003a, 2003b, 2004,2005; Craddick, 1961, 1963; Thomas et al., 1989)
demonstrating that children can respond graphically for indicating a contrast between
differentially characterized topics which carry opposite emotional connotations. The
fact that there has been some disagreement on the direction of the results may rest to
the use of different pairs of antithetical characterizations (i.e., nice and nasty and
'feeling well' and 'not feeling well') and to diverse experimental methodologies.
The findings also corroborate to some of the clinical claims describing that children's
use of size and colour in drawing can be used as indices of how they interpret the
topics which they have drawn (i.e., Alschuler & Hattwick, 1943; Di Leo, 1973;
Hammer, 1958; Koppitz, 1968). Yet, taking into account that size and colour may be
considered as indirect strategies of contrast, they need to be considered in line with
direct strategies, such as the mouth expression. Also, despite the fact that children
appear to be systematic in using height, colour, and content, as an indication of a
contrast between differential descriptions, practitioners need to utilize the tool of
drawing in line with other sources of information, such as the exact context in which
the drawing was produced, individual differences, the further explanations made by
the creator of the picture, as well as the broader clinical picture of the child.
10.6 Conclusions
This programme of research involved five experiments designed to establish the
experimental conditions under which children, aged between 4 to 11 years, would
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adopt the expressive strategies of height, colour, content, and mouth expression for
denoting a contrast between wellbeing and illness. Based on the results, some
interesting answers can be provided. The first two aims of this research were to
examine the conditions under which children systematically use height for
differentiating human figure drawings following task instructions describing baseline,
'feeling well', and 'not feeling well' characterizations. Clearly, the results revealed
that even the 5-year-olds: (i) did not modify the height of drawings when they drew
the same figure twice; (ii) did not alter the height in the 'feeling well' figure in
response to its original state (baseline); and (iii) decreased the height in the 'not
feeling well' figure only when it was the last task to produce.
The third aim of this research was to focus on the content of the human figure
drawings and investigate whether or not a change in height in drawings could be
further explained through a modification in the amount of detail included in them. The
findings did not show any systematic change in the detail included in the human
figures. However, it was found that children chose the mouth to indicate a contrast
between the 'feeling well' figure and 'not feeling well'. Principally, the former figure
was depicted with a smile and the latter figure with a frown.
The fourth aim was to assess the children's causation (meaning) of the 'not feeling
well' state in relation to theories investigating children's understanding of illness. In
contrast to Carey's theory, the results showed that the physical illness explanation was
used before the age of 10. The 5-year-olds interpreted the 'not feeling well' state as a
cause of a physical illness. However, cultural differences were obtained from the
responses of the 7- and lO-year-olds. Focusing on the physical illness explanation, for
British children this appeared to be the prominent cause, whereas for the Greek
children it declined with age. Looking at the psychosocial reasoning, for the British
children it remained a minority response, whereas for the Greek children it increased
with age. Yet, for both cultures explanations derived from inter-dependent domains
(this was more evident in the Greek sample).
The fifth aim was to use an independent evidence to support the claim that children
treat a 'feeling well' figure and a 'not feeling well' figure differently. Consequently,
experiment 3 was designed by partially replicating the methodology of Burkitt et al.
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(2003b) in which children's use of colour was studied in response to positively and
negatively characterized topics. What emerged then was that children used the most
preferred colours for the 'feeling well' task and the intermediate colours for the 'not
feeling well' task mainly when the characterization for the last drawing acquired a
negative connotation. Focusing on the change of mouth expression, children tended to
alter the mouth expression as the instructions changed. However, a group of the
participants who started off from the 'not feeling well' task, and had not participated
before in any colour related task, chose a smile for either of the human figures. Thus,
although it was proved that children treated the 'feeling well' and the 'not feeling
well' characterizations differently, the contrast between the two characterizations was
not as intense as the contrast between nice and nasty.
Due to production issues and organization problems (Freeman, 1980) children may be
constrained from drawing what they intend to. Therefore, the last aims were to inquire
whether children: (i) would select or assemble the most detailed faces for the 'feeling
well' and the 'not feeling well' states and (ii) would adopt the level of complexity as a
strategy of contrast. The fmdings from the selection task demonstrated that children,
regardless of the characterization of the topic, preferred the most complicated faces.
However, this fmding was order specific and was obtained only in the 'feeling well'-
'not feeling well' order. The results from the construction task disclosed that, overall,
children chose more detailed features for the 'feeling well' face than they did for the
'not feeling well' face. Additionally, children used the level of complexity as a
strategy for displaying a contrast between the two faces only when the second face
acquired a negative connotation.
To conclude, the results corroborate research claiming that children, due to positively
and negatively laden characterizations, utilize graphic strategies to indicate a contrast.
However, the 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' characterizations were found to
differentiate from other opposite characterizations, such as nice and nasty and happy
and sad. Therefore, it is important to avoid simple correspondence relations that link
positively presented topics with large size and favourite colours and negatively
presented topics with small size and least preferred colours. Additionally, this
empirical work provides further evidence that young children are systematic. Even the
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5-year-olds do not alter their drawings when they are asked to draw a topic twice.
Last, the order of completing the differentially presented topics creates a context
which may encourage or hinder children to adopt the appropriate strategies of
contrast. Thus, the assessment of the experimental design adopted for the
investigation of children's drawing behaviour is crucial.
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Informed Consent
My name is Ioulia Papazoglou and I am a PhD candidate in Developmental
Psychology at the University of Surrey working under the supervision of Dr. Alyson
Davis, a senior member of the department. I am currently working on a project looking
at how children understand illness through drawing and other constructed tasks.
I am hoping to work with around 100 children in the area of Wimbledon during the
autumn term. Therefore, I would like to invite children, aged between 4 to 11 years, at
'Has1emere Primary School' to participate in this study. Ideally, Iwould like to work
with around 8 children in each class and I expect that this would take around 7 days in
school. However, I understand how busy the school days are and would be grateful for
any help that you could offer me.
The task involves: a) drawing a picture of a child who either 'feels well' or 'doesn't
feel well' and b) answering questions (tape recording) concerning children's drawings.
The whole procedure takes around 10-1S minutes to complete. I will assure the
children that they will not be tested and that "there are no right or wrong answers". We
are just interested in how children complete the task.
In addition, I would like to inform you that the current study is in line with 'The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Covenants on Human Rights' (UN
General Assembly December 1984) and with the Ethical Guidelines for Teaching and
Research, which is published by the University of Surrey's Advisory Committee of
Ethics. Consequently, I would like to guarantee children's confidentiality, and
behavioural/emotional safety.
Thank you for your consideration,
Researcher
Miss Ioulia Papazoglou
BA (Deree) MSc (Surrey)
I
/ !.,-~...,
: J /. t,
Head Teacher
Mr. Bob ShearmanK.\,J~~
Deputy Head
~.
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Headteacher: Robert Shearman B.A. (Hons] P.G.c.E.
Dear Parents,
I am writing for your help. Haslemere is a successful school that provides a
learning environment for our pupils and teaching students. Occasionally we
are asked to participate in a university research project. A student from the
University of Surrey is undertaking a PhD research project on 'Developmental
Psychology'. The student has an up to date CRB check which the school has
seen.
There will be approximately two hundred and fifty pupils aged 4-11 from three
different Merton School involved in this research.
Eighty Haslemere children have been randomly selected, and you've guessed
- your child is one.
The children will be asked to-
1. "Draw a child of your own age."
2. "Draw a child who is not we'" and then
3. "Draw a child who is well".
We wondered whether you would mind if your child took part in this project in
school? Miss loulia Papazoglou BA, MSc has said that there may be two
sessions each up to 10 minutes long depending on how fast your child draws.
If you are unhappy about your child being part of this project, please let me
know by returning the slip below a.s.a.p.
Thank you
~~~
Mrs Stella Fry --~ •
Deputy Head and Student Coordinator
i"d·~·~·~i·~h··~Y"~hiid··.1 t .. :::·.·.· ...·:::·.·.·.· .. ::·.·.·.·.· .. :::·.·.·.
to take part in the University of Surrey Research Project.
Signed :1 1.. ..
(_)
OOT.STOR ~ PEOPLE
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Human figure drawing's gender in relation to that of the participants
During the interview, which took place in the end of the drawings, children described
their human figures and referred to them as 'she' or 'he'. In order to study what type
of gender children chose for their human figure drawing a chi square analysis was
conducted.
There was a significant association between the children's gender and figures' gender
(X2 = 217.5; df= 1; P < 0.01). The majority of the children chose to produce human
figure drawings of the same gender as their own - 82.8% of the female participants
drew a girl and 98.7% of the male participants drew a boy (see Table A.2.l).
Table A.2.1: Theparticipants' choice of the humanjigure drawing's gender
Children's gender Xjigures' gender
Figures' gender
Boy Girl Total
Female 29 140 169Children's (17.2%) (82.8%) (100%)
gender Male 152 1 154(98.7%) (1.3%) (100%)
323
(l00%)
No cultural differences were found. The majority of both Greek (X2 = 154.06; df= 1;
P < 0.01) and British (,.l = 69.11; df = 1; P < 0.01) children chose to draw human
figure drawings of the same gender as their own (see Table A.2.2).
Table A.2.2: The participants' choice of the human figure drawing's gender across
culture
Children's gender Xfigures' gender
Figures' gender
Boy Girl Total
Female 7 87 94(7.4%) (92.6%) (100%)
Greek Male 86 0 86(100%) (0%) (l00%)
Female 22 53 75(29.3%) (70.7%) (l00%)
British 66 2 68Male (97.1%) (2.9%) (100%)
323
(l00%)
No age differences were found. The majority of children, in each age group, chose to
produce human figure drawings of the same gender as their own - younger group: (X2
= 63.35; df= 1; p < 0.01); middle group: (X2 = 69.67; df= 1; p < 0.01); older group:
(X2 = 97.07; df'= 1; P< 0.01) see Table A.2.3).
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Table A.2.3: The participants' choice of the human figure drawing's gender across
age
Children's gender Xfigures' gender
Figures' gender
Boy Girl Total
Female
11 46 57
(19.3%) (80.7%) (100%)Younger group
48 2 50
Male (96%) (4%) (100%)
107
(100%)
Female 9 47 57
Middle group (16.1%) (83.9%1 _{100%)47 1 50Male (97.9%) (2.1%) (100%)
104
(100%)
Female
4 52 56
Older group (7.1%) (92.9%) (100%)
56 0 56
Male (100%) (0%) (100%)
112
_(100%)
Four-way mix ANOV A for each condition
2(Drawing type) X 3(Age) X 2(Gender) X 2(Culture)
In an attempt to investigate how height was treated within each condition data were
subjected to a 2(drawing type) X 3(age) X 2(gender) X 2(culture) four-way mix
ANOV A. Age, gender, and culture were entered as between factors whereas drawing
type s as a repeated measure.
Condition 1: Baseline -+ Baseline
Within subject analysis showed no main effects for drawing type {F(I,24) = 0.39; P =
0.54} (see Table A.2.4), age {F(2,24) = 0.16; P = 0.85}, gender {F(I,24) = 0.79; P =
0.38}, and culture {F(I,24) = 0.01, P = 0.92}.
Table A.2.4: Mean height for each drawing type
Condition 2: WeU-+ Well
No main effect for drawing type {F(1,21) = 0.01; P = 0.97} was found (see Table
A.2.5).
Table A.2.5: Mean height for each drawing type
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In contrast, main effects were obtained for age {F(2,2I) = 3.02; P < 0.05 - l-tailed}
(see Table A.2.6), gender {F(I,21) = 4.04; P = 0.05} (see Table A.2.7), and culture
{F(1,2l) = 3.20; P < 0.05} (see Table A.2.8).
Interaction effects for drawing type X age {F(2,21) = 6.76; P < 0.01} (see Table
A.2.9) and age X gender {F(2,2l) = 3.14; P < 0.05 - I-tailed} (see Table A.2.10)
were found.
Table A.2.6: Mean height of drawing across age
Age group
Younger I Middle I Older
5.87 I 5.63 I 8.43
Table A.2. 7:Mean height of drawing across gender
Gender
Boys I Girls
Drawing's mean height 5.64 I 8.15
Table A.2.B: Mean height of drawing across culture
Culture
Greek I British
Drawing's mean height 6.25 I 7.65
Table A.2.9: Mean height of drawing across type and age
Mean height of drawing_
Youn er Middle Older
Drawingl Drawing2 Drawing 1 1 Drawing 2 Drawing 1 1 Drawing 2
6.26 5.48 5.36 ·1 5.90 8.27 1 8.60
Table A.2.l 0: Mean height of drawing across age and gender
Gender
Boys Girls
You~r 3.86 7.47
Middle 5.97 5.29
Older 6.53 10.98
Condition 3: Not well --+ Not well
No main effects for drawing type {F(1,35) = 0.47, P = 0.50} (see Table A.2.l1), age
{F(2,35) = 0.61, P = 0.55}, gender {F(I,35) = 0.40, P = 0.53}, and culture {F(I,35) =
0.56, P = 0,46} were found.
Table A.2.ll: Mean height for each drawing type
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Condition 4: Not well ~ Well
No main effects for drawing type {F(I.29) = 0.11; P = 0.74} (see Table A.2.l2). age
{F(2.29) = 1.16; P = 0.33}. gender {F{l.29) = 0.32; P = 0.S8}, and culture {F{l.29) =
0.12; P = 0.73} were found.
Interaction effects for height X culture {F(l.29) = 8.03; p < O.OS} and age X culture X
gender {F(2.29) = 3.29; p = 0.05} were obtained.
Table A.2.l2: Mean height for each drawing type
Condition 5: Well ~ Not well
Main effects for drawing type {F(I,30) = 3.74; P <0.05 -I-tailed} (see Table A.2.13),
age {F(2,30) = S.64; p<O.OS} (see Table A.2.I4). and gender F(1.30) = 3.71; P <
0.05 -I-tailed} (see Table A.2.I5) were found. No main effect for culture was
obtained {F(1.30) = 1.09. P = 0.30}.
Table A.2.13: Mean height for each drawing type
Post hoc Tukey tests showed that both middle and younger children drew shorter
human figures than the older ones at the 0.05 level. Younger children did not draw
shorter figures than the middle ones.
A statistically significant mean difference between the older and younger children
was found {{2.74). p < 0.05}.
A statistically significant mean difference between the older and the middle children
was found ({3.28), p < 0.05}.
A non statistically significant mean difference between the middle and the younger
children was found {(0.S4), P = 0.87}.
Table A.2.14: Mean height of drawing across age
Age group
Younger I Middle I Older
S.89 I S.35 I 8.65
Table A.2.I5: Mean height of drawing across gender
Gender
Boys I Girls
Drawing's mean height 5.72 I 7.49
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Condition 6: Baseline ---+ Not well
Main effects for drawing type {F(I,39) = 8.89; P <O.OI}(see Table A.2.l6) and age
{F(2,39) = 6.84, P < 0.01} (see Table A.2.l7) were found.
Table A.2.l6: Mean height for each drawing type
Table A.2.l7: Mean height of drawing across age
Age group
Younger I Middle I Older
5.09 I 8.40 I 8.30
Post hoc Tukey tests showed that the mean height of both middle and older children's
human figure drawings were taller than those of the younger children at the 0.05 level.
A statistically significant mean difference between the older and younger children
was found {(3.22), P < 0.05}.
A statistically significant mean difference between the middle and the younger
children was found {(3.31), P < 0.05}.
The mean difference between the middle and the older children {(0.09), p = l.00} was
not statistically significant.
Interaction effects for height X age {F(l,39) = 4.64; P < 0.05} (see Table A.2.18)
and age X culture were found {F(2,39) = 3.39; P < 0.05} (see Table A.2.19).
Table A.2.iB: Mean height of drawing across type and age
Mean hei~ht qf drawing
Youn er Middle Older
Drawing 1 Drawing2 Drawing 1 I Drawing 2 Drawing 1 I Drawing 2
5.20 4.98 9.40 I 7.40 8.56 I 8.05
Table A.2.l9: Mean height of drawing across age and culture
Mean height of drawing
Youn er Middle Older
Greek British Greek 1 British Greek I British
5.73 4.21 8.84 1 7.26 7.19 I 11.08
No mam effects were found for both gender {F(I,39) = 0.21; P = 0.65,} and culture
{F(I,39) = 0.30; p = 0.59}.
Condition 7: Baseline ---+ Well
No main effects for drawing type {F(I,25) = 0.18; P = 0.90} (see Table A.2.20), age
{F(2,25) = 2.06; P = 0.15}, gender {F(l,25) = 1.68, P = 0.21}, and culture {F(l,25) =
2.19, P = 0.15}were found.
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Table A.2.20: Mean heightfor each drawing type
Drawin
Drawin 1 (Baseline)
9.00
Independent group analysis
Participants' first drawings were studied for any systematic differentiation among the
baseline, 'feeling well' and 'not feeling well' human figures' height. (see Table
A.2.21).
Table A.2.2l:
Preliminary analysis
Baseline human figure drawing (Condition 1, Condition 6, and Condition 7)
Independent group analysis: 3(Condition 1, Condition 6, Condition 7) X 3(age) X
2(gender) X 2(culture) four-way ANOVA
A main effect for age was revealed {F(2,87) = 5.00; P < 0.05} (see Table A.2.22). No
main effects for condition {F(2,87) = 0.51; P = 0.60}, gender {F(1,87) = 2.30; P =
0.l3}, and culture {F(l,87) = 0.82; P = 0.37} were found.
Table A.2.22: Mean height of drawing across age
Age group
Younger I Middle I Older
6.61 I 8.36 I 9.02
Post hoc Tukey tests showed that the mean height of both middle and older children's
human figure drawings were taller than those of the younger children at the 0.05 level.
A statistically significant mean difference between the older and younger children's
human figure drawings was found {(2A1), p < 0.05}.
A statistically significant mean difference between the middle and the younger
children's human figure drawings was found {(1.75), p < 0.05 -I-tailed}.
The mean difference between the middle and the older children's human figure
drawings {(0.65), p =O.68}was not statistically significant.
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'Feeling well' human figure drawing (Condition 1 and Condition 5)
Independent group analysis: 3(Condition 2, Condition 5) X 3(age group) X 2(gender)
X 2(culture) four-way ANOVA
Main effects for both age {F(2,51) = 6.42; p < 0.01} (see Table A.2.23) and gender
were revealed {F(I,51) = 7.46; P < 0.05} (see Table A.2.24). No main effects for
condition {F(I,51) = 0.003; p < 0.96} and culture {F(I,51) = 0.29; P < 0.59} were
found.
Table A.2.23: Mean height of drawing across age
Age group
Younger I Middle I Older
6.34 I 5.52 I 8.61
Post hoc Tukey tests showed that the mean height of both younger and middle
children's human figure drawings was shorter than that of the younger children's.
A statistically significant mean difference between the younger and older children's
human figure drawings was found ({2.27), p < 0.05}.
A statistically significant mean difference between the middle and older children's
human figure drawings was found {(3.09), p < 0.01}.
The mean difference between the younger and middle children's human figure
drawings {(0.81), p = 0.65} was not statistically significant.
Table A.2.24: Mean height of drawing across gender
Gender
Boys I Girls
Drawing's mean height 5.86 I 8.01
'Not feeling well' human figure drawing (Condition 3 and Condition 4)
Independent group analysis: 3(Condition 3, Condition 4) X 3(age) X 2(gender) X
2(culture) four-way ANOVA
Statistical analysis showed no main effects for condition {F(l,64) = 1.43; p = O.24},
age {F(2,64) = 1.35; P = 0.27}, gender {F(I,64) = 0.05; p = 0.82}, and culture
{F(1,64) = 0.07; p = 0.79}.
3(drawing type) X 3(age) X l(gender) X l(culture) four-way ANOVA
In an attempt to investigate how children treated the height of baseline, 'feeling well',
and 'not feeling well' human figure drawings, as the first task that they had to
produce, data were subjected to a 3(drawing type) X 3(age) X 2(gender) X 2(culture)
four-way ANOVA.
A main effect for drawing type was found {F(2,250) = 4.26; P < O.OS} (see Table
A.2.25). Post hoc Tukey tests showed that the mean height of the baseline human
figure drawings (7.96) was taller than that of both the 'not feeling well' (6.72) (mean
difference = 1.24, p < 0.01) and 'feeling well' (6.95) (mean difference = 1.01, P =
0.10) human figure drawings.
No statistically significant difference was obtained between the mean height of the
'feeling well' (6.95) and the 'not feeling well' human figure drawings (6.72) (mean
difference = 0.22, p= 0.91).
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Table A.2.25: Mean height of drawing across type
Drawing type
Baseline I 'Feeling well , I 'Not feeling well'
7.96 I 6.95 I 6.75
There was a main effect for age {F(2,250) = 11.29; P < O.OI} (see Table 2.26). Older
participants tended to produce taller human figure drawings than those of both the
middle and younger participants.
There was a statistically significant mean difference between the older children's
human figure drawings (8.52) and that of younger children's human figure drawings
(6.43) (mean difference = 2.09, P < 0.01).
There was a statistically significant mean difference between the older children's
human figure drawings (8.52) and that of the middle children's human figure
drawings (7.01) (mean difference = 1.51, P < 0.05).
A non statistically significant mean difference was obtained between the middle
children's human figure drawings (7.01) and that of the younger children's figure
drawings (6.43) (mean difference = 0.58, p = 0.48).
Table A.2.26: Mean height of drawing across age
Older
8.52
A main effect for gender was found {F(l,250) = 5.47; P <0.05} (see Table A.2.27).
Table A.2.27: Mean height of drawing across gender
Gender
Boys I Girls
Drawing's mean height 5.69 I 7.86
No main effect for culture was obtained {F(2,250) = 0.06; P = 0.81}.
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Quantity of features
Table A.3.t depicts the scoring guide of human figure drawings' feature, which was
created based on the draw a man test (see Harris, 1963).
Table A.3. J: The scoring guide of human figure drawings Jfeatures
HFD's features scale
t. Head present
2. Neck present
3. Neck, two dimensions
4. Eyes present (any indication)
5. Eye detail: brow or lashes
6. Eye detail: pupil
7. Eye detail: proportion
8. Eye detail: glance
9. Cheeks (i.e., mouth comers)
10. Nose present (any indication)
11. Nose, two dimensions
12. Bridge of nose
13. Mouth present (any indication)
14. Mouth or lips present (two dimensions)
15. Both nose and mouthllips in two dimensions
16. Both chin and forehead shown
17. Hair I (any indication)
18. Hair II (shaped masses suggesting braids or locks each side of face)
19. Hair III (style suggested)
20. Line of jaw indicated
21. Ears present
22. Ears present (proportion and position)
23. Fingers present
24.Correctnumberoffingers
25. Opposition of thumb shown (clear differentiation of the thumb from the
fingers)
26. Hands present (a space must be left between base of fingers and edge of sleeve
orcuft)
27. Wrist or ankle shown
28. Arms present
29. Shoulders I (a change in the direction of the outline of the upper part of the
trunk)
30. Shoulders II (they must be continuous with neck and arms, and 'square' not
dropping)
31. Arms at side or engaged in activity or behind back
32. Elbow joint shown
33. Legs present
34. Hip (crotch indicated (inner lines of the legs meeting at point of junction with
the body)
35. Knee joint shown
36. Feet I (any indication)
37. Feet II (proportion in relation to the leg and feet & legs in two dimensions)
38. Feet IV (detail: i.e., lacing, tie, strap, or shoe sole indicated by a double line)
39. Attachment of arms and legs I (at any point)
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40. Attachment of arms and legs II (correct point: when no neck is present, the
arms must be attached to the upper part of the trunk)
41. Trunk present
42. Waist I
43. Trunk in proportion, two dimensions (length> breadth)
44. Proportion (head I) no less than 1110 of the trunk
45. Proportion (head II) Y.of the trunk
46. Proportion (face: length> width)
47. Proportion (arms I: at least equal to the trunk in length)
48. Proportion (arms II: forearm narrower than upper arm)
49. Proportion legs (legs> vertical measurement of the trunk & < twice that
measurement)
50. Proportion (limbs in two dimensions)
51. Clothing I (anything)
52. Clothing II (at least two articles of clothing)
53. Clothing III (no transparencies)
54. Clothing IV (at least four articles of clothing definitely indicated)
55. Profile I (The head, trunk, and feet must be shown in profile without error)
56. Profile II (true profile, without error or any body transparency)
57. Full face (legs, arms; eyes, nose, mouth, ears; neck, trunk; hands, and feet in
two dimensions. Partial profile is included where attempt is to show figure in
perspective)
58. Motor coordination (lines) long lines should be firm, well-controlled
59. Motor coordination (junctures: juncture points of lines must meet cleanly
without a marked tendency to cross or overlap, or leave gaps)
60. Modeling technique (lines or shading must indicate garment creases, wrinkles
or folds, fabric, hair, shoes, coloring in etc)
61. Arm movement (freedom of movement in both shoulders and elbows. One
arm suffices.)
62. Leg movement (freedom of movement in both hips and knees)
63. Other
Total
Practice effect
In conditions 1,2, and 3 children produced twice a human figure drawing following
the same characterization. However, the content of the characterizations differed
across conditions (either baseline, fw, or nfw). In order to study whether there was
any practice effect within each condition and any differences between conditions a
2(order: I" drawing and 2nd drawing) X 3(condition: condition 1, condition 2,
condition 3) X 3(Age: younger, middle, and older) X 2(Gender) X 2(Culture: Greek
and British) five-way mix ANOVA was conducted. Condition, age, gender, culture
were entered as between factors whereas the order as a repeated measure.
A main effect for age was found {F(2,79) = 29.57; p < 0.01, n2=O.43}. With age
children produced more advanced human figure drawings with more features (see
Figure A.3.1). Post hoc Tukey tests showed that the older children drew more features
than the middle ones (p<O.OI) who added more features than the younger ones
(P<O.OI).
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Mean number of features of the human figure
drawings across age
Younger (5y) Middle (7y) Older (lOy)
Figure A.3.1: Mean number offeatures of the human figure drawings across age
A main effect for gender was found {F(1,79) = 5.07; P < 0.05, n2=0.06}. Girls (24.56)
tended to include more features than the boys (20.09).
Interaction effects were found for condition X age {F(4,79) = 5.84; p < 0.01, n2=0.23}
(see Figure A.3.2) and age X culture {F(2,79) = 7.53; p < 0.01, n2=O.l6} (see Figure
A.3.3).
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Figure A.3.2: Mean number of features across age and order
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Mean number of features of the human figure
drawings across age
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Figure A.3.3: Mean number of the human figure drawings' features across age and
culture
No main effects were obtained for order {F(1,79) = 3.71; P = O.06}, condition
{F(2,79) = 1.32; P = 0.27} and culture {F(1,79) = 1.79; P = 0.I8}.
Order effect
In conditions 4, 5, 6, and 7 children produced two versions of a human figure drawing
following different characterizations. In order to study whether there was any order
effect a 2(order: 1st drawing and 2nd drawing) X 4(condition: condition 4, condition 5,
condition 6, and condition 7) X 3(Age: younger, middle, and older) X 2(Gender) X
2(Culture: Greek and British) five-way mix ANOVA was conducted. Condition, age,
gender, and culture were entered as between factors whereas the order as a repeated
measure.
A main effect for age was found {F(2,I06) = 50.24; P < 0.01, n2=0.49}. With age
children produced more advanced human figure drawings with more features (see
Figure A.3.4). Post hoc Tukey tests showed that the older children drew more features
than the middle ones (p<O.OI) who added more features than the younger ones
(p<O.Ol).
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Figure A.3.4: Mean number of features of the human figure drawings across age
A main effect for gender was found {F(I,106) = 6.08; P < 0.05, n2=0.05}. Girls
(22.81) tended to include more features than the boys (19.98).
A main effect for condition was found {F(3,106) = 3.78; P < 0.05, n2=O.lO}. Post hoc
Tukey tests showed that children in condition 7 drew more features than those in
conditions 4,5, and 6 (p<O.OI) (see Figure A.3.5).
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Figure A.3.5:Mean number of the human figure drawings' features across conditions
Interaction effects were found for order X culture {F(I,106) = 4.95; P < 0.05,
n2=0.04} (see Figure A.3.6), order X condition X age {F(6,106) = 2.41; P < 0.05,
n2=0.12} (see Figures A.3.7 and A.3.8), and age X culture {F(2,106) = 4.14; P < 0.05,
n2=0.07} (see Figure A.3.9).
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Figure A.3.6: Mean number of the human figure drawings' features across culture
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Figure A.3.7: Mean number of the human figure drawings' features across age for
C4, CS, and C6
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C7: Mean number of features across age
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Figure A.3.8: Mean number of the human figure drawings' features across age for C7
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Figure A.3.9: Mean number of the human figure drawings' features across age and
culture
No main effects were obtained for order {F(1,106) = 1.58; P = 0.21} and culture
{F(1,106) = 0.01; P = 0.92}.
Pattern of mouth change: Configural Frequency Analysis (CFA) - Zero order
CFA
The use of mouth expression across the two human figure drawings was investigated
by condition and age. In order to see if any combinations of mouth expression
occurred more often than expected under the assumption that all profiles are equally
likely, a zero order configural analysis was conducted with a binomial test at a
significance level of 0.05. The exact binomial test was used in order to avoid any
cases with very low expected frequencies. Table A.3.2 display the frequencies of
mouth change. Letter (T) indicates the cases that significantly occurred more
frequently than it was expected.
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Table.A.3.2: Frequency of mouth change across age for each condition
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Appendix 4
Chapter 6: Raw data and tables of the children's causality of the 'NFW' state
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Table A.4.1: Raw data of the Greek children 's causation of the 'not feeling well+state
GR sample
I: Sad /Angry
C3 2: Flu
3: stomach ache /poisoned
"Flu4: Earache
5: TIl,got a cold "ill/got a coldC4 6: llI/stomacache "Stomach ache/poisoned
7: bad, wants his mummy "Fever
Nipio 8:1lI
·Sadlangry
"Headache
CS 9: Ugly, don't know "Shoulder acheN=17 10: III, got a fever "Ear ache11:Bad, headache ·Don't know
12: Shoulder ache ·badlwants his mummy
13: Fever "Ugly
C6 14: General ache General ache15: Dl, got a cold
16: Holds his forehead, don't feel well
17: TIl/fever
18: Stomach ache
19: III
C3 20: llI/fever
21: Stomach ache
22: Fell down/accident "Stomach ache
23: His friends don't want to play with him ·Fever
C4 24: 1 shortll long arm ·fell down/accident
A class 25: III/fever ·friends don't play with him26: broken arm "broken arm
N=18 27: TIl/sore throat
·Disproportional arms (shortllong)
CS 28: wasn't good at school ·Sore throat29: Stomach ache "School performance
30: TIl/fever ·Father's absence
31: His dad has gone away for a trip
32: 1lI
C6 34: Stomach ache/vomiting
35: Stomach ache
36: Don't know
37:Sad
38: Her mum didn't let her go out and play
39: Don't know
C3 40: Flu
41: TIl/fever ·Sad
42: Headache " Her mum didn't let her go out and
play
43: Headache, stomach ach/fever ·Don'tknow
C4 44: Fell down/accident ·Flu45: Stomach ache/ poisoned "Headache
B class
46: Spots/allergy ·Stomach ache
47: Preached by both his parents and teachers "Fell down/accident
N=21 48: his friends don't want to play with him "Allergy
CS 49: lost her money and can't buy what she wants " Preached by parents and/or
50: felt dizzy and fell down teachers
• his friends don't want to play with
51: Headache him
52: Sad " lost her money and can't buy what
53: III she wants
C6 54: III ·felt dizzy
55: Flu
56: 1lI
57: preached by_his mum
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58: Had a fight with a friend of hers
59: Her parents had a fight
C3 60: She fainted
·Had a fight with a friend of hers61: got a low grade in the exam
·Her parents had a fight62: III
·She fainted63: III
·got a low grade in the exam64: His parents got a divorce ·mC4 65: got no one to play with
"His parents got a divorce66: III
·got no one to play withC class 67: Somethin_g_happened to her parents
·Something happened to her parents68: Read something and became sad ·Read something and became sadN=21 69: Don't know ·Don'tknowCS 70: Don't know ·Sad71: Sad ·Don't let her go out and play72: Don't let her go out and_Qlay
·Got no friend73: got no friend ·fell down/accident
74: fell down/accident ·His mum went to the hospital
C6 75: His mum went to the hospital ·Something happened to his family76: Something happened to his family
77:Ill
78: Felt dizzy/lll
D class
79: Somebody hit him
80: Stomach ache
81: III
82: Sad .Somebody hit him
83: His friends don't want to play with him .Stomach ache
~ __ ~~8~4~:H~e~w~w~n~'~t~oo~·7d~e~n~0~u~~a~ts5c~h~00~1~~~~~__ ~ .TII
85: Stomach ach, he ate something bad/poisoned .Sad
86: Ill/fever .His friends don't want to play with him
87: she can't fmd her friends .He wasn't good enough at school
~ __ ~~8g.8~:ll~l/~s~to~m~~ac~h~a~c~h~e=-=-::-:L=--=-L:::::- I .She can't find her friends
89: Somebody did something to her .Somebody did something to her
90: Sad .Don't know
91: Don't know .He got lost in the forest and has nothing to
t.,__+~9~2~""Hg~eo;:t=l~o~st~in=th:;:e=fi::o~re~s~t~an~d h~w n!::o:.:::th~in=.:.:to:..._e::.:a,-,t__ ~ eat
93: Fell down/accident .Fell down/accident
94: Angry, she's got a lot of homework to do •Angry, she's got a lot of homework to do
95: Somebody did something to her
96: Stomach ache
97: III
98: Stomach ache
C3
C4
N=20
CS
C6
C3
E class
99: Her friend left
100: She's got a lot of problems at home .Her friend left
101: Sad .She's got a 10of prohIems at home
102: Headache • Sad
103: III .Headache
104: He wears weird clothes and his classmates make .I11
fun of him .Hisfher friends make fun of him/her for a
105: His friends make fun of him because he's got a reason
~~" ~~~~~
106: He can't find his friends .Don't know
107: Sad .Something keeps bothering either his dad
108: Something keeps bothering either his dad or or mum
mum • He had an accident during a football
I +~1 0~9~:4Hig!"s~fr!:!~l"e~nds~m~ak~e:..!fun~~o~f~him"~ 1 match
I-- 110: III • He is not well psychologically
Ill: He had an accident during a football match .Stomach ache
112: He is not well psychologically .Sad
113: Stomach ache
114: Sad
C4
N=16
CS
C6
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ST C4
115: Physical disability/not well psychologically ·Physical disability/not well
class 116: She got a fight with her friends psychologically
C6 117: She got a fight with a friend of hers
•A fight with friends
N=4 118: Her friends don't want to play with her • Her friends don't want to play with her
Table A.4.2: Raw data of the British children's causation of the 'not feeling well'
state
UK sample
C3 D. Harwood: Sad
119: He is ill inbed
C4 120: He is sick/vomiting121: Sick
l22:Sad
Recepti 123: Sick ·Sad124: Sick, coughing and went to the doctor ·illon CS 125: Don't know ·Sick/vomiting
N=lS 126: Don't know
·Don'tknow
127: He is sick ·Broke his leg
128: He is feeling sick • Chicken pox
C6
129:Sad
130: He broke his leg
131: Chicken pox
132: Don't know
133: She feels sick
C3 l34:Sad ·Feels sick135: feels sick
Year 1 136: tummy ache
·ill in bed
·Sad
C4 137: feels sick ·Tummyache
N=10 138: Don't know
139: She is sick/got a cold
·Don't know
CS 140: tummy ache
·Sick/got a cold
C6 141: tummy ache
142: Feels sick
C3 143: He's got a cough
144: sick
·Feels sick
145: feels sick ·Got a cough
C4 146: She is sad/crying ·Sad
Year2 147:Sad ·Chicken pox
148: Chicken pox -being bullied
N=13 149: Sick -mCS 150: She may be bullied -he got hit
151: 111in bed ·Tummyache
C6 152: He got hit
153: tummy ache
154: feels sick
155: none is playing with him
Cl 156: ill lying down
157: 111
158: Everybody keeps bullying him ·No one is playing with her
Year3 C4
159: ill/fever -m
160: sick -been bullied
N=12 161: been bullied
·ilVfever
CS 162: He hasn't got any friends and no one likes him ·stomach pain
163: ill ·don'tknow
164: High fever
C6 165: Stomach pain
166: Don't know
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167: feels sick
Cl 168: chicken pox
169: ill/coughing
170: tummy ache
C4 171: lost something *Feels sick172: He is feeling sick/got a cold
*Chicken pox173: He's got a cold
174: her mother died *illYear4
CS 175: ill lying down *tummyache
176: ill/fever *Iost somethingN=ll
177: bad cough ·her mother died
C6 178: sick
179: He is sick
180: sad and lonely
Cl 181: ill/runny nose, cold
182: she is sick *Sad and lonely
C4 183: tonsillitis *illYear S 184: broken leg *tonsill itis
185: He's got a cold *broken leg
N=l1 CS 186: her friend went away *her friend went away
187: his dad has gone away *her dad went away
188: He's got a cold ·feels sick
C6 189: Feels sick
190: very sick
191: ill/fever/runny nose
Cl 192: sick
193: ill ·feels sick
194: his parents are fighting ·ill
Year6 C4 195: feels sick ·parents' fighting196: ill ·sad
N=12 197: sad *Got tired from exams/illCS 198: got tired from exams and she became sick ·Stomach ache
199: Stomach ache/feels sick *Death of a parent
200: his dad died ·m/got a bug
C6 201: he is sneezing/got a cold
202: ill/she's got a bug
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Table A.4.3: Raw data of the children's causation of the 'notfeeling well' state across
3-categories system and 2-categories system
Causes of tnot feeting well' 3-categories system
Flu/got a cold Physical illness
Fever Physical illness
Stomach ache Physical illness
Sad/angry Psychosocial
Headache Physical illness
Shoulder ache Physical illness
Ear ache Physical illness
Don't know Other
fell down/accident Other
friends don't play with him Other
broken arm Other
Disproportional Arms (short & long) Other
Sore throat Physical illness
School performance Other
Father's absence Other
Her mum didn't let her go out and play Other
Allergy Physical illness
Preached by parents and/or teachers Psychosocial
lost her money and can't buy what she wants Other
felt dizzy Physical illness
Had a fight with a friend of hers Psychosocial
Her parents had a fight Psychosocial
She fainted Physical illness
got a low grade in the exam Psychosocial
His parents got a divorce Psychosocial
got no one to play with Psychosocial
Something happened to her parents Psychosocial
Read something and became sad Other
Got no friend Psychosocial
His mum went to the hospital Psychosocial
Something happened to his family Psychosocial
Somebody hit him Psychosocial
Sad Psychosocial
He wasn't good enough at school Psychosocial
His friends don't want to play with him Psychosocial
She can't fmd her friends Psychosocial
Somebody did something to her Psychosocial
He got lost in the forest and has nothing to eat
Angry, she's got a lot of homework to do Psychosocial
Her friend left Psychosocial
She's got a 10of problems at home Psychosocial
His/her friends make fun ofhim/her for a reason Psychosocial
Something keeps bothering either his dad or mum Psychosocial
He had an accident during a football match Other
Physical disability/not well psychologically Other
Chicken pox Physical illness
Got a cough Physical illness
Being bullied Psychosocial
Lost something Other
ill/runny nose Physical illness
tonsillitis Physical illness
got tired from exams and became ill Psychosocial
ill/got a bug Physical illness
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Appendix5
Chapter 7: Additional analyses and scoring guide of the head area ofthe human
figure
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Colour Analysis
Data screening for order effects on colour (as a distinct object)
Session 1 as a first session
In session 1 the children had to rank colours in terms of preference and then assign
affect rating towards them in a counterbalanced order. There were 26 children that
firstly ranked colours in terms of preference and then assigned affect rating towards
them (Ranking - Affect group). On the other hand, there were 27 children firstly
assigned affect rating towards colours and then ranked them in terms of preference
(Affect - Ranking group). For each group non-parametric analyses were conducted on
both preference ranking and affect rating towards the colours. This was intended to
assess whether the two groups significantly treated colours in the same manner.
Ranking-Affect group (N=26)
A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that the preference rankings significantly
differed across the colours et = 70.98; df= 9, P < 0.01). The most preferred colours
were yellow, orange, and red whereas white, brown, and black were the least
preferred colours. A Friedman two-way ANOVA indicated that the affect ratings
towards colours were significantly different across colours et = 68.45; df = 9, p <
0.01). Brown and black received the most negative affect ratings (see Table A.5.l).
Table A.5.l: Children's mean affect ratings towards, and their mean rankings of,
each of the ten colours (listed in the descending order of preference)
Mean affect rating
and (SD)
Mean rank
ordering and (SD)
Yellow
Orange
Red
Purple
Green
Pink
Blue
White
Brown
Black
2.04 (1.04)
1.77 (.95)
2.27 (1.31)
2.46 (1.30)
2.35 (1.13)
2.08 (1.13)
3.00 (1.26)
2.92 (1.09)
3.38 (1.17)
4.27 (1.04)
4.06 (2.05)
4.08 (2.61)
4.15 (2.43)
4.38 (2.67)
4.56 (2.37)
5.04 (3.13)
5.90 (2.58)
6.54 (2.25)
7.19 (2.35)
9.04 (1.66)
}- Least preferredcolours
Affect - Ranking group (N=27)
A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that the preference rankings significantly
differed across the colours et = 70.98; df= 9, P < 0.01). Red, yellow, and green were
the most preferred colours whereas white, brown, and black were the least preferred
colours. A Friedman two-way ANOVA indicated that the affect ratings towards
colours were significantly different across colours et = 68.45; df = 9, p < 0.01).
Brown and black received the most negative affect ratings (see Table A.5.2).
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Table A.5.2: Children's mean affect ratings towards, and their mean rankings of,
each of the ten colours (listed in the descending order of preference)
Mean affect rating Mean rank
and (SD) ordering and (SD)
Red 2.04 (1.04) 3.46 (2.79)
Yellow 1.77 (.95) 3.93 (2.16)
Green 2.27 (1.31) 4.52 (2.78)
Orange 2.46 (1.30) 4.81 (1.80)
Pink 2.35 (1.13) 5.00 (3.57)
Blue 2.08 (1.13) 5.09 (2.67)
Purple 3.00 (1.26) 5.70 (2.55)
White 2.92 (1.09) 6.15 (2.24) ]-Leastpreferred
Brown 3.38 (1.17) 7.48 (1.47) colours
_B_l_~_k 4._2_7~(_1._04~) 8_.~85~(I~.8~1~)__ ~
These results showed that there is no order effect when children rank colours in terms
of preference and assign affect rating towards them or vice versa. Thus, the two
groups were merged into one (N=53).
Session 2 as a first session
In session 2 the children had to choose a colour and finish off the head of a fw and
then off a nfw human figure, in a counterbalanced order. In a following day they had
to complete the tasks of session 1. There were 23 children that firstly did Session 2
and then assigned an affect rating towards colours and then ranked them in terms of
preference (Session 2 ~ Session 1: rating and then ranking group). Nineteen children
firstly did Session 2 and then ranked colours in terms of preference and then assigned
an affect towards them (Session 2 ~ Session 1: ranking and then rating group). For
each group non-parametric analyses were conducted on both preference ranking and
affect rating towards the colours. This was intended to assess whether the two groups
significantly treated colours in the same manner.
Session 2 -+ Session 1: rating and then ranking group (N=23)
A Friedman two-way ANOV A showed that the preference rankings significantly
differed across the colours et = 69.11; df= 9, p < 0.01). Red, orange, and green were
the most preferred colours whereas white, brown, and black were the least preferred
colours. A Friedman two-way ANOV A showed that the affect ratings towards colours
were significantly different across colours et = 54.39; df= 9, p < 0.01). Brown and
black received the most negative affect ratings (see Table A.5.3).
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Table A.5.3: Children's mean affect ratings towards, and their mean rankings of,
each of the ten colours (listed in the descending order of preference)
Mean affect rating Mean rank ordering
and (SD) and (SD)
Red
Orange
Green
Yellow
2.00 (1.00) 2.74 (1.81)
2.04 (1.11) 3.57 (1.97)
2.39 (1.41) 4.43 (2.90)
1.96 (1.26) 4.65 (2.12)
1.61 (1.23) 5.09 (2.79)
1.87 (1.10) 5.96 (3.20)
3.00 (1.24) 6.00 (2.07)
2.74 (1.42) 6.87 (2.18) ~
Brown 3.26 (1.10) 7.22 (1.88) east preferred
~B~I~~~k~ 4~.~13~(I~.3~9~) ~8~.4~8~(~2.=5~9)~__ ~= ofuun
Blue
Pink
Purple
White
Session 2 -+ Session 1: ranking and then rating group (N=19)
A Friedman two-way ANOV A showed that the preference rankings significantly
differed across the colours ex = 60.05; df = 9, P < 0.01). Red, orange, and yellow
were the most preferred colours whereas white, brown, and black were the least
preferred colours. A Friedman two-way ANOV A indicated that the affect ratings
towards colours were significantly different across colours ex = 77.70; df = 9, P <
0.01). Brown and black received the most negative affect ratings (see Table A.SA).
Table A.5.4: Children's mean affect ratings towards, and their mean rankings of,
each of the ten colours (listed in the descending order of preference)
Mean II/fect rating and Mean ,ank ordering
(SD) and (SD)
Red 2.11 (1.29) 3.68 (2.29)
Orange 2.21 (.92) 3.74 (1.94)
Yellow 1.63 (1.01) 4.11 (2.33)
Pink 1.96 (1.26) 4.53 (3.06)
Green 2.32 (1.16) 4.68 (2.38)
Purple 2.63 (1.42) 5.16 (2.56)
Blue 2.89 (1.10) 5.74 (2.09)
White 2.16 (1.17) 6.63 (2.27) J-
Brown 3.42 (.84) 7.63 (1.61) Least preferred
-=.BI=ac::::k=--- -'4.:..;,.7.:....9_.(.;.;;;.6.:;...3)~_..:;.9.;,:.Ic.::..l_ (.=,:1. :...;79";_L)______ colours
These results showed that there is no order effect when children do Session 2 and then
in Session 1 rank colours in terms of preference and assign affect rating towards them
or vice versa. Thus, the two groups were merged into one (Group B, N=42).
Session 2 (fw humanfigure - n[w humanfigure/coumerbalancing) -+ Session 1
In session 2 the children had to choose a colour and finish off the head of a fw human
figure and then off a nfw human figure, in a counterbalanced order. Ina following day
the children had to complete the tasks of session 1. There were 24 children that firstly
completed the fw figure and then the nfw figure (Session 2: fw figure then nfw figure
-+ Session 1 group). Eighteen children firstly did the nfw figure and then the fw
figure (Session 2: nfw figure then fw figure-s Session 1 group). For each group non-
parametric analyses were conducted on both preference ranking and affect rating
towards the colours. This was intended to assess whether the two groups significantly
treated colours in the same manner.
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Session 2:fw figure then nfw figure ~ Session J group (N=24)
A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that the preference rankings significantly
differed across the colours if = 93.82; df = 9, p < 0.01). Red, orange, and yellow
were the most preferred colours whereas white, brown, and black were the least
preferred colours. A Friedman two-way ANOVA indicated that the affect ratings
towards colours were significantly different across colours if = 79.59; df = 9, P <
0.01). Brown and black received the most negative affect ratings (see Table A.5.S).
Table A.5.5: Children's mean affect ratings towards, and their mean rankings of,
each of the ten colours (listed in the descending order of preference)
Mean affect rating Mean rank ordering
and (SD) and (SD)
2.04 (1.30) 2.58 (1.79)
Orange 2.21 (1.06) 3.17 (1.31)
Yellow 1.67 (1.05) 4.29 (2.05)
Green 2.67 (1.43) 4.63 (2.57)
Pink 1.83 (.76) 5.25 (2.98)
Purple 3.04 (1.40) 5.33 (2.43)
Blue 2.83 (1.20) 5.88 (2.82)
White 2.54 (1.44) 7.25 (1.89) }-
Brown 3.25 (.99) 7.79 (1.21) Least preferred
_;B=I=ac=k:.__ ____:4.:..:.4-=.6~(..:..1.:..::.02::.1)~__ ---=8..:..::.8-=.3.....l(-=;.2.=2=-<8)~_--=-colours
Red
Session 2: nfw figure and thenfw figure ~ Session J group (N=J8)
A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that the preference rankings significantly
differed across the colours if = 37.54; df= 9, p < 0.01). Red, orange, and green were
the most preferred colours whereas white, brown, and black were the least preferred
colours. A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that the affect ratings towards colours
were significantly different across colours if = 48.85; df = 9, P < 0.01). Brown and
black received the most negative affect ratings (see Table A.5.6).
Table A.5.6: Children's mean affect ratings towards, and their mean rankings of,
each of the ten colours (listed in the descending order of preference)
Mean affect rating Mean rank ordering
and (SD) and (SD)
Red 2.06 (.87) 3.94 (2.21)
Orange 2.00 (.97) 4.28 (2.44)
Green 1.94 (.94) 4.44 (2.83)
Yellow 2.00 (1.28) 4.56 (2.45)
Blue 2.61 (1.14) 4.72 (2.99)
Pink 1.78 (1.17) 5.39 (3.52)
Purple 2.83 (1.20) 6.00 (2.17)
White 2.39 (1.19) 6.11 (2.45) }!
Brown 3.44 (.98) 6.89 (2.22) ast preferred
_B_I_ac_k __;4~.3:..::.9_;(~1=.3~3)L___ _ __:8=.6~7_(~2=.3~0)L__~ wun
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The order of tasks in session 2 caused no order effect on children's responses in both
affect rating and preference ranking. So, the group of the children that firstly
completed session 1 and then session 2 (N = 53) will be separately studied from those
that firstly completed session 2 and then session 1 (N = 42).
Session 1 -+ Session 2 (N=53)
A Friedman two-way ANOY A showed that the preference rankings significantly
differed across the colours (/ = 136.54; df = 9, p < 0.01). Red, yellow, and orange
were the most preferred colours whereas white, brown, and black were the least
preferred colours. A Friedman two-way ANOY A indicated that the affect ratings
towards colours were significantly different across colours (/ = 143.78; df = 9, P <
0.01). Brown and black received the most negative affect ratings (see Table A.5.7).
Table A.5.7: Children's mean affect ratings towards, and their mean rankings of,
each of the ten colours (listed in the descending order of preference)
Mean affect rating Mean rank ordering
and (SD) and (SD)
2.11 (1.28) 3.79 (2.62)
Yellow 2.04 (1.11) 3.98 (2.09)
Orange 1.94 (.89) 4.45 (2.24)
Green 2.36 (1.13) 4.51 (2.56)
Pink 2.11 (1.19) 5.02 (3.33)
Purple 2.60 (1.28) 5.06 (2.67)
Blue 2.89 (1.23) 5.47 (2.64)
White 2.64 (1.14) 6.32 (2.23) }-
Brown 3.49 (1.03) 7.34 (1.94) Least preferred
~B~I=~=k~ 4~.3~2~(.9~8~) ~8~.9~4~(~1.~73~)~__ = cowu~
Red
Session 2 -+ Session 1 (N=42)
A Friedman two-way ANOY A showed that the preference rankings significantly
differed across the colours (/ = 123.37; df = 9, P < 0.01). Red, orange, and yellow
were the most preferred colours whereas white, brown, and black were the least
preferred colours. A Friedman two-way ANOY A showed that the affect ratings
towards colours were significantly different across colours (/ = 125.29; df = 9, p <
0.01). Brown and black received the most negative affect ratings (see Table A.5.8).
Table A.5.8: Children's mean affect ratings towards, and their mean rankings of,
each of the ten colours (listed in the descending order of preference)
Mean affect rating Mean rank ordering
and (SD) and (SD)
2.05 (1.12) 3.17 (2.07)
Orange 2.12 (1.02) 3.64 (1.94)
Yellow 1.81 (1.15) 4.40 (2.21)
Green 2.36 (1.28) 4.55 (2.65)
Pink 1.61 (1.23) 5.31 (3.18)
Blue 2.74 (1.17) 5.38 (2.91)
Purple 2.83 (1.32) 5.62 (2.32)
White 2.48 (1.33) 6.76 (2.19) }-Least preferred
Brown 3.33 (.98) 7.40 (1.75)
-,B~1:;;;.~~k=--- ___:4.:..:.4:.:::..3~(..::.:1.:..:.1:::...5)~__ ~8 :... .7 .::.6~(.:=.2.=2::..16)~_~colours
Red
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Correlation between colours' preferences and affect ratings towards them
Younger group (n=20)
The correlation calculations depicted significant correlations between the affect rating
and the ranking assigned to the following colours: red (N = 20; r = 0.49; p < 0.05),
blue (N = 20; r = 0.57; p < 0.01), and black (n = 20; r = O. 48; P < 0.05) (see Table
A.5.9).
Table A.5.9: Spearman correlations between the children's affect ratings towards,
and their rankings of, each of the ten colours, together with the mean affect rating
and the mean ranking of each colour in the younger group
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple
Pink
White
Brown
Black
Correlation between
affect rating and rank
Mean affect rating
and (SD)
Mean rank ordering
and (SD)
.49*
.04 (p=.88)
.13 (p=.58)
.03 (p=.89)
.57**
.17 (p=.47)
.33 (p=.15)
.41 (p=.07)
.35 (p=.13)
.48*
2.05 (1.43)
2.30 (1.17)
2.10 (1.25)
3.00 (1.12)
3.35 (1.39)
3.05 (1.36)
2.20 (1.36)
3.05 (1.64)
3.20 (1.28)
3.65 (1.46)
2.95 (2.46)
4.55 (2.19)
3.35 (2.39)
5.30 (2.64)
5.90 (2.92)
5.50 (2.04)
5.35 (3.07)
6.35 (2.62)
6.95 (1.67) J- Least preferred
8.80 (2.07) colours
**. Correlation significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*. Correlation significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
Middle group (n=39)
The correlation calculations showed significant correlations between the affect rating
and the ranking assigned to the following colours: orange (N = 39; r = 0.46; P < 0.01),
yellow (N = 39; r = 0.54; p < 0.01), green (N = 39; r = 0.51; p < 0.01), blue (N = 39; r
= 0.39; p < 0.05), pink (N = 39; r = 0.57; p < 0.01), and white (N = 39; r = 0.40; p <
0.05) (see Table A.5.10).
Table A.5.JO: Spearman correlations between the children's affect ratings towards,
and their rankings of, each of the ten colours, together with the mean affect rating
and the mean ranking of each colour in the middle group
Co"eiation between Mean affect Mean ,."nk orderinK
affect ratln, and rank rating and (SD) and (SD)
Red .24 (p=.14) 2.03 (1.48) 3.26 (2.46)
Orange .46·· 2.13 (0.95) 4.05 (2.14)
Yellow .54·· 1.87 (1.00) 4.21 (1.85)
Green .51·. 2.49 (1.25) 4.79 (2.41)
Blue .39· 2.90 (1.14) 5.51 (2.72)
Purple .27 (p=.09) 2.44 (1.23) 5.51 (2.74)
Pink .57.. 1.79 (1.00) 4.77 (3.23)
White .40· 2.44 (1.14) 6.74 (2.05) U
Brown .15 (p=.37) 3.44 (1.05) 7.33 (2.17) ~~east preferred
_;B:;:.:I=ac::=:k:__-:--:-.....:.~12:;..:(p=~-.;.:.;48::.!)-- ,-__:,.:4 ~77~(0~.6::..;7L)__ .....:8::,:.8::=2:,_(:,::2.:..::.1.:;,,3)r...,____ olours
.*. Correlation significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*. Correlation significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
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Older group (n=36)
The correlation calculations showed significant correlations between the affect rating
and the ranking assigned to the following colours: red (N = 36; r = 0.37; P < 0.05),
orange (N = 36; r = 0.43; P <0.01), green (N = 36; r = 0.67; P <0.01), blue (N = 36; r
= O. 59; P < 0.01), pink (N = 36; r = O. 59; P < 0.01), brown (N = 36; r = 0.39; P <
0.05), and black (N = 36; r = 0.58; P < 0.01) (see A.5.II).
Table A.5.11: Spearman correlations between the children's affect ratings towards,
and their rankings of each of the ten colours, together with the mean affect rating
and the mean ranking of each colour in the older group
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple
Pink
White
Brown
Black
Correlation between
affect rating and rank
Mean affect rating
and (SD)
Mean rank ordering
and (SD)
.37*
.43**
.20 (p=.23)
.67**
.59**
.32 (p=.06)
.59**
.29 (p=.09)
.39*
2.17 (1.16)
1.75 (0.73)
1.81 (0.98)
1.86 (0.96)
2.44 (1.05)
2.81 (1.30)
2.06 (1.01)
2.44 (1.00)
3.53 (0.77)
4.33 0.93
4.11 (2.34)
3.89 (2.13)
4.58 (2.22)
3.81 (2.64)
5.08 (2.71)
4.97 (2.55)
5.44 (3.42)
6.36 (2.19)
7.64 (1.55)
8.94 1.79
Least preferred
colours.58**
**. Correlation significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*. Correlation significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
Data screening for order effects on colour's choice for the FW and NFW tasks
across age and gender
Age
In order to study whether there were any developmental differences in the colours that
were used for the fw and nfw human figures non-parametric analyses were also
conducted on these rank orderings.
FW-NFW
Colour primed Group A (n=28): FW-NFW
Younger (n=7): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that children significantly
used different colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 2.43) than they did for the
NFW figure (mean rank = 5.00) rt = 3.57; df = 1, P < 0.05 - l-tailed).
Middle (n=9): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that children significantly used
different colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 2.56) than they did for the NFW
figure (mean rank = 4.78) rt = 2.78; df= 1, P = 0.05 -I-tailed).
Older (n=12): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that children used the more
preferred colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 2.00) than they did for the NFW
figure (mean rank = 7.33) rt = 12.00; df= 1, p < 0.01).
No developmental differences were found.
Non Colour primed Group C (n=24): FW-NFW
Younger (n=6): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that children significantly
used different colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 1.67) than they did for the
NFW figure (mean rank = 3.17) rt = 2.67; df= 1, P = 0.05 - I-tailed).
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Middle (n=ll): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that children used the more
preferred colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 2.27) than they did for the NFW
figure (mean rank = 6.00) rI = 4.45; df= 1, P < 0.05).
Older (n=7): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that children used the more
preferred colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 1.43) than they did for the NFW
figure (mean rank = 6.43) rI = 7.00; df= 1, P < 0.05).
No developmental differences were found.
NFW-+FW
Colour primed Group B (n=25): NFW-+FW
Younger (n=5): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that children did not
significantly use different colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 3.60) than they did
for the NFW figure (mean rank = 5.60) rI = 0.20; df= 1, P = 0.65).
Middle (n=10): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that children did not
significantly use different colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 3.70) than they did
for the NFW figure (mean rank = 6.IO) rI = 1.60; df= 1, p = 0.2I}.
Older (n=10): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that children significantly used
different colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 2.80) than they did for the NFW
figure (mean rank = 6.30) rI = 3.60; df= 1, P < 0.05 - l-tailed).
Non colour primed Group D (n=18): NFW-+FW
Younger (n=2): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that children did not
significantly use different colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 3.50) than they did
for the NFW figure (mean rank = 2.00) rI = 1.00; df= 1, P = 0.32}.
Middle (n=9): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that children significantly used
different colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 3.78) than they did for the NFW
figure (mean rank = 2.33) rI = 2.79; df= 1, P = 0.05).
Older (n=7): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that children did not
significantly use different colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 2.7I) than they did
for the NFW figure (mean rank = 4.29) rI = 0.14; df'= 1, P = 0.70).
Gender
In order to study whether there were any gender differences in the colours that were
used for the fw and nfw human figures non-parametric analyses were also conducted
on these rank orderings.
FW-+NFW
Colour primed Group A (N=28): FW -+ NFW
Boys (n=J3): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that the boys used the more
preferred colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 2.08) than they did for the NFW
figure (mean rank = 5.38) rI = 9.31; df= 1, P < 0.01).
Girls (n=15): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that the girls used the more
preferred colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 2.47) than they did for the NFW
figure (mean rank = 6.40) rI = 8.07; df= 1, P < 0.05}. .
No gender differences were found.
Non Colour primed Group C (n=24): FW-+NFW
Boys (n=l1): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that the boys used the more
preferred colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 1.91) than they did for the NFW
figure (mean rank = 5.73) rI = 7.36; df'= 1, p <0.05).
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Girls (n=13): A Friedman two-way ANOV A showed that the girls used the more
preferred colours for the FW figure (mean rank: = 1.85) than they did for the NFW
figure (mean rank = 5.15) ri = 6.23; df'= 1, P < 0.05).
No gender differences were found.
NFW-+FW
Colour primed Group B (N=25): NFW -+ FW
Boys (n=10): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that the boys did not
significantly use different colours for the FW figure (mean rank: = 4.10) than they did
for the NFW figure (mean rank: = 6.10) ri = 1.60; df= I, P = 0.20).
Girls (n=15): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that the girls chose the more
preferred colours for the FW figure (mean rank: = 2.80) than they did for the NFW
figure (mean rank = 6.07) ri = 3.27; df= I, P < 0.05- I-tailed).
Gender differences were found.
Non Colour primed Group D (N=18): NFW-+FW
Boys (n=10): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that the boys chose the less
preferred colours for the FW figure (mean rank: = 3.60) than they did for the NFW
figure (mean rank: = 2.50) ri = 2.78; df= I, P = 0.05).
Girls (n=8): A Friedman two-way ANOVA showed that the girls did not significantly
use different colours for the FW figure (mean rank = 3.00) than they did for the NFW
figure (mean rank = 3.75) rI = 0.50; df= I, P = 0.48).
Gender differences were found.
Order of features' addition in the head area
Session 1 -+ Session 2 (N=53)
Fifty three children firstly completed session 1 and then session 2. The majority of
children used the top-down order for adding features in the head area in both fw and
nfw human figures. In Table A.5.12 the types of order of the features' addition are
depicted.
Table A.5.12.: Frequency of the types of order of thefeatures' addition across tasks
Group A (N=28)r Task Order N r'Task Order N
Top-down 20 Top-down 19
'Feeling well' Bottom-up 4 'Notfeeling weU' Bottom-up 6
Mixed 4 Mixed 3
r Task Order
Group~=25)
N Task Order N
Top-down 18 Top-down 20
'Notfeeling well' Bottom-up 3 'Feeling wea' Bottom-up 4
Mixed 4 Mixed I
Total=53
Order N Order N
Top-down 38 Top-down 39
1-Tat Bottom-up 7 rdTask Bottom-up 10
Mixed 8 Mixed 4
Session 2 -+ Session 1 (N=42)
Forty two children firstly completed session 2 and then session 1. The majority of
children used the top-down order for adding features in the head area in both fw and
nfw human figures. In Table A.5.13 the types of order of the features' addition are
depicted.
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Table A. 5.13.: Frequency of the types of order of the features' addition across tasks
Groll.pC (N=24)
Top-down 18 Top-down 19
'Feeling well' Bottom-up 1 'Not feeling well' Bottom-up 3
Mixed 5 Mixed 2
GroupD (N=J8)
Order NOrder
Top-down 17 Top-down 14
'Notfeeling well' Bottom-up 1 'Feeling well' Bottom-up 3
Mixed 0 Mixed 1
Total=42
Order N Order N
Top-down 35 Top-down 33
r Task Bottom-up 2 rdTask Bottom-up 6
Mixed 5 Mixed 3
Mouth Expression
The pattern of the mouth's change was also studied across age and task (see Table
A.5.14).
Table A.5.14.: Frequency of the patterns of mouth change across age and task
Frequency o/mouth change across age and task
FW-+NFW
Patterns of chanxe Younger Middle Older Total
Smile -+ Smile 3 3 0 6
Smile -+ Frown 5 15 14 34
Smile -+ Neutral 4 0 3 7
Smile -+ Other 0 0 2 2
Neutral -+ Frown 0 1 0 1
Other -+ Frown 1 0 0 1
Other -+ Other 0 1 0 1
Total 13 20 19 52
NFW-+FW
Patterns of chanxe Younxer Middle Older Total
Smile -+ Smile 6 3 3 12
Frown -+ Smile 0 13 10 23
Neutral -+ Smile 0 1 1 2
Other -+ Smile 1 1 1 4
Frown -+ Neutral 0 0 0 0
Frown -+ Other 0 1 0 1
Smile -+ Other 0 0 2 2
Total 7 19 17 43
Following the Goodenough-Harris Drawing test, (1963) a scale scoring the features
included in the head area of the human figure was created. The description of each
item is depicted Table A. 5.15.
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Table A.5.15: Head's features' point scale
Head's features' point scale
1. Eyes present (any indication)
2. Eye detail: brow or lashes
3. Eye detail: pupil
4. Eye detail: proportion
5. Nose present (any indication)
6. Nose, two dimensions
7. Bridge of nose
8. Mouth present (any indication)
9. Mouth present (two dimensions)
10. Lips, two dimensions
11. Both nose and mouth/lips in two dimensions
12. Both chin and forehead shown
l3. Hair I
14. Hair II
15. Cheeks (i.e., mouth comers)
16. Other
1. Eyes present (any indication)
Any indication of the eyes must be shown. A single indefinite feature, such as is
occasionally found in the drawings of very young children is credited.
2. Eye detail: brow or lashes
Brow, lashes or both are shown.
3. Eye detail: pupil
Any clear indication of the pupil or the iris as a distinct from the outline of the eye
is shown. Both must appear ifboth eyes are shown.
4. Eye detail: proportion
The horizontal dimension of the eye must be greater than the vertical dimension.
This requirement must be fulfilled in both eyes if both are shown; one eye is
sufficient if only one is shown.
5. Nose present (any indication)
Any clear method of representation is shown.
6. Nose present, two dimensions
Credit all attempts to portray the nose in two dimensions, when the bridge is
longer than the width of the base or tip.
7. Bridge of nose
Nose properly placed and shaped. The base of the nose must appear as well as the
indication of a straight bridge. Placement of upper portion of bridge is important'
must extend up to or between the eyes. Bridge must be narrower than the base.
8. Mouth present (any indication)
Any clear representation of the mouth is scored.
9. Mouth present (two dimensions)
Any representation of the mouth with two lines is scored.
10. Lips, two dimensions
Two lips are clearly shown.
11. Both nose and mouth/lips in two dimensions
A point is given when Items 6 and 9 or 10 are passed.
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12. Both chin andforehead shown
Both the eyes and the mouth must be present, and sufficient space left above the
eyes to represent the forehead; below the mouth to represent the chin. The scoring
should be rather lenient.
13.Hair!
Any indication of hair is scored, however crude.
14. Hair!!
Hair is shown on more than circumference of head and more than a scribble. If
any attempt has been made, even in outline or with a little shading, to portray hair
as having substance or texture, the item is scored.
15. Cheeks (i.e., mouth corners)
Any indication of cheeks, such as the mouth comers in both edges of the mouth is
scored.
16. Other
Any other feature that may be shown in the head area is scored.
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Appendix6
Chapter 8: Stimuli used in the selection task and descriptive statistics
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The stimuli presented in the selection task
An example of the actual size of the stimuli presented in the selection task is depicted
in Figure A.8.1
Figure A.S.l An example of a FW face (level 1)
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Descriptive statistics
FW -+ NFW (N=27)
Sorting out the FW faces (as a 1st task to do)
Table A.6.1 shows the frequency of sorting out patterns across age instructions and
age for the FW task. Table A.6.2 shows all the children that first sorted out of faces
for the FW task.
Table A.6.1: Sorting out 0/ FW faces across age instructions and age (1: least
detailed/ace; 2: medium detailed/ace; 3: most detailed/ace)
A egroup
Age instructions Patterns Younger Middle Older Total
123 0 1 0 1
132 1 0 0 I
Specified age 213 1 0 0 I
instructions 231 0 0 1 1
312 1 3 1 5
321 1 2 4 7
Total 4 6 6 16
123 1 0 0 1
Non specified age 132 0
0 1 1
312 1 2 2 5instructions
321 2 1 1 4
Total 4 3 4 11
Table A.6.2: Sorting outo/FW/aces across age (1: least detailed/ace; 2: medium
detailed/ace: 3: most detailed/ace)
Age group
Patterns Younger Middle Older Total
123 1 1 0 2
132 1 0 1 2
213 1 0 0 1
231 0 0 1 1
312 2 5 3 10
321 3 3 5 11
Total 8 9 10 27
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Sorting out the NFW faces (as a l"d task to do)
Table A.6.3 shows the frequency of sorting out patterns across age instructions and
age for the NFW task. Table A.6.4 shows all the children that flrst did the sorting out
of faces for the NFW task.
Table A.6.3: Sorting out of NFW faces across age instructions and age (1: least
detailed/ace; 2: medium detailedface; 3: most detailedface)
Age group
Age instructions Patterns Younger Middle Older Total
123 0 0 1 1
Specified age
132 2 1 0 3
213 0 0 1 1instructions 312 1 2 2 5
321 1 3 2 6
Total 4 6 6 16
123 1 1 1 3
132 0 1 0 1
Non specified age 213 0
0 1 1
231 1 0 0 1instructions 312 1 0 1 2
321 1 1 1 3
Total 4 3 4 11
Table A.6.4: Sorting out ofNFW faces across age (1: least detailedface; 2: medium
detailed/ace; 3: most detailedface)
Age group
Patterns Younger Middle Older Total
123 1 1 2 4
132 2 2 0 4
213 0 0 2 2
231 1 0 0 1
312 2 2 3 7
321 2 4 3 9
Total 8 9 10 27
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NFW -+ FW (N=22)
Sorting out the NFW faces (as a I" task to do)
Table A.6.5 shows the frequency of sorting out patterns across age instructions and
age for the NFW task. A.6.6 shows all the children that first did the sorting out of
faces for the NFW task.
Table A.6.5: Sorting out of NFW faces across age instructions and age (1: least
detailedface; 2: medium detailed/ace; 3: most detailedface)
Age group
Age instructions Pattern Younger Middle Older Total
123 1 0 1 2
132 0 1 0 1Specified age 213 1 0 0 1instructions 231 1 2 1 4
312 0 1 0 1
Total 3 4 2 9
123 0 0 1 1
132 1 1 0 2Non specified age 231 0 0 1 1instructions 312 0 3 3 6
321 2 1 0 3
Total 3 5 5 13
Table A.6.6: Sorting out ofNFWfaces across age (1: least detailed/ace; 2: medium
detailed/ace; 3: most detailedface)
Agepo_!llJ_
Patterns Younger Middle Older Total
123 1 0 2 3
132 1 2 0 3
213 1 0 0 1
231 1 2 2 5
312 0 4 3 7
321 2 1 0 3
Total 6 9 7 22
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Sorting out the FW faces (as a rdt task to do)
Table A.6.7 shows the frequency of sorting out patterns across age instructions and
age for the FW task Table A.6.S shows all the children that first did the sorting out of
faces for the fw task.
Table A.6. 7: Sorting out offw faces across age instructions and age (1: least detailed
face; 2: medium detailedface; 3:most detailed/ace)
A egroup
Age instructions Pattern Younger Middle Older Total
123 0 0 1 1
132 1 1 0 2Specified age 231 1 0 1 2instructions 312 0 2 0 2
321 1 1 0 2
Total 3 4 2 9
123 2 1 1 4
132 0 2 1 3
Non specified age 213 0 0 2 2
instructions 231 0 1 0 1
312 0 1 0 1
321 1 0 1 2
Total 3 5 5 13
Table A.6.8: Sorting out offw faces across age (1: least detailedface; 2: medium
detailedface; 3: most detailedface)
Age group
Patterns Younger Middle Older Total
123 2 1 2 5
132 1 3 1 5
213 0 0 2 2
231 1 1 1 3
312 0 3 0 3
321 2 1 1 4
Total 6 9 7 22
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Appendix 7
Chapter 9: Additional statistical analyses
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Level of complexity
Configural Frequency Analysis (CFA): Quantity of changed features
In order to study the number of features that children chose for changing the level of
complexity for differentiating the FW face from the NFW face a table of profiles was
constructed. For example in a profile of 'xxxx' the first number stands for eyes, the
second for eyebrows, the third for nose, and the forth for mouth. 'Change' and 'no
change' was recorded as '1' and '2' respectively. For example, in the profile of2121
the eyes and nose's level of complexity was changed whereas eyebrows' and mouth's
level of complexity was not. CFAs were conducted for fixed and non fixed order of
features' completion separately (see Tables A.9.1, A.9.2, A.9.3, and A.9.4).
Fixed order of features completion
Table A.9.1: Patterns of change across age (1': Significant pattern)
A2ellrOUD
Frequency Younger Middle Older
1111 1 3 0
1112 0 1 0
1212 0 0 2
1221 0 0 1
1222 1 1 2
2121 1 0 0
Patterns 2122 1 1 0
2211 0 1 1
2212 0 0 2
2221 1 1 2
*2222 7 (T) 8 (T) 9 (T)
Total 12 16 19
Table A.9.2: Patterns of change across order (1': significant pattern)
Frequency
Order
FW-+NFW NFW-+FW Total
1111 0 4 4
1112 1 0 1
1212 0 2 2
1221 0 1 1
1222 4 0 4
Proflles 2121 1 0 1
2122 1 1 2
2211 2 0 2
2212 1 1 2
2221 4 0 4
2222 13 (T) 11 (T) 24
Total 27 20 47
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Non fixed order of'features' completion
Table A.9.3: Patterns of change across age (1': significant pattern)
Freauency A2e !!TOUO
Younaer Middle Older
Profiles 1111 0 1 0
1112 0 1 0
1122 0 1 0
1211 0 0 I
1212 1 1 0
1221 I I 0
1222 0 2 0
2112 0 0 1
2121 1 0 1
2122 0 1 3
2211 0 0 1
2212 2 0 0
2221 1 1 3
*2222 6 (T) S (T) 6 (T)
Total 12 14 16
Table A.9.4: Patterns of change across order (1': significant pattern)
Order
FW-+NFW NFW-+FW Total
Promes 1111 1 0 I
1112 1 0 I
1122 0 I I
1211 0 I I
1212 0 2 2
1221 1 1 2
1222 1 I 2
2112 1 0 I
2121 0 2 2
2122 1 3 4
2211 0 1 1
2212 2 0 2
2221 2 3 5
*2222 11 (T) 6 (T) 17
Total 21 21 42
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Configura) Frequency Analysis (CFA): Types of cbange
Features' change was also studied in relation to the types of alteration that children
tend to do. Tasks were studied for detecting any specific patterns of 'increase',
'decrease' and 'no change'. In order to see whether any combination of features'
change occurred more often than expected, under the assumption that all profiles are
equally likely, a zero order configural analysis was conducted with a binomial test at a
significance level ofO.OS.
In order to study the types of change that children chose for changing the level of
complexity for differentiating the FW face from the NFW face a table of profiles was
constructed. For example in a profile of 'xxxx' the first number stands for eyes, the
second for eyebrows, the third for nose, and the forth for mouth. 'Increase', 'no
change', and 'decrease' were recorded as '1', '2', and '3' respectively. Table A.9.5
depicts the patterns of types of change.
Table A.9.5: Patterns of types of change across order (1': Significant pattern)
Proftle FW--+NFW NFW --+FW
1111 1 3
1113 0 2
1131 1 1
1133 1 0
1211 0 1
1311 0 2
1312 0 1
1321 0 1
1322 1 0
2111 0 1
2112 1 0
2121 0 2
2122 0 1
2123 1 0
2132 0 1
2133 2 0
2211 0 1
2222 1 4
2223 2 0
2312 0 1
2321 0 2
2331 1 0
2333 1 0
3112 1 0
3113 1 0
3123 1 0
3131 4 1
3132 2 0
*3133 7(T) 1
3211 0 1
3212 1 2
3213 0 1
3223 1 0
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3231 0
3233
3311 0
3312 0 1
3313 0
3321 0
3322 1
3323 0
3331 2 2
3332 3
*3333 6(T) 4
Total 48 41
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